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Preface
This book is the first attempt to synthesize knowledge on theory,
methods, and applications of digital terrain analysis in the context of
multiscale problems of soil science and geology. The content of the
book is based on the author’s long-standing, interdisciplinary research.
The book is addressed to geomorphometrists, soil scientists, geologists, geoscientists, geomorphologists, geographers, and GIS scientists
(at scholar, lecturer, and postgraduate student levels, with mathematical
skills). This book is also intended for GIS professionals in industry and
research laboratories focusing on geoscientific and soil research.
The book is divided into three parts. Part I represents the main concepts, principles, and methods of digital terrain modeling. Part II discusses various aspects of the use of digital terrain analysis in soil
science. Part III looks at applications of digital terrain modeling in
geology.
Chapter 1 presents a brief historical overview of the progress of geomorphometry and digital terrain analysis in the context of soil and geological studies. It is demonstrated that there are four main research
trends in soil- and geology-oriented digital terrain modeling: (1) analysis and modeling of relationships between soil properties and topographic characteristics; (2) use of the resulting data and knowledge in
predictive mapping of soil properties; (3) analysis of forms of geological
features, such as folds and domes; and (4) revelation and analysis of
lineaments and faults, as well as their relationships with other components of geosystems.
Part I comprises six chapters, Chapters 2 7.
Chapter 2 discusses the basic notions of digital terrain modeling.
First, we introduce the concept of the topographic surface and its
restrictions, as well as the notion of a morphometric variable. Then, we
present definitions, formulas, and interpretations for five main groups
of morphometric variables, such as local, nonlocal, solar, and combined
attributes, as well as structural lines. Finally, we discuss three key
types of landform classifications: the Gaussian classification, the
Efremov Krcho classification, and the Shary classification, based on
signs of several local morphometric variables. The concept of relative
accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones is also presented.

ix

x
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In Chapter 3, first, we present a brief review of techniques to produce digital elevation models (DEMs). Specifically, we mention conventional topographic surveys, kinematic GPS surveys, photogrammetric
approaches, radar techniques, laser surveys, shipboard echo sounding,
satellite radar altimetry, three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, and
digitizing of topographic and geological contours. Second, we describe
main types of DEM grids: plane irregular and regular grids, as well as
spheroidal regular grids. Third, we discuss issues of DEM resolution, in
particular, the fundamental sampling theorem and its three sequences.
Finally, there is a brief review of interpolation approaches used in digital terrain analysis.
Chapter 4 deals with calculation methods of digital terrain modeling.
First, we describe the Evans Young method, a conventional technique
to compute local topographic attributes. Second, we present two methods to derive models of local morphometric variables from DEMs based
on plane square grids and spheroidal equal angular grids. The method
for plane square grids uses the approximation of the third-order polynomial to the 5 3 5 moving window by the least-squares approach. The
method can be employed in soil and geological studies at a field, watershed, and regional scales. The method for spheroidal equal angular
grids is based on the approximation of the second-order polynomial to
the 3 3 3 moving window by the least-squares approach. The method is
intended for geological and soil studies at regional, continental, and
global scales. Finally, we briefly review techniques to compute nonlocal
morphometric variables on plane square grids, as well as approaches to
detect structural lines including calculation of the generating function.
Chapter 5 investigates the problem of errors and accuracy of digital
terrain models (DTMs). First, we look at sources and types of DEM
errors, as well as methods of their detection and analysis. Second, we
describe a method to estimate calculation accuracy of digital models of
local morphometric attributes using the criterion of root mean square
error of a function of measured variables. Third, we discuss DTM errors
responsible for artificial landforms and, hence, critical for DTM-based
geological studies. Such artifacts are caused by: (1) the ignoring of the
sampling theorem; (2) the Gibbs phenomenon; and (3) discretization
errors due to grid displacement. Finally, we explore intrinsic properties
of local morphometric variables as a possible cause of orthogonal and
diagonal linear artifacts.
Chapter 6 considers various aspects of DTM filtering. There are three
main tasks of DTM filtering: (1) DTM decomposition, that is, separation
of high- and low-frequency components of the topographic surface to
study its structure and elements of different scales; (2) DTM denoising;
and (3) DTM generalization. We briefly describe main methods of DTM
filtering: trend-surface analysis, the Filosofov method, two-dimensional
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(2D) discrete Fourier transform, 2D discrete wavelet transform, smoothing, row and column elimination from DTMs, and the cutting method.
The algorithm of the 2D singular spectrum analysis is described in
detail and is exemplified by a portion of the Northern Andes.
Chapter 7 examines peculiarities of DTM visualization. For the correct perception of morphometric maps, it is reasonable: (1) to apply
layer tinting; (2) to subdivide values of morphometric variables into
intervals relative to the zero value; (3) to select contrast color schemes;
and (4) to employ a logarithmic transform. We briefly describe some
approaches of DTM visualization: combined displaying of several morphometric variables on a single map, construction of cross sections and
3D models, as well as superimposition of geological and soil information on hill-hading maps.
Part II consists of four chapters, Chapters 8 11.
It is well-known that topography is one of the soil-forming factors.
Chapter 8 discusses the main regularities in the influence of topography
on spatial distribution of soil properties exemplified by soil moisture
content. In particular, we explain the role of slope gradient and aspect,
horizontal, vertical, and mean curvatures, as well as the catchment area
and topographic index.
The central problem of combined analysis of DTMs and soil data is
the selection of the correct value for the DTM grid spacing. Chapter 9
describes a method to determine adequate grid spacing based on the
concept of representative elementary volume. The method includes the
following steps: (1) deriving a set of DTMs using different values of
grid spacing; (2) analyzing correlations between a soil property and a
morphometric variable calculated with different values of the grid spacing; (3) plotting a graph of correlation coefficients between the soil
property and the morphometric variable versus the grid spacing values;
and (4) finding smooth portions of the graph indicating intervals of the
adequate grid spacing. The method is exemplified by the study of relationships between topography and soil moisture.
Chapter 10 looks at predictive soil mapping, a growing branch of soil
science. It is demonstrated that Vasily Dokuchaev explicitly defined its
central idea and statement of the problem in 1886. In predictive soil mapping, it is common to use morphometric variables as key predictors of
soil properties. We briefly review predictive soil-mapping methods
developed in the pre-computer era. Then we present a classification and
a brief review of predictive soil-mapping methods based on digital terrain
modeling and various mathematical approaches (i.e., multiple regression
analysis, hybrid geostatistical approaches, fuzzy logic, discriminant analysis, artificial neural networks, decision trees, etc.). We also discuss problems of small-scale soil prediction and upscaling of relationships in the
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system “topography soil”. Finally, we describe our approach to map
spatial distribution of physical, chemical, and biological properties of soil
based on digital terrain modeling and multiple regression analysis.
Chapter 11 presents two case studies on DTM-based analysis of relationships between topography and soil. Study sites were located in the
Canadian prairies. We studied: (1) temporal variability in the influence
of topography on soil properties; (2) changes in the influence of topography on soil dynamic properties depending on the soil layer depth;
and (3) the effect of topography on the activity of denitrifiers under different soil moisture conditions. We demonstrate that (a) spatial distribution of soil dynamic properties depends on topographic variables only
if soil moisture content is higher than some threshold value; (b) dependence of soil dynamic properties on morphometric attributes may both
decrease and increase as the soil layer depth increases; and (c) there
exists temporal variability in relationships between spatial distribution
of soil dynamic properties and morphometric attributes.
Part III includes four chapters, Chapters 12 15.
Folds of various scales are the most abundant and studied geological
features. Chapter 12 probes into applications of data on curvatures of
the land and stratigraphic surfaces in research of folds and folding processes. In particular, such data are used (1) to describe the geometry of
folds and to classify folds; (2) to predict the degree of fold deformation
and strain, as well as fracture orientation and fracture density of folded
strata; and (3) to estimate the degree of plasticity of folds and to reconstruct paleotopography using Gauss’s Theorema Egregium.
Lineaments are usually associated with faults and linear zones of
fracturing, bending deformation, and increased permeability of the
crust. Chapter 13 describes a method to reveal and classify topographically expressed lineaments. The method is based on the derivation of
horizontal and vertical curvatures from DEMs of the land or stratigraphic surfaces. Lineaments revealed on horizontal curvature maps
are associated with faults formed mostly by horizontal tectonic movements (i.e., strike-slip faults). Lineaments recognized by mapping of
vertical curvature relate to faults formed mainly by vertical motions (i.
e., dip-slip and reverse faults) and thrusting. Lineaments recorded on
maps of both horizontal and vertical curvatures indicate, as a rule, oblique-slip and gaping faults. The method is validated using an artificial
DEM with modeled faults. Finally, we present results of the method’s
implementation for a seismically active, mountainous terrain (the
Crimean Peninsula) and a platform plain region (the Kursk nuclear
power plant area).
Topography controls in many ways gravity-driven overland and
intrasoil transport of water. At the same time, valley networks, determining principal routes of overland flows, can often be connected with
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fault networks, which serve as pathways for upward transport of
groundwaters. For tectonic terrains, it was established that topographically expressed zones of flow accumulation, as a rule, coincide with
sites of fault intersections due to increased rock fracturing. Chapter 14
looks at relationships between zones of flow accumulation and natural
phenomena a priori associated with fault intersections (i.e., sites of
intensive rock fracturing and sites of springs/boreholes with abnormally high discharges). The analysis was performed for the Crimean
Peninsula. It was found that the phenomena under study are spatially
correlated with the location of accumulation zones. This testifies that in
accumulation zones, soil moisture depends on both upward transport
of deep groundwaters and accumulation of overland lateral water
flows. In other words, topographically expressed accumulation zones/
fault intersections are areas of contact and interaction between overland
and deep substance flows.
In the past few decades, there have been proposals suggesting that
hidden global linear (helical) structures exist, which are tectonically and
topographically expressed. Chapter 15 examines this hypothesis using
spheroidal digital terrain modeling and global DEMs of the Earth,
Mars, Venus, and the Moon. Local and nonlocal topographic variables
were calculated and mapped for the entire surface of the celestial bodies. Digital terrain analysis provided support for the existence of global
lineaments: on catchment area maps of the Earth, it was possible to
detect five mutually symmetrical pairs of helical structures encircling
the planet from pole to pole. On catchment area maps of Mars and
Venus, it was also possible to detect several helical structures. All these
structures are apparently associated with traces of the planetary rotational stresses.
Chapter 16 concludes the book summarizing its main themes.
Appendix A presents a mathematical proof for the formulas of local
morphometric variables used in this book. First, we discuss slope lines,
flow lines, special and nonspecial points of the topographic surface.
Second, we develop equations for gradient, aspect, insolation, plan curvature, horizontal curvature, vertical curvature, unsphericity curvature,
rotor, difference curvature, total ring curvature, total accumulation curvature, and generating function. Third, we probe the physical meaning of
local morphometric variables and interrelationships between curvatures.
Appendix B briefly describes the software LandLord intended for
digital terrain analysis.
I would appreciate receiving readers’ suggestions and pointing out
of errors.
Igor V. Florinsky
Pushchino Kiev, April 2011
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Digital Terrain Modeling
A Brief Historical Overview

Topography is one of the main factors controlling processes taking
place in the near-surface layer of the planet (Huggett and Cheesman,
2002). In particular, topography is one of the soil-forming factors
(Dokuchaev, 1883; Zakharov, 1913; Neustruev, 1927; Jenny, 1941;
Huggett, 1975; Fridland, 1976; Gerrard, 1981; Schaetzl and Anderson,
2005) since it influences: (1) climatic and meteorological characteristics,
which controls hydrological and thermal regimes of soils (Geiger, 1927;
Romanova, 1977; Kondratyev et al., 1978; Raupach and Finnigan, 1997;
Böhner and Antonić, 2009); (2) prerequisites for gravity-driven overland
and intrasoil lateral transport of water and other substances (Kirkby
and Chorley, 1967; Young, 1972; Speight, 1980); and (3) spatial distribution of vegetation cover (Yaroshenko, 1961; Franklin, 1995). At the same
time, being a result of the interaction of endogenous and exogenous
processes of different scales, topography can reflect the geological structure of a terrain (Penck, 1924; Gerasimov, 1959; Meshcheryakov, 1965;
Ollier, 1981; Ufimtsev, 1988; Burbank and Anderson, 2001; Scheidegger,
2004; Lopatin, 2008; Brocklehurst, 2010). In this connection, qualitative
and quantitative topographic information is widely used in the
geosciences.
Before the 1990s, topographic maps were the main source of quantitative information on topography. They were analyzed using geomorphometric1 techniques to calculate manually morphometric variables (e.g.,
slope gradient, drainage density, horizontal curvature, etc.) and produce
morphometric maps (Vakhtin, 1930; Weinberg, 1934a; Chentsov, 1940;
Horton, 1945; Volkov, 1950; Strahler, 1957; Clarke, 1966; Devdariani, 1967;
1

Pike (2000, p. 1) defines geomorphometry as “the quantitative study of topography.”
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Pannekoek, 1967; Mark, 1975b; Gardiner and Park, 1978; Stepanov et al.,
1984; Lastochkin, 1987). Conventional geomorphometric techniques have
received wide acceptance in geological studies (Berlyant, 1966): to
represent graphically the shape of deposits (Sobolevsky, 1932), to explore
oil and gas bearing and ore controlling structures (Levorsen, 1927;
Filosofov, 1960; Murray, 1968; Volchanskaya, 1981; Guberman et al.,
1997), to analyze block structure of the Earth’s crust (Orlova, 1975;
Glasko and Rantsman, 1996), to study seismicity (Gelfand et al., 1972),
and so on. In soil science, conventional geomorphometric techniques
have been used to investigate relationships between soil cover and
topography (Dokuchaev, 1891; Ototzky, 1901); to predict quantitative
soil properties (Romanova, 1963, 1970, 1971); to produce soil maps
(Anisimov et al., 1977; Stepanov et al., 1987, 1998; Stepanov, 1989;
Stepanov and Loshakova, 1998); and to study regularities in the structure of the soil cover and its relations with geological features (Filatov,
1927; Stepanov and Sabitova, 1983; Kuryakova and Florinsky, 1991;
Stepanov, 1996).
In the mid-1950s, a new research field—digital terrain modeling—
emerged in photogrammetry (Rosenberg, 1955). Within its framework,
digital elevation models (DEMs), two-dimensional discrete functions of
elevation, became the main source of information on topography.
DEMs were used to calculate digital terrain models (DTMs), twodimensional discrete functions of morphometric variables. Initially, digital terrain modeling has mainly been applied to produce raised-relief
maps using computer-controlled milling machines (Spooner et al., 1957;
Lyubkov and Martynenko, 1963), and to design highways and railways
(Miller and Leflamme, 1958; Konovalov, 1960).
Subsequent advances in computer, space, and geophysical technologies were responsible for the transition from conventional geomorphometry to digital terrain modeling2 (Evans, 1972; Koshkarev, 1982;
Burrough, 1986; Dikau, 1988; Serbenyuk, 1990). This was supported by
the development of the physical and mathematical theory of the topographic surface3 in gravity (Krcho, 1973; Evans, 1979; Shary, 1991, 1995;
Koenderink and van Doorn, 1994; Rudy, 1999; Shary et al., 2002b).
Currently, digital terrain modeling is widely used to solve various
multiscale problems of geomorphology, hydrology, remote sensing, soil
science, geology, geophysics, geobotany, glaciology, oceanology, climatology, planetology, and other disciplines—see reviews (McCullagh,
1988; Moore et al., 1991; Shary et al., 1991; Weibel and Heller, 1991;
2
Pike (2000, p. 1) noted that geomorphometry “is known variously as terrain
analysis or quantitative geomorphology, although the newer term digital terrain
modelling increasingly seems preferred.”

For the definition of the term topographic surface,, see Section 2.1.
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Band, 1993; Franklin, 1995; Florinsky, 1998b; Pike, 1995, 2000, 2001;
Deng, 2007; Brocklehurst, 2010), books (Felicı́simo, 1994a; Wilson and
Gallant, 2000; El-Sheimy et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005; Hengl and Reuter,
2009), and bibliography (Pike, 2002). Digital terrain modeling evolved
into the science of quantitative modeling and analysis of the topographic surface and relationships between topography and other natural and artificial components of geosystems.4
As early as the 1960s, soil science and geology have begun to use
methods of digital terrain modeling. Two DTM-based research avenues
have arisen in that time:
• Analysis of the influence of topography on the formation of soil
properties. In that period, the first attempts were made to model soil
properties with digital topographic data (Troeh, 1964; Walker et al.,
1968).
• Study of geological structures using DEMs of both the land surface
and stratigraphic surfaces (Muñoz-Espinoza, 1968; Abelsky and
Lastochkin, 1969; Robinson et al., 1969). One of the pioneering works
was conducted by Belonin and Zhukov (1968) who studied an uplift
evolution of an elevated block using digital models of the Gaussian,
mean, and principal curvatures of geological surfaces.
Although the first effective methods to calculate morphometric variables were developed in the 1970 1980s (Young, 1978; Evans, 1979;
Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987; Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Martz and
de Jong, 1988), digital terrain modeling was still relatively uncommon
in soil and geological studies of this period. In the 1980s, however, two
mentioned DTM-based research trends have been further developed in
both soil science (Sinai et al., 1981; Burt and Butcher, 1985; Kachanoski
et al., 1985a, 1985b; Pennock et al., 1987) and geology (Moore and
Simpson, 1983; Schowengerdt and Glass, 1983; Onorati et al., 1987;
Zeilik et al., 1989). In the 1990s, the widespread use of personal computers was responsible for the mass transition from conventional geomorphometric techniques to digital terrain analysis in both soil science and
geology. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, advances in
aerial, space, and geophysical technologies have opened new horizons
for digital terrain modeling. First, large-scale and detailed DEMs of the
land surface became available due to the progress in kinematic GPS survey (Ghilani and Wolf, 2008) and LiDAR aerial survey (French, 2003).
Second, global DEMs marked by a relatively high resolution and accuracy were produced using satellite surveys (Farr et al., 2007; Hato et al.,
2009). Public access to these materials via Internet extended the
4

Detailed historical overview of digital terrain modeling can be found elsewhere
(Pike et al., 2009).
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capabilities to conduct DTM-based regional geological and soil studies.
Finally, the advances in three-dimensional seismic survey (Chopra and
Marfurt, 2005, 2007a) enhanced the production of DEMs of geological
surfaces.
Currently, there are four main research trends in soil- and geologyoriented digital terrain modeling:
1. Analysis and modeling of relations between soil properties and
topographic characteristics (Chapters 8, 9, and 11).
2. Use of the resulting data and knowledge in predictive mapping of
soil properties (Chapters 10 and 11).
3. Analysis of forms of geological features, such as folds and domes
(Chapter 12).
4. Revealing and analysis of lineaments and faults, as well as their
relations with other components of geosystems (Chapters 13 15).
Methods of digital terrain modeling are also used in three research
fields, which, from the formal point of view, are associated with geology. However, they have a closer connection with adjacent research
areas, and hence they are not discussed in this book:
1. Study of geodynamics as a factor of terrain evolution (reviews can
be found elsewhere—Codilean et al., 2006; Brocklehurst, 2010). This
is the subject of tectonic geomorphology.
2. Analysis of microtopography of geological samples (Pollard et al.,
2004). To carry out such works, researchers use superdetailed DTMs
with resolution of about 0.2 mm. This scientific field is close to
industrial surface metrology (Pike, 2001).
3. Study of geophysical fields using approaches of digital terrain
modeling (e.g., Rybakov et al., 2003). This research trend is, in fact,
a modification of the well-known geophysical method of second
derivatives (Elkins, 1951).
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2.1 TOPOGRAPHIC SURFACE
The Earth’s surface is too complex for rigorous mathematical treatment because it is not smooth and regular (Shary, 2008). However, for
many practically important problems, it is sufficient to approximate
the Earth’s surface by the topographic surface. Here, we define the
topographic surface as a closed, oriented, continuously differentiable,
two-dimensional manifold S in the three-dimensional Euclidean space
E3. Three key restrictions are true for the topographic surface (Evans,
1979; Mark, 1979; Shary, 1991, 1995):
1. The topographic surface is uniquely defined by a continuous, singlevalued function z 5 f(x, y), where z is elevation and x and y are the
Cartesian coordinates. In particular, this condition means that caves,
grottos, and similar landforms are ignored.
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2. The planar size of the topographic surface is essentially less than the
Earth’s radius. It is generally assumed that the curvature of the
planet may be ignored if the size of the surface portion is less than
0.1 of the average radius of the planet.
3. The topographic surface is characterized by a uniform gravity field.
This condition is important because the Earth’s surface is the surface
in gravity. Its description by measuring elevations (Section 3.1)
implicitly considers the direction of the gravitational acceleration
vector.
We also assume that topography is a scale-dependent phenomenon
(Clarke, 1988). In such a case, a fractal component of topography can be
considered as a high-frequency noise. Fractal topographic models (Clarke,
1988; Xu et al., 1993; Ivanov, 1994; McClean and Evans, 2000) are not discussed in this book.
The notion of the topographic surface can be easily applied to
describe not only the Earth’s surface, but also other similar surfaces
studied in soil science and geology. In this book, the term topographic
surface means the following:
• The Earth’s surface, that is, a contact surface between (a) the
lithosphere and atmosphere, (b) the lithosphere and hydrosphere,
and (c) the ice sheet and the atmosphere.
• The surface of a celestial body, that is, a contact surface between its
lithosphere and atmosphere (for celestial bodies with atmospheres),
or its lithosphere and space (for celestial bodies without
atmospheres).
• The surface of a soil horizon, stratigraphic horizon, geological
structure (e.g., a fold), and so on, that is, a contact surface between
(a) adjacent geological horizons, (b) adjacent soil horizons, and (c)
the lithosphere and the ice sheet (for the Earth and some celestial
bodies).
A morphometric (or topographic) variable or attribute is a twodimensional function describing the topographic surface. In this book,
we mainly discuss fundamental topographic variables associated with
concepts of differential geometry and theory of the topographic surface
(Shary, 1991, 1995; Shary et al., 2002b). Such an approach is connected
with the concept of general geomorphometry, which Evans (1972, p. 18)
defined as
the measurement and analysis of those characteristics of landform which are
applicable to any continuous rough surface. This is distinguished from “specific
geomorphometry”, the measurement and analysis of specific landforms such as
cirques, drumlins and stream channels . . . General geomorphometry as a whole
provides a basis for the quantitative comparison even of qualitatively different
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landscapes, and it can adapt methods of surface analysis used outside geomorphology. Specific geomorphometry is more limited; it involves more arbitrary
decisions, and leaves more room for subjectivity in the quantification of its
concepts.

There are five main groups of morphometric variables1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Local variables (Section 2.2)2
Nonlocal variables (Section 2.3)
Structural lines (Section 2.4)
Solar variables (Section 2.5)
Combined variables (Section 2.6)

Being a morphometric variable, elevation is outside the groups. All
topographic attributes are derived from elevation data.

2.2 LOCAL MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES
Local morphometric variables describe the geometry of the topographic surface in the vicinity of each point of the surface (Speight,
1974), along directions determined by two pairs of mutually perpendicular normal sections3 (Fig. 2.1a). The first pair includes principal sections AA0 and BB,0 well known in differential geometry (Pogorelov,
1957, y 3; Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.24). These are normal sections with
extreme (maximal and minimal) bending at the given point of the surface. The second pair of normal sections CC0 and DD0 is defined on
the topographic surface by gravity: the normal section CC0 includes the
gravitational acceleration vector at the given point.
Two classes of local morphometric variables—form attributes and
flow attributes—are related to the two pairs of normal sections (Shary,
1995; Shary et al., 2002b). Form attributes are associated with principal
sections. They are gravity field invariants; that is, they do not depend
on the direction of the gravitational acceleration vector. Among these

1

Alternative classifications of morphometric variables can be found elsewhere (Shary
et al., 2002; Evans and Minár, 2011).
For morphometric variables, the terms local and nonlocal are used regardless of the
study scale or DTM resolution. These terms are associated with the mathematical
sense of a particular variable. A local morphometric attribute describes the surface
geometry in the vicinity of the given point. A nonlocal topographic variable
characterizes a relative position of the given point on the surface.

2

3

A normal section is a curve formed by the intersection of a surface with a plane
containing the normal to the surface at the given point.
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FIGURE

2.1 Illustrations for some
notions of geomorphometry: (a) Four normal
sections of the topographic surface at the
point P: AA0 and BB0 are principal sections,
CC0 and DD0 are normal sections setting by
gravity; n is the external normal to the surface at the point P, g is the gravitational
acceleration vector at the point P. Modified
from (Lisle et al., 2010, Fig. 2), reproduced with
permission. (b) The curvature of a surface can
be defined as the rate of change of the tangent vector t moved along the curve ds on
the surface (thick line). The vector n is the
unit normal to the surface at the initial point
defined by the vector r; tx and ty are tangent
vectors defining the tangent plane at the initial point. The primed symbols indicate corresponding vectors at the end point. From
(Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003, Fig. 1), reproduced
with permission.

are minimal curvature4 (kmin), maximal curvature (kmax),5 mean curvature (H), the Gaussian curvature (K), and unsphericity curvature (M).
Flow attributes are gravity field-specific variables because they depend
on the direction of the gravitational acceleration vector. Among these
are slope gradient (G), slope aspect (A), horizontal curvature (kh),6 vertical curvature (kv),7 difference curvature (E), accumulation curvature
(Ka), ring curvature (Kr), vertical excess curvature (kve), horizontal
excess curvature (khe), generating function (T), and some others.
4

In this book, we systematically use terms and concepts associated with the notion
of surface curvature. For explanation, see Fig. 2.1b and Section A.3. It is assumed
that the curvature is positive for convex landforms (e.g., hills and ridges) and the
curvature is negative for concave ones (e.g., depressions and valleys).
kmin and kmax are principal curvatures (Pogorelov, 1957, y 3; Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.24).

5
6

Do not confuse this with plan curvature (Section A.3.1).

kh is sometimes called plan curvature or tangential curvature, while kv is called profile
curvature (e.g., Shary, 2006). Roberts (2001) used the terms strike curvature, dip
curvature, dip angle, and azimuth for kh, kv, G, and A, correspondingly. Such
terminological “innovations” introduce confusion.

7
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FIGURE 2.2 Illustrations for the definition of some morphometric variables: (a) slope
gradient, (b) slope aspect, (c) vertical curvature, (d) horizontal curvature, (e) catchment
and dispersive areas. For an explanation, see Table 2.1. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 1.2).

Table 2.1 presents definitions and interpretations of local morphometric
variables.
Local topographic variables are functions of partial derivatives of
elevation
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TABLE 2.1 Definitions and Interpretations of Some Morphometric Variables
Variable and Unit

Definition and Interpretation

Local Morphometric Variables
Form Attributes
Minimal curvature, m21

A curvature of a normal section with the lowest value of
curvature among all normal sections of the topographic
surface at the given point (Gauss, 1828) (Fig. 2.1a). kmin . 0
corresponds to hills, while kmin , 0 relates to valleys
(Section A.3.5).

Maximal curvature, m21

A curvature of a normal section with the highest value of
curvature among all normal sections of the topographic
surface at the given point (Gauss, 1828) (Fig. 2.1a). kmax . 0
corresponds to ridges, while kmax , 0 relates to closed
depressions (Section A.3.5).

Mean curvature, m21

A half-sum of curvatures of two orthogonal normal
sections of the topographic surface at the given point
(Young, 1805). H presents convergence and relative
deceleration of flows with equal weights (Section A.3.5).

Gaussian curvature, m22

A product of maximal and minimal curvatures. According
to Teorema egregium, K retains values in each point of the
topographic surface after its bending without breaking,
stretching, and compressing (Gauss, 1828) (Section A.3.5).

Unsphericity curvature, m21

A half-difference of maximal and minimal curvatures
(Shary, 1995). M 5 0 on a sphere; thus values of M show
the extent to which the shape of the topographic surface is
non-spherical at the given point (Section A.3.6).

Flow Attributes
Slope gradient, 

Slope aspect,



Vertical curvature, m21

An angle G between the tangent plane P and the horizontal
plane S at the given point A of the topographic surface
(Fig. 2.2a) (Lehmann, 1816). G determines the velocity of
gravity-driven flows (Section A.1.1).
A clockwise angle α from north to a projection of the
external normal n to the horizontal plane S at the given
point A of the topographic surface (Fig. 2.2b). A is a
measure of the direction of gravity-driven flows
(Section A.2.1).
A curvature of the normal section BAC formed by the
intersection of the topographic surface with the plane Q,
which contains the gravitational acceleration vector g at the
given point A of the surface (Fig. 2.2c). kv is a measure of
relative deceleration and acceleration of gravity-driven
flows (Aandahl, 1948; Speight, 1974; Shary, 1991). Overland
and intrasoil lateral flows are decelerated when kv , 0, and
they are accelerated when kv . 0 (Section A.3.3).
(Continued)
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TABLE 2.1 (Continued)
Variable and Unit

Definition and Interpretation
21

Horizontal curvature, m

A curvature of the normal section DAE formed by the
intersection of the topographic surface with the plane R,
which is orthogonal to the normal vertical section BAC at
the given point A of the surface (Fig. 2.2d). kh is a measure
of flow convergence and divergence (Sobolevsky, 1932;
Kirkby and Chorley, 1967; Shary, 1991). Gravity-driven
overland and intrasoil lateral flows are converged when
kh , 0, and they are diverged when kh . 0 (Sections A.3.1
and A.3.2).

Difference curvature, m21

A half-difference of vertical and horizontal curvatures
(Shary, 1995). E shows to what extent kv is larger than kh at
the given point of the topographic surface (Section A.3.8).

Horizontal excess
curvature, m21

A difference of horizontal and minimal curvatures (Shary,
1995). khe describes to what extent kh is larger than kmin at
the given point of the topographic surface (Section A.3.9).

Vertical excess curvature,
m21

A difference of vertical and minimal curvatures (Shary,
1995). kve describes to what extent kv is larger than kmin at
the given point of the topographic surface (Section A.3.9).

Accumulation curvature,
m22

A product of vertical and horizontal curvatures (Shary,
1995). Ka is a measure of the extent of flow accumulation at
the given point of the topographic surface (Section A.3.11).

Ring curvature, m22

A product of horizontal excess and vertical excess
curvatures (Shary, 1995). Kr 5 0 for any point of a radially
symmetrical landform with a vertical axis of symmetry
(Section A.3.10).

Nonlocal Morphometric Variables
Catchment area, m2

An area of the closed figure CA formed by the contour
portion b at the given point of the topographic surface and
two flow lines l1 and l2 coming from upslope to the ends of
the contour portion (Fig. 2.2e) (Speight, 1974). A measure of
the contributing area.

Specific catchment area,
m2/m

A ratio of CA to the length of the contour portion b
(Fig. 2.2e) (Speight, 1974).

Dispersive area, m2

An area of the closed figure DA formed by the contour
portion b at the given point of the topographic surface and
two flow lines l1 and l2 going down slope from the ends of
the contour portion (Fig. 2.2e) (Speight, 1974). A measure of
a downslope area potentially exposed by flows passing
through the given point of the topographic surface.

Specific dispersive area,
m2/m

A ratio of DA to the length of the contour portion b
(Fig. 2.2e) (Speight, 1974).
(Continued)
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TABLE 2.1 (Continued)
Variable and Unit

Definition and Interpretation
2

Drainage density, m/m

The total length of the permanent and seasonal streams
and rivers for the unit area (Horton, 1945). A measure of
landscape dissection.

Combined Morphometric Variables
Topographic index

The logarithm of the ratio of CA to tan G at the given point
of the topographic surface. A measure of the extent of flow
accumulation (Beven and Kirkby, 1979).

Stream power index

The logarithm of the product of CA and tan G at the given
point of the topographic surface. SI can be used to describe
potential flow erosion and related landscape processes
(Moore et al., 1991).

They are calculated using the following formulas (Shary, 1991, 1995,
2006):
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2:2Þ
G 5 arctan p2 1 q2 ;




A 5 290 1 2 signðqÞ ð1 2 jsignðpÞjÞ 1 180 1 1 signðpÞ
!
180
2q
2
signðpÞarccos pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
π
p2 1 q 2
q2 r 22pqs 1 p2 t
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
ðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 1 p2 1 q2

ð2:4Þ

p2 r 1 2pqs 1 q2 t
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2
2
ðp 1 q Þ ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ð2:5Þ

kh 5 2

kv 5 2

K 5 kmin kmax 5
H5

ð2:3Þ

rt 2 s2
;
ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2

1
1
ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðkmin 1 kmax Þ 5 ðkh 1 kv Þ 5 2
2
2
2 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ð2:6Þ
ð2:7Þ

1
q2 r 22pqs 1 p2 t
ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
; ð2:8Þ
E 5 ðkv 2 kh Þ 5
2
ðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 1 p2 1 q2
2 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3
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FIGURE 2.3 The Stavropol Upland: elevation. For the DEM description, see
Section 4.2.3.1. From (Florinsky, 2009b, Fig. 2).

ðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞðp2 r 1 2pqs 1 q2 tÞ
;
½ðp2 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
M 5 ðkmax 2 kmin Þ 5 H 2 2 K;
2
 2
2
ðp 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
;
Kr 5 khe kve 5 M2 2 E2 5
ðp2 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ

ð2:10Þ

khe 5 kh 2 kmin 5 M 2 E;

ð2:12Þ

kve 5 kv 2 kmin 5 M 1 E;

ð2:13Þ

kmin 5 H 2 M;

ð2:14Þ

kmax 5 H 1 M:

ð2:15Þ

Ka 5 kh kv 5

ð2:9Þ

ð2:11Þ

For the development of these formulas, see Appendix A.
Notice that not all local morphometric variables can be determined
at special points of the topographic surface (for details, see Appendix
A). The following expression is true for the locus of special points:
p2 1 q2 5 0 (Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.23 and 7.24; Shary, 1991). Among these
are isolated points (local extrema, such as hill summits and pit bottoms), saddles, as well as horizontal planes (Section A.1.2).
Methods for calculating local topographic attributes are discussed in
Sections 4.14.3. Figures 2.32.5 illustrate their calculation.
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FIGURE 2.4 The Stavropol Upland: (a) slope gradient, (b) slope aspect. For details of
calculation, see Section 4.2.3.1; for the elevation map, see Fig. 2.3. From (Florinsky, 2010,
Fig. 1.4).

2.3 NONLOCAL MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES
Nonlocal morphometric variables describe a relative position of a
point on the surface (Speight, 1974). To determine such attributes, one
should analyze a large territory with boundaries located far away from
the given point (e.g., an entire upslope portion of a watershed). Among
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FIGURE 2.5 The Stavropol Upland: (a) horizontal curvature, (b) vertical curvature,
(c) minimal curvature, (d) maximal curvature, (e) difference curvature, (f) mean curvature,
(g) horizontal excess curvature, (h) vertical excess curvature, (i) the Gaussian curvature,
(j) accumulation curvature, (k) ring curvature, and (l) unsphericity curvature. For details
of calculation, see Section 4.2.3.1; for the elevation map, see Fig. 2.3. From (Florinsky, 2009a,
Fig. 2).
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FIGURE 2.5

(Continued).

nonlocal topographic variables are catchment area8 (CA), specific catchment area (SCA), dispersive area (DA), specific dispersive area (SDA),
drainage density (Dd), and some others.
8
Definitions and interpretations of some morphometric variables use such terms and
notions as flow line, catchment, and flow. To avoid misunderstanding, we should
stress that topographic attributes describe a surface in gravity regardless of the
surface origin and the existence of water or other liquids on the surface.
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FIGURE 2.6 The Stavropol Upland: (a) catchment area, (b) dispersive area. Calculation
was carried out by the Martzde Jong method (Section 4.4). For the elevation map,
see Fig. 2.3. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 1.7).

For definitions and interpretations of some nonlocal morphometric
attributes, see Table 2.1. Methods for calculating CA and DA are discussed
in Section 4.4. Examples of CA and DA calculation can be seen in Fig. 2.6.

2.4 STRUCTURAL LINES
One can distinguish two families of spatial curves on the topographic
surface: contour lines and slope lines (Cayley, 1859) (Section A.1.3).
A contour is a locus of intersection of a horizontal plane with the topographic surface. For any point of a slope line, the direction of a tangent
vector to the curve coincides with the direction of a tangential component of the gravity vector. Slope lines are not defined at special points of
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the surface, such as local maxima, minima, saddles, and flat areas. Slope
lines and contours are mutually perpendicular at their intersections.
Considering these families of spatial curves, one can distinguish two
groups of loci of extreme curvature of the topographic surface: (1) a locus
of extreme curvature of contours and (2) a locus of extreme curvature of
slope lines. Obviously, extreme curvature varies in sign: one can set the
positive sign to convex areas and negative—to concave ones. Loci of
extreme curvature may partially describe four types of structural lines:
1. Ridge lines, or crests—the locus of positive extreme curvature of
contours (Weinberg, 1934a)
2. Valley lines, or thalwegs—the locus of negative extreme curvature of
contours (Weinberg, 1934a)
3. Convex break lines—the locus of positive extreme curvature of slope
lines (Shary and Stepanov, 1991)
4. Concave break lines—the locus of negative extreme curvature of
slope lines (Shary and Stepanov, 1991)
Note that structural “lines” are formed not only by the loci of
extreme curvature, but also by loci of special points (Section A.1.2).
At the same time, one can consider ridge and valley lines as two
topologically connected treelike hierarchical structures. Maxwell (1870)
defined a ridge as a slope line connecting a sequence of local maximal
and saddle points, and a thalweg as a slope line connecting a sequence
of local minimal and saddle points.
Methods for digital revealing of structural lines are discussed
in Section 4.5. The revealing of crests and thalwegs is illustrated in
Fig. 2.7.

FIGURE 2.7 The Stavropol Upland: ridge and thalweg lines. For details of calculation,
see Section 4.5.1; for the elevation map, see Fig. 2.3. From (Florinsky, 2009b, Fig. 8a).
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2.5 SOLAR MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES
Solar morphometric variables describe relations between the topographic surface and solar irradiation. Among these variables are
reflectance, insolation (I(θ,ψ)), and some related functions. Reflectance
and insolation can be estimated with several models of light reflectance from a surface: Lambertian, LommelSeeliger, and so on (Horn,
1981).
Insolation is a measure of the topographic surface illumination
by solar light flux (Section A.2.2). The unit of I(θ,ψ) is percent.
Insolation can be estimated by the following expression (Shary et al.,
2005):
Iðθ;ψÞ550

f11sign½sinψ2cosψðpsinθ1qcosθÞg½sinψ2cosψðp sin θ1q cos θÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
11p2 1q2
ð2:16Þ

where θ and ψ are azimuth and zenith solar angles, respectively
(Fig. 2.8). Notice that this does not consider diffuse radiation and cloudshadowing effects. For development of the formula, see Section A.2.2.
Maps of insolation (or hill-shading maps) are widely used in geosciences because they reflect the shape of the topographic surface. An
advantage of hill-shading maps is the possibility of modeling such
positions of the Sun on the celestial sphere, which are impossible in
nature. This offers the potential for revealing some topographically
expressed geological structures (Section 13.1). Moreover, the thermal

FIGURE 2.8

Illustration for solar angles used to compute insolation (hill shading). See
text for explanation.
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regime of slopes influencing soil properties depends in part on the incidence of solar rays to the land surface, so it depends on both G and A
(Section 8.2). Insolation directly describes this incidence and therefore
better considers the thermal regime. Reviews of insolation-based solar
radiation models can be found elsewhere (Dubayah and Rich, 1995;
Böhner and Antonić, 2009).
Examples of insolation mapping can be seen in Figs. 2.9, 5.2, 6.2a,
and 6.3. Figures 7.4, 10.3, and 10.5 exemplify the combined use of hillshading and geological/soil data. The use of hill-shading maps to
reveal geological structures is shown in Fig. 13.2.

FIGURE 2.9 The Stavropol Upland, insolation for various values of zenith and azi-

muth solar angles: (a) 45 and 180 (south); (b) 45 and 0 (north). For the elevation map,
see Fig. 2.3.
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2.6 COMBINED MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES
Morphometric variables can combine local and nonlocal ones.
Combined topographic variables consider both the local geometry of
the topographic surface and a relative position of a point on the surface.
Among these variables are the topographic index (TI) and the stream
power index (SI):



CA
TI 5 ln
tan G

ð2:17Þ

SI 5 lnðCAUtan GÞ

ð2:18Þ

For interpretations of TI and SI, see Table 2.1 and Section 8.3.
Figure 2.10 illustrates TI and SI mapping.

2.7 LANDFORM CLASSIFICATIONS
On one hand, landform classifications based on local morphometric
attributes are of fundamental importance to the theory of geomorphometry and digital terrain modeling. On the other hand, they are utilized
in segmentation of the topographic surface to solve some problems of
geology and soil science. There are three main quantitative approaches
to classifying landforms using information on the local geometry of the
surface:
1. The Gaussian classification based on the signs of the Gaussian and
mean curvatures
2. The EfremovKrcho classification using the signs of the horizontal
and vertical curvatures
3. The Shary classification based on the signs of the Gaussian, mean,
difference, horizontal, and vertical curvatures

2.7.1 The Gaussian Classification
The first quantitative classification of landforms was developed by
Carl Friedrich Gauss (1828)9 using the sign of the total (Gaussian) curvature. According to this classification, positive values of K describe an
elliptic surface, negative values of K relate to a hyperbolic surface, while
zero values of K define a parabolic surface. As applied to the topographic surface, its elliptic portions correspond to hills and closed
9

There is an English translation of this work (Gauss, 2009).
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FIGURE 2.10 The Stavropol Upland: (a) topographic index, (b) stream power index.
Calculation was carried out by the Martzde Jong method (Section 4.4). For the elevation
map, see Fig. 2.3. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 1.10).

depressions, hyperbolic portions relate to saddles, and parabolic portions correlate with ridges, valleys, and plane areas.
To distinguish between hills and closed depressions, convex and concave saddles, and ridges and valleys, one should combine data on the
signs of the Gaussian and mean curvatures as follows (Shary, 1991,
1995; Koenderink and van Doorn, 1992):
• K . 0 with H . 0 describe hills, while K . 0 with H , 0 define closed
depressions.
• K , 0 with H . 0 relate to convex saddles, while K , 0 with H , 0
describe concave saddles.
• K 5 0 with H . 0 correspond to ridges, while K 5 0 with H , 0 define
valleys.
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Figure 2.11a illustrates the scheme of this classification using terms
of structural geology, since the Gaussian classification is used in geological studies (Roberts, 2001; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003; Bergbauer
et al., 2003; Lisle and Toimil, 2007; Mynatt et al., 2007a). Note that in
nature, portions of the topographic surface with zero values of the
Gaussian or mean curvatures are very rarely observed (Section 2.7.3).
Thus, the number of landform types in the Gaussian classification may
be reduced from nine to four (i.e., antiformal saddle, synformal saddle,
dome, and basin—Fig. 2.11a).
Figure 2.12a displays a map of the topographic segmentation using
the Gaussian classification in its reduced form. Use of this classification
in structural geology is discussed in Sections 6.2.7 and 12.2.
Koenderink and van Doorn (1992) proposed using a continual form
of this discrete classification applying the shape index (IS) (Lisle and
Toimil, 2007):
2
H
IS 5 arctan pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
ð2:19Þ
π
H2 2 K
IS can take values from 21 to 1. Its positive values relate to convex
landforms, while negative ones correspond to concave landforms.
Under this condition, absolute values from 0.5 to 1 are associated with
elliptic surfaces, whereas absolute values from 0 to 0.5 relate to hyperbolic ones. Figure 2.12b illustrates a map of the shape index.

2.7.2 The Concept of Accumulation Zones. The
EfremovKrcho Classification
Local accumulation of a gravity-driven flow is controlled by two
mechanisms: relative deceleration and convergence (Shary, 1991)
(Table 2.1). Flow relative deceleration is determined by kv: a flow tends
to accelerate when kv . 0, and to decelerate when kv , 0 (Speight, 1974)
(Section A.3.3). Flow convergence is controlled by kh: a flow diverges
when kh . 0 and converges when kh , 0 (Kirkby and Chorley, 1967)
(Sections A.3.1 and A.3.2).
There is a concurrent action of convergence and relative deceleration
of flows within areas characterized by both kh , 0 and kv , 0. These
areas are said to be relative accumulation zones (Shary et al., 1991). If
divergence and relative acceleration of flows act simultaneously (kh . 0
and kv . 0), these areas are referred to as relative dissipation zones.
Areas with other combinations of the kh and kv signs (no concurrent
action of “unidirectional” processes) are lumped together as transit
zones. It should be noted that we consider zones of relative accumulation rather than dead-end depressions. A flow may pass through a
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FIGURE 2.11 Landform classification schemes: (a) the Gaussian classification; shape
terms used in structural geology are indicated. From (Mynatt et al., 2007a, Fig. 2), reproduced
with permission. (b) The EfremovKrcho classification; zones of relative accumulation,
transit, and dissipation are indicated. From (Schmidt and Hewitt, 2004, Fig. 3a), reproduced
with permission. (c) The Shary classification, 12 main types of landforms. From (Shary et al.,
2005, Fig. 23), reproduced with permission.

great quantity of relative accumulation zones before entering into a
dead-end depression.
According to the landform classifications by the signs of kv and kh—
both qualitative (Efremov, 1949) and quantitative (Troeh, 1964; Krcho,
1983)—accumulation zones can be defined as concaveconcave landforms, while dissipation zones can be described as convexconvex
landforms. Another seven types of landforms can be assigned to transit
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FIGURE 2.11 (Continued).

zones (Fig. 2.11b). Note that as for the Gaussian classification
(Section 2.7.1), portions of the topographic surface with zero values of
horizontal or vertical curvatures are rarely observed (see details in
Section 2.7.3). Therefore, the number of landform types in the
EfremovKrcho classification can be also reduced from nine to four.
If mapping of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones is carried
out by a simple registration of kh and kv maps (Fig. 2.12c), one can visualize only spatial distribution of these zones without quantitative estimation of a probable degree of flow accumulation. To solve this
problem, Shary (1995) proposed the use of data on Ka and H. Negative
values of Ka correspond to transit zones, while positive values of Ka correspond to both accumulation and dissipation zones. They can be distinguished using data on H. Positive values of Ka with negative values
of H correspond to accumulation zones, while positive values of Ka
with positive values of H correspond to dissipation zones (Shary, 1995).
Maps of relative accumulation zones represent areas where geometrical peculiarities of the topography provide conditions for the local accumulation of gravity-driven substances, such as water (meteoric water,
soil moisture), dissolved and suspended substances (salts, clay and
organic particles, etc.), and other liquids (e.g., petroleum products). In
this connection, maps of relative accumulation zones are used in geosciences: to predict slope instability (Lanyon and Hall, 1983; Florinsky,
2007b); to study and model soil properties at field, regional, and continental scales (Pennock et al., 1987; Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Florinsky
and Eilers, 2002; Shary et al., 2002a; Shary, 2005); to estimate the risk for
soil secondary salinization (Florinsky et al., 2000); to predict soil degradation and contamination along pipelines; to explore placer deposits
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FIGURE 2.12

The Stavropol Upland: topographic segmentation performed using
(a) the Gaussian classification; (b) shape index; (c) the EfremovKrcho classification
(zones of relative accumulation, transit, and dissipation); (d) the Shary classification. For
the elevation map, see Fig. 2.3.

(Florinsky, 2007b); to search meteoritic matter (Florinsky, 2008e); and so
on. Relative accumulation zones may coincide with intersections of
lineaments, faults, and fracture zones. Thus they constitute areas of contact and interaction between overland and intrasoil lateral water flows
and upward flows of deep groundwaters (Florinsky, 2000) (Chapter 14).

2.7.3 The Shary Classification
It is clear that the Gaussian landform classification is based on morphometric variables belonging to the class of form attributes; that is, it
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FIGURE 2.12 (Continued).

takes into account information on only principal normal sections, which
directions are independent of gravity (Section 2.2). At the same time,
the EfremovKrcho classification uses topographic variables belonging
to the class of flow attributes; that is, it considers information on only
two normal sections controlled by gravity (Section 2.2).
Shary (1995) proved that neither classification is complete. He proposed a new classification that is free of the indicated limitations. It
incorporates two previous classifications as special cases; that is, each
landform type of the Gaussian and EfremovKrcho classifications is a
combination of several landform types of the Shary classification.
The Shary classification is based on the signs of five curvatures: the
Gaussian, mean, difference, horizontal, and vertical curvatures.
According to this classification, the topographic surface is described by
46 landform types. Twelve of them are main types (Fig. 2.11c); they can
be found with a frequency of 1/12 in nature. Thirty-four landform
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types are rare; that is, they are observed with a frequency of less than
0.0001. These are landforms, for which one of the five curvatures has
zero value. On maps, rare landforms are represented as lines and
points, which are usually located between landforms belonging to the
main types (Shary, 1995; Shary et al., 2005). Figure 2.12d demonstrates a
topographic segmentation performed using the Shary classification.
Compared to the Gaussian and EfremovKrcho classifications, the
higher number of landform types in the Shary classification leads to its
higher flexibility. For instance, Buivydaite and Mozgeris (2007) found
that soil units and classes correlated stronger with the landform types
derived with the Shary classification rather than the Gaussian and
EfremovKrcho ones. MacMillan and Shary (2009) have presented a
detailed comparison of the Shary classification with other landform
classifications including empirical ones.
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3.1 DEM GENERATION
A DTM is a two-dimensional discrete function of a morphometric
variable, which defines the topographic surface as a set of values measured or computed at the grid nodes. Among DTMs are DEMs, digital
models of slope gradient, horizontal curvatures, catchment area, and
other topographic attributes (Miller and Leflamme, 1958; Doyle, 1978;
Burrough, 1986). For any portion of the topographic surface, digital
models of all morphometric variables are derived from a DEM of this
portion.
DEMs can be generated by various field, remote, and laboratory
techniques:
1. Conventional topographic surveys (Ghilani and Wolf, 2008; Kleim
et al., 1999). These are carried out by means of optical or laser
tacheometers and leveling instruments. Resulting detailed and
large-scale DEMs of relatively small areas are used in large-scale
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soil and geological studies (e.g., Pennock et al., 1987; King et al.,
1999).
2. Kinematic GPS surveys (Panin and Gelman, 1997; Schmidt et al., 2003;
Nico et al., 2005b; Ghilani and Wolf, 2008, ch. 15). These are employed
to create large-scale and detailed DEMs with the global positioning
satellite system and GPS receivers, which are mounted on an
all-terrain vehicle or moved by an operator. Kinematic GPS surveys
offer fast and cost-effective DTM-based solutions for many detailed
and large-scale problems of soil science (e.g., Clark and Lee, 1998;
Florinsky et al., 2002) and geology (Baldi et al., 2000; Pearce et al.,
2006; Fiore Allwardt et al., 2007; Nazari et al., 2009).
3. Analogue (Wolf and Dewitt, 2000) and digital (Claus, 1984; Jensen,
1995; Lascelles et al., 2002; Linder, 2006) photogrammetric approaches.
These are used to construct DEMs from stereo pairs of remotely
sensed (as a rule, aerial and satellite) images in the optical range.
One can utilize satellite images from various platforms, such as
SPOT (Gugan and Dowman, 1988; Chen and Rau, 1993; Al-Rousan
et al., 1997; Toutin, 2006), Landsat MSS, NOAA AVHRR (Akeno,
1996), ASTER (Welch et al., 1998; Hirano et al., 2003; Toutin, 2008),
Ikonos (Toutin, 2004b), QuickBird (Toutin, 2004a), and the like.
Photogrammetric DEMs can be used in both soil science (e.g., Odeh
et al., 1991; Ziadat et al., 2003) and geology (e.g., Chorowicz et al.,
1991; Babiker and Gudmundsson, 2004) in a wide range of scales.
Digital photogrammetry was applied to produce two current
medium-scale DEMs: the ASTER GDEM for the most part of the
land surface (Hato et al., 2009; Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2009) and
the SPOT DEM for portions of Eurasia, Africa, and Central America
(Spot Image, 2008). In superdetailed field and laboratory studies of
soil erosion, ground-based stereo photography is implemented to
create DEMs with resolution of several millimeters (Warner, 1995;
Hancock and Willgoose, 2001). Superdetailed stereo photography is
also applied to produce DEMs in laboratory physical modeling of
tectonic processes, such as folding and faulting (Fischer and
Keating, 2005; Keating and Fischer, 2008).
4. Radar techniques. These are carried out with synthetic aperture
radars (SARs). To produce DEMs, three approaches are applied
(Toutin and Gray, 2000): polarimetry (Schuler et al., 1996, 1998),
stereo radargrammetry using stereo pairs of radar images (Gelautz
et al., 2003; Toutin, 2010), and interferometry (Zebker et al., 1994a,
1994b; Bürgmann et al., 2000). The interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR) technique is most commonly used. In particular, this
method was implemented to create the global small-scale DEM of
Venus (Pettengill et al., 1991; Ford, 1992) and SRTM3, the global
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medium-scale DEM for a large part of the land surface (Rabus et al.,
2003; NASA, 2003; Farr et al., 2007). The latter was used to describe
the land topography in SRTM30_PLUS, the global DEM (Becker
et al., 2009). SARs on ERS-1 and Radarsat satellites were used to
produce DEMs of the ice sheets of Greenland (Joughin et al., 1996)
and Antarctica (Liu et al., 2001), correspondingly. InSAR-based
DEMs are utilized in medium- and small-scale soil (e.g., Hengl
et al., 2007a; Mora-Vallejo et al., 2008) and geological/planetological
(e.g., Solomon et al., 1991; Florinsky, 2008b) investigations.
Sometimes, ground-based radar techniques are in use to generate
large-scale DEMs (Nico et al., 2005a). Data from the SAR on Cassini
satellite were used to produce a digital model of near-shore
bathymetry for the hydrocarbon lake Ontario Lacus on Titan (Hayes
et al., 2010).
5. Laser surveys. These use a pulse laser to determine distance
between the target and the sensor. LiDAR (Light Detection And
Ranging) aerial surveys are applied to create large-scale and
detailed DEMs of both the land surface (Baltsavias, 1999; Wehr
and Lohr, 1999; French, 2003; Brovelli et al., 2004; Lloyd and
Atkinson, 2006; Liu, 2008; Bretar and Chehata, 2010) and the
seafloor (down to 270 m in clear waters—Finkl et al., 2005; Gao,
2009). Although some technical problems are still unsolved (e.g.,
effective filtering of high-frequency noise—Aguilar and Mills,
2008; Leigh et al., 2009), LiDAR aerial surveys offer fast DTMbased solutions for large-scale problems of soil science (e.g.,
Ballabio and Comolli, 2010; Greve et al., 2010) and geology (e.g.,
Haugerud et al., 2003; Mynatt et al., 2007b). Using satellite laser
altimetry, two global DEMs of the Moon were produced: the
small-scale DEM (Smith et al., 1997; Zuber, 1996) and the
medium-scale one (Smith D.E. et al., 2010), a series of global
medium- and small-scale DEMs of Mars (Smith et al., 1999; Smith,
2003), as well as DEMs for the ice sheets of Antarctica and
Greenland (Schutz et al., 2005; Dimarzio et al., 2005). Such DEMs
are used in medium- and small-scale geological and planetological
studies (e.g., Zuber et al., 1994, 2000; Byrne, 2007). Terrestrial
LiDARs are applied to create large-scale DEMs of outcrops
(Bellian et al., 2005; Buckley et al., 2008), which can be included
into three-dimensional geological models (Section 7.4).
6. Shipboard echo sounding (Bourillet et al., 1996; Blondel and Murton,
1997). This is performed by echo sounders (e.g., multibeam ones) to
produce DEMs for the floors of lakes, seas, and oceans (Hall, 1996;
Sherstyankin et al., 2006; Gasperini et al., 2007; Jakobsson et al.,
2008). Echo sounding data were the basis for the bathymetry in the
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global SRTM30_PLUS DEM (Becker et al., 2009). Such DEMs can be
utilized in large-, medium-, and small-scale geological investigations
(e.g., Kukowski et al., 2001, 2008).
Airborne optical sensing (Gao, 2009). This can be used to create
DEMs of shallow seafloors, which may be hazardous for
navigation and echo sounding (Ji et al., 1992; Mishra et al., 2004;
McIntyre et al., 2006). The depth is estimated from brightness
values of the image. The approach may be applied for clear waters
only. Such DEMs can be used in large- and medium-scale
geological research.
Satellite radar altimetry. This technique was utilized to produce
DEMs of ocean floors (Dixon et al., 1983; Smith and Sandwell, 1997;
Sandwell and Smith, 2001). Data from radar altimeters of Seasat,
Geosat, and ERS-1 satellites (calibrated with shipboard echo
sounding data) were used to generate the bathymetry for the global
DEMs ETOPO5 (World Data Center for Geophysics, 1993), ETOPO2
(National Geophysical Data Center, 2001, 2006), and ETOPO1
(Amante and Eakins, 2009). In addition, satellite radar altimetry was
applied to produce DEMs of the ice sheets of Antarctica and
Greenland (Zwally et al., 1983, 1987). These data were included in
the DEM of the Antarctica ice sheet (Liu et al., 1999). Such DEMs
are utilized in small-scale geological investigations (e.g., Florinsky,
2008a).
Soil augering and geological boring (Acker, 1974; Australian Drilling
Industry Training Committee, 1997). Borehole or augerhole data are
used to generate DEMs of contact surfaces of soil and stratigraphic
horizons, as well as DEMs of subglacial topography (Lythe et al.,
2001). Such DEMs are used in large-scale soil studies (Florinsky
and Arlashina, 1998; Mendonça Santos et al., 2000; Chaplot and
Walter, 2003; Zakharchenko and Zakharchenko, 2006; Scott and
Needelman, 2007), as well as in medium- and small-scale geological
investigations (Belonin and Zhukov, 1968; Robinson et al., 1969;
Lemon and Jones, 2003; Groshong, 2006; Kaufman and Martin,
2008).
Three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey (Brown, 2004; Liner, 2004). This
approach is based on the phenomenon of reflection of sound energy
generated near the land surface from layer boundaries in the
subsurface. The depth of the reflecting horizon as well as the sound
velocity between the land surface and the horizon control the time
at which the reflection returns to a recorder at the land surface.
First, a user may obtain a set of digital models of “surfaces” of twoway travel time (the unit is millisecond), which relate to contact
surfaces between adjacent geological horizons. Then, two-waytravel time is, as a rule, converted to the depth of a particular
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geological surface.1 3D seismic survey is used to produce DEMs of
surfaces of stratigraphic horizons and geological structures. Such
DEMs are applied in medium- and small-scale geological research
(Bergbauer et al., 2003; Wynn and Stewart, 2003; Ustinova and
Ustinov, 2004; Roberts et al., 2009). Seismic survey data were also
used to create the DEM of subglacial topography of Antarctica
(Lythe et al., 2001), which was included in the ETOPO1 DEM
(Amante and Eakins, 2009).
11. Airborne ice-penetrating radar techniques (Gogineni et al., 2001) using
coherent radar systems. This approach was applied to produce the
DEM of subglacial topography of Greenland (Bamber et al., 2001),
which was later inserted into the ETOPO1 DEM (Amante and
Eakins, 2009). Such DEMs can be utilized in medium- and smallscale geological studies.
12. Radio-echo sounding surveys (Robin et al., 1969) using both airborne
and overland tools. This technique was applied to generate the
DEM of subglacial topography of Antarctica (Lythe et al., 2001).
13. Digitizing of contours. Topographic and geological maps of various
scales are digitized to produce DEMs of the land surface and
surfaces of stratigraphic horizons, correspondingly (Mor and
Lamdan, 1972; Yoeli, 1975; Eklundh and Mårtensson, 1995). In
digitizing, one may use ancillary cartographic information, such as
elevation values for mountain summits and depression bottoms,
and structural lines. This approach was applied to generate national
DEMs of the United States, Canada, and other countries (USGS,
1993; Natural Resources Canada, 1997), as well as to describe the
land surface in the global DEMs GTOPO30 (USGS, 1996), GLOBE
(GLOBE Task Team and others, 1999), ETOPO5 (World Data Center
for Geophysics, 1993), ETOPO2 (National Geophysical Data Center,
2001, 2006), and ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009). Isobath maps
were digitized to create the most part of the DEM of the Arctic
Ocean floor (Jakobsson et al., 2008), the DEM of the Baltic Sea floor
(Seifert et al., 2001), and DEMs of some other seas and lakes
incorporated into the ETOPO1 DEM (Amante and Eakins, 2009).
Map-based DEMs are widely used to solve medium- and smallscale problems of soil science (e.g., Bell et al., 1992; Gessler et al.,
1995) and geology (e.g., Morris, 1991; Onorati et al., 1992).
1

Some researchers apply methods of digital terrain modeling to time-structure
matrices without their conversion to DEMs (e.g., Roberts, 2001; Chopra and Marfurt,
2007b; Hart and Sagan, 2007). These studies are not discussed in this book because,
from the standpoint of digital terrain analysis, such an approach is incorrect: all
three coordinates of the initial matrix should have the same units (e.g., meters) to
estimate correctly partial derivatives of elevation.
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Many DEMs of vast territories are created by compilation of other
DEMs and data, which were earlier produced with different techniques.
For example, the global SRTM30_PLUS DEM is the compilation of: (1)
the SRTM30 DEM for the most part of the land surface; (2) portions of
the GTOPO30 DEM for the land surface of vast northern territories;
(3) the ICESat data for the Antarctica ice sheet; (4) shipboard echo
sounding data for the bathymetry of most oceans; and (5) the IBCAO
DEM for the bathymetry of the Arctic Ocean (Becker et al., 2009).
DEMs of stratigraphic surfaces are also compiled using data obtained
by various techniques, such as 3D seismic survey, geological boring, and
other available geological sources (Caumon et al., 2009). In some rare
cases, DEMs of surfaces of deep geological structures may be derived
from indirect measurements. For instance, coordinates of earthquake
hypocenters were used to generate DEMs of the oceanic lithosphere in
subduction zones (Cahill and Isacks, 1992; Nothard et al., 1996).
The selection of a technique to produce a DEM for soil and geological research depends on several factors, such as the size of the study
area, required accuracy and resolution of the DEM, accuracy and resolution of other maps and materials (soil, geological, geophysical, etc), as
well as the cost of the DEM generation.

3.2 DEM GRID TYPES
From the mathematical point of view, two principally different
approaches can be used to describe the topographic surface:
1. Two-dimensional (piecewise) continuous functions can be applied to
define relatively small portions of the topographic surface (Jancaitis,
1978; Strakhov, 2007). One can also use spherical functions to define
the topography of the globe, hemispheres, or other vast territories
(Schröder and Sweldens, 2000; Wieczorek, 2007).
2. Two-dimensional discrete functions, that is, DEMs can be employed.
In this book, we mainly discuss this approach, which gained wide
acceptance because of its relative simplicity.
In the latter case, one can use various types of grids for measured or
estimated elevation values. The following types of plane grids can be
exploited for DEMs of relatively small portions of the topographic surface, when the curvature of the planet may be ignored (Peucker, 1980a;
Davis, 1986; Carter, 1988):
1. Irregular grids based on:
a. Random distribution of points
b. Critical points of contour lines
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FIGURE 3.1 Main types of DEM grids: (a) Plane irregular grid generated using topographic cross sections and structural lines. From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 6a). (b) Plane triangulated irregular network. (c) Plane square grid. (d) Spheroidal equal angular grid.
(e) Spheroidal grid of icosahedrons tessellated by triangles. From (Sahr et al., 2003,
Fig. 11a), © 2003 Cartography and Geographic Information Society, reproduced with permission.

c. Topographic cross sections (Fig. 3.1a)
d. Critical elements of the topographic surface, such as structural
lines, local minima and maxima, and saddles (Fig. 3.1a). This grid
type is commonly used to construct triangulated irregular
networks (TIN)2 (Peucker et al., 1976; van Kreveld, 1997)
(Fig. 3.1b).
2. Regular grids based on triangles, squares, rectangles, hexagons, and
so on. The square grid is the most popular one (Fig. 3.1c).
It has been repeatedly argued that DEMs should be generated considering critical elements of the topographic surface (e.g., Mark, 1979).
Nevertheless, Kumler (1994) demonstrated that square-gridded DEMs
have higher accuracy than TIN-based DEMs. The use of plane square
2

The mathematical basis for TIN construction is the Delaunay triangulation
(Delaunay, 1934; Hjelle and Dæhlen, 2006).
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grids is also reasonable because morphometric variables are usually
derived from square-gridded DEMs (Chapter 4). Conversion of irregular grids to regular ones is carried out by interpolation (Section 3.4).
Various spheroidal grids can be employed to describe the topography of the globe or vast territories, when the curvature of the planet
may not be ignored. The most popular is the spheroidal equal angular
grid, that is, the grid of spheroidal trapezoids with equal angular spacing along latitude and longitude (Fig. 3.1d). This grid type is the standard for global DEMs of the Earth, such as ETOPO5 (World Data
Center for Geophysics, 1993), GTOPO30 (USGS, 1996), GLOBE (GLOBE
Task Team and others, 1999), ETOPO2 (National Geophysical Data
Center, 2001, 2006), SRTM3 (NASA, 2003), SRTM30_PLUS (Becker et al.,
2009), ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009), and ASTER GDEM (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 2009), global DEMs of Mars (Smith, 2003), Venus
(Ford, 1992; Sjogren, 1997), the Moon (Zuber, 1996), many national DEMs
(USGS, 1993; Natural Resources Canada, 1997), as well as models of various geophysical characteristics (e.g., Mooney et al., 1998). Disadvantages
of the spheroidal equal angular grid are: (a) the excess of information for
poles, that is, each pole is described by not one but a series of points, and
the number depends on the grid resolution; and (b) trapezoid areas vary
depending on the latitude that may hamper further data analysis (Bjørke
and Nilsen, 2004).
Some regular spheroidal grids are free of these disadvantages. Such
grids are based on the initial tessellation of the sphere by spherical
Platonic solids (octahedra, dodecahedra, and icosahedra) or Catalan
solids (rhombic dodecahedra and triacontahedra) and subsequent subdivision of each face by spherical triangles, rhombs, or hexagons
(Dutton, 1999; White, 2000; Sahr et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2008; Yuan
et al., 2010; Bernardin et al., 2011) (Fig. 3.1e). Some regular spheroidal
grids used in meteorology (Umscheid and Bannon, 1977; Hortal and
Simmons, 1991; Chen et al., 2008) may also be adapted to spheroidal
digital terrain modeling.

3.3 DEM RESOLUTION
Selection of the DEM resolution—the average density of points of an
irregular DEM, or the grid spacing (w) of a regular DEM—is one of the
key problems of digital terrain modeling (Balce, 1987; Hengl, 2006).
These parameters should maintain a reasonable accuracy to describe
the topographic surface using the minimum number of points.
There are several empirical approaches to selecting the w value. For
example, according to the Peucker criterion, w value should be 4.3 times
larger than the contour interval of a digitized map (Sasowsky et al., 1992).
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Ivanov and Kruzhkov (1992) presented a table to choose w value
depending on the type of topography and the root mean square error
of a DEM.
Let us examine this issue from the theoretical standpoint. According
to the sampling theorem (Kotelnikov, 19333; Shannon, 1949), a onedimensional continuous bandlimited function y 5 f(x) with a bandwidth
1
,
ν can be completely determined by a set of samples f(k Δ x) if Δx # 2ν
where Δx is the sampling interval, 2N # k # N. An extension of the
sampling theorem to a two-dimensional case holds that a continuous
bandlimited function z 5 f(x, y) with bandwidths ν x and ν y can be determined by a set of samples f(k Δ x, l Δ y) if
Δx #

1
1
; Δy #
;
2ν x
2ν y

ð3:1Þ

where Δx and Δy are sampling intervals, 2N # k,l # N. In other words,
it is possible to reconstruct a continuous function from a discrete one if
at least two samples per the shortest wavelength λx,y were collected,
λx;y 5 ν1x;y (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982). Practically, to avoid ambiguity in
reconstruction of a function due to limitations of the sampling theorem
and interpolation effects (e.g., the Gibbs phenomenon—Section 5.5), it is
advisable to use a multiplicative factor n 5 2. . . 10 to determine sampling
intervals (Grigorenko, 1998):
Δx #

λy
λx
; Δy #
:
2n
2n

ð3:2Þ

DEM generation is a discretization of the topographic surface
(Makarovič, 1973, 1977; Mark, 1975a; Stefanovic et al., 1977). The spectrum of the topographic surface is unlimited, so the condition of the
sampling theorem is not met. This is a tractable problem because a
researcher is usually interested in studying landforms, with typical
planar sizes not smaller than the threshold short wavelength λ~ x;y (Mark,
1975a). Therefore, in each given case, it is possible to consider that the
topographic surface is a bandlimited function with bandwidths ν~ x;y .
For digital terrain analysis, the sampling theorem has three main
sequences (Florinsky, 2002):
1. To keep information on short-wavelength topographic features with
typical planar sizes λ~ x;y in a DEM, one should use DEM sampling
~

λ~

λ~

x;y
λx
and Δy # 2ny , or the DEM grid spacing w # 2n
intervals Δx # 2n
(Mark, 1975a). These sampling intervals or the grid spacing set the
resolution limit for all DTMs derived from the DEM.

3

There is an English translation of this work (Kotelnikov, 2001).
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2. DEM interpolation does not provide a way to increase the DEM
resolution. In other words, it is impossible to reconstruct topographic
features with typical planar sizes less than λ~ x;y . Of course, the DEM
resolution may be nominally “enhanced” by interpolation using
w ,, Δx,Δy, but this procedure cannot improve the actual
resolution of the DEM (Stefanovic et al., 1977; Horn, 1981; Sasowsky
et al., 1992).
3. “Landforms” with typical planar sizes less than λ~ x;y generated by
interpolation should be considered as a high-frequency noise caused
by properties of an interpolator.
DEM errors caused by ignoring the sampling theorem are discussed
in Section 5.4.

3.4 DEM INTERPOLATION
Conversion of irregular DEMs into regular ones (based on plane
square grids or spheroidal equal angular girds) is carried out by interpolation. This procedure is, in particular, necessary because all effective
methods for calculation of morphometric variables (Chapter 4) deal
with DEMs based on regular grids. Interpolation is also used to refine
regular DTMs.
The spatial interpolation problem can be formulated as follows (Mitas
and Mitasova, 1999): Given the N values of elevation zj, j 5 1, . . ., N,
½2
½d
measured at discrete points rj 5 ðx½1
j ; xj ; . . . ; xj Þ, within a certain area
of a d-dimensional space, find a d-variate function F(r) passing through
the given points, that is,
Fðrj Þ 5 zj :

ð3:3Þ

There are dozens of methods of spatial interpolation. The selection of
a particular method to interpolate a particular DEM depends on the
technique of DEM generation, the type of DEM grid, the type of topography, and the purpose of interpolation. Here, we describe briefly three
popular approaches of DEM interpolation, which are used (or discussed) in the book:
• Inverse distance-weighted interpolation (Watson, 1992). An elevation
value at a regular grid node is approximated by a weighted average
of elevation values at points within a certain distance from the node.
Weights are inversely proportional to a power of distance.
• Triangulation-based interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991; Watson,
1992). This includes the Delaunay triangulation (Delaunay, 1934;
Hjelle and Dæhlen, 2006) of irregularly distributed points (Fig. 3.1b).
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For each triangle, a bivariate function is derived and then used to
estimate elevation values at regular grid nodes. For linear
interpolation, flat facets are fitted to each triangle. For nonlinear
interpolation, blending functions, such as polynomials, are applied to
provide merging of triangles.
• Thin-plate spline interpolation (Mitas and Mitasova, 1999). Consider the
condition to minimize the sum of the deviations from the irregular
grid points and the smoothness seminorm of the spline function:
N 
X

zj 2 Fðrj Þ2 wj 1 w0 IðFÞ 5 minimum;

ð3:4Þ

j51

where wj, w0 are weights, I(F) is the smoothness seminorm, a measure
of roughness of the function in terms of its order of derivative relative
to the function. Using a bivariate smoothness seminorm with squares of
second derivatives, one obtains a thin-plate spline function. It minimizes the curvature of the topographic surface and imitates a steel sheet
passing through the irregular grid points. Adding the first-order derivatives into I(F), one obtains a thin-plate spline with tension (Franke,
1985), which imitates an elastic membrane. A function with regular
second- and higher-order derivatives can be obtained by adding higherorder derivatives into I(F): the regularized spline with tension includes
the sum of all derivatives with rapidly decreasing weights (Mitášová
and Mitáš, 1993; Mitášová and Hofierka, 1993).
For DEMs based on plane irregular grids, classification and reviews
of interpolation methods can be found elsewhere (Schut, 1976; Franke,
1982; Lam, 1983; Davis, 1986; McCullagh, 1988; Watson, 1992; Mitas and
Mitasova, 1999). For DEMs based on irregular spheroidal grids, the
Delaunay spherical triangulation (Gold and Mostafavi, 2000; Lukatela,
2000) can be applied to create regular spheroidal grids; interpolation of
elevation values can be done with spherical interpolators (Wahba, 1981;
Willmott et al., 1985; Robeson, 1997). It is obvious that all interpolators
inevitably introduce new errors and artifacts in derived DEMs.
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4.1 THE EVANSYOUNG METHOD
Local morphometric variables are functions of partial derivatives of elevation (Eqs. 2.22.15). There are three popular methods for computing
r, t, s, p, and q (Eq. 2.1) from DEMs based on plane square grids (Young,
1978; Evans, 1979; Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987; Shary, 1995). The methods are based on approximation of partial derivatives by finite differences
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FIGURE 4.1 Main types of moving windows used to calculate local morphometric
variables: (a) A 3 3 3 plane square-gridded window; w is a grid spacing (meters), 1, . . ., 9
are numbers of the window nodes. (b) A 5 3 5 plane square-gridded window, w is a grid
spacing (meters), 1, . . ., 25 are numbers of the window nodes. (c) A 3 3 3 spheroidal equal
angular window, a, b, c, d, and e are linear sizes (meters) of moving window elements,
1, . . ., 9 are numbers of the window nodes. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 2.1).

using the 3 3 3 plane square-gridded moving window (Ames, 1977). The
EvansYoung method is the most accurate of the three methods
(Florinsky, 1998a; Schmidt et al., 2003).
In the EvansYoung method (Young, 1978; Evans, 1979, pp. 2829),
the second-order polynomial
z5

rx2
ty2
1
1 sxy 1 px 1 qy 1 u
2
2

ð4:1Þ

is fitted by the least-squares approach to the nine points of the 3 3 3
square-spaced window with a grid spacing of w (Fig. 4.1a). The
Cartesian coordinates and elevations of the topographic surface are
known for the window points (2w, w, z1), (0, w, z2), (w, w, z3), (2w, 0,
z4), (0, 0, z5), (w, 0, z6), (2w, 2w, z7), (0, 2 w, z8), and (w, 2w, z9). For the
point (0, 0, z5), the polynomial coefficients (which are partial derivatives
of elevation) are estimated by the following formulas:
r5

z1 1 z3 1 z4 1 z6 1 z7 1 z9 2 2ðz2 1 z5 1 z8 Þ
;
3w2

ð4:2Þ

t5

z1 1 z2 1 z3 1 z7 1 z8 1 z9 2 2ðz4 1 z5 1 z6 Þ
;
3w2

ð4:3Þ

z3 1 z7 2 z1 2 z9
;
4w2

ð4:4Þ

s5
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p5

z3 1 z6 1 z9 2 z1 2 z4 2 z7
;
6w

ð4:5Þ

q5

z1 1 z2 1 z3 2 z7 2 z8 2 z9
:
6w

ð4:6Þ

Moving the 3 3 3 window along a DEM, one can calculate values of
r, t, s, p, and q (and so values of local morphometric variables) for all
points of the plane square-gridded DEM, except for boundary rows and
columns.
The polynomial (Eq. 4.1) is approximated to elevation values at the
window points, rather than passing exactly through them. This leads to
some smoothing of the elevation function within the window, that is, to
the local filtering of high-frequency noise inherent for any DEM. Such a
filtering allows one to maintain a correct estimation of derivatives,
which are sensitive to the high-frequency component of a signal
(Section 5.4.1). A further merit of the EvansYoung method is the use
of excess measurements: nine elevation values are utilized to estimate
six coefficients of the polynomial (Eq. 4.1) that increases estimation
accuracy.

4.2 CALCULATION OF LOCAL MORPHOMETRIC
VARIABLES ON A PLANE SQUARE GRID
4.2.1 Motivation
There were proposals to use some morphometric variables, which
are functions of not only the first- and second-order partial derivatives
of elevation but also third-order ones (Lastochkin, 1987; Shary and
Stepanov, 1991; Jenčo, 1992; Minár and Evans, 2008; Pacina, 2010). It is
obvious that the EvansYoung, ZevenbergenThorne, and Shary methods (Section 4.1) are not suitable for estimating the third-order partial
derivatives.
In this section, we describe the method that can be used to derive
local topographic attributes from DEMs based on plane square grids
(Florinsky, 2009b). Like previous algorithms, this method is simple and
fast, but it has two advantages: First, it allows one to estimate the first(p and q), second- (r, t, and s), and third-order (g, h, k, and m) partial
derivatives of elevation (Eq. 2.1). Second, it has an increased accuracy
and a better suppression of high-frequency noise.
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4.2.2 Formulas
Using the well-known Taylor formula (Fichtenholz, 1966a, p. 416;
Nikolsky, 1977b, y 7.13), a function z 5 f(x,y) can be conveniently
expressed as follows:
1
1
1
1
1
1
z5 gx3 1 hy3 1 kx2 y 1 mxy2 1 rx2 1 ty2 1 sxy 1 px1 qy 1 u ð4:7Þ
6
6
2
2
2
2
Under the least-squares approach (Bjerhammar, 1973), one should
carry out n measurements of z to find N unknown coefficients of
z 5 f(x,y), with n . (N 1 1). Therefore, one cannot use a 3 3 3 window
(Fig. 4.1a) to find the 10 unknown coefficients g, h, k, m, r, t, s, p, q, and
u of the third-order polynomial (Eq. 4.7), because such a window
includes only nine measured values of z. To find these coefficients for
the central point of a window, there is a need to use, at least, a 5 3 5
square-gridded window (Fig. 4.1b). The Cartesian coordinates and elevations of the topographic surface are known for 25 five points of this
window: (22w, 2w, z1), (2w, 2w, z2), (0, 2w, z3), (w, 2w, z4), (2w, 2w, z5),
(22w, w, z6), (2w, w, z7), (0, w, z8), (w, w, z9), (2w, w, z10), (22w, 0, z11),
(2w, 0, z12), (0, 0, z13), (w, 0, z14), (2w, 0, z15), (22w, 2w, z16), (2w, 2w,
z17), (0, 2w, z18), (w, 2w, z19), (2w, 2w, z20), (22w, 22w, z21), (2w, 22w,
z22), (0, 22w, z23), (w, 22w, z24), and (2w, 22w, z25).
Let us fit the polynomial (Eq. 4.7) to the 25 points of the 5 3 5 window by the least-squares approach (Bjerhammar, 1973). Writing the
polynomial (Eq. 4.7) for all points of the window, we obtain a system of
25 conditional linear equations, which can be expressed as follows:
α 5 Fβ;
where α is a 25 3 1 matrix of the 25 measured values of z:
0
1
z1
α 5 @ ^ A;
z25

ð4:8Þ

ð4:9Þ

β is a 10 3 1 matrix of the 10 unknown coefficients of the polynomial
(Eq. 4.7):
0 1
g
BhC
B C
BkC
B C
BmC
B C
BrC
C
β5B
ð4:10Þ
B t C;
B C
BsC
B C
BpC
B C
@qA
u
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and F is a 25 3 10 matrix of the known coefficients of the equation system (Eq. 4.8):
0
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B
B
B
B
B
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B
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To determine the unknown coefficients of the polynomial (Eq. 4.7),
we solve the equation
β 5 ðFT FÞ2 1 FT α;

ð4:12Þ

where FT is a transposed matrix of F, and (FTF)21 is an inverse matrix of
FTF (see details elsewhere—Florinsky, 2009b). As a result, we obtain the
formulas for the partial derivatives of elevation:
1
½z5 1 z10 1 z15 1 z20 1 z25 2 z1 2 z6 2 z11 2 z16 2 z21
10w3

g5

1 2ðz2 1 z7 1 z12 1 z17 1 z22 2 z4 2 z9 2 z14 2 z19 2 z24 Þ;
1
½z1 1 z2 1 z3 1 z4 1 z5 2 z21 2 z22 2 z23 2 z24 2 z25
10w3

h5

1 2ðz16 1 z17 1 z18 1 z19 1 z20 2 z6 2 z7 2 z8 2 z9 2 z10 Þ;

ð4:14Þ

1
½z17 1 z19 2 z7 2 z9 1 4ðz1 1 z5 1 z23 2 z3 2 z21 2 z25 Þ
70w3

k5

1 2ðz6 1 z10 1 z18 1 z22 1 z24 2 z2 2 z4 2 z8 2 z16 2 z20 Þ;
m5

ð4:15Þ

1
½z7 1 z17 2 z9 2 z19 1 4ðz5 1 z11 1 z25 2 z1 2 z15 2 z21 Þ
70w3
1 2ðz4 1 z6 1 z12 1 z16 1 z24 2 z2 2 z10 2 z14 2 z20 2 z22 Þ;

r5

ð4:13Þ

ð4:16Þ

1
½2ðz1 1 z5 1 z6 1 z10 1 z11 1 z15 1 z16 1 z20 1 z21 1 z25 Þ
35w2
2 2ðz3 1 z8 1 z13 1 z18 1 z23 Þ 2 z2 2 z4 2 z7 2 z9
2 z12 2 z14 2 z17 2 z19 2 z22 2 z24 ;

t5

ð4:17Þ

1
½2ðz1 1 z2 1 z3 1 z4 1 z5 1 z21 1 z22 1 z23 1 z24 1 z25 Þ
35w2
2 2ðz11 1 z12 1 z13 1 z14 1 z15 Þ 2 z6 2 z7 2 z8 2 z9
2 z10 2 z16 2 z17 2 z18 2 z19 2 z20 ;

s5

1
½z9 1 z17 2 z7 2 z19 1 4ðz5 1 z21 2 z1 2 z25 Þ
100w2
1 2ðz4 1 z10 1 z16 1 z22 2 z2 2 z6 2 z20 2 z24 Þ;

p5

ð4:18Þ

ð4:19Þ

1 
44ðz4 1 z24 2 z2 2 z22 Þ 1 31½z1 1 z21 2 z5 2 z25
420w
1 2ðz9 1 z19 2 z7 2 z17 Þ 1 17½z15 2 z11 1 4ðz14 2 z12 Þ
1 5ðz10 1 z20 2 z6 2 z16 Þg
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1
f44ðz6 1 z10 2 z16 2 z20 Þ 1 31½z21 1 z25 2 z1 2 z5
420w
1 2ðz7 1 z9 2 z17 2 z19 Þ 1 17½z3 2 z23 1 4ðz8 2 z18 Þ
1 5ðz2 1 z4 2 z22 2 z24 Þg:

ð4:21Þ

Moving the 5 3 5 window along a DEM, one can compute values of
g, h, k, m, r, t, s, p, and q (and so values of local morphometric variables)
for all points of the DEM, except for two boundary rows and two
boundary columns on each side of the plane square-gridded DEM.
We do not present a formula for the residual term u of the polynomial (Eq. 4.7), since it is not used in calculations of topographic variables. Development of Eqs. (4.13)(4.21) was carried out with the
software Maple V Release 5.0 (© Waterloo Maple Inc., 19811997).

4.2.3 Method Validation
4.2.3.1 Materials and Data Processing
We analyzed the accuracy of the method described using the criterion of the root mean square error (RMSE) of a function of measured
variables (Florinsky, 2009b). It was proved that the method offers a
higher accuracy for calculation of local morphometric attributes than
the EvansYoung method, the most accurate similar technique. For
details, see Section 5.3.3.1.
To exemplify application of the method described, we used a portion
of a DEM of the Stavropol Upland, Russia (Fig. 2.3). An irregular DEM
(Florinsky, 2002) was produced by the digitizing of a topographic map
(Central Board of Geodesy and Cartography, 1968). The area selected
measures about 133 3 100 km. The irregular DEM included 2571 points.
Using the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation with matching derivatives along triangle edges
(Agishtein and Migdal, 1991), we produced a square-gridded DEM
with a grid spacing of 300 m. To reduce high-frequency noise in the
DEM, we applied three iterations of smoothing to the DEM using the
3 3 3 window with inverse distance weights. Applying the method
described to the smoothed DEM, we derived digital models of G, A, kh,
kv, H, K, kmin, kmax, Ka, E, Kr, kve, khe, M, and T (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5); the grid
spacing was 300 m.
To compare the accuracies of the EvansYoung and author’s methods, we carried out the following procedures:
• For both methods, we derived digital models of RMSE of calculation
of G, kh, kv, H, K, kmin, kmax, Ka, E, Kr, kve, khe, and M. RMSE formulas
(Florinsky, 1998a, 2008d, 2009b) can be found in Section 5.3.2.
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• Applying the EvansYoung method to the smoothed DEM, we
derived digital models of G, kh, kv, H, K, kmin, kmax, Ka, E, Kr, kve, khe,
and M.
• For each morphometric variable, we estimated a DTM difference,
that is, a difference between two digital models derived by the
EvansYoung and author’s methods.
• For each morphometric variable, we visually analyzed patterns on
maps derived by both methods.
• We performed a statistical analysis of DTM differences and
distributions of each morphometric attribute derived by both
methods. We also carried out the KolmogorovSmirnov two-sample
test (Daniel, 2000, ch. 8) for statistical difference between the two
distributions of each topographic variable. We used samples each
including 1376 points (43 3 32 matrices, with the grid spacing of
3000 m extracted from related digital models).
To deal with the large dynamic range of morphometric attributes
and their RMSE, we logarithmically transformed these digital models
by Eq. (7.1) with n 5 5. Terrain modeling was performed by the software LandLord (Appendix B). Statistical analysis was carried out with
Statgraphics Plus 3.0 (© Statistical Graphics Corp., 19941997).
4.2.3.2 Results and Discussion
There are essential differences in maps of RMSE of morphometric
variables calculated by the different methods. In particular, RMSE patterns have distinct spatial distribution (Fig. 4.2). For both methods,
RMSEs have approximately the same dynamic range widths. For example, RMSE of the horizontal curvature (mkh) has the dynamic range of
about 5 units (Fig. 4.2). However, the application of the author’s method
lowered the boundaries of the dynamic range: for mkh, it changed from
[1.96.9] to [0.04.9] (Figs. 4.2a, b). The statistical distribution of RMSE
was also changed: for the author’s method, the most part, for instance,
of mkh and mkv values is relatively evenly distributed within a rather
wide interval, from 0 to 1. For the EvansYoung method, mkh and mkv
values are located within a narrow band ranging from 2.0 to 2.2
(Fig. 4.3).
The method described shares a common trait with the EvansYoung
method: the polynomial (Eq. 4.7) is approximated to elevation values of
the 5 3 5 window rather than passing exactly through them. This leads
to a local denoising that may enhance the calculation of derivatives and
local topographic variables because they are responsive to a highfrequency component of a signal (Florinsky, 2002) (Section 5.4.1).
However, Wood (1996, y 4.2) supposed that calculation of derivatives
fitting the third and higher-order polynomials to n 3 n windows
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FIGURE 4.2 The Stavropol Upland: RMSE maps of kh calculation by the EvansYoung
method (a) and the author’s method (b). For the elevation map, see Fig. 2.3. From
(Florinsky, 2009a, Fig. 3a).

(for n . 3) can lead to an undue generalization of the topographic surface. This is not necessarily the case.
Indeed, in comparing kh maps derived by two methods (Fig. 4.4), one
can see that local changes in map patterns enclose from one to about
eight pixels. This is a level of denoising rather than generalization. One
can find the same level of changes in the kh dynamic range: it varied
from 22.55 to 2.44 for the EvansYoung method, and from 22.49 to
2.31 for the author’s method (Fig. 4.4). Thus, the change in the kh
dynamic range was only about 4%. This is an insignificant alteration.
Histograms of the two kh samples are very similar (Fig. 4.5a). Most
changes between kh models derived by the EvansYoung and author’s
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FIGURE 4.3 Statistical distribution of logarithmically transformed RMSE values of kh

and kv calculation by the EvansYoung method (left) and the author’s method (right): (a)
RMSE of kh; (b) RMSE of kv. From (Florinsky, 2009a, Fig. 3b, c).

methods (Δkh) were in the range from 20.1 to 0.1 (Fig. 4.5b). Again,
this is 4% of the dynamic range of kh derived by the EvansYoung
method. Results of the KolmogorovSmirnov test for paired samples
derived by different methods demonstrated that there is no statistically
significant difference between the two distributions at the 95% confidence
level. For kh, for example, the estimated overall statistic DN 5 0.025, the
two-sided large sample K-S statistic is 0.67, and P value 5 0.77. Therefore,
the author’s method provides additional denoising of a DEM without
undue generalization of the surface.
A stronger suppression of high-frequency noise in DEMs by the
author’s method can be associated with two factors. First, we use the
polynomial of a higher order than the EvansYoung method employs.
Second, we use the 5 3 5 moving window, while the EvansYoung
method utilizes the 3 3 3 one. Indeed, the increase of the moving window size may decrease the influence of high-frequency noise and interpolation errors on the computation of topographic variables (Albani
et al., 2004).
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FIGURE 4.4 The Stavropol Upland: enlarged lower left portions of the kh maps
derived by the EvansYoung method (a) and the author’s method (b). For the entire map,
see Fig. 2.5a. From (Florinsky, 2009b, Fig. 6b, c).

FIGURE 4.5 Statistical distribution of logarithmically transformed kh values: (a) kh

derived by the EvansYoung method (left) and the author’s method (right); (b) Δkh. From
(Florinsky, 2009b, Fig. 7a, b, c).
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Thus, compared to the EvansYoung method, the method described
has essentially higher accuracy of calculation and stronger suppression
of high-frequency noise. Therefore, it is advisable to use this method as
a standard tool for data processing in digital terrain modeling.

4.3 CALCULATION OF LOCAL MORPHOMETRIC
VARIABLES ON A SPHEROIDAL EQUAL
ANGULAR GRID
4.3.1 Motivation
Many DEMs are based on spheroidal equal angular grids
(Section 3.2). Among these are national DEMs (e.g., USGS, 1993;
Natural Resources Canada, 1997), global DEMs of the Earth, such as
ETOPO5 (World Data Center for Geophysics, 1993), GTOPO30 (USGS,
1996), GLOBE (GLOBE Task Team and others, 1999), ETOPO2 (National
Geophysical Data Center, 2001, 2006), SRTM3 (NASA, 2003), SRTM30_
PLUS (Becker et al., 2009), ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009), and
ASTER GDEM (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2009), as well as global
DEMs of other celestial bodies, such as Mars (Smith, 2003), Venus
(Ford, 1992; Sjogren, 1997), and the Moon (Zuber, 1996; Smith D.E.
et al., 2010). Some of these DEMs have relatively high spatial resolutions: for instance, 1v (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2009), 1v and 3v
(NASA, 2003), 0.75v and 3v (Natural Resources Canada, 1997), 2v and 3v
(USGS, 1993), B7v (Smith, 2003). Such resolutions make possible the
use of these DEMs in medium-scale soil, geological, and planetological
studies. Other DEMs have lower resolutions: for example, 30v (USGS,
1996; GLOBE Task Team and others, 1999; Becker et al., 2009), 50 (World
Data Center for Geophysics, 1993), 4.20 (Smith D.E. et al., 2010), 20
(National Geophysical Data Center, 2001, 2006), 10 (Amante and Eakins,
2009), B14v, B28v, B10 , B1.90 , 3.750 , 150 (Smith, 2003), 150 (Zuber, 1996),
and 1 (Sjogren, 1997). Such resolutions restrict the application of these
DEMs to small-scale geological and planetological studies. It is obvious
that processing and analysis of spheroidal equal angular DEMs should
be done considering the grid geometry.
As discussed above (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), digital models of local
morphometric variables are usually derived by methods based on the
approximation of partial derivatives of elevation by finite differences.
Such methods have been developed and intended to calculate partial
derivatives from DEMs based on plane square grids. A plane square
grid and a spheroidal equal angular grid have principally different
geometry (Fig. 3.1c, d). For spheroidal equal angular grids, a grid spacing, which is approximately linearly equal along meridians and parallels, exists only near the equator. For example, the 3v 3 3v pixel of the
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SRTM3 DEM (NASA, 2003) has the linear sizes of about 52 m 3 93 m at
the latitude of Moscow, Russia. Therefore, it is obvious that methods
developed for plane square grids cannot be applied on spheroidal equal
angular grids. This obstacle can be gotten around by interpolation of
elevation values from a spheroidal equal angular grid to a plane square
grid (e.g., Ehsani and Quiel, 2008). However, this is an additional dataprocessing step, and any interpolation introduces new errors into a new
DEM (Willmott et al., 1985).
In this section, we describe the method for calculating local morphometric variables on spheroidal equal angular grids (Florinsky, 1998c).

4.3.2 Formulas
Let elevation be given as z 5 f(x,y), where x and y are the orthogonal
spheroidal coordinates. Let there be a 3 3 3 moving window formed by
four adjacent spheroidal equal angular trapezoids (Fig. 4.1c). a, b, and c
are linear lengths of three angularly equal arcs of parallels, while d and
e are linear lengths of two angularly equal meridian arcs. The orthogonal spheroidal coordinates and elevations are known for the window
points (2c, e, z1), (0, e, z2), (c, e, z3), (2b, 0, z4), (0, 0, z5), (b, 0, z6), (2a,
2d, z7), (0, 2d, z8), and (a, 2d, z9). Let us assume that the curvature of a
planet can be ignored within the moving window; that is, the length of
the window diagonal is less than 0.1 of the average radius of the planet.
To estimate the first- and second-order partial derivatives r, t, s, p,
and q (Eq. 2.1) at the central point (0, 0, z5), let us fit the polynomial
(Eq. 4.1) to the nine points of the 3 3 3 spheroidal equal angular window by the least-squares approach (Bjerhammar, 1973). Writing the
polynomial (Eq. 4.1) for all points of the window, we obtain a system of
nine conditional linear equations. Let us write it in the form of Eq. (4.8).
In this case, α is a 9 3 1 matrix of the nine measured values of z:
0 1
z1
ð4:22Þ
α 5 @ ^ A;
z9
β is a 6 3 1 matrix of the six unknown coefficients of the polynomial
(Eq. 4.1):
0 1
r
BtC
B C
BsC
C
β5B
ð4:23Þ
B p C;
B C
@qA
u
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and F is a 9 3 6 matrix of the known coefficients of the equation system:
0

c2
B2
B
B
B
B0
B
B
B
B c2
B
B
B2
B
B b2
B
B
B2
B
B
F5B 0
B 2
Bb
B
B2
B
B 2
Ba
B
B2
B
B
B
B0
B
B
B 2
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@
2

1

e2
2

2ce

2c

e

e2
2

0

0

e

e2
2
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c

e

0

0

2b

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

b

0

d2
2

ad

2a

2d

d2
2

0

0

2d

d2
2

2 ad

a

2d

1C
C
C
C
1C
C
C
C
C
1C
C
C
C
C
C
1C
C
C
1C
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C
C
1C
C
C
C
C
1C
C
C
C
C
1C
C
C
C
C
1A

ð4:24Þ

To determine the unknown coefficients of the polynomial (Eq. 4.1),
we solve Eq. (4.12); see details elsewhere (Florinsky, 1998c). As a result,
we obtain the formulas for r, t, s, p, and q:
c2 ðz1 1 z3 22z2 Þ 1 b2 ðz4 1 z6 22z5 Þ 1 a2 ðz7 1 z9 22z8 Þ
;
ð4:25Þ
a4 1 b4 1 c4


2
3 f dða4 1 b4 1 b2 c2 Þ 2 c2 eða2 2 b2 Þ ðz1 1 z3 Þ
t5
4
4
4
3deðd 1 eÞða 1 b 1 c Þ



2 dða4 1 c4 1 b2 c2 Þ 1 eða4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ ðz4 1 z6 Þ 1 eðb4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ

1 a2 dðb2 2 c2 Þðz7 1 z9 Þ 1 d b4 ðz2 23z5 Þ 1 c4 ð3z2 2 z5 Þ

1 ða4 22b2 c2 Þðz2 2 z5 Þ 1 e a4 ð3z8 2 z5 Þ 1 b4 ðz8 23z5 Þ


1 ðc4 22a2 b2 Þðz8 2 z5 Þ 22 a2 dðb2 2 c2 Þz8 2 c2 eða2 2 b2 Þz2 g;
ð4:26Þ
r5

s5

c½a2 ðd 1 eÞ 1 b2 eðz3 2 z1 Þ 2 bða2 d 2 c2 eÞðz4 2 z6 Þ 1 a½c2 ðd 1 eÞ 1 b2 dðz7 2 z9 Þ
;
2½a2 c2 ðd 1 eÞ2 1 b2 ða2 d2 1 c2 e2 Þ
ð4:27Þ
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a2 cdðd 1 eÞðz3 2 z1 Þ 1 bða2 d2 1 c2 e2 Þðz6 2 z4 Þ 1 ac2 eðd 1 eÞðz9 2 z7 Þ
; ð4:28Þ
2½a2 c2 ðd 1 eÞ2 1 b2 ða2 d2 1 c2 e2 Þ

q5



1
3 d2 ða4 1 b4 1 b2 c2 Þ 1 c2 e2 ða2 2 b2 Þ ðz1 1 z3 Þ
4
4
4
3deðd 1 eÞða 1 b 1 c Þ



2 d2 ða4 1 c4 1 b2 c2 Þ 2 e2 ða4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ ðz4 1 z6 Þ 2 e2 ðb4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ

2 a2 d2 ðb2 2 c2 Þðz7 1 z9 Þ 1 d2 b4 ðz2 23z5 Þ 1 c4 ð3z2 2 z5 Þ

1 ða4 22b2 c2 Þðz2 2 z5 Þ 1 e2 a4 ðz5 23z8 Þ 1 b4 ð3z5 2 z8 Þ


1 ðc4 22a2 b2 Þðz5 2 z8 Þ 22 a2 d2 ðb2 2 c2 Þz8 1 c2 e2 ða2 2 b2 Þz2 :
ð4:29Þ

Moving the 3 3 3 window along a DEM, one can compute values of
r, t, s, p, and q (and so values of local morphometric variables) for all
points of the spheroidal equal angular DEM, except for boundary rows
and columns. If one processes a virtually closed, global spheroidal
equal angular DEM, it is possible to estimate values of topographic
variables in each point of such a DEM (for examples, see Chapter 15).
We do not present a formula for the residual term u of the polynomial (Eq. 4.1), since it is not used in calculations. Development of
Eqs. (4.25)(4.29) was carried out with the software Maple V Release
5.0 (© Waterloo Maple Inc., 19811997).

4.3.3 Calculation of Linear Sizes of a Spheroidal Equal
Angular Window
Values of a, b, c, d, and e vary depending on the latitude. Since geographic coordinates are known for every point of a spheroidal equal
angular grid, so a, b, c, d, and e are easily calculated by formulas from
the solution of the inverse geodetic problem for short distances
(Morozov, 1979, pp. 178179): The distance L (measured in meters)
between two points (ϕ1, λ1) and (ϕ2, λ2), where ϕ is latitude and λ is
longitude, can be found by the following equation:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L 5 Q2 1 P 2 ;
ð4:30Þ
where


Θ2
ðΛ cos ϕm Þ2 ðΛ sin ϕm Þ2
2 ð1 1 η2m Þ
2
; ð4:31Þ
Q 5 ΘMm 1 2 ðE02 22η2m Þ
8
12
8


Θ2 ðΛ sin ϕm Þ2
P 5 Λ cos ϕm Nm 1 1 ð1 29E02 1 8η2m Þ
2
;
ð4:32Þ
24
24
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where
Θ 5 ϕ2 2 ϕ1 ðmeasured in radianÞ;

ð4:33Þ

Λ 5 λ2 2 λ1 ðmeasured in radianÞ;

ð4:34Þ

1
ϕm 5 ðϕ1 1 ϕ2 Þ;
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 2 B 2
;
E0 5
B

ð4:35Þ
ð4:36Þ

where E0 is the second eccentricity, and A and B are semi-major and
semi-minor axes of an ellipsoid of revolution, correspondingly,
η2m 5 E02 cos2 ϕm ;

ð4:37Þ

C
Nm 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
1 1 η2m

ð4:38Þ

A2
;
B
Nm
Mm 5
;
1 1 η2m
C5

ð4:39Þ
ð4:40Þ

In a similar manner, one can determine the sizes of the moving window and weights of its points (Eq. 6.9) for DEM smoothing. Alternative
formulas to solve the inverse geodetic problem can be found elsewhere
(Sodano, 1965; Vincenty, 1975; Bowring, 1996).

4.3.4 Discussion
In the method described, as in the EvansYoung method
(Section 4.1), the polynomial (Eq. 4.1) is approximated to elevation
values of the 3 3 3 window rather than passing exactly through them.
This leads to a local suppression of high-frequency noise and may
enhance the calculation of partial derivatives sensitive to a highfrequency component of a signal (Florinsky, 2002) (Section 5.4.1). For
the method’s accuracy in terms of RMSE as a function of measured
variables, see Section 5.3.3.2.
Differentiation operations are commonly applied to analyze digital
models of various geophysical characteristics based on spheroidal equal
angular grids. For example, Ekman (1988) calculated the Gaussian curvature of the “surface” of the isostatic uplift exploring the origin of
caves in Fennoscandia. Grachev et al. (2001) studied the gradients and
curvatures of a “surface” of velocity of vertical neotectonic movements
for Northern Eurasia. The method described offers possibilities for the
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direct use of such operations on spheroidal equal angular grids, without
data interpolation to plane square grids.
The method has been systematically used in medium- and small-scale
soil studies (Florinsky et al., 2000; Florinsky and Eilers, 2002)
(Section 10.3.3), as well as in geological research (Florinsky, 2007a, 2008a,
2008b, 2008c; Golyandina et al., 2007) (Section 6.3.2 and Chapter 15). These
works demonstrated its effectiveness.

4.4 CALCULATION OF NONLOCAL
MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES
Unlike local topographic variables calculated with the approximation
of elevation derivatives by finite differences, logical procedures called
“flow routing algorithms” are usually applied to estimate catchment
and dispersive areas. Such algorithms determine a route in which a
flow is distributed from the given point of the topographic surface to
downslope points. There are several flow routing algorithms and, thus,
methods to derive CA and DA from DEMs based on plane square grids.
There are two main groups of such techniques:
1. Eight-node single-flow direction algorithms
2. Multiple-flow direction algorithms
The first group includes methods, which use only one of the eight
possible directions separated by 45 to model a flow from the given
point (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984; Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Martz
and de Jong, 1988). The flow direction is determined by estimating a
value of G to each neighbor of the point; it corresponds to the direction
for which G is the greatest (Fig. 4.6a). CA at a downslope point is determined as the number of upslope points, passed by flows to reach this
point, multiplied by the cell unit area (Fig. 4.6b).
The second group includes methods using the flow partitioning
(Freeman, 1991; Quinn et al., 1991). In this case, a flow is directed to
every adjacent downslope point of a 3 3 3 moving window using slope
weights (Fig. 4.6c). Thus, CA at a downslope point is composed of partial contributions from different upslope points.
DA can be determined in a similar manner, but a DEM should be
inverted before the processing (e.g., by multiplying the DEM by 21).
As a result, crests “become” thalwegs, while thalwegs “become” crests.
Before CA or DA calculation, it is reasonable to “fill” closed pits or
depressions (Martz and de Jong, 1988; Lindsay and Creed, 2005;
Arnold, 2010), which can be both errors of DEM generation and actual
elements of the topographic surface. In this connection, Martz and de
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FIGURE 4.6 Illustration for principles of calculation of nonlocal morphometric variables: (a) Gradient estimation at a given point of the DEM by the Martzde Jong method:
a flow line is going from the central point to the right bottom point. (b) Estimation of the
catchment area by the Martzde Jong method: italic is the number of grid points contributing to the flow. From (Martz and de Jong, 1988, Figs. 1 and 4), reproduced with permission.
(c) Flow partitioning (Quinn et al., 1991): ca1, ca2, and ca3 are weights used for the flow
partitioning; dx1 and dx2 are flow line lengths. From (Quinn et al., 1995, Fig. 3), reproduced
with permission.

Jong (1988) distinguished two sorts of CA (and DA): minimal and maximal. Minimal CA is computed without pit filling. This terminates all
simulated flows in closed depressions. In this case, CA values at points
located downslope of a close pit do not consider CA values at points
located upslope of the pit. To calculate maximal CA, all closed pits
should be filled. In this case, CA values at each downslope point consider CA values at all connected upslope points.
Detailed description and comparison of flow routing algorithms and
methods to estimate nonlocal morphometric attributes can be found
elsewhere (Band, 1993; Desmet and Govers, 1996; Rieger, 1998; Wilson
et al., 2008). Figure 2.6 illustrates derivation of CA and DA by the
Martzde Jong method.
Notice that all methods mentioned are intended for calculation of
nonlocal topographic variables from a DEM based on a plane square
grid, which has the same cell unit area (Π) in every point of the model.
In the case of spheroidal equal angular grids, Π depends on the latitude. It can be estimated by the following expression (Morozov, 1979,
p. 34):
2
3
4
Π 5B2 ðλ2 2λ1 Þ sin ϕ1 E2 sin3 ϕ1 E4 sin 5 ϕ1 E6 sin 7 ϕ1 ...
3
5
7

ϕ2
ϕ1
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where E is the first eccentricity:

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A 2 2 B2
E5
;
A

ð4:42Þ

4.5 CALCULATION OF STRUCTURAL LINES
4.5.1 Conventional Algorithms
Digital terrain modeling is closely allied to image processing. Thus,
delineation of ridges and thalwegs is one of the topical tasks of both
digital terrain modeling and image processing. In digital terrain modeling, researchers focus on the detection of thalwegs. The delineation of
ridges receives much consideration in image processing. There is a principal difference between the topographic surface, which properties are
in many respects controlled by gravity, and the image intensity function. However, from the technical point of view, the algorithms of digital terrain modeling may be applied in image processing, and vice
versa, algorithms of image processing are used in digital terrain
analysis.
The twofold nature of structural lines (Section 2.4) is responsible for
the existence of two fundamentally different groups of techniques to
delineate ridges and thalwegs. Methods of the first group are based on
principles of differential geometry. Originating in classical geometry (de
Saint-Venant, 1852; Boussinesq, 1872; Jordan, 1872; Breton de Champ,
1877), they are predominantly used in image processing (Haralick,
1983; Koenderink and van Doorn, 1993; Eberly et al., 1994; Rieger, 1997;
López et al., 1998). In these approaches, differential geometric criteria
are applied to detect loci of extreme values of mean, principal, and plan
curvatures. A nontrivial method by López and Serrat (1996), implementing a differential equation of Rothe (1915), may also be placed in
this group.
The methods of the second group are based on logical processing of
data, such as cell-to-cell flow routing and CA calculation (Section 4.4)
with subsequent thresholding of its values. These approaches are commonly used in digital terrain modeling (Mark, 1984; O’Callaghan and
Mark, 1984; Band, 1986; Douglas, 1986; Skidmore, 1990; Tribe, 1992;
Jones, 2002).
In scale terms, methods of the first group are local since they concern
a vicinity of a point within a moving window. Methods of the second
group are nonlocal because determining the flow routing requires an
analysis of rather large portions of the topographic surface.
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The third group of algorithms combines local differential geometric
and nonlocal logical approaches. In this case, differential geometrical
criteria are used to detect saddle points or points of extreme contour
curvature, and then logical procedures are applied to link the points for
visualization of ridges and thalwegs (Gauch and Pizer, 1993; Kweon
and Kanade, 1994; Steger, 1999). Detailed comparisons of the methods
can be found elsewhere (Skidmore, 1990; Tribe, 1992; Gauch and Pizer,
1993; López et al., 1999).
Figure 2.7 illustrates the revealing of crests and thalwegs using a
method belonging to the second group. The map was obtained with the
software CatchmentSIM 1.29 (Ryan and Boyd, 2003). Flats and pits were
removed from the DEM by the breaching algorithm (Jones, 2002). In
flow routing, a downslope flow angle was determined by a modified
multiple direction algorithm (Lea, 1992). Thalwegs were defined as pixels with CA values greater than a threshold (Jones, 2002); we used the
threshold of 25 pixels. Treating an inverted DEM, the ridge network
was delineated in the same way.

4.5.2 Generating Function
One method of the first group is based on the derivation of the generating function of crest and thalwegs lines (Shary and Stepanov, 1991).
It is well-known that kh is the measure of convergence and divergence
of slope lines (Section A.3.2). Negative values of kh indicate convergence
areas of slope lines, while positive values of kh correspond to their
divergence areas. At the same time, kh is the product of the curvature of
contour line and slope factor (Eq. A.57) (Shary, 1991; Shary et al.,
2002b). This means that kh contains information on the behavior of both
contours and slope lines. Thus, to find loci of extreme curvature of both
families of spatial curves, one needs to find loci of extreme values of kh.
Clearly, they correspond to zero values of the kh derivative, the socalled generating function (T) (Shary and Stepanov, 1991; Florinsky,
2009b):
q3 g 23pq2 k 1 3p2 qm 2 p3 h
T 5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ
1


½2 1 3ðp2 1 q2 Þðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ  2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ ;
ðp2 1 q2 Þ5 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ð4:43Þ

where g, h, k, m, r, t, s, p, and q are the third-, second-, and first-order
partial derivatives of elevation (Eq. 2.1). For the development of the formula, see Section A.4.
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FIGURE 4.7 The Stavropol Upland, the generating function: (a) Spatial distribution of

T values. (b) Zero values of T within divergence areas—the locus of the positive extreme
curvature of the topographic surface. (c) Zero values of T within convergence areas—the
locus of the negative extreme curvature of the topographic surface. For details of calculation, see Section 4.2.3.1; for the elevation map, see Fig. 2.3. From (Florinsky, 2009b, Fig. 4).
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T can be interpreted as a measure for the deflection of kh from loci of
the extreme curvature of the topographic surface. The unit of T is m22.
Shary and Stepanov (1991) proposed that ridges and convex break lines
relate to the locus of T 5 0 within divergence areas, while thalwegs and
concave break lines correspond to the locus of T 5 0 within convergence
areas.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the revealing of crest and thalweg lines using
the generating function. The map of T (Fig. 4.7a) includes all loci of the
extreme curvature of the topographic surface. They appear as borders
between areas of positive and negative values of T (light and dark patterns, correspondingly). The map of zero values of the generating function located within flow divergence areas (T 5 0 with kh . 0) displays
the locus of the positive extreme curvature (Fig. 4.7b). The map of zero
values of the generating function located within flow convergence areas
(T 5 0 with kh , 0) displays the locus of the negative extreme curvature
(Fig. 4.7c).
According to Shary and Stepanov (1991), the positive extreme curvature map (Fig. 4.7b) should display ridges and convex break lines, while
the negative extreme curvature map (Fig. 4.7c) should represent thalwegs and concave break lines. However, even a cursory examination of
the maps showed that they fail to detect these structural lines correctly.
This inference is supported by comparison with the maps of ridge/thalweg networks delineated using nonlocal logical approaches (Figs. 2.7
and 4.7). The main problem is that loci of the extreme curvature are
interrupted in many places (Figs. 4.7b, c). This can be caused by interpolation and smoothing errors, the remains of the high-frequency noise
of the DEM, and loci of special points, namely, local maxima and minima, saddles, and minor flat horizontal areas.
Therefore, in terms of ridge/thalweg detection, T mapping has the
following disadvantages. First, loci of the extreme curvature may only
partially define thalweg/ridge lines. Second, the calculation of partial
derivatives is sensitive to errors and noise existing copiously in DEMs
(Section 5.4.1) (Florinsky, 2002). Third, T mapping cannot reveal thalweg/ridge networks as hierarchical structures of tributary orders.
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5. ERRORS AND ACCURACY

5.1 SOURCES OF DEM ERRORS
DEM accuracy depends on the type of topography, method for DEM
generation, type of DEM grid, and DEM resolution (Isaacson and
Ripple, 1990; Li, 1994; Hunter and Goodchild, 1995; Aguilar et al., 2005).
Rieger (1996) proposed the following classification of DEM errors:
• Low-frequency systematic errors, resulting, for example, from
procedures of the photogrammetric orientation. These errors are
critical for combined processing and analysis of DTMs and remotely
sensed data (Florinsky, 1998b).
• Medium-frequency systematic and random errors caused, for
instance, by errors of photogrammetric measurements and
interpolation procedures. These errors are critical for DTM-based soil
and geological studies.
• High-frequency random errors (noise), which may be, for example,
connected with image defects and sensor instability.
Accuracy of DEMs, produced by conventional topographic surveys,
depends essentially on systematic instrumental errors and random
operator errors (Ghilani and Wolf, 2008). Accuracy of DEMs created
using kinematic GPS survey is, in particular, influenced by ionospheric
and tropospheric refraction, satellite ephemeris errors, satellite and
receiver clock biases, and so on (Ghilani and Wolf, 2008, ch. 15).
Accuracy of DEMs generated by photogrammetric techniques is
impacted by the following factors (Akovetsky, 1994; Hunter and
Goodchild, 1995; Wolf and Dewitt, 2000):
• Systematic and random operator errors (Fig. 5.1)
• Systematic and random instrumental errors
FIGURE
5.1 Northsouth
oriented striping artifacts on the
hill-shading map—the result of
the DEM generation using a
semiautomated profiling of aerial
stereo images. Terrain Resource
Information Management DEM
for the Fort St. John Forest
District,
British
Columbia,
Canada; DEM grid spacing is
30 m.
From
(Albani
and
Klinkenberg, 2003, Fig. 1), reproduced with permission.
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• Spatial resolution of aerial or satellite images depending mainly on
the camera or sensor characteristics
• Vertical resolution of images dictated essentially by the base/height
ratio
• Snow, vegetation, and cloud covers
• Type of topography
• Imagery accuracy depending on the curvature of the planet,
atmospheric refraction, airplane or satellite stability, camera
distortion or sensor stability, image processing, errors of image
transformation for removing geometric distortion, and the like
Notice that in digital photogrammetry, errors of elevation measurements can account for 5 to 20% of the total measurements, depending
on the image quality (Akovetsky, 1994). Aguilar et al. (2005) demonstrated that in digital photogrammetry, DEM accuracy depends essentially on three factors: type of topography, DEM grid density, and
interpolation technique. Fully automated digital photogrammetric processing of stereo images (without further editing) produces, as a rule,
less accurate DEMs than analogue photogrammetric techniques (Gong
et al., 2000).
Accuracy of LiDAR-derived DEMs depends on sensor characteristics,
vertical and horizontal error in the positioning of the laser platform,
laser scan angle, flight speed and altitude, as well as physical properties
of the surface, such as surface reflectivity and slope gradient (Huising
and Gomes-Pereira, 1998; Wehr and Lohr, 1999; Brenner et al., 2007)
(Fig. 5.2). In LiDAR survey, systematic errors range from 5 cm for flat,
paved areas to 200 cm for areas with grass and shrub cover, while random errors range from 10 cm for flat areas to 200 cm for hilly areas
(Huising and Gomes-Pereira, 1998). Errors also occur during the processing of the raw data, that is, data filtering, gridding, segmentation, and
object reconstruction (Aguilar and Mills, 2008).
Accuracy of InSAR-derived DEMs depends on radar characteristics,
type of topography, and physical properties of the surface (Jarvis et al.,
2004; Falorni et al., 2005; Brenner et al., 2007). In particular, more than
15% of SRTM DEM tiles have voids for 1% of the covered area, and
more than 5% of those have voids for 5% of the covered area. Large
voids are typical for mountainous terrains: geometric artifacts are here
caused by layover, foreshortening, and radar shadow. Large voids are
also observed in sand deserts: a low dielectric constant of the surface is
responsible for a low level of the signal reflectance (Elsner and Bonnici,
2007). SRTM DEMs also suffer from striping artifacts: “the stripes have
a typical wavelength of about 800 m with an amplitude of about
0.24 m and are aligned diagonally in a pattern that suggests a close
relationship to the orbital paths. . . . Striping at varying levels occurred
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FIGURE 5.2 Hill-shading map of the LiDAR DEM for Loughrigg Fell, Lake District,

UK. The artificial diagonal banding in two dominant directions (B75 and 143 ) is associated with aircraft pitch motion. Illumination from the northwest; DEM grid spacing is
2 m. LiDAR data © Environment Agency Science Enterprise Centre. From (Arrell et al.,
2008, Fig. 4); reproduced with permission.

everywhere except where it was obscured by high topographic relief”
(Gallant and Read, 2009, pp. 149 and 151).
It is necessary to stress that use of fully automated approaches of
digital photogrammetry, LiDAR, and InSAR techniques leads, in fact, to
“blind sampling” of elevations (Lemmens, 1999). It is clear that such
DEMs need editing and filtering (Jarvis et al., 2004; Sithole and
Vosselman, 2004; Falorni et al., 2005; Evans and Hudak, 2007; Karkee
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et al., 2008; Gallant and Read, 2009) because they describe not the topographic surface but a surface consisting of portions of the land surface,
buildings, vegetation cover, and the like.
Errors of bathymetric DEMs produced by echo sounding may be
caused by instrumental errors of an echo sounder and navigation
errors. Errors are common for flat seafloor areas and steep deep-water
slopes (Smith, 1993; Bourillet et al., 1996). Errors of bathymetric DEMs
created with optical sensing depend on instrumental errors of sensors,
the correctness of regression models for relationships between image
brightness and water depth, water turbidity, and bottom reflectance
relating to bottom characteristics and water depth (Gao, 2009).
Accuracy of LiDAR-based bathymetric DEMs is influenced by water
clarity and bottom features (Pe’eri et al., 2011).
Accuracy of bathymetric DEMs produced with satellite radar altimetry data depends on the platform and radar characteristics. Also, error
sources include water surface roughness (waves), tide model errors,
ocean currents, and signal delay in the ionosphere and troposphere
(Sandwell and Smith, 2001). However, most errors are associated with
limitations of physical mathematical models linking gravitational anomalies with seafloor topography, which are applied to convert altimetric
data into seafloor DEMs. One may obtain adequate results for wavelengths of 20200 km within areas with a sedimentary cover up to
200 m thick.
Accuracy of DEMs of soil horizon surfaces or stratigraphic surfaces,
derived from augerhole or borehole data, is mostly affected by the
absence of information on the shape of subsurface horizons between
auger- or boreholes (Jones and Johnson, 1983; Groshong, 2006, ch. 10).
There are no reasons to assume that interpolation of subsurface DEMs
may provide an adequate picture of stratigraphic surfaces.
Accuracy of DEMs of stratigraphic surfaces produced with 3D seismic survey is, in particular, influenced by limitations in the survey
design, coherent noise, and systematic errors in the processing (Brown,
2004; Liner, 2004). Groshong (2006, pp. 3031) made the following
observations:
The geometry of a structure that is even moderately complex displayed in travel
time is likely to be significantly different from the true geometry of the reflecting
boundaries because of the distortions introduced by steep dips and laterally and
vertically varying velocities. Reflections from steeply dipping units may return to
the surface beyond the outer limit of the recording array and so are not represented
on the seismic profile. The structural interpretation of seismic reflection data
requires the conversion of the travel times to depth. This requires an accurate
model for the velocity distribution, something not necessarily well known for a
complex structure. The most accurate depth conversion is controlled by velocities
measured in nearby wells.
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Accuracy of contour-based DEMs depends on the following factors
(Carter, 1988; Kumler, 1994):
• Accuracy of topographic maps
• Random operator errors (up to 90% of the total number of DEM
errors)
• Systematic instrumental errors
If a DEM has been created using any interpolation technique, then
the DEM obviously includes systematic and random errors of the interpolator (Carrara et al., 1997; Bater and Coops, 2009).
Two problems are typical for a DEM compiled from a set of other
DEMs: (1) different portions of the DEM may have different accuracies;
and (2) boundaries between the portions will be clearly seen on all morphometric maps. These problems are familiar for users of all existing
global DEMs, such as GTOPO30 (USGS, 1996), GLOBE (GLOBE Task
Team and others, 1999), ETOPO5 (World Data Center for Geophysics,
1993), ETOPO2 (National Geophysical Data Center, 2001, 2006), and
ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009). An example of such errors is discussed in Section 6.3.3.

5.2 ESTIMATION OF DEM ACCURACY
DEM accuracy is commonly estimated by the criterion of RMSE of
elevation computed by comparing DEM points and reference points
(Ivanov and Kruzhkov, 1992; Bolstad and Stowe, 1994). However, a
number of reference points are limited. This can lead to improper estimation of the RMSE. This approach was elaborated by Rieger (1996),
who proposed comparing a target DEM with a “reference” DEM.
However, it is unreasonable to consider the “reference” DEM as the correct model.
Elevation RMSE is usually presented as the integral metrics for the
accuracy of the entire DEM. However, different portions of a DEM may
have distinct accuracy (Hunter and Goodchild, 1995; Carlisle, 2005;
Fisher and Tate, 2006). Various approaches can be used to analyze the
spatial distribution of DEM errors. In particular, Makarovič (1972) proposed estimating DEM accuracy by a mean deviation of sinusoidal
amplitudes obtained after interpolation from sinusoidal amplitudes
existing before interpolation. Tempfli (1980) evaluated DEM accuracy
by spectral analysis. Frederiksen (1981) developed a method to predict
DEM accuracy based on summing the Fourier spectrum for highfrequency components of topographic profiles. Polidori et al. (1991)
attempted to estimate DEM interpolation errors by calculating the DEM
fractal dimension at different scales and in different directions.
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Ackermann (1978) and Li (1994) proposed formulas for elevation RMSE
as a function of slope gradient. However, the accuracy of the gradient
calculation also depends on elevation RMSE (Felicı́simo, 1995;
Florinsky, 1998a) (Section 5.3). Hannah (1981) developed a technique to
detect DEM random errors. This method was based on a point comparison with adjacent points, using slope gradient and change-gradient
values with specified thresholds.
Felicı́simo (1994b) developed an elegant method utilizing differences
between two elevation values for each DEM point: the first is recorded
in the DEM, and the second is interpolated from its four neighboring
points. An arithmetic mean, standard deviation, and the Student’s
t-criterion are then calculated. Relatively high t-values indicate possible
errors. Kraus (1994) and Hunter and Goodchild (1995) described two
approaches for mapping the horizontal accuracy of elevation data. In
the first approach, “the epsilon band” is drawn around the position of a
contour line defining the elevation zi. The borders of the epsilon band
are two contours defining elevations zi 2 Δz/2 and zi 1 Δz/2, where Δz
is a contour interval. The epsilon band approach means that the true
position of the zi contour is somewhere between the band borders. In
the second approach, the researcher should calculate and map the likelihood of the true value of elevation exceeding by a threshold. López
(1997) described a method that was based on the decomposition of a
regular DEM into strips and that considered it as a multivariate table.
Principal components analysis was applied to select unlikely elevations.
A detailed review of methods to analyze the spatial distribution of
DEM errors can be found elsewhere (Carlisle, 2005). For suppression
of high-frequency noise (random errors) in DEMs, see Chapter 6.

5.3 CALCULATION ACCURACY OF LOCAL
MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES
5.3.1 Motivation
Since the inception of digital terrain modeling, considerable attention
has been given to various issues of DTM accuracy (Fisher and Tate,
2006). This is connected with the fact that errors of digital models of
morphometric attributes influence the accuracy and objectivity of DTMbased studies and the modeling of natural processes and phenomena
(Desmet, 1997; Holmes et al., 2000; Vörösmarty et al., 2000; Thompson
et al., 2001; Van Niel et al., 2004; Bishop et al., 2006; Callow et al., 2007;
Erskine et al., 2007; Wise, 2007).
Usually, calculation accuracy of local topographic variables is estimated by comparing their computed and “reference” values. For
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reference data, researchers used hand measurements of G and A from
topographic maps (Evans, 1980; Skidmore, 1989), field measurements of
G, A, and kv (Bolstad and Stowe, 1994; Giles and Franklin, 1996), values
of morphometric variables derived from “reference” DEMs of actual
terrains (Chang and Tsai, 1991; Sasowsky et al., 1992) and simulated terrains (Carter, 1992; Felicı́simo, 1995; Hodgson, 1995; Zhou and Liu,
2004).
However, the accuracy of digital models of local topographic attributes cannot be determined by the comparison of computed and “reference” values. Indeed, it is well known that a measurement accuracy can
be defined as a difference between a measured value and an actual
value of a variable. However, the actual land surface is not mathematically smooth. So, it cannot have derivatives and, hence, local morphometric variables, which are functions of partial derivatives of elevation
(Section 2.2). For the land surface, notions of derivatives arise only during its measurements (Shary, 1991). Therefore, because there are no
actual values of local topographic variables, the accuracy of their calculation cannot be determined by a comparison of computed and “reference” values.
Moreover, such a strategy can lead to artifacts, as well as subjective
and conflicting conclusions. For instance, it was reported that errors of
A calculation are typical for flat areas (Chang and Tsai, 1991; Carter,
1992), while errors of G calculation are predominantly positioned on
steep slopes (Chang and Tsai, 1991; Sasowsky et al., 1992; Bolstad and
Stowe, 1994). However, Carter (1992) found that both G and A errors
grow to high values within flat areas. At the same time, Davis and
Dozier (1990) reported that G and A errors concentrate within zones of
rapid change in G and A values (e.g., nearby crests or thalwegs).
Also, it is well known that the map accuracy of G, A, kh, kv, and other
curvatures depends on DEM grid spacing (Evans, 1979, 1980; Stewart
and Podolski, 1998; Shary et al., 2002b; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003;
Zhu et al., 2008). For instance, the increase of a DEM grid spacing can
transform small steep zones to broad areas marked by medium G
values. It was reported that G and A calculation errors increase as a
grid spacing increases (Chang and Tsai, 1991). However, Carter (1992)
found that G and A computed values more closely correspond to their
“reference” values as grid spacing increases.
Therefore, the calculation accuracy of local morphometric variables
cannot be adequately studied by a comparison of calculated and “reference” values. At the same time, it is obvious that it principally depends
on the accuracy of initial data, that is, DEMs, and the accuracy of a calculation algorithm. So, attention should be focused on these two factors.
Thus, Felicı́simo (1995) found that G errors increase with increasing elevation RMSE (mz). Brown and Bara (1994) and Giles and Franklin (1996)
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intimated that the number of errors in calculations of partial derivatives
of elevation depends on the DEM noise level. Skidmore (1989) and
Hodgson (1995) compared the accuracy of several methods for G and A
derivation, that is, calculation of p and q (Section 2.2). Skidmore (1989)
found that algorithms for p and q computation based on six points of a
3 3 3 moving window are more accurate than the four-point algorithms.
At the same time, Hodgson (1995) argued that the four-point algorithms
are more accurate than the six-point ones. This contradiction may be
explained by the fact that these studies (Skidmore, 1989; Hodgson,
1995) were also carried out with a comparison of calculated and “reference” values of topographic variables.
It is clear that local morphometric variables are functions of measured variables F 5 ϕ(x, y, . . ., u), where x, y, . . ., u are measured variables. To estimate the accuracy of calculation of local morphometric
attributes, Kuryakova (1996) proposed using the criterion of RMSE of a
function of measured variables mF (Merriman, 1899, p. 32; Bolshakov
and Gaidaev, 1977, p. 117):
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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where mx, my, ..., mu are RMSE of x, y, ..., u. In this section, we describe
the method for estimating the accuracy of calculation of local morphometric variables by this criterion (Florinsky, 1998a, 1998c, 2008d, 2009b).

5.3.2 RMSE Formulas for Local Morphometric Variables
Using Eq. (5.1), let us develop formulas for RMSE of calculation of
local morphometric attributes (Eqs. 2.2, 2.42.15). Functions of measured variables are G, kh, kv, K, kmin, kmax, H, E, Ka, M, Kr, kve, and khe;
measured variables are p, q, r, s, and t. After differentiation and simple
algebraic operations, we obtain the following expressions (Florinsky,
1998a, 2008d):
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where mp, mq, mr, ms, and mt are RMSE of calculation of p, q, r, s, and t,
respectively; mG, mkh, and mkv are RMSE of calculation of G, kh, and kv,
respectively. Similarly, we obtain equations for other local topographic
attributes:
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where mK, mkmin, mkmax, mH, mE, mKa, mM, mKr, mkve, and mkhe are RMSE
of calculation of K, kmin, kmax, H, E, Ka, M, Kr, kve, and khe, respectively.
The RMSE formula for the generating function can be found elsewhere (Florinsky, 2009b).

5.3.3 RMSE Formulas for Partial Derivatives
According to Eqs. (5.25.12), one should calculate p, q, r, s, and t, as
well as mp, mq, mr, ms, and mt to derive a digital model of mF. Functions
of measured variables are p, q, r, s, and t; measured variables are elevation values at nodes of a moving window zi, where i 5 1, 2 . . . 9 for the
EvansYoung method (Section 4.1) and the author’s method for spheroidal equal angular grids (Section 4.3); i 5 1, 2 . . . 25 for the author’s
method for plane square grids (Section 4.2). So, formulas for mp, mq, mr,
ms, and mt can also be determined by the general expression for RMSE
of a function of measured variables (Eq. 5.1).
5.3.3.1 Calculation on a Plane Square Grid
Using Eq. (5.1), let us develop formulas for RMSE of calculation of
p, q, r, s, and t for the EvansYoung method (Eqs. 4.24.6), and g, h, k,
m, r, t, s, p, and q for the author’s method (Eqs. 4.134.21).
For the EvansYoung method, we obtain, in particular:
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s

 2
 2
@r 2 2
@r
@r
mr 5
mz1 1
m2z2 1 ? 1
m2 ;
@z1 0
@z2 0
@z9 0 z9

ð5:13Þ

where mz1 ; mz2 ; ?; mz9 are RMSE of z1, z2, ..., z9, correspondingly. In the
strict sense, mzi 5 ψðx; yÞ depends on the type of topography as well as
methods of DEM generation and interpolation (Hunter and Goodchild,
1995). There are expressions to estimate mz as a function of G (Li, 1994).
However, this approach is incorrect because the accuracy of G calculation also depends on mz (Eq. 5.2) (Florinsky, 1998a). At the same time,
Li (1994) demonstrated that for contour-based DEMs, one can assume:
mzi 5 const 5 BΔz;

ð5:14Þ

where Δz is the contour interval, B 5 (0.160.33) depending on the type
of topography. So, let us consider mz1 5 mz2 5 ? 5 mz9 5 mz .
Substituting mz into Eq. (5.13), we obtain:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2  2  2
 2ﬃ
@r
@r
@r
@r
:
ð5:15Þ
1
1
1?1
mr 5 mz
@z1 0
@z2 0
@z3 0
@z9 0
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TABLE 5.1 RMSE of Partial Derivatives Calculated by the EvansYoung Method
(Section 4.1) and the Author’s Method (Section 4.2)
RMSE

The EvansYoung Method

mp and mq
mr and mt

pmﬃﬃz
6w
pﬃﬃ
2mz
w2

The Author’s Method
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ms

mz
2w2

mz
10w2

mg and mh



pm
ﬃﬃ z 3
2w

mk and mm



mﬃz
pﬃﬃﬃ
35w3

527 mz
70 6w

qﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2 mz
35 w2

From (Florinsky, 2009b, Table 1).

After differentiation and simple algebraic operations, we obtain
expressions of mr, mt, ms, mp, and mq for the EvansYoung method
(Table 5.1). Similarly for the author’s method, we obtain formulas of mr,
mt, ms, mp, and mq, as well as mg, mh, mk, and mm (viz., RMSE of calculation of g, h, k, and m, correspondingly) (Table 5.1).
The formulas (Table 5.1) show that RMSEs of partial derivatives of
elevation are in direct proportion to mz and in inverse proportions to w
(for mp and mq), w2 (for mr, mt, and ms), and w3 (for mg, mh, mk, and mm).
Thus, the third-order partial derivatives are the most sensitive, while
the first-order ones are the least sensitive to the grid spacing value.
Earlier, we proved that the EvansYoung method has the highest
accuracy among its analogues, which are based on the approximation
of partial derivatives by finite differences on the 3 3 3 moving window
(Florinsky, 1998a). Let us compare the formulas of mr, mt, ms, mp, and
mq related to the EvansYoung and the author’s methods.
The formulas of mr, mt, ms, mp, and mq (Table 5.1) show that under
the same mz and w values, application of the author’s method results in
significantly lower values of mr, mt, and ms, than those related to the
EvansYoung method. Indeed, mr and mt for the author’s method are
almost six times less than those for the EvansYoung method. ms for
the author’s method is five times less than that for the EvansYoung
method. mp and mq for the author’s method are a mere 10% higher than
those for the EvansYoung method. This means that the author’s
method can provide a higher accuracy of derivation of topographic
variables than the EvansYoung method.
However, G is calculated using two first-order partial derivatives,
p and q. Table 5.1 shows that mp and mq for Eqs. (4.20 and 4.21) are 10%
higher than those for Eqs. (4.5 and 4.6). Therefore, for G calculation, the
EvansYoung method is more accurate than the author’s method.
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5.3.3.2 Calculation on a Spheroidal Equal Angular Grid
Similarly, we obtain formulas of mp, mq, mr, ms, and mt for calculation
of partial derivatives of elevation on spheroidal equal angular grids
(Eqs. 4.254.29) (Florinsky, 1998c, 2008d):
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 d2 1 c2 e2
;
ð5:16Þ
mp 5 mz
2
2
2½a c ðd 1 eÞ2 1 b2 ða2 d2 1 c2 e2 Þ
mq 5

mz
3deðd 1 eÞða4 1 b4 1 c4 Þ
3 2 ½d2 ða4 1 b4 1 b2 c2 Þ 1 c2 e2 ða2 2 b2 Þ2 1 ½e2 ða4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ
2 d2 ða4 1 c4 1 b2 c2 Þ2 1 ½e2 ðb4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ 1 a2 d2 ðc2 2 b2 Þ2 g
1 ½d2 ða4 1 b4 1 3c4 22b2 c2 Þ 1 2c2 e2 ðb2 2 a2 Þ2
1 ½e2 ða4 1 3b4 1 c4 22a2 b2 Þ 2 d2 ða4 1 3b4 1 c4 22b2 c2 Þ2

1 ½2a2 d2 ðc2 2 b2 Þ 2 e2 ð3a4 1 b4 1 c4 22a2 b2 Þ2 Þ1=2 ;
ð5:17Þ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6
;
ð5:18Þ
mr 5 mz
4
a 1 b4 1 c4
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 ½a2 ðd 1 eÞ 1 b2 e2 1 b2 ða2 d 2 c2 eÞ2 1 a2 ½c2 ðd 1 eÞ 1 b2 d2
pﬃﬃﬃ
ms 5 mz
; ð5:19Þ
2½a2 c2 ðd 1 eÞ2 1 b2 ða2 d2 1 c2 e2 Þ
mt 5

2mz
3deðd 1 eÞða4 1 b4 1 c4 Þ
3 ð2 ½dða4 1 b4 1 b2 c2 Þ 1 c2 eðb2 2 a2 Þ2 1 ½dða4 1 c4 1 b2 c2 Þ
1 eða4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ2 1 ½eðb4 1 c4 1 a2 b2 Þ 1 a2 dðb2 2 c2 Þ2 g
1 ½dða4 1 b4 1 3c4 22b2 c2 Þ 1 2c2 eða2 2 b2 Þ2
1 ½dða4 1 3b4 1 c4 22b2 c2 Þ 1 eða4 1 3b4 1 c4 22a2 b2 Þ2
1 ½eð3a4 1 b4 1 c4 22a2 b2 Þ 1 2a2 dðc2 2 b2 Þ2 Þ1=2 ;

ð5:20Þ

where a, b, c, d, and e are linear lengths of elements of the 3 3 3 spheroidal equal angular moving window (Fig. 4.1c).
The development of Eqs. (5.25.5, 5.165.20) and formulas presented
in Table 5.1 was carried out with the software Maple V Release 5.0
(© Waterloo Maple Inc., 19811997). A generalization of the method
described was proposed by Zhou and Liu (2004).
Notice that the RMSE formula used (Eq. 5.1) is not complete. In this
form, it is usually applied to functions of independent measured
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variables. For a function of correlated or dependent variables, the
RMSE formula includes residual terms of the Taylor series (Bolshakov
and Gaidaev, 1977, p. 116):
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2
 2
 2
  
  
@F
@F
@F
@F @F
@F @F
mF 5
m2x 1
m2y 1 ? 1
m2u 1 2
mx m y 1 2
mx mu 1 ?:
@x
@y
@u
@x @y
@x @u
ð5:21Þ

It is obvious that residual terms can influence RMSE values. In some
cases, elevation values at the nodes of a moving window may be correlated. In such cases, it is reasonable to use Eq. (5.21) to estimate RMSE
of calculation of partial derivatives and morphometric variables. An
interested reader may want to develop related RMSE formulas, as well
as to estimate an influence of residual terms.

5.3.4. RMSE Mapping
Equations (5.2)(5.12) can be easily applied to produce digital models of mF. Indeed, values of r, t, s, p, q, mr, mt, ms, mp, and mq (and,
hence, mF) are estimated for the central point of the 3 3 3 (or 5 3 5) moving window. Moving the window along a DEM, it is possible to calculate mF values for each point of the DEM except for boundary rows and
columns.
Mapping is a convenient and pictorial strategy for visualizing the
propagation of errors in spatial modeling (Heuvelink et al., 1989; Kraus,
1994; Hunter and Goodchild, 1995). Let us illustrate mF mapping with
two examples:
1. RMSE estimation on plane square grids is exemplified by a portion
of the Kursk Region in Russia near the Kursk nuclear power plant.
2. RMSE estimation on spheroidal equal angular grids is exemplified
by the Moscow Region in Russia.
A DEM of the Kursk Region (Fig. 5.3a) is described in Section 13.4.2.2.
A DEM of the Moscow Region (Fig. 5.4a) was extracted from the GLOBE
DEM (GLOBE Task Team and others, 1999). This DEM includes 59,400
points (the matrix 330 3 180); the grid spacing is 1’.
To suppress high-frequency noise, both DEMs were smoothed three
times with the 3 3 3 moving window. Using the author’s method
(Section 4.2), we calculated some morphometric attributes including H
(Fig. 5.3b) for the Kursk Region; the grid spacing of 150 m was utilized.
Using the other author’s method (Section 4.3), we calculated kh
(Fig. 5.4b) and some other topographic variables for the Moscow
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FIGURE 5.3 The Kursk Region near the Kursk nuclear power plant: (a) elevation,

(b) mean curvature, (c) RMSE of the mean curvature calculation. From (Florinsky, 2010,
Fig. 2.6).
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FIGURE 5.4 The Moscow Region and
adjacent territories: (a) elevation, (b) horizontal curvature, (c) RMSE of the horizontal curvature calculation. From
(Florinsky, 2008d, Figs. 1 and 2a, c).

Region; the grid spacing of 1’ was applied. Applying the formulas
(Eqs. 5.3, 5.7, 5.165.20, and Table 5.1) with mz 5 5 m, we derived the
mH digital model for the Kursk Region (Fig. 5.3c) and the mkh digital
model for the Moscow Region (Fig. 5.4c). To deal with the large
dynamic range of H, kh, mH, and mkh, we logarithmically transformed
their digital models by Eq. (7.1) with n 5 5 for H and mH, and n 5 7 for
kh and mkh. Data processing was performed by the software LandLord
(Appendix B).
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Analysis of mF maps allowed us to determine some regularity for
spatial distribution of mF values. Generally, the flatter topography, the
higher the mF value (Florinsky, 1998a, 1998c). mF values can be in excess
of maximum absolute values of F within flat areas. However, this does
not mean that there are errors in DTMs within such areas: mF is a statistical property of a function F; that is, mF values represent a possibility
for errors.
To improve the impartiality of DTM-based soil and geological studies, researchers have to treat data on local topographic variables with
criticism, as well as consider the mentioned effects in data interpretation. Models and maps of mF can be used, for instance, as follows:
• To account for a spatial distribution of mF in analysis and
interpretation of F map;
• To refine a DEM within areas having high mF values, and then to
recalculate F within these areas.

5.4 IGNORING OF THE SAMPLING THEOREM
5.4.1 Motivation
Let us recall the third sequence of the sampling theorem
(Section 3.3): “landforms” with typical planar sizes less than λ~ x;y , occurring in a DEM after its interpolation, should be considered as interpolator-induced high-frequency noise. Every so often, such a noise arises in
a DEM with “enhanced,” or overdetailed resolution—that is, a DEM
produced by interpolation using a grid spacing essentially less than (1)
an average density of points in an initial irregular DEM; or (2) a grid
spacing in an initial regular DEM.
As this takes place, high-frequency noise may not be clearly seen in
elevation maps derived from DEMs with “enhanced” resolution. This is
because a vertical magnitude of noise may be too low compared with a
contour interval. However, these minor false “landforms” may be dramatically increased in the subsequent derivation of topographic variables using differentiation procedures.
It is common knowledge of signal and image processing that differentiation of a signal increases noise manifestation in a derivative
(Baker, 1982; Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982). In other words, differentiation
can impair the signal-to-noise ratio. In a general case, the noise can
have a higher derivative than the signal because the noise is less
“smooth” than the signal and can fluctuate more randomly than the
signal.
The higher the order of the derivative, the higher a noise manifestation. The following example can clarify this point for the
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FIGURE 5.5 Differentiation of a one-dimensional signal; an edge (I), pit (II), and peak
(III) of the signal. From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 3).

one-dimensional case (Fig. 5.5). For an edge of the signal, the first-order
derivative has one extremum (a peak or a pit), while the second-order
derivative has two extrema (a peak and a pit). Also, for a peak or a pit of
the signal, the first-order derivative has two extrema (a peak and a pit),
while the second-order derivative has three extrema (a peak surrounded
by two pits, or a pit surrounded by two peaks).
Derivation of local topographic variables from DEMs is carried out
using the first- and second-order partial derivatives of the elevation
function (Section 2.2). As any DEM includes noise (i.e., random and systematic errors), its propagation with a differentiation-induced magnification is typical for digital terrain modeling (Brown and Bara, 1994;
Giles and Franklin, 1996; Desmet, 1997; Florinsky, 2002; Oksanen and
Sarjakoski, 2005) (see, for example, illustrations in Sections 6.2.5 and
6.3.3).
In particular, scholars noticed errors typical of DEMs with
“enhanced” resolution, such as terraces, “traces” of contours and triangular patterns (see below) (Batson et al., 1975; Wood and Fisher, 1993;
Eklundh and Mårtensson, 1995; Desmet, 1997). However, these authors
explained artifacts observed by the lack of interpolation methods and
did not associate them with overdetailed resolution of DEMs. In fact,
such errors are the result of ignoring the sampling theorem. In this section, we discuss this type of DTM error.

5.4.2 Materials and Data Processing
To illustrate errors caused by overdetailed resolution, we used DEMs
of two areas: (1) the part of the Crimean Peninsula and adjacent sea bottom; and (2) the Severny Gully (Pushchino, Russia). The generation of
DEMs is described in Sections 13.4.1.2 and 9.3.2, correspondingly.
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Using the inverse distance weighting interpolation (Watson, 1992) of
the irregular DEM of the Crimean Peninsula (Fig. 5.6a), we produced
two regular DEMs with w 5 500 m (Fig. 5.6b) and w 5 3000 m.
Application of w 5 500 m gives an “enhanced” resolution, since such w
value is less than average distance between points within all parts of
the irregular DEM (Fig. 5.6a). The grid spacing of 3000 m corresponds
approximately to average distances between points describing the seafloors of the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov as well as some areas of the
Crimean Plain. The Crimean Mountains can be treated with a smaller
grid spacing, such as 1000 m, but we applied the single grid spacing
value fitting all parts of the DEM. Digital models of G (Fig. 5.6c, d) and
kv (Fig. 5.6e, f) were derived from the two regular DEMs of the Crimean
Peninsula by the EvansYoung method (Section 4.1).
Applying the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation with matching derivatives along triangle edges
(Agishtein and Migdal, 1991) to the irregular DEM of the Severny Gully

FIGURE 5.6 The Crimea and the adjacent sea bottom: (a) distribution of DEM points;

(b) elevation, w 5 500 m; (c) slope gradient, w 5 500 m; (d) slope gradient, w 5 3000 m;
(e) vertical curvature, w 5 500 m; (f) vertical curvature, w 5 3000 m. From (Florinsky, 2002,
Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 5.6

Continued
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FIGURE 5.7

The Severny Gully: (a) distribution of DEM points; (b) elevation,
w 5 0.25 m; (c) slope gradient, w 5 0.25 m; (d) slope gradient, w 5 3 m; (e) horizontal curvature, w 5 0.25 m; (f) horizontal curvature, w 5 3 m. From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 5).

(Fig. 5.7a), we produced two regular DEMs with w 5 0.25 m (Fig. 5.7b)
and w 5 3 m. Application of w 5 0.25 m certainly gives “enhanced” resolutions since this w value is well less than average distances between
points of the irregular DEM. The grid spacing of 3 m approximately
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relates to average distances between points of the irregular DEM
(Fig. 5.7a). Digital models of G (Fig. 5.7c, d) and kh (Fig. 5.7e, f) were
derived from the two regular DEMs of the Severny Gully by the
EvansYoung method (Section 4.1).
To highlight artifacts on the kv and kh maps, we subdivided kv and kh
values into two intervals relative to the zero value (Figs. 5.6e, f, and
5.7e, f). Data processing was performed by the software LandLord
(Appendix B).

5.4.3 Results and Discussion
On the G and kv maps of the Crimea derived from the DEM with
w 5 500 m, one can see “traces” of contours (viz., curvilinear artifacts in
form and location related to the contour lines) within the seafloor and
relatively flat areas of the Crimean Plain (Fig. 5.6c, e). These maps are
obviously unfit for use in any purpose, since they display a system of
false curvilinear “landforms.” However, G and kv maps derived from
the DEM with w 5 3000 m (Fig. 5.6d, f) can be useful in regional geomorphic and geological studies. For example, the kv map (Fig. 5.6f) was
successfully employed to recognize and classify lineaments of the
Crimea (Florinsky, 1996) (Section 13.4.1).
On the G and kh maps of the Severny Gully derived from the DEM
with w 5 0.25 m, one can see “marks” of triangulation, such as triangles
and other relatively regular features (Fig. 5.7c, e). These maps are also
unfit for use in any DTM-based application, as they reveal a set of false
triangular “landforms.” At the same time, G and kh data derived from
the DEM with w 5 3 m (Fig. 5.7d, f) were successfully applied to study
the dependence of soil moisture on topography (Florinsky and
Kuryakova, 2000) (Section 9.3).
“Traces” of contours (Fig. 5.6c, e) are portraits of slender upright artificial “escarps” of broad flat artificial “terraces”. “Escarps” may arise
along contour lines, while “terraces” may occur between contours in
DEM interpolation by the inverse distance weighting method. This
method is sensitive to clustering of points: the search of nearest neighbors finds a lot of points along contours while none across ones. As a
result, an elevation of a contour is assigned to regular DEM points
along the contour, while circa average elevation of two neighbor contours is assigned to regular DEM points between these contours. It has
been suggested that the method is not appropriate to interpolate contour-based DEMs (Wood and Fisher, 1993; Eklundh and Mårtensson,
1995). However, this algorithm imperfection makes itself evident in the
case of over detailed interpolation only. So, this is, in fact, connected
with a lack of information between contours.
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Triangular artifacts (Fig. 5.7c, e) are the results of some inaccuracy of
the matching derivatives along edges of triangles in the piecewise interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991). However, this imperfection of
the interpolation algorithm makes itself evident in the case of overdetailed interpolation only. Therefore, an actual root of the artifacts is a
lack of information about elevations between triangulation nodes.
Such inaccuracies lead to relatively minor errors in the regular DEMs
with “enhanced” resolution. At least, it is impossible to see them on the
elevation maps (Figs. 5.6b and 5.7b). Therefore, one can ignore these
artifacts in some cases: for example, an elevation map derived from a
DEM with “enhanced” resolution can be used for illustration goals.
However, these errors are dramatically increased after derivation of
local morphometric variables as they are calculated by differentiation
(Section 2.2).
There are several ways to avoid these artifacts. First, it has been suggested that more sophisticated and smoother interpolation techniques
should be used to prevent the formation of “terraces” in DEMs
(Eklundh and Mårtensson, 1995), contour “traces” on G, A, kv, and hillshading maps (Batson et al., 1975; Wood and Fisher, 1993; Desmet,
1997), and triangle patterns on G and A maps (Desmet, 1997). Second,
Eklundh and Mårtensson (1995) proposed generalizing contours in
order to prevent terraces in DEMs. Third, high-frequency filtering and
smoothing is applied before differentiation to reduce the noise level in
signal and image processing (Baker, 1982; Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982).
Similar filtering procedures are used in digital terrain modeling
(Chapter 6) to suppress high-frequency noise in DTMs derived from
DEMs (Horn, 1981), or in DEMs before DTM derivation (Brown and
Bara, 1994; Giles and Franklin, 1996; Desmet, 1997; Wise, 2000).
All these approaches may improve the results of DEM interpolation
and hide a structure of an irregular DEM grid. However, this cannot
clearly increase an actual resolution of a DEM (conversely, the second
option can decrease it). It is incorrect to use DEMs with “enhanced” resolution for DTM derivation because an overdetailed resolution of a
DTM does not relate to information on actual landforms kept in a DEM
before interpolation. Treating DTMs beyond a resolution limit can lead
just to some abstract investigation of the geometry of a matrix of interpolated values z 5 f(x, y) rather than the geometry of the topographic
surface.
Common sense leads us to assume that there is only one appropriate
solution of the problem discussed. Let a spatial resolution of an irregular DEM correspond to λ~ x;y (Section 3.3). In this case, one should use
w value relating, at least, to λ~ x;y in DEM interpolation, if an interpolated
DEM will then be utilized to derive other DTMs. Practically, this w
value should relate to an average distance between points in the
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irregular DEM. Other w values chosen from considerations of the study
tasks (Chapter 9) (Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000) should be higher
than this minimal w value.

5.5 THE GIBBS PHENOMENON
5.5.1 Motivation
The Gibbs phenomenon is a specific behavior of some functions manifested as over- and undershoots around a jump discontinuity
(Nikolsky, 1977b, y 15.9; Hewitt and Hewitt, 1980; Jerri, 1998). The
Gibbs phenomenon is typical for the Fourier series, orthogonal polynomials, splines, wavelets, and some other approximation functions. It
appears in many scientific problems and applications involving signal
and image processing (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982, p. 158).
For the one-dimensional case, the simplest mathematical illustration
of the Gibbs phenomenon is an approximation of a square wave function (Fig. 5.8a)
8
< 1; 0 , x , π
ð5:22Þ
FðxÞ 5 0; x 5 0; 6π
:
21; 2π , x , 0

FIGURE 5.8 Approximation of a square wave function by a trigonometric polynomial:
(a) square wave function; partial sums: (b) k 5 6, (c) k 5 12, (d) k 5 24, (e) k 5 36, (f) k-N.
Approximation was carried out by Maple V Release 5.0 (© Waterloo Maple Inc.,
19811997). From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 1).
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by a trigonometric polynomial of the form


N
4X
sinð2k 21Þx
4
sin 3x
sinð2k 21Þx
5
sin x 1
1?1
:
f2k21 ðxÞ 5
π k51
2k 21
π
3
2k 21
ð5:23Þ
The polynomial (Eq. 5.23) converges uniformly to the square wave
function (Eq. 5.22), except for points of discontinuity of F(x), x 5 0, 6π.
This means that as k increases, the graphs of the partial sums f2k 21(x)
approach arbitrarily closely to the graphs of F(x) 5 61, except for the
vicinities of the points x 5 0, 6π (Fig. 5.8be). This convergence defect
manifests itself as over- and undershoots around the points x 5 0, 6π. It
is important that as k increases, a vertical size of the over- and undershoots does not change (Fig. 5.8be). It is equal to 17.9% of half the
jump size, or 8.95% of the jump size. With k-N, the ultimate graph of
f2k21(x) is a jagged line including extended vertical legs as big as 8.95%
of the jump size (Fig. 5.8f). By increasing k, it is possible to reduce the
horizontal extension of the Gibbs phenomenon only (Fig. 5.8)
(Fichtenholz, 1966b, pp. 490497).
In the Gibbs phenomenon, an over- and undershoot size depends on
the size of a jump discontinuity and a sort of function. In the classical
case of the Fourier series, the over- and undershoot size is equal to
8.95% of the jump size (Jerri, 1998). Fichtenholz (1966b) established that
the Gibbs phenomenon takes place for any piecewise smooth function
(e.g., splines); the over- and undershoot size is 8.95% of the jump size
for a spline of the order k-N. Richards (1991) demonstrated that
the over- and undershoot size increases if a spline order decreases.
For example, it is 9.49% and 13.39% of the jump size for k 5 8 and k 5 2,
respectively. The higher the jump, the higher the over- and
undershoots.
Since splines and other approximation functions are widely used for
DEM interpolation (Watson, 1992), understanding of the Gibbs phenomenon becomes substantial to provide correct digital terrain modeling—
for instance, to choose an appropriate interpolation method to reduce or
eliminate over- and undershoots. Practically, any DEM includes many
jump discontinuities of the elevation function wherein the Gibbs phenomenon can arise after interpolation. These are areas with sharp
changes of elevation (or steep gradient), such as terraces, escarpments,
abrupt slopes, peaks, and pits. Jump discontinuities can also occur near
pronounced systematic and random DEM errors—for example, near an
abrupt linear step in elevations resulting from processing an orthophoto
as separate patches and subsequent joining them to assemble a DEM
(Hunter and Goodchild, 1995), or near a point with false elevation of
100 m within an area with an average altitude of 10 m.
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For instance, the following two artificial landforms may appear near
a steep escarpment with a relative altitude of 50 m: a “bank” (an overshoot) along the escarpment edge, and a “ditch” (an undershoot) along
the escarpment foot. In this case, a relative height of the “bank” as well
as a relative depth of the “ditch” can be about 4.5 m (8.95% of 50 m) if
the interpolation is carried out with high-order splines. Artificial closed
“banks” (overshoots) and “ditches”” (undershoots) may arise around
isolated pits and peaks, correspondingly.
DEM interpolation has been commonly used in the past five decades,
so researchers have noted over- and undershoots near steep gradients
in interpolated DEMs, and have also tried to solve this problem
(Akima, 1974; McCullagh, 1981; Nielson and Franke, 1984; Mitášová
and Mitáš, 1993); see detailed discussion in Section 5.5.3. However, they
did not recognize over- and undershoots as manifestations of the Gibbs
phenomenon. In this section, we discuss properties of the Gibbs phenomenon as applied to digital terrain modeling.

5.5.2 Materials and Data Processing
A DEM of an imaginary site was produced. The site measures
7 3 7 m. The square-gridded DEM consists of 64 points. The site
includes two jump discontinuities: (1) a scarp with an elevation difference of about 26 m and a horizontal distance between edge and foot of
about 1 m; and (2) a false elevation of 2100 m within an area with an
average elevation of 24 m (Fig. 5.9a).
Two DEMs with the grid spacing of 0.03 m (Fig. 5.9b) were derived
from the initial DEM by (1) the Delaunay triangulation and a linear
interpolation; and (2) the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation with matching derivatives along triangle
edges (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991). Cross sections A 2 A’ and B 2 B’
were constructed through jump discontinuities (Fig. 5.9c, d). The linear
interpolation was performed by the software Surfer 6.04 (© 19931996,
Golden Software Inc.). The smooth interpolation and data visualization
were carried out by the software LandLord (Appendix B).

5.5.3 Results and Discussion
On the elevation map produced with the smooth interpolation, one
can see three marks (“knolls”) of the Gibbs phenomenon around the
false elevation (Fig. 5.9b). With the exception of a small “pit,” the elevation map does not demonstrate the Gibbs phenomenon marks along the
scarp due to the too high contour interval value. At the same time, there
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The Gibbs phenomenon in DEM interpolation: (a) distribution of DEM
points; (b) elevation, A 2 A’ and B 2 B’ are cross sections through areas with jump discontinuities; (c) cross sections A 2 A’; (d) cross sections B 2 B’. Left—linear interpolation,
right—smooth interpolation. Arrows mark the manifestations of the Gibbs phenomenon.
From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 2).
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are no Gibbs phenomenon marks on the elevation map produced with
the linear interpolation (Fig. 5.9b).
Figure 5.9c presents the cross section A 2 A’ without the Gibbs phenomenon marks. It relates to the DEM produced with the linear interpolation. At the same time, there are the Gibbs phenomenon marks on
the cross section A 2 A’ corresponding to the DEM produced with the
smooth interpolation. These are over- and undershoots to the left and to
the right of the jump discontinuity (Fig. 5.9c). So, two “landforms”
arose due to the Gibbs phenomenon after the smooth interpolation: the
“bank” is along the edge, and the “ditch” is along the foot.
The cross section B 2 B’ without the Gibbs phenomenon marks is
presented in Fig. 5.9d. It relates to the DEM produced with the linear
interpolation. At the same time, there are two marks of the Gibbs phenomenon on the cross section B 2 B’ corresponding to the DEM produced with the smooth interpolation (Fig. 5.9d). These overshoots are
part of the “bank” around the hole associated with the false elevation
of 2100 m. The results demonstrate that the Gibbs phenomenon can
arise after a smooth interpolation rather than a linear one.
It is obvious that DEM errors caused by the Gibbs phenomenon can
propagate through the processing and can produce new errors in “secondary” DTMs derived from a DEM. Indeed, differentiation increases
the manifestation of noise in derivation of local morphometric variables
(Section 5.4.1). For catchment area and combined topographic attributes
(Sections 2.3 and 2.6), errors can arise in each point located downslope
from the Gibbs phenomenon rather than near jump discontinuities
only. As vertical errors adversely affect flow-path determination
(Veregin, 1997), the Gibbs phenomenon can disturb a design of crest
and thalweg network maps (Section 2.4).
There are four main ways to prevent or reduce DEM errors caused
by the Gibbs phenomenon:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Decreasing the jump discontinuity before DEM interpolation
Using interpolators that do not generate the Gibbs phenomenon
Omitting over- and undershoots after DEM interpolation
Filtering the Gibbs phenomenon

The first way can be carried out by DEM refining, that is, inserting
additional points into an irregular DEM within the area with a jump
discontinuity. This should be done before DEM interpolation. For example, the irregular DEM includes an escarp described by two sets of
points along its edge and foot. To reduce the jump discontinuity, it
would be rational to insert at least one additional set of points along the
midslope of the escarp. This sort of DEM refining can decrease overand undershoots or may hold an interpolation function in position
without over- and undershoots, because the function passes through
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(or approximated to) additional points. Since the refining is carried out
before interpolation, it neither violates a regular grid nor leads to a
refining of the entire regular DEM. A “drawback” of this way is the
necessity of careful control of the generation of the irregular DEM,
including a choice of a proper distribution of irregular grid nodes.
However, this is a common problem of DEM generation.
The second option may be performed using algorithms of linear
interpolation as we demonstrated above. However, they may generate
discretization errors in the regular DEM (i.e., a raster grid) if irregular
grid nodes are sparsely distributed. To avoid such artifacts, methods of
smooth interpolation are commonly used, but they can generate errors
caused by the Gibbs phenomenon. To break this problem, one may use
some smooth interpolation schemes based on splines with tension
(Nielson and Franke, 1984; Franke, 1985; Mitášová and Mitáš, 1993;
Mitas and Mitasova, 1999) (Section 3.4). These schemes were specially
developed to protect DEM interpolation from over- and undershoots
near jump discontinuities.
The third way can be carried out by interactive editing of DEMs
(Weibel and Brändli, 1995). Its drawback is the necessity of a very careful control of the regular DEM generated by interpolation. An operator
should search over- and undershoots near steep terraces, escarpments,
abrupt slopes, peaks, pits, and so on. To do this correctly, the operator
should be well aware of the actual topography of a studied area. Notice
that the Gibbs phenomenon can be useful for the DEM editing because,
as a rule, it introduces additional “banks” and “ditches” around pronounced random and systematic errors of DEM production. These
over- and undershoots may assist the operator to find and eliminate
such errors.
The fourth option may be conducted with some filtering procedures,
such as the Fejer averaging and the Lanczos local averaging (Jerri, 1998).
In this case, the Gibbs phenomenon may be eliminated or reduced since
these filters smooth the edges of jump discontinuities. To do this, however, the exact location of jump discontinuities must be known.
The choice of a particular way depends on the user qualification and
available software.

5.6 GRID DISPLACEMENT
5.6.1 Motivation
It is obvious that somewhat different point sets can be sampled using
different positions of a discretization grid about the original signal or
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image. Subsequently, one can produce slightly different reconstructions
of the signal or image for different positions of the discretization grid.
As a rule, these minor discretization errors can be considered as a highfrequency noise, and one may in most cases ignore them. However,
they may be increased in secondary products derived from these
slightly different signals or images using differentiation (Section 5.4.1)
(Zlatopolsky, 1992).
Discretization of the two-dimensional function of elevation is a key
procedure of digital terrain modeling (Makarovič, 1973, 1977; Stefanovic
et al., 1977) (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The geometry of a DEM grid may
affect patterns on maps of topographic variables (Mark, 1975a; Carter,
1988; Wilson et al., 1998). It is also apparent that slightly different
DEMs of the same area can be produced by displacement (in a general
case, by rotation) of a grid, in which nodes elevation values were measured or interpolated in nodes of the grid. We mean that the geometry
of an irregular grid, or the spacing of a regular grid, remains constant;
it is only the grid position and/or orientation that changes. Such DEMs
can have minor differences, but all of them may be used to describe the
area. Moreover, grid displacement may sometimes improve the DEM
accuracy: Endreny et al. (2000) found that rotation of a SPOT-derived
DEM about the axis may improve DEM RMSE.
The following question arises: what differences could be found in
digital models of a topographic attribute derived from a DEM after displacement of a DEM grid? In other words, how does displacement of a
DEM grid, wherein elevations are interpolated or measured, influence
derivation of topographic variables? Of particular interest is the effect
of the different position or orientation of a DEM grid on the revealing
of topographically expressed geological features, such as lineaments
(Chapter 13). In this section, we discuss the influence of DEM grid displacement on the map patterns of two topographic variables used in
geological studies.

5.6.2 Materials and Data Processing
The study area—the Stavropol Upland in Russia—measures about
172 3 143 km (Fig. 5.10). An irregular DEM including 4459 points was
produced by digitizing a topographic map (Central Board of Geodesy
and Cartography, 1968). Using the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991),
we produced three regular DEMs with w 5 2500 m. Regular grids of the
DEMs have distinct orientations relative to the irregular DEM: rotation
angles of the reference axes of the regular grid are 0 , 25 , and 90 in
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FIGURE 5.10 The Stavropol Upland: elevation. From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 6).

FIGURE 5.11 Rotation of the discretization grid around the irregular DEM (black
frame). From (Florinsky, 2002, Fig. 7).

the counterclockwise direction in relation to the reference axes of the
irregular grid (Fig. 5.11).
Digital models and maps of kh and kv (Fig. 5.12) were derived from
the three regular DEMs by the EvansYoung method (Section 4.1). We
subdivided kh and kv values into two intervals relative to the zero value,
because this type of presentation of curvature data is used to reveal
lineaments (Florinsky, 1992, 1996) (Chapter 13). Data processing was
performed by the software LandLord (Appendix B).
Using samples extracted from kh and kv models, we conducted
pairwise comparison of the DTMs obtained. The sample size was
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FIGURE 5.12 The Stavropol Upland: horizontal curvature (left) and vertical curvature
(right), derived from the DEMs with (a) 0 -, (b) 25 -, and (c) 90 -rotation of the discretization grid. From (Florinsky, 2002, Figs. 8 and 9).

3600 points. Statistical analysis was carried out by Statgraphics Plus 3.0
(© Statistical Graphics Corp., 19941997).

5.6.3 Results and Discussion
DEM rotation leads to the revealing of slightly different topographic
patterns. Although kh and kv maps derived from the variously oriented
DEMs have many similarities, they also include a number of distinctions (Fig. 5.12). In particular, some patterns break or merge, and other
patterns change their width and length. Most of patterns remain in their
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FIGURE 5.13 Statistical distribution of (a) kh and (b) kv values derived from the regular DEMs interpolated with various rotation angles of the discretization grid: all upper
histograms are for 0 -rotation, lower histograms are for 25 - (left) and 90 -rotation (right).
From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 1.21).

position. However, small dots, narrow lines, and small particles of big
patterns appear and disappear on maps. Notice that the typical sizes of
these patterns are less than the grid spacing. Therefore, they fit into a
high-frequency noise. These artifacts are, within certain limits, manifestations of DEM discretization errors increased by differentiation
(Section 5.4.1).
Similar effects arise in lineament revealing by digital processing of
satellite images: some linear structures can appear and disappear owing
to the image rotation in relation to the discretization grid (Zlatopolsky,
1992). There is no way to prevent such effects completely when dealing
with discrete functions, which describe the surface continuum.
Results of the DTM pairwise comparison are presented in Fig. 5.13
and Table 5.2. Histograms of both kh and kv samples are very similar
(Fig. 5.13). The KolmogorovSmirnov test applied to kh and kv pair
samples demonstrated that no statistically significant difference exists
between the distributions of kh (or kv) calculated with different position
of the discretization grid at the 95% confidence level (Table 5.2). In
other words, visually observable discretization errors are statistically
insignificant.
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TABLE 5.2 Pairwise KolmogorovSmirnov Test of the kh and kv
Samples Derived from the Regular DEMs Interpolated with Various
Rotation Angles of the Discretization Grid (0 -, 25 -, and 90 -rotation)
Statistics
Sample Pairs
kh

kv

K-S

P

0 and 25

0.71

0.70

0 and 90

0.52

0.95

0 and 25

1.20

0.11

0 and 90

0.60

0.86

From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 1.3).

5.7 LINEAR ARTIFACTS
5.7.1 Motivation
In DTM-based revealing of geological lineaments, indicators of these
structures are linear patterns on maps of local morphometric variables
(Chapter 13). Approximately north-, west-, northeast-, and northweststriking linear patterns are commonly observed on such maps. These
orthogonal and diagonal lineaments can reflect topographically
expressed geological structures (Chebanenko, 1963; Moody, 1966; Shults,
1971; Katterfeld and Charushin, 1973; Trifonov et al., 1983; Bryukhanov
and Mezhelovsky, 1987; Anokhin and Odesskii, 2001; Maslov and
Anokhin, 2006) (Fig. 5.14). However, they may also be artifacts. There
are several possible causes for orthogonal and diagonal lineaments:
(1) DTM grid geometry; (2) DEM production errors; and (3) DEM interpolation errors. Let us briefly discuss these sources of artifacts.
1. It is obvious that DTM mapping can, more or less, visualize the DTM
grid geometry, that is, orthogonal and diagonal directions. However,
it is possible to ignore this effect using DTMs with a sufficiently high
resolution, when the human visual system does not perceive the grid
geometry. It is also obvious that the grid geometry may affect
calculations (e.g., interpolation—see below).
2. There are at least five sources of linear artifacts in DEM generation:
a. Photogrammetric generation of DEMs can lead to linear artifacts if
one uses semiautomated profiling of aerial stereo images (Brown
and Bara, 1994; Albani and Klinkenberg, 2003) (Fig. 5.1).
b. There are abrupt linear altitude steps resulting from the
processing of aerial photos as separate patches and the joining of
them to assemble a DEM (Hunter and Goodchild, 1995).
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FIGURE 5.14 Rose diagram for direction azimuths of the global distribution of
lineaments and faults. Radial coordinate
is the number of lineaments and faults;
solid lines denote the orthogonal system
of lineaments and faults, dashed lines
denote the diagonal system. From (Maslov
and Anokhin, 2006, Fig. 1), reproduced with
permission.

c. Artificial orthogonal linear scarps can be found in small-scale and
global DEMs, the result of assembling several DEMs varying in
origin, scale, and accuracy (see illustrations in Section 6.3).
d. Artificial lineaments may occur in detailed DEMs produced by
laser and radar surveys. Such artifacts relate to man-made linear
elevation differences located along some roads, dams, and so on.
Sometimes such lineaments may be observed even in SRTM DEM:
they are straight highways crossing large forest territories. An
example of such a road is a portion of the Moscow Perimeter
Highway crossing Russia’s Losiny Ostrov National Park (Fig. 6.5):
a northwest-striking lineament is detected in northeastern parts of
kv maps; the corresponding portion of the highway can be seen on
the elevation map.
e. Artificial lineaments may relate to striping artifacts of LiDAR and
InSAR DEMs associated with air- or spacecraft motion, for
example, aircraft pitch motion or orbital paths (Fig. 5.2 and
Section 5.1) (Arrell et al., 2008; Gallant and Read, 2009). Linear
artifacts (roll errors) can be found at deep-water areas in
bathymetric DEMs produced by echo sounding (Bourillet et al.,
1996).
3. DEM interpolation along a series of profiles of the four cardinal
directions, orthogonal and diagonal, can lead to linear artifacts
striking in these directions (Wood and Fisher, 1993). For sparsely
sampled areas, interpolation based on polynomials, splines, and
triangulation with linear interpolation may also produce artificial
linear patterns of the cardinal directions (Declercq, 1996).
It is common knowledge of the theory of image processing that
derivative operators for transformation of two-dimensional signals may
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be isotropic and anisotropic (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982). By isotropic
operators are meant rotation invariants: rotating a function z 5 f(x,y) by
an angle ϕ about the z-axis and then applying an operator Ω to z 5 F(x0 ,
y0 ) gives the same result as applying Ω to z 5 f(x,y) and then rotating a
result by the angle ϕ about the z-axis; that is, F(x0 ,y0 ) 5 f(x,y), where x, y
and x0 , y0 are the unrotated and rotated Cartesian coordinates, respectively. An operator is anisotropic if this condition is not met. An example of isotropic operators is the Laplacian, whereas anisotropic
operators are exemplified by compass operators measuring gradients in
several directions.
Derivation of a digital model of a local topographic variable Θ from
a DEM by related formulas (Eqs. 2.22.15) can be considered as applying an operator Ω of the variable Θ to an elevation function z. The operator Ω transforms the elevation function z 5 f(x,y) into the function of
the local topographic variable Θ 5 ψ(x,y), or, what is the same, Ω transforms a DEM into the digital model of Θ.
Local morphometric variables are functions of the partial derivatives
of elevation. It would therefore be reasonable to suggest that operators
of these variables may also be isotropic or anisotropic. We should
emphasize that from mathematical definitions of local morphometric
attributes (Table 2.1) it is clear that all of them, except for A, are independent of the orientation of the x- and y-axes. These variables are associated with directions related to intristic properties of the surface
(Section 2.2 and Appendix A) rather than to those of the coordinate
axes. However, some researchers prefer to ascribe an occurrence of linear patterns of cardinal directions in maps of topographic variables to
probable anisotropic properties of their operators, ignoring mathematical definitions of these variables. This suggests that it is reasonable to
present proof of the isotropy for operators of local topographic variables (Florinsky, 2005).

5.7.2 Isotropy of Local Morphometric Variables
To prove the isotropy of operators of local topographic variables
(Eqs. 2.22.15), we apply a principle for testing derivative operators in
image processing (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982, p. 238). First, let us write
the first and second partial derivatives of z 5 F(x0 ,y0 ), that is, p0 , q0 , r0 , s0 ,
and t0 , in terms of the first and second partial derivatives of z 5 f(x,y),
that is, p, q, r, s, and t (Eq. 2.1). On differentiation, simple algebraic
operations, and substitutions of the well-known expressions of coordinate rotation
x 5 x0 cosϕ 2 y0 sinϕ;

y 5 x0 sinϕ 1 y0 cosϕ;
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we obtained the following formulas (Florinsky, 2005):
@z
@z @x
@z @y
5
1
5 p cosϕ 1 q sinϕ;
0
0
@x
@x @x
@y @x0
@z
@z @x
@z @y
1
5 q cosϕ 2 p sinϕ;
q0 5 0 5
0
@y
@x @y
@y @y0

p0 5

@2 z
5 r cos2 ϕ 1 2s cosϕ sinϕ 1 t sin2 ϕ;
@x02
@2 z
s0 5 0 0 5 ðt 2 rÞcosϕ sinϕ 1 sðcos2 ϕ 2 sin2 ϕÞ;
@x @y
r0 5

t0 5

@2 z
5 r sin2 ϕ 22s cosϕ sinϕ 1 t cos2 ϕ:
@y02

ð5:25Þ
ð5:26Þ
ð5:27Þ
ð5:28Þ
ð5:29Þ

As p 6¼ p0 , q 6¼ q0 , r 6¼ r0 , s 6¼ s0 , and t 6¼ t0 , these partial differential operators are not rotation invariants.
Second, let us write the kh formula (Eq. 2.4) for the rotated Cartesian
coordinates, that is, in terms of p0 , q0 , r0 , s0 , and t0 (Eqs. 5.255.29)
(Florinsky, 2005):
k0h 5 2
52

q02 r0 22p0 q0 s0 1 p02 t0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp02 1 q02 Þ 1 1 p02 1 q02
ðq cosϕ 2 p sinϕÞ2 ðr cos2 ϕ 1 2s cosϕ sinϕ 1 t sin2 ϕÞ

2 2ðp cosϕ 1 q sinϕÞðq cosϕ 2 p sinϕÞfðt 2 rÞ cosϕ sinϕ 1 sðcos2 ϕ 2 sin2 ϕÞg
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ðp cosϕ 1 q sinϕÞ2 1 ðq cosϕ 2 p sinϕÞ2  1 1 ðp cosϕ 1 q sinϕÞ2 1 ðq cosϕ 2 p sinϕÞ2
1 ðp cosϕ 1 q sinϕÞ2 ðr sin2 ϕ 22s cosϕ sinϕ 1 t cos2 ϕÞ

52

q2 r 22pqs 1 p2 t
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 1 p2 1 q2
ð5:30Þ

Comparing the kh formulas for the rotated and unrotated coordinates
(Eqs. 5.30 and 2.4), it is possible to see that k0h 5 kh . These mean that the
kh operator is isotropic. Similarly, it was proved that operators of G, kv,
H, K, Ka, Kr, M, E, kmin, kmax, khe, and kve are isotropic, while the operator
of A is anisotropic (Florinsky, 2005). This means that:
• Rotating an elevation function about the z-axis and then applying
operators of G, kh, kv, H, K, Ka, Kr, M, E, kmin, kmax, khe, and kve, as well
as any of their linear transformations, cannot lead to variations in
both values of the variables and patterns on their maps, compared
with results of applying these operators to an unrotated elevation
function.
• Application of these operators to DEMs cannot be responsible for the
occurrence of artificial lineaments of cardinal directions in
morphometric maps.
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6.1 TASKS OF DTM FILTERING
A surface can be viewed as a sum of surfaces. This triviality forms
the basis for solving a variety of problems in digital terrain analysis and
in DTM-based soil and geological studies. The most popular tasks are
as follows:
1. Separation of low- and high-frequency components of the
topographic surface to study regularities in its structure and its
elements of different scales
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2. DTM denoising
3. DTM generalization, that is, removal of non-noise high-frequency
components of the topographic surface from DTMs

6.1.1 Decomposition of the Topographic Surface
It is well known that topography is a result of the interaction of both
endogenous and exogenous processes of different scales. One of the
problems involved in geomorphology is reconstructing the history and
characteristics of these processes from the current properties of topography. Another important problem of geomorphology is determining the
hierarchical structure of topography (Phillips, 1988; De Boer, 1992),
which can be used as a basis for describing the hierarchical structure of
ecosystems (Puzachenko et al., 2002).
Researchers usually try to solve these two problems by decomposition of the topographic surface into its components of different scales.
Mathematically, such a task is not complex and can be performed by
various methods. In particular, these are trend-surface analysis
(Section 6.2.1), the Filosofov method (Section 6.2.2), two-dimensional
(2D) discrete Fourier transform (Section 6.2.3), 2D discrete wavelet
transform (Section 6.2.4), smoothing (Section 6.2.5), row and column
elimination from DTMs (Section 6.2.6), 2D singular spectrum analysis
(Section 6.3.1), and so on.
It is obvious, however, that some low-frequency harmonics of the
elevation function do not necessarily relate, for instance, to some tectonic structure, while some high-frequency harmonics do not relate to
some exogenic (e.g., eolian) landforms. Nevertheless, decomposition of
the topographic surface may be useful for initial estimation of a hierarchical structure of the terrain and the origin of its component.

6.1.2 Denoising
Any DEM contains many random errors and artifacts (Bourillet et al.,
1996; Hastings and Dunbar, 1998; Arabelos, 2000; Holmes et al., 2000;
Bergbauer et al., 2003; Smith and Sandwell, 2003; Rodrı́guez et al.,
2006). The occurrence of high-frequency noise in a DEM leads to production of much noisier models of morphometric attributes derived
from the DEM (Brown and Bara, 1994; Giles and Franklin, 1996; Steen
et al., 1998; Stewart and Podolski, 1998; Roberts, 2001; Florinsky, 2002;
Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003; Bergbauer et al., 2003; Oksanen and
Sarjakoski, 2005). For example, curvature maps derived from undenoised DEMs are almost unreadable and cannot be used in research.
This is associated with the increase of high-frequency noise by computation of partial derivatives of elevation (Section 5.4.1).
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Suppression of high-frequency noise in DEMs can be performed by
low-frequency spatial filtering based on the 2D discrete Fourier transform (Section 6.2.3), 2D discrete wavelet transform (Section 6.2.4),
smoothing (Section 6.2.5), cutting method (Section 6.2.7), 2D singular
spectrum analysis (Section 6.3.1), depression filling (Section 4.4), and
so on.

6.1.3 Generalization
Any research usually includes special stages of data processing dedicated to reduce an excess of information and to reveal the most important features of objects, phenomena, and processes under study. In
order to do this, each science has qualitative and quantitative
approaches to analyze and transform initial data. In sciences dealing
with spatially distributed data as well as using cartographic representation of data and cartographic method of investigation (Salishchev, 1955;
Dury, 1962; Berlyant, 1986), a set of such approaches is known as generalization (Eckert, 1908; Filippov, 1955; Steward, 1974; Brassel and
Weibel, 1988; Florinsky, 1991; McMaster and Shea, 1992; Weibel, 1997;
Mackaness et al., 2007). Since a map is one of the key outputs of digital
terrain modeling, next we will briefly discuss the main notions of cartographic generalization.
6.1.3.1 Generalization in Cartography
The term cartographic generalization usually refers to generalization of
map content according to the map purpose and scale. There are two
types of generalization: the scale-oriented generalization and the aimoriented one (Shiryaev, 1977).
The scale-oriented generalization is a necessary condition to producing any map. This is the cartographic manifestation of reducing the
excess of information. “Generalization is immanent for a map; a cartographer, in fact, performs generalization during an initial survey and
production of the very first map (which can be as detailed as one likes)
without thinking of any generalization” (Baransky, 1946, p. 188). There
are two reasons for this: (1) the complexity of the form, configuration,
or structure of mapped features does not allow generating their “perfect” images; and (2) any graphical tool for representing information
should have clear and laconic language.
The scale-oriented generalization deals with the following three
tasks:
1. Simplification of the map structure, preserving a general similarity to
the initial map
2. Preservation of a maximum precision for location of mapped features
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3. A compromise between a maximum informativeness of a map and
its readability
The aim-oriented generalization is a necessary condition for revealing the most important or particular features of objects, phenomena,
and processes concerned. Perception and understanding of such information using a nongeneralized map may be difficult owing to the integrative nature of data representation.
The aim-oriented generalization deals with the following two tasks:
1. Revealing and representation of particular attributes, properties, and
relations of objects, phenomena, and processes under study
2. Transition from individual characteristics to group ones
Resolution of these tasks can improve the results of the cartographic
analysis (Lawrence, 1971), as well as allow one to obtain qualitatively
new information (Salishchev, 1955; Berlyant, 1986) that can be of great
fundamental and practical importance. A prominent example of the
role of cartographic generalization in fundamental research is the production of a small-scale hypsometric map of the East European Plain:
its analysis allowed Tillo (1890) to reveal regularities in the topographic
structure at the subcontinental scale. The generalized nature of smallscale maps and globes made it possible to develop geological theories
of the continental drift (Wegener, 1915) and the expanding Earth
(Carey, 1988).
To carry out the aim-oriented generalization, one uses concepts and
algorithms of the scale-oriented generalization.
6.1.3.2 DTM Generalization
The topographic surface is an extremely complicated natural object,
so its investigation must incorporate data generalization. Otherwise, a
researcher risks obtaining informationally overloaded, poorly readable
maps. Recasting Baransky (1946) (Section 6.1.3.1), generalization is
immanent for a DTM. Indeed, discretization of the continuous function
of elevation is data generalization. Models of any topographic variables
derived from a DEM consider the generalized nature of any DEM.
Weibel (1992) recognized three classes of DTM generalization techniques: global filtering, selective filtering, and heuristic generalization:
1. Global filtering. This class includes trend-surface analysis
(Section 6.2.1), a low-frequency spatial filtering based on the 2D
discrete Fourier transform (Section 6.2.3) and wavelet transform
(Section 6.2.4), smoothing (Section 6.2.5), row and column
elimination from DTMs (Section 6.2.6), cutting method (Section 6.2.7),
2D singular spectrum analysis (Section 6.3.1), fractal interpolation
schemes (Bindlish and Barros, 1996), and so on. From the standpoint
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of traditional cartography, these approaches are too formal because
they do not consider important features of the topography (e.g.,
structural lines) in data processing.
2. Selective filtering. Methods of this class remove “insignificant”
elevation points from a DEM using some thresholds. Among these
techniques is adaptive triangular mesh filtering (Heller, 1990), which
allows preserving structural lines if their points are assigned higher
weights than other points (Weibel, 1997).
3. Heuristic generalization. Techniques of this class are based on an
emulation of principles used in manual cartography. In particular,
they consider important topographic features (e.g., structural lines,
peaks, and pits), which are generalized and preserved in output
DEMs (Weibel, 1997). Among these are the methods proposed by

FIGURE 6.1 DEM generalization by the method of Leonowicz et al. (2009). Elevation
maps of the Carpathian Mountains: (a) before generalization; (b) after application of an
upper quartile filter; (c) after application of a lower quartile filter; (d) after combination of
filtered maps with simplified drainage network and removing pits. A DEM was extracted
from the global DEM GTOPO30 (USGS, 1996). The grid spacing is 30". From (Leonowicz
et al., 2009, Figs. 4, 6, and 12), reproduced with permission.
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Leonowicz et al. (2009), Ai and Li (2010), Samsonov (2010), and Zhou
and Chen (2011). For example, the method of Leonowicz et al. (2009)
uses upper and lower quartile filters that tend to preserve original
elevations of crests and thalwegs (Fig. 6.1). First, an initial DEM is
filtered with an upper quartile filter to produce a model appropriate
for ridge areas. Second, the initial DEM is filtered with a lower
quartile filter to produce a model appropriate for valley bottoms.
Third, the two filtered DEMs are combined. Finally, a generalization
level is adjusted by simplifying the drainage network (the shortest
streams are removed).
There are several peculiarities of the scale-oriented generalization in
the context of digital terrain analysis, notably:
• The grid density of an irregular DEM or the grid spacing of a regular
DTM formally determines a generalization level or resolution of a
DTM. If different portions of an irregular DEM have different grid
densities, such distinctions are transmitted to all DTMs derived from
the DEM: their generalization level will also be a function of planar
coordinates.
• Interpolation of an irregular DEM may play a role of generalization,
if the grid spacing of a regular grid is much larger than the density
of the irregular grid (Rhind, 1971).
• There are minor errors (high-frequency noise) in any DEM. This
dictates a need for low-frequency spatial filtering or smoothing of a
DEM (Sections 6.2.36.2.5) that can be considered a form of
generalization (Florinsky, 1991). In the derivation of local
morphometric variables, some denoising takes place if one uses the
EvansYoung method (Section 4.1) or the author’s methods (Sections
4.2 and 4.3), since these approaches approximate polynomials (Eqs. 4.1
and 4.7) to elevation values of the moving windows.
• Numerical results of morphometric calculations depend on the DEM
grid spacing, that is, on the DEM generalization level (Chapter 4)
(Evans, 1972, 1979, 1980; Zhang and Montgomery, 1994; Stewart and
Podolski, 1998; Shary et al., 2002b; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003;
Wynn and Stewart, 2003; Hancock, 2005; Smith et al., 2006; Sørensen
and Seibert, 2007; Zhu et al., 2008). The accuracy of such calculations
also depends on the DEM grid spacing (Section 5.3).
• To generalize maps of morphometric variables, one can aggregate
(decrease the number of) quantitative classes of mapped surfaces
(Jenks, 1963). For example, classifying values of horizontal curvature
into two levels—more or less than zero—it is possible to represent
clearly flow divergence and convergence areas (e.g., Fig. 5.7f).
• Generalization of topographic segmentation maps (Section 2.7) is
carried out by the aggregation of landform classes. For example,
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mapping of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones is the
generalization in reference to segmentation using the
EfremovKrcho classification. Topographic segmentation by the
Gaussian classification can be considered as the generalization with
respect to segmentation with the Shary classification. Similar
approaches can be used for other segmentation models (MacMillan
and Pettapiece, 2000; MacMillan et al., 2000).
• DTMs are commonly used in statistical analyses of relations between
soil and topographic characteristics and DTM-based prediction of soil
properties (Chapters 911). It is known that data generalization may
increase the absolute values of correlation coefficients between related
processes or phenomena owing to removal of minor variations
(Berlyant, 1986). For example, the correlation coefficient describing
the association between soil moisture content and mean curvature
changed from 20.58 to 20.88 after the DEM smoothing (Kuryakova
et al., 1992). Thus, it is natural that DTM smoothing may improve the
prediction of soil taxonomic classes in medium-scale soil mapping
(Moran and Bui, 2002; Grinand et al., 2008; Behrens et al., 2010).

6.2 METHODS OF DTM FILTERING
6.2.1 Trend-Surface Analysis
Trend-surface analysis, a form of regression analysis, is in regular
use in the geosciences (Chorley and Huggett, 1965; Davis, 1986). Using
the least-squares approach, a digital model of some property is approximated by a global function of the form
z 5 f1 ðx; yÞ 1 f2 ðx; yÞ 1 ? 1 fk ðx; yÞ 1 Rðx; yÞ;

ð6:1Þ

where fk(x, y) are trend components and R(x,y) is a residual. Trendsurface analysis can be based on various functions, such as algebraic,
orthogonal, and trigonometric polynomials (Tobler, 1969).
Trend components are mapped separately and are then visually analyzed and interpreted (Fig. 6.2). Trend-surface analysis of the land surface DEMs was applied to study geological ring structures (Gosteva
et al., 1983; Zverev and Strykov, 1985) and lineaments (Fedorov, 1991).

6.2.2 The Filosofov Method
The method of Filosofov (1960) was initially designed for manual
analysis of topographic maps. The method allows revealing some tectonic structures, as well as modeling the interaction of erosion and vertical tectonic movements. Over many years, structural and petroleum
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FIGURE 6.2 Use of the Filosofov method and trend-surface analysis in geological studies of the Quadrilátero Ferrı́fero region, the São Francisco Craton, Brasil: (a) Hill shading
(illumination: the solar azimuth angle is 45 , the solar zenith angle is 30 ). A DEM was
generated by contour interpolation from a topographic map, scale 1 : 50,000. The DEM
includes 292,357 points (the matrix 559 3 523); the grid spacing is 50 m. From (Grohmann,
2004b, Fig. 2), reproduced with permission. (b) Original isobase surface; dotted line indicates
the area used for the trend-surface analysis. (c) The sixth-order trend surface. (d) The
residual of the sixth-order trend surface. From (Grohmann, 2005, Fig. 3a, c, d), reproduced
with permission.

geologists have used this manual method in a wide range of scales,
from 1 : 10,000 to 1 : 2,500,000 (Filosofov, 1960, 1975; Gvin, 1963;
Zuchiewicz, 1989; Golts and Rosenthal, 1993; Verkhovtsev, 2008). It
makes sense to provide a reader with a brief description of the original
technique since its digital versions were recently developed (Grohmann,
2004a, 2004b; Jordan, 2007; Grohmann et al., 2007, 2011) (Fig. 6.2).
The Filosofov method uses the hypothesis that valleys of different
orders were formed in different times, and they are associated with tectonic motions and structures of different spatial scales. The method is
based on the graphical decomposition of the topographic surface via
manual transformations of the topographic contours. It may be
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considered to be a sort of manual trend-surface analysis. The method
includes the following basic steps (Filosofov, 1960):
1. Map preparation of thalweg orders using the Strahler numbering
system (Strahler, 1952, 1957). The first-order thalweg is a thalweg
without tributaries; the second-order thalweg is a thalweg formed by
the joining of two first-order thalwegs; and so on. In a similar
manner, a map of crest orders can be produced.
2. Map generation of a base-level surface of some order by interpolating
elevation values related to thalwegs of this and higher orders. For
example, to produce a map of the third-order base-level surface, one
should interpolate elevations associated with the third- and higherorder thalwegs. The higher the order of the base-level surface, the
higher the generalization level of topography. It is recommended that
the second-order base-level maps be used to reveal local anticlinal
structures, the third- and fourth-order base-level maps to recognize
platform structures (e.g., flexures and depressions), and the fifth- or
sixth-order base-level maps to analyze anteclises and syneclises.
3. Map preparation of a residual topography of some order by
subtracting the base-level surface of this order from the topographic
surface. These maps can be used to reveal local tectonic structures.
4. Map production of a summit-level surface of some order by
interpolating elevation values related to crests of this and higher
orders. Summit-level maps are generated similarly to base-level
maps (see above). They can also be used to detect areas of
neotectonic uplift and/or subsidence of different scales.
5. Map generation of a difference of two base-level surfaces of different
orders. Such maps may characterize a change of elevations in a
period between the formation of valleys of different orders. The
greater the difference in elevation between neighboring base-level
surfaces, the more intensive the vertical tectonic movements.
Simplified computerized approaches are available to calculate digital
models of the base- and summit-level surfaces as well as relative relief.
In this case, relative relief is a difference between summit level—the
highest altitude for a given area—and base level—the lowest altitude
for a given area (Dury, 1962, p. 174). Calculations are performed with
moving windows. Relative relief may be used as an index of the relative
velocity of vertical tectonic movements. Digital models of such attributes have been applied to reveal active tectonic structures (Ioffe and
Kozhurin, 1997; Szynkaruk et al., 2004), to recognize palaeosurfaces
(Johansson, 1999), to estimate seismic activity (Zamani and Hashemi,
2000), and to study the interaction between endogenous and exogenous
processes of orogenesis (Kühni and Pfiffner, 2001a, 2001b; Zhang et al.,
2006).
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6.2.3 Two-Dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform
The 2D discrete Fourier transform (Sundararajan, 2001) is widely
used in the geosciences. Within the framework of the 2D Fourier transform, the topographic surface is represented as a linear combination of
sinusoidal surfaces of various frequencies, phase shifts, and amplitudes.
The problem of the 2D Fourier transform is determining the coefficients
of these sinusoidal surfaces. The problem of the 2D inverse Fourier
transform is reconstructing the topographic surface using the coefficients of sinusoidal surfaces.
Let a 2D discrete function of elevation z 5 f(x, y) that is, a DEM is a
matrix N 3 M of z(k, l); k 5 0, 1, 2, . . . , N  1; l 5 0, 1, 2, . . . , M 21. For
this function, the 2D discrete Fourier transform is
Zðn; mÞ 5

N21 M
21
X
X

zðk; lÞe2i2πðnk=N1ml=MÞ ;

ð6:2Þ

k50 l50

where Z(n, m) are the coefficients of sinusoidal surfaces, i is the imaginary unit, n and m are frequencies: n 5 0, 1, 2, . . . , N 21; m 5 0, 1,
2, . . . , M 2 1.
The Z(n, m) coefficients represent the frequency domain of the terrain. A matrix N 3 M of the modules of the Z(n, m) coefficients is the
power spectrum of the terrain.
The 2D inverse discrete Fourier transform is
zðk; lÞ 5

N21 M
21
X
1 1X
Zðn; mÞei2πðnk=N1ml=MÞ :
N M n50 m50

ð6:3Þ

Wavelengths of nth and mth harmonics ωn and ωm are
Nw
; 0 , n # N=2;
n

ωn 5

Nw
; N=2 # n , N;
N2n

ð6:4Þ

Mw
; 0 , m # M=2;
m

ωm 5

Mw
; M=2 # m , M;
M2m

ð6:5Þ

ωn 5
ωm 5

where w is a DEM grid spacing (Papo and Gelbman, 1984).
To filter a DEM, Z(n, m) coefficients of the harmonics concerned
should be considered in Eq. (6.3) during the reconstruction of the topographic surface. For low-pass filtering, for example, Z(n, m) coefficients
corresponding to wavelengths shorter than some threshold should be
set to zero. Calculations are usually performed by the well-known algorithm of the Fast Fourier Transform (Cooley and Tukey, 1965).
The 2D discrete Fourier transform has been periodically used to generalize DTMs (Papo and Gelbman, 1984; Rudy, 1999), to describe hierarchical structure of the topography (Harrison and Lo, 1996; Gallant and
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Hutchinson, 1997; Puzachenko et al., 2002), and to denoise DEMs
(Arrell et al., 2008; Gallant and Read, 2009). In structural geological
analysis, the 2D discrete Fourier transform of DEMs has been applied
to both stratigraphic surfaces (Bergbauer et al., 2003) and the land surface (Chigirev, 1976; Dhont and Chorowicz, 2006).
For instance, the 2D discrete Fourier transform was utilized to reconstruct the topography of the ancient Ethiopian dome comprising the
Ethiopian and Yemeni Plateaus (Fig. 6.3) (Collet et al., 2000a, 2000b).
The DEM of the current topographic surface of the region (Fig. 6.3a)
was used as the initial data. First, the authors “closed” three rifts (the
Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, and Ethiopian rifts), which have been initiated
by mantle-plume activity during Oligocene times. To do this, portions
of the initial DEM, corresponding to the Arabian and Somalian plates,
were shifted relative to the stationary Nubian plate (Fig. 6.3b). Second,
elevation values were masked and recalculated for the areas of the
recent volcanic edifices and gaps between the rift shoulders remaining
after the first step. Then, the topography was smoothed using the Fast
Fourier Transform. As a result, a model of the pre-rift topographic surface of the Ethiopian dome was obtained (Fig. 6.3c).

6.2.4 Two-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform is signal decomposition using a system of
wavelets, that is, functions each of which is a shifted and scaled copy of
a function, the mother wavelet. The term wavelet transform defines a
class of decomposition methods. Existing types of the wavelet transform differ widely in definitions and properties (Chui, 1992;
Daubechies, 1992; Pereberin, 2001).
The wavelet transform of a one-dimensional discrete signal s 5 {sj},
jAZ is carried out by the following recursive formulas (Pereberin, 2001):
~ wi 5 k ½vi11  g;
~
vi 5 k2 ½vi11  h;
2

i 5 i1 2 1; i1 2 2; . . . ; i0 ;

ð6:6Þ

where vi is the approximation of the signal with a lower resolution
(a low-frequency component), wi is the detailing information (a highfrequency component), h~ and g~ are a low-frequency and high-frequency
analysis filters, respectively, k2[x] is the operator removing every second element from the signal x, * denotes convolution, and i is the scale.
Some scale value i1 is related to the initial signal s: vi1 5 s. On each
step of the wavelet transform, the signal is separated into two components, vi and wi. Elements of high-frequency components are wavelet
coefficients. The lowest scale i0 corresponds to the case when a lowfrequency component consists of the only element.
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FIGURE 6.3 Application of the 2D discrete Fourier transform to model the ancient
Ethiopian dome: (a) Hill shading of the current location of tectonic blocks. Black lines correspond to the block limits; the dotted lines are the supposed limit of the Ali-Sabieh (AS)
block. A DEM was derived from the Digital Chart of the World (US DMA, 1991) by contour interpolation. The grid spacing is 2000 m. (b) Reconstitution of the territory for the
Oligocene time (pre-rifting period). Dan.—Danakil block, solid lines are lineaments; dotted
lines are the Ethiopian rift axis and the Arabia/Danakil limit. From (Collet et al., 2000b,
Figs. 1 and 3), reproduced with permission. (c) 3D model of pre-rifting topography of the
Ethiopian dome after applying the Fast Fourier Transform to the DEM. From (Collet et al.,
2000a, Fig. 2), reproduced with permission.

The inverse wavelet transform, or reconstruction of the signal s is
carried out by the following formula (Pereberin, 2001):
vi11 5 m2 ½vi   h 1 m2 ½wi   g; i 5 i0 ; i0 1 1; . . . ; i1 2 1;
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where h and g are a low- and high-frequency synthesis filters, correspondingly, m2[x] is the operator inserting the zero element between
elements of the signal x.
Equations (6.6) and (6.7) are general expressions for the direct and
inverse wavelet transforms of discrete signals. A particular type of the
~ g,
~ h, and g. Mathematical
transform is defined by the four filters: h,
description of particular filters (e.g., Haar, D4, biorthogonal, B-spline)
can be found elsewhere (Chui, 1992; Daubechies, 1992; Pereberin, 2001).
The 2D wavelet transform can be performed by combining 1D wavelet transforms. Let there be a finite-size matrix. Let us apply one step of
the 1D wavelet transform to each row of the matrix. We obtain two
matrices, which rows include low- and high-frequency components of
rows of the initial matrix. Also, let us apply one step of the 1D wavelet
transform to each column of the both matrices. As a result, we obtain
four matrices. The first of them is the low-frequency component of the
initial 2D signal, while the other three include detailing information.
In digital terrain analysis, the 2D wavelet transform has been used
for the denoising of DEMs (Fig. 6.4) (Bergbauer et al., 2003; Falorni
et al., 2005; Lark, 2007), decomposition of the topographic surface into
components of different scales and description of the hierarchical structure of the terrain (Gallant and Hutchinson, 1996, 1997; McArthur et al.,
2000; Sulebak and Hjelle, 2003), as well as DTM generalization (Bjørke
and Nilsen, 2003; Wu, 2003). Audet (2011) applied spherical wavelets to
global topographic and gravitational data to analyze the lithospheric
isotropy for the Earth, Venus, Mars, and the Moon.

6.2.5 Smoothing
DEM smoothing with moving windows is one of the most popular
approaches for removal of artifacts from DTMs, DEM denoising, and
DEM generalization (Tobler, 1966; Evans, 1972; Florinsky, 1991; Weibel,
1992; Schmid-McGibbon, 1995; MacMillan and Pettapiece, 2000; Albani
and Klinkenberg, 2003; Leonowicz et al., 2009). DEM smoothing is
widely used in DTM-based geological (Stewart and Podolski, 1998;
Korsakova, 2002; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003; Florinsky, 2007a) and
soil (Moran and Bui, 2002; Grinand et al., 2008; Behrens et al., 2010)
studies. There are various types of smoothing filters, such as moving
average smoothing, median smoothing, and so on.
For the moving average smoothing, the general formula is as follows:
n
P

z0ðn 1 1Þ=2

5

Wi zi

i51
n
P
i51

Wi

;
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FIGURE 6.4 Application of a wavelet filter to denoise a SRTM DEM of a portion of the
Little Washita Basin, Oklahoma, USA: 3D models of (a) the raw SRTM DEM; (b) the denoised
DEM; (c) the noise removed from the SRTM DEM. A biorthogonal wavelet with five levels of
decomposition was used. From (Falorni et al., 2005, Fig. 11a, c, d), reproduced with permission.
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where z0(n11)/2 is the smoothed elevation value in the central point of the
moving window, n 5 9, 25, 49, . . . for 3 3 3, 5 3 5, 7 3 7, . . . windows,
respectively; zi is the elevation value in the ith point of the window,
i 5 1, . . . n, and Wi is the weight of the ith point (Wood, 1996, y 4.4.5):
Wi 5

1
;
ð1 1 di Þm

ð6:9Þ

where di is the distance from the ith point to the central point,
m 5 0, 1, 2.
The size of a moving window and the number of smoothing iterations are selected empirically. However, this approach has to be used
with caution as it may produce high-frequency artifacts, the phase
inversion (Chigirev, 1976). For instance, a pit may replace a hill, or a
blockage may arise in a valley (Armstrong and Martz, 2003).
The moving average smoothing is illustrated Fig. 6.5. A DEM of the
city of Moscow and adjacent areas was extracted from the SRTM3 DEM
(NASA, 2003). The DEM includes 284,544 points (the matrix 624 3 456);
the DEM grid spacing is 3v. Horizontal и vertical curvatures were
derived from the DEM by the author’s method (Section 4.3). To deal
with the large dynamic range of kh and kv, we logarithmically transformed their digital models by Eq. (7.1) with n 5 4.
One can see that maps of horizontal и vertical curvatures derived
from the unsmoothed initial DEM (Fig. 6.5a) are almost unreadable. It
is highly unlikely that they may be used in DTM-based research. This is
because the DEM includes high-frequency noise, which is increased by
calculation of derivatives (Section 5.4.1). Note, however, that the elevation map derived from the initial DEM is quite readable and can be
used as an illustration (Fig. 6.5a). Maps of horizontal и vertical curvatures became readable after several iterations of the DEM smoothing.
The greater the number of smoothing iterations, the more generalized
maps can be obtained (Fig. 6.5b, c).

6.2.6 Row and Column Elimination
Point, row, and column elimination from a DEM is one of the most
popular approaches of DTM generalization (Rhind, 1971; Florinsky,
1991; Stewart and Podolski, 1998; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003). The
simplest technique of the scale-oriented DEM generalization is the
elimination of every nth row and every nth column from a regular
DEM; n is integer (Rhind, 1971). This approach can be utilized as the
aim-oriented generalization since the selection of a DTM grid spacing
depends on a particular problem in soil or landscape research
(Chapter 9).
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FIGURE 6.5 Moscow’s city and adjacent areas, Russia: (a) the nonsmoothed DEM;
(b) the 5-times smoothed DEM; (c) the 10-times smoothed DEM. Left—elevation (white
lines are main highways), center—horizontal curvature, right—vertical curvature. A 3 3 3
smoothing window was used. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 1.22).
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Although elevation values in the DEM grid nodes are unchanged by
row and column elimination, such an approach generates artifacts in a
generalized DEM: for example, neighboring valleys belonging to different basins may merge into one valley (Armstrong and Martz, 2003).
Obviously, row and column elimination is the equivalent to the
change of the grid spacing value. This approach has been used to
decompose the topographic surface for description of the hierarchical
structure of the terrain (Schmidt and Andrew, 2005), as well as to determine the adequate resolution for DTMs in soil studies (Florinsky
and Kuryakova, 2000; Zhu et al., 2008; Roecker and Thompson, 2010);
see details in Chapter 9. The change of the grid spacing value was
applied to suppress high-frequency noise and to reveal geological structures of different scales using digital models of principal curvatures of
stratigraphic surfaces (Stewart and Podolski, 1998; Bergbauer and
Pollard, 2003; Wynn and Stewart, 2003). Notice that the grid spacing
value influences the calculation accuracy of morphometric variables
(Section 5.3).
Hierarchical DEMs have the built-in possibility of generalizing a
model by removing particular hierarchical layers. Among such models
are DEMs based on hierarchical TINs (de Floriani et al., 1993, 1997,
2000; Abdelguerfi et al., 1998) and spheroidal DEMs based on the hierarchical tessellation of a sphere by spherical polygons (Dutton, 1999;
Sahr et al., 2003; Bernardin et al., 2010).
DTM generalization by elimination of every nth row and every nth
column is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. Two DEMs of the East European Plain
and adjacent territories (Fig. 6.6a) with different resolutions, 40 and 100 ,
were compiled using several sources. Land elevations were extracted
from the global DEM GLOBE (GLOBE Task Team and others, 1999); the
bathymetry of all oceans and most seas was taken from the global DEM
ETOPO2 (National Geophysical Data Center, 2001); and the bathymetry
of the Caspian Sea and some large lakes was digitized from topographic
maps (Florinsky, 2007a).
Models of vertical curvature (Fig. 6.6b) were derived from three
times smoothed DEMs by the author’s method (Section 4.3). To deal
with the large dynamic range of kv, we logarithmically transformed its
digital models by Eq. (7.1) with n 5 7 and 8 for the DEM grid spacing of
40 and 100 , respectively. The generalization effect is especially seen on
maps of vertical curvature.

6.2.7 The Cutting Method
Generalization of curvature maps and visualization of landforms or
geological structures of a higher hierarchical level can be achieved
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FIGURE 6.6 The East European Plain and adjacent territories: (a) elevation, (b) vertical
curvature. Grid spacings are 40 (left) and 100 (right). DEMs include 289,081 points (the
matrix 601 3 481) and 64,530 points (the matrix 239 3 270), respectively. From (Florinsky,
2010, Fig. 1.23).

using the curvature threshold (kt). It specifies an absolute value of a curvature, below which the curvature is set to zero.
Koshkarev (1982) introduced a method of such cutting or lopping off
negligible or minor curvature values. Mynatt et al. (2007a) applied this
approach to classify forms of a geological structure (Fig. 6.7) by signs of
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FIGURE 6.7 DTM generalization by the cutting method. Classification of the Sheep
Mountain Anticline, Wyoming, USA, by signs of the Gaussian and mean curvatures
with varying values of the curvature threshold: (a) kt 5 0 m21, (b) kt 5 1024 m21,
(c) kt 5 5 3 1024 m21, (d) kt 5 1023 m21. A DEM was created by digitizing a structure contour
map. The regular DEM includes 4641 points; the grid spacing is 50 m. From (Mynatt et al.,
2007a, Fig. 5), reproduced with permission.

the Gaussian and mean curvatures (Section 2.7.1). The cutting was
applied to the principal curvatures, which then were used to estimate
K and H (Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7). These authors noted a generalization effect,
which should be considered in interpretation of such maps:
For kt 5 0 m21 (kmin and kmax were not set to zero), forms of the geological surface were classified as domes, basins, as well as antiformal and synformal saddles (Fig. 6.7a). There were no cylindrical and planar forms.1
“The anticlinal hinge of the fold and the subparallel undulations on the
backlimb are identified as convex up domes and antiformal saddles, while
the synclinal hinge is composed of basins and synformal saddles” (Mynatt
et al., 2007a, p. 1261). For kt 5 1024 m21, minor values of kmin and kmax were
set to zero, and as a result, small cylindrical areas and local perfect saddles
appeared on the map (Fig. 6.7b). For kt 5 5 3 1024 m21 and 1 3 1023 m21,
1

This is the expected result: cylindrical and planar landforms are “rare forms”; they
do not practically occur in nature (Shary, 1995). For details, see Section 2.7.3.
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larger cylindrical and planar areas appeared (Fig. 6.7c, d). “The anticlinal
hinge and adjacent backlimb undulations are composed almost entirely of
antiformal points and the synclinal hinge is composed primarily of synclinal points. Both limbs are approximated as composed predominately of
planar points” (Mynatt et al., 2007a, p. 1262).

6.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL SINGULAR SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS
Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) was originated as a model-free
technique to analyze one-dimensional time series (Elsner and Tsonis,
1996; Danilov and Zhigljavsky, 1997; Golyandina et al., 2001). The SSA
can be used to decompose a time series into a sum of a trend, oscillations, and a noise, to detect periodicities, to smooth and denoise signals,
to forecast time series, to impute missing data, and so on.
There are several multidimensional extensions of the SSA. For example, a multichannel SSA is intended to analyze simultaneously a set of
time series with common features (Elsner and Tsonis, 1996; Danilov
and Zhigljavsky, 1997; Golyandina and Stepanov, 2005). The multichannel SSA can be formally applied to 2D scalar fields if one dimension is
considered to be time. The two-dimensional singular spectrum analysis
(2D-SSA) was specially designed to process 2D scalar fields (Danilov
and Zhigljavsky, 1997; Golyandina and Usevich, 2010). Unlike the multichannel SSA, the 2D-SSA is invariant regarding field rotation.

6.3.1 Algorithm2
Let us consider a 2D discrete field f:{1,
given by a matrix
0
fð1; 1Þ
fð1; 2Þ . . .
B fð2; 1Þ
fð2; 2Þ . . .
B
F5@
^
^
&
fðNr ; 1Þ fðNr ; 2Þ . . .

. . . , Nr} 3 {1, . . . , Nc}/R,
1
fð1; Nc Þ
fð2; Nc Þ C
C:
A
^
fðNr ; Nc Þ

ð6:10Þ

Algorithm parameters are window sizes (Lr, Lc), where 1 # Lr # Nr,
1 # Lc # Nc, 1 , LrLc , NrNc. Set Kr 5 Nr 2 Lr 1 1 and Kc 5 Nc 2 Lc 1 1.
The algorithm includes two stages—decomposition and reconstruction—
each of which consists of two steps (see details on matrix calculus elsewhere—Magnus and Neudecker, 1999, ch. 1).
2

The 2D-SSA algorithm developed by N.E. Golyandina is described after our
co-authored papers (Golyandina et al., 2007, 2008).
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Stage 1: Decomposition. The first step—embedding—consists of
constructing the trajectory matrix of the field F by moving Lr 3 Lc
windows. In the 1D case, one transforms a 1D object into a 2D matrix
(Elsner and Tsonis, 1996; Golyandina et al., 2001). Here, we embed a 2D
object into a four-dimensional (4D) space. To flatten the 4D object, we
transform moving windows
 




0
1
...
f i; j 1 Lc 21 
f i; j 
f i; j 1 1 
B f i 1 1; j
f i 1 1; j 1 1
...
f i 1 1; j 1 Lc 21 C
C; ð6:11Þ
Fi;j 5 B
@
A
^
^
^

 
 & 

f i 1 Lr 21; j f i 1 Lr 21; j 1 1 . . . f i 1 Lr 21; j 1 Lc 21
where 1 # i # Kr, 1 # j # Kc, to columns of the flattened trajectory matrix
W (Fi,j transfers to the (i 1 (j 21)Kr)th column). For example, if
Lr 5 Lc 5 2, then the window


fð1; 1Þ fð1; 2Þ
ð6:12Þ
fð2; 1Þ fð2; 2Þ
is transformed into the first column (f(1, 1), f(2, 1), f(1, 2), f(2, 2))T.
It is appropriate to use vectorizing and matricizing operations: for a
M 3 N matrix B, vecBARMN is the vector constructed from stacked columns of B. If we fix matrix sizes M and N, then (M, N)-matricizing will
be opposite to vectorizing: matr vecB 5 B. Thus, the trajectory matrix
W of the field F consists of KrKc columns vecFi,j, where 1 # i # Kr,
1 # j # Kc. Furthermore, the matrix W of the size LrLc 3 KrKc can be presented in a more structured form:
0
1
H1
H2
. . . H Kc
B H2
H3
. . . HKc11 C
C;
W5B
ð6:13Þ
@ ^
^
&
^ A
HLc HLc11 . . . HNc
where

0

fð1; iÞ
fð2; iÞ
...
B fð2; iÞ
fð3;
iÞ
.
..
Hi 5 B
@ ^
^
&
fðLr ; iÞ fðLr 1 1; iÞ . . .

1
fðKr ; iÞ
fðKr 1 1; iÞ C
C
A
^
fðNr ; iÞ

ð6:14Þ

The matrix W has the block-Hankel structure with the same blocks
along secondary diagonals. Each block Hi is Hankel itself: it is the trajectory matrix of the 1D series f( , i) (the ith column of the initial field
F). The matrix W will be further called the block-Hankel trajectory
matrix of the field F. Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between Nr 3 Nc fields and block-Hankel matrices with Lr 3 Kr Hankel
blocks.
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The next step is a singular value decomposition of the block-Hankel
trajectory matrix:
W5

d
X

Wi 5

i51

d pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
λi U i V i T ;

ð6:15Þ

i51

where λ1, . . . , λd are nonzero eigenvalues of the matrix WWT arranged
in decreasing order of magnitudes (λ1 $ λ2 $ ? $ λd .0); {U1, . . . , Ud},
Ui ARLr Lc is the corresponding orthonormal system of the eigenvectors;
{V1, . . . , Vd}, Vi ARKr Kc is the orthonormal system of the corresponding
factor vectors
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð6:16Þ
Vi 5 WT Ui = λi :
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
By analogy with principal component analysis, the vectors λi Vi are
called principal component vectors. They are conveniently considered
as matrices: the (Lr, Lc)-matricizing of an eigenvector is called an eigenfield, the (Kr, Kc)-matricizing of a factor vector is called a factor field,
and the (Kr, Kc)-matricizing of a vector of principal components is called
a principal component field. A set of square root of ith eigenvalue, ith
eigenfield, and ith factor field is called ith eigentriple (ET).
Stage 2: Reconstruction. The next step consists in the grouping of
addends in the decomposition (Eq. 6.15), that is, the corresponding
eigentriples. Let us divide the set {1, . . . , d} into m disjoint subsets
I1, . . . , Im. Summing Wi, iAIk, we come to the expansion
W5

m
X

W Ik :

ð6:17Þ

k51

Grouped matrices WIk do not necessarily have the block-Hankel form.
Therefore, one needs an additional step to transfer the decomposition
(Eq. 6.17) of the block-Hankel trajectory matrix W into a decomposition
of the initial field F. This can be done by the orthogonal projection (in
the Frobenious norm) of the matrices WIk on the set of the block-Hankel
matrix with Hankel blocks, like Eq. (6.13). After projection, we obtain
W5

m
X

~ k;
W

ð6:18Þ

k51

~ k , k 5 1, . . . , m, have a form of Eq. (6.13). Using the one-to-one
where W
correspondence between block-Hankel trajectory matrices and 2D fields,
we come to the final decomposition of the initial field:
F5

m
X

F~k :

ð6:19Þ

k51

The algorithm decomposes the initial field into a sum of components.
It is expected that if the field F is a sum of a smooth surface,
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oscillations, and a noise, there exists such a grouping that the resultant
decomposition (Eq. 6.19) is close to the initial field decomposition. This
gives an opportunity for smoothing, denoising, removing periodic
noise, and the like.
Rules to select 2D-SSA parameters are mostly similar to the 1D-SSA
(Golyandina et al., 2001). In particular, small window sizes produce
adaptive smoothing. The most detailed decomposition and the better
separation of the field components can be obtained if window sizes are
close to (Nr/2, Nc/2). However, use of large window sizes can lead to a
mixing problem caused by too detailed decomposition of components.

6.3.2 Materials and Data Processing
To demonstrate the abilities of the 2D-SSA as a tool of DTM filtering,
we selected a portion of the Northern Andes measuring 4 3 4 , located
between 2 S and 2 N, and 78 300 W and 74 300 W (Fig. 6.8). The area covers
some regions of Ecuador, Colombia, and Peru, including parts of the
Coastal plain, the Andean Range, and the Upper Amazon Basin.
A DEM of the study area was extracted from the global DEM
GTOPO30 (USGS, 1996). The DEM includes 230, 880 points (the matrix
480 3 481); the grid spacing is 30" (Fig. 6.9a).
We selected this area and GTOPO30 for two reasons. First, it is well
known that this DEM incorporates a high-frequency noise caused by
interpolation errors and inaccurate merging of topographic charts having different accuracy. Spatial distribution of the noise in GTOPO30 is
FIGURE 6.8 Geographical location of the
portion of the Northern Andes. Some deepseated faults are shown after the global fault
scheme compiled by Chebanenko (1963,
Fig. 28). From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 1.24).
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FIGURE 6.9 The Northern Andes: (a) elevation, (b) horizontal curvature derived from
the initial DEM. From (Golyandina et al., 2008, Fig. 2a, d).

uneven and depends on the accuracy of cartographic sources. In particular, the potent noise is typical for forested regions of Africa and South
America because reasonably detailed and accurate topographic data
were unavailable for such areas. Thus, interpolation of sparse contours
has been used to compile these portions of GTOPO30. Although DEM
noise is no obstacle to producing realistic maps of elevation, it leads to
derivation of noisy and unreadable maps of local morphometric variables (computation of the first and second partial derivatives of elevation dramatically increases the noise—Section 5.4.1). The study area,
consisting of two main zones—high mountains and forested foothills—
which have a different signal-to-noise ratio, is ideally suited for validating the 2D-SSA as a tool to denoise DEMs. Second, use of this DEM
allows us to demonstrate the ability of the 2D-SSA to decompose the
topographic surface into components of different scales under complex
geomorphic conditions.
To reduce the huge range of elevations (about 6080 m; see Fig. 6.9a),
the initial DEM was logarithmically transformed. Logarithmic DEMs
were used in the further processing and mapping.
Using the window size of 30 3 30, the initial DEM was decomposed
into 900 eigentriples (Fig. 6.10). We evaluated various combinations of
eigentriples to reconstruct DEMs. Finally, we selected ET combinations
producing interpretable reconstructed DEMs. To denoise the initial
DEM (Fig. 6.9a), a DEM was reconstructed from the ET 1100
(Fig. 6.11a). To exemplify DTM generalization, a DEM was reconstructed from the ET 150 (Fig. 6.11b) and ET 125. To separate continental, regional, and local components of topography, six DEMs were
reconstructed from the ET 1 (Fig. 6.12a), ET 2, ET 3, ET 23 (Fig. 6.12c),
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FIGURE 6.10 The Northern Andes, principal component fields 16 of the DEM
decomposition. The percentage reflects shares of the corresponding eigentriples in the singular value decomposition. Logarithmic scale is used. From (Golyandina et al., 2008, Fig. 1).

ET 425 (Fig. 6.12d), and ET 51100 (Fig. 6.13a). To visualize a noise
component, a DEM was reconstructed from the ET 101900 (Fig. 6.13b).
DEM processing was done by the software 2D-SSA 1.2 (© K. Usevich
and N. Golyandina, 20052007).
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FIGURE 6.11

The Northern Andes, DTM denoising. Elevation reconstructed from: (a)
the ET 1100, (b) the ET 150. Horizontal curvature derived from: (c) the ET 1100 DEM,
(d) the ET 150 DEM. From (Golyandina et al., 2008, Fig. 2b, c, e, f).

To return to elevation values, reconstructed logarithmic DEMs were
exponentiated. Using the author’s method (Section 4.3), we derived kh
models from the initial DEM and some reconstructed DEMs. To deal with
the large dynamic range of kh, we logarithmically transformed its digital
models by Eq. (7.1) with n 5 8. To clarify the effects of denoising and generalization, we mapped kh, subdividing its values into two levels: kh . 0
and kh , 0 (areas of flow divergence and convergence, correspondingly).
The DTMs produced had a grid spacing of 30". Exponentiation, kh
calculation, and mapping were done by the software LandLord
(Appendix B).
Using samples extracted from each DEM and kh models, we performed a pairwise comparison of DTMs obtained. The sample size was
2209 points (the matrix 47 3 47); the grid spacing was 50 . Statistical
analysis was carried out with the software Statgraphics Plus 3.0
(© Statistical Graphics Corp., 19941997).
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FIGURE 6.12 The Northern Andes, low-frequency components. (a) Elevation reconstructed from the ET 1. (b) Horizontal curvature derived from the ET 1 DEM. Elevation
reconstructed from: (c) the ET 23, (d) the ET 425. From (Golyandina et al., 2008,
Fig. 3ad).

FIGURE 6.13 The Northern Andes, high-frequency components. Elevation reconstructed from: (a) the ET 51100, (b) the ET 101900. From (Golyandina et al., 2008, Fig. 3e, f).
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6.3.3 Results and Discussion
A visual comparison of elevation maps derived from the initial DEM
(Fig. 6.9a) and two DEMs reconstructed from the ET 1100 and ET
150 (Fig. 6.11a, b) permits one to see nothing but marginal changes in
image patterns. A cursory examination may lead to underestimation of
the DEM denoising and generalization results.
kh maps provide better insight into these outcomes. Indeed, typical
manifestations of interpolation errors—contour “tracks” (Florinsky,
2002) (Section 5.4)can be found on the kh map derived from the initial
DEM (Fig. 6.9b). These tracks are typical for the Andean foothills covered by dense rain forests. It is not likely that this map may be used for
any application. However, there are no error tracks on the kh maps
derived from the DEMs, which were reconstructed from the ET 1100
and ET 150 (Fig. 6.11c, d). One can see so-called flow structures
formed by convergence and divergence areas (black and white image
patterns, correspondingly). These maps may be used for geomorphic
and geological interpretation.
A comparison between the kh maps derived from the DEMs reconstructed from the different eigentriple combinations (Figs. 6.9b and
6.11c, d) shows a pronounced effect of the map generalization. The
smaller the number of eigentriples used to reconstruct a DEM, the
smoother and simpler kh maps obtained. Reducing the number of eigentriples used for DEM reconstruction leads to a marked reduction in the
range of kh values (cf. Figs. 6.9b and 6.11c, d), but it only slightly influences the range of elevation values (cf. Figs. 6.9a and 6.11a, b). This is
clearly demonstrated by quantile-quantile plots (Fig. 6.14).
The DEM reconstructed from the ET 1 has the highest level of generalization (Fig. 6.12a). This DEM represents a generalized morphostructure of the continental scale, the Andean Range with foothills. kh
derivation from this DEM allows us to reveal a system of approximately
northwest-striking lineaments (Fig. 6.12b), which may indicate strikeslip faults (Florinsky, 1996) (Chapter 13). Although there are no structures of this sort in the recent database of the Quaternary faults (Eguez
et al., 2003), this does not demonstrate that the lineaments are of erosional origin. First, the geology of the Upper Amazon Basin is little
known. Second, the lineaments may indicate pre-Quaternary structures.
Indeed, Chebanenko (1963) has described a system of deep-seated
northwest-striking faults southeastward from the study area (Fig. 6.8).
The lineaments detected may be associated with northwestern extensions of these faults.
The DEM reconstructed from the ET 23 (Fig. 6.12c) represents landforms that are probably connected with regional tectonic structures. For
the DEM reconstructed from the ET 2 only, the elevation map shows
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FIGURE 6.14 The Northern Andes, quantilequantile plots for initial (x-axis) and
reconstructed (y-axis) values: Elevation reconstructed from: (a) the ET 1100, (b) the ET
150, (c) the ET 1. Horizontal curvature derived from: (d) the ET 1100 DEM, (e) the ET
150 DEM, (f) the ET 1 DEM. The greater the distance between points and the diagonal
line, the greater the difference between reconstructed and initial models. From (Florinsky,
2010, Fig. 1.29).

approximately northeast-striking patterns, which agree closely with the
direction of the Andean Range within the study area. For the DEM
reconstructed from the ET 3 only, the elevation map represents approximately northwest-striking structures, probably related to the kh lineaments (Fig. 6.12b). It is conceivable that these structures control the
spatial distribution of river valleys of the Upper Amazon Basin. The
DEM reconstructed from the ET 425 represents landforms that are
probably associated with geomorphic processes of a regional scale. For
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example, one can see generalized side valleys of the Amazon River
(Fig. 6.12d).
The DEM reconstructed from the ET 51100 (Fig. 6.13a) represents
high-frequency components, which cannot be considered as noise.
However, it is impossible to find familiar patterns of the drainage network on this map. These components might represent topographic
manifestations of local (exogenous) geomorphic processes. This DEM is
the difference between two DEMs reconstructed from the ET 1100 and
ET 150 (Fig. 6.11a, b).
The DEM reconstructed from the ET 101900 (Fig. 6.13b) is a residual of the initial DEM (Fig. 6.9a) after its reconstruction from the ET
1100 (Fig. 6.11a). Among other high-frequency components, this
model includes the noise inherent in the initial DEM. This is precisely
the noise that rendered the kh map derived from the initial DEM
unsuitable for applications. Among contour “tracks,” one can see a rectangular feature measuring 1 3 300 , which is located eastward from
75 300 W and northward from the equator (Fig. 6.13b). The “rectangle”
can also be seen on three maps of kh (Figs. 6.9b and 6.11c, d). This is a
trace of the inaccurate merging of adjacent topographic charts with different accuracies during the GTOPO30 compilation.
The DEM reconstructions from the ET 1, ET 2, ET 3, and ET 23 may
be considered an application of low-pass filters to the initial DEM,
while the DEM reconstruction from the ET 101900 and ET 51100 can
be regarded as an application of high-pass filters.
The results demonstrate that the 2D-SSA is a powerful method to
denoise DTMs. Indeed, 2D-SSA-based denoising leads to very fine
changes in elevations. These changes cannot be captured except
through computation of partial derivatives. This suggests that the 2DSSA is an exceptionally important method for preliminary treatment of
noisy DEMs. This opens the way to utilizing them for derivation of
local and nonlocal morphometric variables.
The 2D-SSA can be used to decompose the topographic surface into
components of continental, regional, and local scales. At the same time,
eigentriple selection to reconstruct topographic components of different
scales is nonunique and ambiguous. Notice that a similar problem
arises if trend-surface analysis or the 2D Fourier transform is used to
extract regional or local topographic components. However, the problem is largely associated with the qualitative nature of the concepts of
“scale” and “hierarchical level” in geomorphology rather than with
mathematical features of the methods. Finally, the 2D-SSA is a modelfree approach; that is, it does not use a priori assumptions or statistical
hypotheses about DEM structures.
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7.1 PECULIARITIES OF MORPHOMETRIC MAPPING
Several general rules should be considered to produce readable and
interpretable morphometric maps:
1. Even in the late nineteenth century, Tillo (1890, p. 10) noted that
“contours by themselves do not form the integral or even partial
picture of topography,” although they describe mathematically
spatial distribution of elevations. It is also undesirable to use isoline
(or, isopleth) maps to represent other morphometric attributes; see,
for example, numerous maps in the work by Krcho (1973). This is
connected with very complex shapes of morphometric surfaces. As a
result, human eyes poorly perceive isopleth morphometric maps. For
the correct perception of topographic peculiarities by the human
visual system, there is a need to use layer tinting (or, layer coloring).
In this well-known cartographic method, a surface z 5 f(x,y) is
subdivided into a set of z-value intervals; each interval is colored
with a graded set of colors. This enables surface peculiarities to be
clearly displayed. In this book, all maps of morphometric attributes
are produced with layer tinting.
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2. For all morphometric variables, whose values can be both positive
and negative, it is necessary to subdivide their values relative to the
zero value. This is connected, in part, with the fact that values of
different signs can measure different directions of a physical process
associated with a particular variable (Table 2.1). For example,
positive values of kh describe flow divergence, while negative ones
define flow convergence.
3. Correct selection of color scale is essential for morphometric
mapping (Roberts, 2001). Our experience shows that there is a need
to use contrast color schemes for all morphometric variables, whose
values can be both positive and negative. This offers a means to
distinguish between areas of positive and negative values (e.g., areas
of flow divergence and flow convergence, respectively). We
systematically use the blue and yellow scale (blue and yellow
halftones relate to negative and positive values, respectively) (e.g.,
Fig. 2.5). For gray scales, it is reasonable to apply darker halftones to
negative values, and lighter ones to positive values (e.g., Fig. 6.5).
4. Wide dynamic ranges usually characterize topographic variables. To
avoid loss of information on the spatial distribution of values of
morphometric attributes in mapping, it makes sense to apply a
logarithmic transform using the following expression (Shary et al.,
2002b):
Θ0 5 signðΘÞlnð1 1 10nm jΘjÞ;

ð7:1Þ

where Θ is a value of a morphometric variable; n 5 0 for nonlocal variables and n 5 2,. . ., 9 for local variables; m 5 2 for K, Ka, and Kr, m 5 1
for other variables. Selection of the n value depends on the DTM grid
spacing; recommended values are presented in Table 7.1. Such a form
TABLE 7.1 Values of n for Eq. (7.1) Depending on the DEM Grid Spacing
DEM Grid Spacing, m

n

,1

2

110

3

10100

4

1001000

5

10005000

6

500010, 000

7

10, 00075, 000

8

.75, 000

9

From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 1.2).
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of logarithmic transformation considers that dynamic ranges of some
topographic attributes include both positive and negative values.

7.2 COMBINED VISUALIZATION OF MORPHOMETRIC
VARIABLES
Sometimes, researchers try to represent several morphometric variables on a single map. This is a difficult task from a technical point of
view (to avoid the overlap of layers), as well as in the context of the
human visual system’s perception of multilayer graphical information.
In the precomputer era, Kvietkauskas (19631964) proposed a
method to produce four-color morphometric maps with the following
color scheme: a yellow scale was used for elevation values, a gray scale
for slope gradient, a red scale for positive values of vertical curvature,
and a blue scale for its negative values. Elevation, gradient, and vertical
curvatures were mapped together using four nonoverlapping color
raster grids.
Currently, two morphometric layers—elevation and hill shading—
are most commonly combined (e.g., Sterner, 1995). Input elevation
maps are displayed by color layer tinting, while input hill-shading data
are presented as monochrome gray-scale maps. To combine color information on elevation with intensity information on insolation, one can
use an intensity-hue-saturation transformation (Edwards and Davis,
1994).
Samsonov (2010) developed an approach for combined mapping of
slope gradient and aspect. According to this method, both G and A are
represented by hachures. The hachure thickness depends on the slope
gradient value (as in classical hachure techniques; see Lehmann, 1816);
this creates a hill-shading effect. Unlike monochromatic classical techniques, the hachure color depends on the slope aspect in the proposed
method (Fig. 7.1). The resulting map is highly informative:
Quantitatively, it integrates the properties of several morphometric
maps, such as maps of elevation, gradient, aspect, and flow lines.
Qualitatively, such a topographic image has a high degree of plasticity
that allows easy perception of the shape of the topographic surface.

7.3 CROSS SECTIONS
Cross-section construction using DEMs of both the land and stratigraphic surfaces is a standard option of many softwares (Ichoku et al.,
1994; Groshong, 2006, ch. 6). Cross sections allow one to display the
peculiarities of relations between the land surface and the surfaces of
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FIGURE 7.1 Combined visualization of slope gradient and aspect by colored hachures.
From (Samsonov, 2010, Fig. 9), reproduced with permission.

soil or stratigraphic horizons. Groshong (2006, p. 133) distinguishes two
types of cross sections:
illustrative or predictive. The purpose of an illustrative cross section is to illustrate the cross section view of an already-completed map or 3D interpretation. A
slice through a 3D interpretation is a perfect example. The purpose of a predictive
cross section is to assemble scattered information and, utilizing appropriate rules,
predict the geometry between control points. A predictive cross section can be used
to predict the geometry of a horizon for which little or no information is
available.. . . Cross sections constructed for the purpose of structural interpretation
are usually oriented perpendicular to the fold axis, perpendicular to a major fault,
or parallel to these trends.

To construct interpretable cross sections, one should use an exaggeration of the vertical scale depending on the type of topography and the
size of territory concerned. Figure 7.2 illustrates the use of DEMderived cross sections in geological studies.

7.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC
MODELING
Three-dimensional modeling is a useful data-processing step concerning the human perception of spatially distributed phenomena and
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FIGURE 7.2 The use of DEM-derived cross sections in geological studies. The Raplee
Ridge monocline, Utah, USA: (a) Elevation. (b) Hill shading with the spatial distribution
of the five bedding-plane surfaces exhumed within the fold. (c) Cross sections (no vertical
exaggeration). A DEM was derived from the Airborne Laser Swath Mapping data. The
grid spacing is 1 m. From (Hilley et al., 2010, Figs. 2a and 3), reproduced with permission.

information. Perspective viewing of a 3D model from different points in
space can enhance the visual interpretation of remotely sensed images
and maps as well as understanding of the relationships between elements of a geosystem.
There are three main types of DEM-based 3D modeling:
1. 3D topographic modeling, that is, 3D modeling of the land surface, a
geological surface, or a soil horizon surface (Evans, 1972; Peucker,
1980b; Eyton, 1986; Patterson, 2001) (Fig. 7.3a). Currently, 3D
modeling using simple orthographic and perspective projections is a
standard option of many commercial and research softwares (Wood,
2009). Also, there are more complex, perspective panoramic 3D
models (Patterson, 2001; Jenny et al., 2010). As for cross sections, to
construct interpretable 3D models, one should use an exaggeration of
the vertical scale depending on the type of topography and the size
of territory concerned.
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FIGURE 7.3 Examples of 3D topographic models: (a) 3D model of the Tunguska event
area (60 530 09vN, 101 530 40vE). A DEM was derived from a topographic map, scale
1:100,000. The DEM includes 182,213 points (the matrix 431 3 423); the grid spacing is
20 m. The lower Triassic Kulikovsky paleovolcanic complex is visible due to the 5x vertical
exaggeration. From (Florinsky, 2008e, Fig. 1). (b) 3D geological map of Mount Misma,
Italian Alps. A DEM was derived from 10-m contour interval topographic maps. The grid
spacing is 2.5 m. Geological information was derived from a 1:5000 scale geological map.
From (Zanchi et al., 2009, Fig. 10), reproduced with permission.
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FIGURE 7.3

(Continued). (c) 3D geological model of the Beirut watershed, Lebanon.
The model was cut along two cross sections (see right bottom corner), and each side of the
cross section was pushed away from the other. The layers younger than the Aptian horizon are shown floating. The topographic surface was derived from a 30-m DEM obtained
from the Terra Aster Product. Geological surfaces were derived from a 1:50,000 scale geological map. From (Dhont et al., 2005, Fig. 4), reproduced with permission.

2. Overlaying thematic data (e.g., remotely sensed scenes, soil and
geological maps) on 3D topographic models (e.g., Eyton, 1986; Ziadat
et al., 2003; Palyvos et al., 2006; Qi and Zhu, 2006; Kukowski et al.,
2008) (Figs. 7.3b and 10.4). This approach is also a standard option of
many softwares.
3. 3D geological modeling (Morris, 1991; Pflug and Harbaugh, 1992;
McMahon and North, 1993; Breunig, 1996; Maerten et al., 2001; Lemon
and Jones, 2003; Masumoto et al., 2004; Dhont et al., 2005; Guillaume
et al., 2008; Kaufmann and Martin, 2008; Caumon et al., 2009; De
Donatis et al., 2009; Fernandez et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009; Zanchi
et al., 2009) and 3D soil modeling (Pereira and FitzPatrick, 1998;
Grunwald et al., 2000, 2007; Mendonça Santos et al., 2000; Chaplot
and Walter, 2003; Ramasundaram et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008;
Delarue et al., 2009) that uses various combinations of DEM-derived
3D models of the land surface, geological surfaces, or surfaces of soil
horizons, as well as other data on spatially distributed geological and
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soil features (Fig. 7.3c). Caumon et al. (2009, p. 928) explained the
necessity and importance of 3D geological modeling as follows:
Understanding the spatial organization of subsurface structures is essential for
quantitative modeling of geological processes. It is also vital to a wide spectrum of
human activities, ranging from hydrocarbon exploration and production to environmental engineering. Because it is not possible to directly access the subsurface
except through digging holes and tunnels, most of this understanding has to come
from various indirect acquisition processes. 3D subsurface modeling is generally
not an end, but a means of improving data interpretation through visualization and
confrontation of data with each other and with the model being created, as well as
a way to generate support for numerical simulations of complex phenomena (i.e.,
earthquakes, fluid transport) in which structures play an important role. As the
interpretation goes, the 3D framework forces us to make interpretive decisions that
would be left on the side in map or cross section interpretations. Skilled geologists
know how to translate 3D into 2D and vice versa, but, no matter how experienced
one can be, this mental translation is bound to be qualitative, hence inaccurate and
sometimes incorrect. 3D model building calls for a complex feedback between the
interpretation of the data and the model.

The general scheme for construction of 3D geological models consists
of the following steps (Fernandez et al., 2009):
1. Georeferencing and digitizing data in three-dimensional space,
including:
a. Deriving a DEM of the land surface (Section 3.1)
b. Digitizing geological borders from geological maps and field data
c. Digitizing faults and other structural data from geological maps
and field data
d. Deriving DEMs of geological surfaces from geological maps, cross
sections, and borehole data
2. For each geological surface and fault, estimating local strikes and
dips by geometrical analysis of areal extents of geological contacts
(Section 13.3.2).
3. Generating a set of digital models for all geological surfaces and
faults known in the study area. To do this, one should create partial
surfaces honoring local strikes and dips for each geological surface
and fault. Assembling partial surfaces associated with each
geological surface or fault should also be done.
4. Analyzing relative positions of obtained models of geological
surfaces and faults, in particular, to detect their intersections; and
correcting positional errors.
5. Assembling a complete 3D model using constructed geological
surfaces and faults.
Three-dimensional geological models are widely used, for example,
in oil and gas exploration (Durham, 1999; Clarke and Phillips, 2003).
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Unlike 3D geological models, 3D soil models are not in common use.
However, Smith et al. (2008, p. 190) noted that “spatial soil horizon
modelling can use methods and software developed originally for shallow geological modelling, when soil horizons follow a unique super
positional order. The modeling of horizons that do not have one single
super positional order or are even overturned and convoluted—for
example, in periglacially disturbed soils—can be solved using techniques developed for modeling faulted and overturned geology.”

7.5 COMBINING HILL-SHADING MAPS WITH SOIL
AND GEOLOGICAL DATA
Technically, combining some thematic and morphometric layers on a
single map is a rather difficult task. The readability of such a map governs the effectiveness of its analysis studying interrelationships between
topography and other components of a geosystem.
Currently, the most popular approach in geological and soil visualization is to overlay geological or soil maps on hill-shading maps
(Section 2.5) (Vigil et al., 2000a, 2000b; Barton et al., 2003; Giasson et al.,
2008; Marchetti et al., 2010). This technique can improve the visual

FIGURE 7.4 Combining geological information and hill-shading maps: a northeastern
portion of the geological map of the United States. From (Vigil et al., 2000a), courtesy of the
U.S. Geological Survey.
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perception of relationships between geological/soil and geomorphic
features. Figure 7.4 illustrates this technique: the small-scale geological
map of the United States (King and Beikman, 1974) is superimposed on
the hill-shading map of this territory (Thelin and Pike, 1991a, 1991b).
The overlaying of soil data on hill-shading maps is shown in Figs. 10.3
and 10.5.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
It is well known that topography is one of the soil-forming factors
(Dokuchaev, 1883, 1891; Sibirtsev, 1899; Vysotsky, 1906; Zakharov, 1911,
1913; Neustruev, 1915, 1927, 1930; Jenny, 1941; Huggett, 1975; Fridland,
1976; Gerrard, 1981; Schaetzl and Anderson, 2005). Topography influences (micro)climatic and meteorological characteristics, which affect
the hydrological and temperature regimes of soils (Neustruev, 1927,
1930; Geiger, 1927; Romanova, 1977; Kondratyev et al., 1978; Raupach
and Finnigan, 1997; Böhner and Antonić, 2009; Emeis and Knoche,
2009), the prerequisites of the gravity-driven lateral overland and intrasoil transport of water and other substances (Kirkby and Chorley, 1967;
Young, 1972; Speight, 1980), as well as the spatial distribution of the
vegetation cover (Yaroshenko, 1961; Franklin, 1995; Florinsky and
Kuryakova, 1996). Thus, it is natural that topography directly or indirectly
controls the spatial distribution of physical, chemical, and biological soil
properties (Moore et al., 1991; Florinsky et al., 2002; Shary et al., 2002b;
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Schaetzl and Anderson, 2005, ch. 13). An in-depth understanding of this
control is required for further modeling and mapping of soil properties
based on topographic data (Chapter 10).
Topography influences soil properties through two main “tools”:
1. The gravity-driven lateral migration and accumulation of water; and
2. Spatial differentiation of the temperature regime of slopes.
Even in the early twentieth century, Vysotsky (1906, pp. 3 4) noted:
Water for soil is like blood for a living organism. It dissolves and transports various more or less soluble and organic substances, which are created by the weathering of parent rocks or decomposition of organic residuals, or moved through the
atmosphere as dust and precipitation. But apart from such an internal action, water
is an important external actor conducting (in known cases, together with wind
action) a lot of work, such as erosion, denudation, and accumulation, as well as
separation of soil matter. . .. The direction of such actions depends, first and foremost, on topography . . . because its forms influence not only overland water circulation but also intrasoil one.

Recently, Legates et al. (2011, p. 65) stressed the importance of soil
moisture:
Soil moisture is a critical component of the earth system and plays an integrative role among the various subfields of physical geography. . .. Soil moisture affects
atmospheric, geomorphic, hydrologic, and biologic processes . . . it lies at the intersection of these areas of scientific inquiry. Soil moisture impacts earth surface processes in such a way that it creates an obvious synergistic relationship among the
various subfields of physical geography. The dispersive and cohesive properties of
soil moisture also make it an important variable in regional and microclimatic analyses, landscape denudation and change through weathering, runoff generation and
partitioning, mass wasting, and sediment transport.

Thus, it is reasonable to use the example of soil moisture to discuss
the principal aspects of the topographic influence on soil properties.
The following quantitative topographic characteristics are responsible
for the spatial distribution and redistribution of water in the landscape:
slope gradient, slope aspect, horizontal, vertical, and mean curvature
(local morphometric variables), as well as catchment area (the nonlocal
topographic attribute) (Table 2.1). Let us discuss their role in details.

8.2 LOCAL MORPHOMETRIC VARIABLES AND SOIL
Slope gradient controls soil moisture content as follows: as G
increases, the slope area and velocity of water flow increase, so the precipitation received per unit area and its infiltration decrease, the runoff
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and evaporation area increase, and hence soil moisture content
decreases (Zakharov, 1913, 1940). This leads to the usual negative correlations between the soil moisture content and G (see results of correlation analyses in Chapters 9 and 11).
Slope aspect influences the soil water balance since A, in association
with G, affects insolation (Kondratyev et al., 1978) and evapotranspiration (Romanova, 1977). It is well known that in the northern hemisphere, soil moisture content tends to be the highest on north slopes,
intermediate on west and east slopes, and least on south slopes
(Sibirtsev, 1899; Zakharov, 1913; Ponagaibo, 1915; Neustruev, 1927,
1930). Also, A affects soil moisture content controlling the impact of
neighboring geographical objects (i.e., mountains, seas, and deserts),
which determine the character and direction of atmospheric flows
(Neustruev, 1915, 1930; Zakharov, 1940).
Slope gradient and aspect affect redistribution of snow over the land
surface. Thus, these morphometric variables influence the spatial differentiation and dynamics of freezing and melting of soils and, in turn, the
spatial differentiation of soil water storage (Taychinov and Fayzullin,
1958).
Horizontal and vertical curvatures are the key topographic factors
determining overland and intrasoil water dynamics (Kirkby and
Chorley, 1967), being the measures of flow convergence/divergence
and flow deceleration/acceleration, respectively (Table 2.1). Lateral
intrasoil flow of the saturation zone and soil moisture content increase
when flows converge (kh takes negative values) and decrease when
flows diverge (kh takes positive values) (Kirkby and Chorley, 1967;
Carson and Kirkby, 1972). Moreover, horizontal curvature influences
hydrological processes in unsaturated soils: infiltration flux diverges
when kh.0 and converges when kh,0 (Zaslavsky and Rogowski, 1969).
It was found experimentally that the dynamics of lateral flows of the
saturation zone and soil moisture content depend essentially on horizontal curvature (Anderson and Burt, 1978). This topographic attribute
can play the key role in the formation of saturation zones: they are the
most stable in areas of flow convergence (O’Loughlin, 1981). Soil moisture content also increases when flows decelerate (kv takes negative
values) and decreases when flows accelerate (kv takes positive values)
(Kirkby and Chorley, 1967; Kuryakova et al., 1992). These facts explain
the usual negative correlations of the soil moisture content with kh and
kv (see results of correlation analyses in Chapters 9 and 11).
For the arid climatic conditions and relatively flat topography of
Israel, Sinai et al. (1981) observed a high correlation (20.9) of soil moisture content of the root zone with mean curvature approximated by the
Laplacian (Section A.3.4). Such a relation results from microtopographic
control of the lateral intrasoil water transport rather than from
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redistribution of overland water flows (they are not typical for that
landscape). A strong dependence of soil moisture on mean curvature
was also found in Russia’s southern Moscow Region, which has a contrast topography and is located in a moderate continental climate zone
(Kuryakova et al., 1992) (Section 9.3).
Saturation zones are often correlated with landforms, for which both
horizontal and vertical curvatures are negative (Feranec et al., 1991). These
are relative accumulation zones, where both flow convergence and
relative deceleration of flows act together (for details, see Section 2.7.2).
There are landsliding (Lanyon and Hall, 1983), soil gleying, maximum
thickness of the A horizon, and maximum depth to calcium carbonate
(Pennock et al., 1987) in these zones due to an increased water content in
soils and grounds.

8.3 NONLOCAL MORPHOMETRIC
VARIABLES AND SOIL
Relationships between soil moisture content and a relative slope
position (upslope, midslope, and downslope) were qualitatively understandable even in the early twentieth century (Zakharov, 1913).
Quantitatively, the dependence of soil moisture content on catchment
area (which, in fact, describes the relative position of a point on the
topographic surface—Section 2.3) was probably first described by
Zakharov (1940, p. 384) as follows: “water amount per unit area
increases from upslope to downslope due to additional water supply.”
Thus, as CA increases, soil moisture content also increases. This
explains the usual positive correlations of the soil moisture content with
CA (see results of correlation analyses in Chapters 9 and 11). Speight
(1980) argued that catchment area rather than horizontal curvature is of
first importance for the soil moisture dynamics, because catchment area
considers a relative position of a given point in the landscape.
The topographic index (Section 2.6), combining the metrics of slope
gradient with catchment area, can further improve the description of
morphometric prerequisites for the spatial distribution of soil moisture
(Moore et al., 1986). This is because TI takes into account both the local
geometry of a slope and the relative location of the given point in the
landscape. As CA increases and G decreases, TI and soil moisture content increase. This results in higher absolute values of correlation coefficients of soil moisture content with TI than with CA and G (Thompson
and Moore, 1996).
However, topographic index and horizontal curvature cannot separately offer the prospect of predicting soil moisture dynamics.
Saturation zone depth may have higher correlations with some other
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empirically determined variables, such as a product of horizontal curvature and catchment area (Burt and Butcher, 1985). This generates a need
for the use of a representative set of morphometric attributes in soil
studies (Section 10.4).

8.4 DISCUSSION
It is obvious that soil moisture content depends not only on topography but also on some physical and hydraulic characteristics of soils,
such as soil texture and soil water retention. However, spatial distribution of these parameters also depends on morphometric variables
(Moore et al., 1993; Pachepsky et al., 2001) because they are, in one way
or another, controlled by the intensity and direction of gravity-driven
overland and intrasoil transport of substances.
Notice that the spatial distribution of moisture in a soil layer may
sometimes depend on characteristics of the top surface of parent rocks.
Among these are dense, water poor- or impermeable rocks (e.g., clays,
granites). In such cases, topographic variables of the top surface of the
C horizon may play similar roles as those of the land surface (Florinsky
and Arlashina, 1998; Chaplot and Walter, 2003).
Results of the author’s studies of topographic influence on soil moisture can be found in Section 9.3 and Chapter 11.
Finally, we should note that the influence of topography on soil
properties depends on the management or tillage practice, for instance,
zero tillage versus conventional tillage (Farenhorst et al., 2003;
Senthilkumar et al., 2009). Most of the works dealing with relationships
between topography and soil properties in agricultural landscapes have
been conducted in Canada, the United States, and Australia on fields
tilled over a 50- to 150-year period without dramatic modifications of
the land surface and soil cover. This may be one reason why high correlations have been systematically observed for the system “topography soil” in agrolandscapes. A strong, long-term agricultural load can
seriously reduce the topographic control of soil properties (Venteris
et al., 2004; Samsonova et al., 2007).
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9.1 MOTIVATION
In landscape studies the following question usually arises: What density of sampling points should be used to depict adequately the spatial
distribution of a landscape property concerned for a given scale, measurement accuracy, and minimum of samples? (Lidov, 1949; MuellerDombois and Ellenberg, 1974; Campbell, 1979; Kershaw and Looney,
1985; Burrough, 1993). If one carries out a study with a regular grid of
sampling points, the problem reduces to determination of a grid spacing. The success of an investigation depends on the correct solution of
this problem.
At first sight, the problem would seem to be a technical task. In fact,
this is the fundamental problem since it is connected with determining
a spatial scale of an object, phenomenon, and process under study. This
is a critical question because different physical laws and landscape processes dominate at different spatial scales. Extension of one or other
concept or model to all scales can result in invalid description of actual
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relationships (Haggett et al., 1965; Schumm and Lichty, 1965; Klemeš,
1983; Phillips, 1988; de Boer, 1992; Band and Moore, 1995; Bierkens
et al., 2000).
An adequate description of a landscape property with a minimum
number of samples implies that grid spacing corresponds to an area
wherein property values vary smoothly, or are assumed to have a constant value for a given scale and measurement accuracy. Different
sciences use different terms for such an area. In this book, these area
and grid spacing are denoted as the adequate area of a landscape property and the adequate grid spacing, respectively (see details in Section 9.2).
In DTM-based geomorphic and geological studies, one can determine
an adequate grid spacing (w) of a DTM from a typical size S of landforms or geological structures concerned. According to the sampling
theorem (Section 3.3), the adequate w cannot be more than S/2. In studies of other landscape components (e.g., soils, plants) and landscape
processes (e.g., lateral intrasoil transport of substances), determination
of the adequate w is less trivial. This is due to the high spatial variability of landscape properties (Campbell, 1979; Kershaw and Looney, 1985;
Oliver and Webster, 1986; Trangmar et al., 1987). In addition, a landscape property can have several adequate areas associated with different natural processes (Sitnikov, 1978, 1980; Kershaw and Looney, 1985)
(Section 9.2). There are some closely related methods for determining
adequate areas of landscape properties. In these methods, an indicator
of an adequate area is a smooth portion of a graph describing the
dependence of a property or its statistical parameter on the area or grid
spacing used to measure the property (Mead, 1974; Mueller-Dombois
and Ellenberg, 1974; Kershaw and Looney, 1985; Oliver and Webster,
1986; Trangmar et al., 1987; Wood et al., 1988; Famiglietti and Wood,
1995).
The problem can be further complicated if one analyzes data on two
or more landscape properties in combination, or predicts an attribute
through an analysis of other attributes. This is because different landscape properties may have different adequate areas (Trangmar et al.,
1987; Phillips, 1988, 1995). Moreover, existing a priori relationships
between two landscape properties (justified theoretically or observed at
other places) can be manifested at only certain adequate areas of these
properties (Phillips, 1988). For instance, it is well known that a water
table may look like a generalized land surface. Such a regularity may be
observed by an analysis of water table depths and a DEM with w omitting minor landforms. However, one can, at best, find a low correlation
of the water table with the topography using a too detailed or an overgeneralized DEM (Thompson and Moore, 1996).
Thus, one may establish invalid statistical regularities (e.g., low correlation coefficients), as well as incorrect predictions and conclusions
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for a priori related landscape properties using high-quality data. This
problem is typical in the analysis of data sets that have different resolutions and incongruous grids (Lidov, 1949; Band and Moore, 1995).
However, the problem cannot be solved merely by using data sets with
the same resolutions and grids. The situation is complicated by the fact
that adequate areas are not correlated with “basic” landscape units,
such as stow and facies (Phillips, 1988).
Determining the grid spacing is always required in combined analysis of DTMs and data on other landscape components, as well as in
DTM-based modeling of landscape properties. Expert opinion usually
estimates w (Anderson and Burt, 1980; Burt and Butcher, 1985; Moore
et al., 1993; Quinn et al., 1995; Florinsky and Kuryakova, 1996); hence a
solution can be subjective. Arbitrary choice of w can result in incorrect
results and artifacts. For example, Speight (1980) did not find a relationship between soil moisture content and kh because w was too small
(Anderson and Burt, 1980). Sinai et al. (1981) did not observe a correlation between soil salinization and H because w was too large. In
TI-based hydrological modeling, the average depth of the water
table decreases and the overland runoff increases when w increases
(Wolock and Price, 1994). For forest ecosystems of the British Columbia,
use of TI calculated with w 5 4 m resulted in the correct prediction of
the water table depth, while totally invalid prediction was obtained
using w 5 16 m (Thompson and Moore, 1996). Slopes of DTM-based
hydrographs essentially depend on w (Zhang and Montgomery, 1994;
Da Ros and Borga, 1997). DTMs with w , 30 m can provide the correct
prediction of soil hydromorphy, while coarser DEM resolutions deteriorate the prediction (Chaplot et al., 2000).
Therefore, a correct choice of w is one of the main problems of DTMbased soil studies. In this chapter, we describe the author’s method for
determining the adequate grid spacing of DTMs used to analyze and
model soil properties (Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000). Use of the
method is exemplified by studying relationships between topography
and soil moisture.

9.2 THEORY
The method is largely based on principles of the concept of (representative) elementary volume used in mass transfer description, in particular, in hydrogeology (Sitnikov, 1978, 1980). Some principles of this
concept can be applied to solve a wide range of two-dimensional problems of the geosciences if one switches from elementary volume to
(representative) elementary area (Wood et al., 1988; Famiglietti and
Wood, 1995).
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FIGURE 9.1 Possible dependence of a landscape property on
volume or area of observation
(Sitnikov, 1978, 1980): (a) dependence on volume or area; (b) dependence on volume or area at points
in time t1 and t2; (c) dependence on
volume or area for heterogeneous
patches A, B, and C. From (Florinsky
and Kuryakova, 2000, Fig. 1).

Assume that a response presented in Fig. 9.1a describes the variation
in the value of some landscape property (e.g., a rock property) with the
volume or area for which the property is observed (Sitnikov, 1978, 1980).
For the interval 1, the large extent of variability of property values can be
a result of some pronounced spatial heterogeneity, for example, pore
effects. Property values vary smoothly from the volume or area V1 to V2.
Then, another distinct spatial heterogeneity (e.g., macro-cracks) leads to
abrupt variations of property values within the interval 3. Again, property values vary smoothly from the volume or area V3 to V4.
By the elementary volume or area, we mean a minimum volume or
area in which a property is independent of heterogeneities; that is, the
property values vary smoothly, or have a low variability (Sitnikov,
1978, 1980). For instance, V1 and V3 are elementary volumes or areas for
the given property (Fig. 9.1a). Therefore, for a landscape property one
can distinguish a set of elementary volumes or areas associated with
several intervals of smooth relationships between property values and
volume or area. Sometimes, intervals of smooth variation of a landscape
property cannot be found due to peculiarities of natural processes or
measurement errors.
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An elementary volume or area can also depend on time due to temporal variability of landscape properties (Fig. 9.1b) (Sitnikov, 1978,
1980). In addition, an elementary volume or area of a property can
depend on specific natural conditions. If a terrain includes heterogeneous patches, a landscape property can have different elementary
volumes or areas at adjacent patches. For example, assume that a terrain consists of three heterogeneous patches A, B, and C. Assume also
that dependencies of property values on volume or area are smooth
within intervals 1, 2, and 3 in patches A, B, and C, respectively
(Fig. 9.1c). Therefore, a property has elementary volumes or areas V2,
V1, and V3 in patches A, B, and C, respectively. If one can find borders
between the patches, it is desirable to study this property separately at
each patch. However, one can observe the interval 4 wherein property
values have low variability at all three patches (Fig. 9.1c). The elementary volume or area of this interval is V3. It can be used as a common
elementary volume or area for the entire terrain (Sitnikov, 1978, 1980;
Kershaw and Looney, 1985).
By the adequate interval of volumes or areas, we mean an interval of
volumes or areas wherein property values vary smoothly or have a constant value. Value variability may be ignored if it is within the limits of
the measurement accuracy (Sitnikov, 1980). For example, intervals 2 and 4
are adequate intervals of volumes or areas for the property discussed
above (Fig. 9.1a). It is mandatory to use adequate intervals of volumes or
areas. Otherwise, one can obtain nonreproducible and uninterpretable
results due to the high and unpredictable variability of property values
within nonadequate intervals of volumes or areas.
By adequate volume or area, we mean a volume or an area belonging
to an adequate interval of volumes or areas (Sitnikov, 1978, 1980). By
adequate grid spacing, we mean a grid spacing corresponding to an
adequate area. According to the sampling theorem (Section 3.3), if s2 is
the adequate area of a landscape property, then s/2 is the adequate
grid spacing, which relates to s2 and provides adequate description of
the property.
An adequate grid spacing can be defined by (1) measurement of a
landscape property at grid nodes using different values of w; and (2)
plotting of values measured against w (similarly to Fig. 9.1a). Smooth
portions of this graph will indicate intervals of adequate w (Sitnikov,
1980).
In combined analysis of two landscape properties and in prediction
of one property through analysis of another property, one should work
with an adequate interval of areas common to two properties. Values of
both properties are constant or vary smoothly within this interval, by
definition of the adequate interval (see above). Therefore, correlation
coefficients between values of two properties also can vary smoothly
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within the common adequate interval. At the same time, one can
observe a high variability of correlation between two properties within
adjacent nonadequate intervals marked by a high variability of property
values. So, to determine a common adequate interval of areas and grid
spacing providing the correct combined study of two properties, one
should (1) analyze the correlation between these properties observed
with different grid spacings; and (2) plot correlation coefficients versus
w (similarly to Fig. 9.1a). A smooth portion of this graph can indicate
an interval of adequate grid spacings and hence an adequate interval of
areas common to both properties.
By adequate w, we mean the adequate grid spacing if a morphometric variable (described as a DTM) is one of two landscape properties
under study. The adequate area corresponding to the adequate w determines a typical planar size of landforms providing a topographic control of a landscape property concerned. To define adequate w, one
should carry out the following procedures:
• Derive a set of DTMs using a series of w.
• Perform a correlation analysis of data on a landscape property and a
morphometric variable estimated with various values of w.
• Plot correlation coefficients between the landscape property and the
morphometric variable versus w.
• Determine smooth portions of the graph, which indicate intervals of
adequate w.
There are three main variants for implementing the method
described, depending on types of initial data:
1. DEM and data on a landscape property are obtained using the same
square grids with a grid spacing w. One can then derive a set of
digital models of a morphometric variable concerned from the DEM
using grid spacings w, 2w, 3w, . . ., nw; n is an integer. Then, one
should analyze the correlations between the landscape property and
the morphometric variable using samples with these grid spacings.
2. DEM and data on a landscape property are obtained using distinct
grids and are then interpolated to a common square grid with a grid
spacing w. Further steps are the same as those in the first variant.
3. DEM and data on a landscape property are obtained using distinct
grids, and spatial interpolation of data on the landscape property
is undesirable or impossible (e.g., landscape data are collected
along a transect or a contour—see Section 9.3.2). In this case, one
should:
a. Produce several DEMs by interpolation with different w.
b. Derive a set of digital models of a morphometric variable
concerned from these DEMs.
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c. Interpolate values of the topographic attribute calculated with
different w for points in which the landscape property was
observed.
d. Analyze correlations between the landscape property and the
morphometric variable computed with different w.
From the viewpoint of minimization of interpolation errors, the first
variant is the best since interpolation is not used. Next is the third variant in which one should interpolate only DTMs. The second variant
may result in the greatest number of interpolation errors. In this study,
we used the third variant of the implementation method.
Different morphometric variables can be connected with landscape
processes of different scales (Anderson and Burt, 1980; Florinsky and
Kuryakova, 1996). Thus, a landscape property can be “controlled” by
different topographic attributes at different adequate areas. Therefore,
different morphometric variables can offer different adequate w suited
for each landscape property. In landscape studies, particularly in determining the regression dependence of a landscape property on morphometric variables, it is desirable to find the “main” interval of an
adequate w common to all morphometric variables under consideration.
Obviously, it makes sense to perform a regression analysis only with an
adequate w of this interval.
It is also obvious that one should consider statistically significant correlations only. Therefore, it is advisable to use a sample size of 40, as
well as to ignore smooth portions of correlation coefficient graphs if
these portions include statistically insignificant coefficients.1

9.3 FIELD STUDY
9.3.1 Study Site
The study site is located in the center of the East European Plain,
south of the Moscow Region, near the city of Pushchino (Fig. 9.2). This
zone has a moderate continental climate with warm summers and
prolonged cold winters. Average temperatures in January and July
are 210 C and 18.6 C, respectively. Precipitation is about 640 mm per
year, 350450 mm of which are rainfall.
1

It is commonly recommended to use a minimum sample size of 5060 (in
geostatistical studies, it should be .100  Webster and Oliver, 1992). The sample
size of 40 is chosen as a compromise: collection of 5060 soil samples may be
difficult due to laboriousness and cost of field and laboratory works. At the same
time, correlation coefficients of 0.3 and higher are statistically significant for the
sample size of 40.
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FIGURE

9.2 Geographical
location of the Severny Gully
(37 340 30"N, 54 410 10"E). From
(Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000,
Fig. 2).

The site is situated on the soddy, partially forested landslide slope of
the valley of the Oka River. Elevations are about 130 m above sea level.
The slope has a gradient of B10 and a northerly aspect. Middle
Carboniferous fractured and karstified limestones covered by
Quaternary loams lie at a depth of about 6 m. Groundwater lies at a
depth of about 6 m (Lyubashin and Lisitsin, 1981).
The study site includes a portion of the north-striking Severny Gully
and adjacent crests. It measures about 58 3 77 m; the variation in altitude is about 15 m (Fig. 9.3). The soil complex includes gray forest soils
at crests and slopes, and meadow hydromorphic soils in the gully bottom. Vegetation cover consists of birches and herbs on crests, hazels
and common horsetails on slopes, and nettles in the gully bottom.

9.3.2 Materials and Methods
We obtained an irregular DEM of the study site through a tacheometric survey with an optical tacheometer TaN. The survey was performed by G.A. Kuryakova and the author in June 1990 (Kuryakova
et al., 1992).
The irregular DEM consists of 374 points. It is constructed in a relative Cartesian coordinate system. As the local datum, we used the minimum elevation value within the study site (Fig. 9.3).
To estimate the surficial soil moisture content (Moist), we carried out
a soil sampling on June 20, 1990. Precipitation was about 60 mm from
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FIGURE 9.3 The Severny Gully,
elevations. Dots are locations of soilsampling sites along the 4.25-m contour. From (Florinsky and Kuryakova,
2000, Fig. 3b).

June 1 to 20, 1990 in Pushchino and suburb. There was a drizzling rain
(about 2 mm) on the eve of the soil sampling. To prevent a strong influence of evaporation on M, we performed the soil sampling in the morning, within one hour, at the air temperature of 2022 C.
The soil sampling was performed at 62 points (included in the irregular DEM), which are located along the 4.25-m contour (Fig. 9.3). These
points are rather evenly distributed along the contour, with distance
ranging from 0.5 m to 1.5 m. On the west side of the gully, three larger
distances correspond to two tree falls and a track. We chose the 4.25-m
contour because (1) it passes over the main landforms within the site:
two crests, slopes, and the gully bottom (Fig. 9.3); and (2) it is
suitable for the soil sampling because higher elevation slopes are too
steep.
We took three soil samples at each of the 62 points at a depth of
about 0.1 m. All samples had the similar soil texture (loam). The soil
sampling was conducted by G.A. Kuryakova, P.A. Shary, and the
author (Kuryakova et al., 1992).
We evaluated Moist for each of these samples by weighing of preand postdrying samples on an analytical damper balance ADV-200.
Drying of samples was carried out by a drying box 2 V-151 for 24 hours
at 105 C (Carter, 1993). To reduce the influence of random deviations
of Moist values, we used the average of Moist for the three samples
collected at each of the 62 points as net values of Moist (Fig. 9.4).
Laboratory analysis was carried out by the author.
We performed the soil sampling along one contour in order to eliminate from consideration an apparent influence of elevation on soil
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FIGURE 9.4 Distribution of the soil moisture content along the 4.25-m contour. From
(Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000, Fig. 4).

properties. Obviously, the actual influence of elevation on soil moisture
observed in mountainous regions (due to the altitudinal zonality) cannot occur within the study site. G, A, kh, kv, H, and CA are responsible
for physical mechanisms of distribution and redistribution of moisture
in landscapes (Chapter 8). Elevation is not responsible by itself for
physical mechanisms of gravity-driven moisture movement.
Dependence of soil moisture on elevation observed in plain landscapes
is in fact a result of the influence of CA on the spatial distribution of
water in soils.
Using the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991) of the irregular DEM,
we produced 13 square-gridded DEMs with the following w (the numbers in parentheses are points in the regular DEMs): 1 m (3312), 1.5 m
(1421), 2 m (742), 2.5 m (461), 3 m (301), 3.5 m (202), 4 m (152), 4.5 m
(110), 5 m (85), 5.5 m (63), 6 m (48), 6.5 m (35), and 7 m (31).
We decided on this range of w for the following reasons. To estimate
local morphometric variables, one has to calculate the first and second
derivatives of elevation (Section 2.2). These calculations increase errors
of DEM generation and interpolation (Section 5.4.1). Preliminary testing
of the irregular DEM suggests that these errors can be ignored for
w $ 1 m. Considering the size of the site, w 5 7 m is the maximum w,
which can be used to derive local morphometric variables. Δw 5 0.5 m
was of interest, and its use allowed us to determine the adequate w for
the study site (Section 9.3.3).
Digital models of G, kh, kv, and H (Fig. 9.5) were derived from all regular DEMs by the EvansYoung method (Section 4.1). Altogether, we
produced 52 regular DTMs. Then, we used the Delaunay triangulation
and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and
Migdal, 1991) of these regular DTMs to determine values of G, kh, kv,
and H at the 62 sampling points.
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FIGURE 9.5 The Severny Gully, morphometric variables derived with w 5 3 m: (a)
slope gradient, (b) horizontal curvature, (c) vertical curvature, (d) mean curvature. Dots
are locations of soil-sampling sites along the 4.25-m contour. From (Florinsky and
Kuryakova, 2000, Fig. 5).

To determine an adequate w and to estimate the dependence of Moist
on morphometric variables, we carried out a linear multiple correlation
analysis of Moist with G, kh, kv, and H calculated for the 13 values of w.
62-point samples were used for DTMs with w 5 1,...,5 m, 59-point samples—for DTMs with w 5 5.5 and 6.5 m, 56-point samples—for DTMs
with w 5 6 m, and 53-point samples—for DTMs with w 5 7 m (boundary effects were omitted). Then, we presented the dependence of correlation coefficients on w in the form of graphs for G, kh, kv, and H. To
describe an effect of topography on the distribution of Moist, the “best”
combination of topographic variables was chosen by the stepwise linear
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regression (Kleinbaum et al., 2008). We used the 62-point samples corresponding to two adequate w determined for regression analysis.
We did not study the influence of A on Moist because the study site
is located (1) on the slope with a uniform northerly aspect and (2) in
the forest where sunlight is diffused by trees. Therefore, we can consider A as a background value in the study site, although the dependence of Moist on A is apparent (Ponagaibo, 1915; Zakharov, 1940;
Romanova, 1977). We did not study the influence of CA and TI on
Moist because we did not perform the tacheometric survey for the gully
head; derivation of CA and TI from DEMs without data on catchment
heads can lead to invalid results.
Statistical analysis was carried out by the software Statgraphics Plus
3.0 (© Statistical Graphics Corp., 19941997). Digital terrain modeling
was performed by the software LandLord (Appendix B).

9.3.3 Results and Discussion
Table 9.1 presents the results of the correlation analysis, and
Figure 9.6 provides the graphs of correlation coefficients between Moist
and G, kh, kv, and H versus w. As expected, these graphs include some
portions of smooth variation of correlation coefficients with w, as well
as some portions of high variability for these relationships (Fig. 9.6). All
four graphs present two main portions: the left portion (between
w 5 1 m and wD4 m) with relatively smooth variations, and the right
portion (between wD4 m and w 5 7 m) with pronounced fluctuations.
Using smooth portions of the graphs as indicators of adequate intervals of w, we can distinguish:
• The adequate interval W1 for H, kv, and kh ranging between wD2.25
and wD4 m
• The adequate interval W2 for G, H, kv, and kh ranging between wD2.5
and wD3 m
W2 is the “main” adequate interval of w because all correlations peak
there except spurious correlations of Moist with G for w 5 4.5 and 6 m
(see explanation below). For example, for w 5 3 m correlation coefficients of Moist with G, kh, kv, and H are 20.28, 20.52, 20.50 and 20.60,
respectively (Table 9.1). These results generally conform to previous
findings on the topographic control of soil moisture (see details in
Chapter 8).
Intervals of nonadequate w differ greatly in appearance from adequate intervals of w: there are drastic variations of the dependence of
correlation coefficients on w (Fig. 9.6). Correlations of Moist with kh and
H are much lower within the nonadequate interval of w (between
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Morphometric
Variable

DEM Grid Spacing, m
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7


G

20.29

20.24



20.32

20.28





0.34

0.24



0.58



kh





20.34

20.38

20.52

20.36

20.36



20.35



20.29



20.42

kv

20.32

20.40

20.37

20.53

20.50

20.44

20.47



20.52



20.53



20.33

H

20.27

20.29

20.46

20.58

20.60

20.53

20.49



20.46



20.41



20.39
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TABLE 9.1 The Severny Gully: Correlation Coefficients between the Soil Moisture Content and Some Morphometric Variables Depending
on the DEM Grid Spacing.

P # 0.05 for statistically significant correlations; dashes are statistically insignificant correlations.
From (Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000, Table 2).
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FIGURE 9.6 Correlation between the soil moisture content and morphometric variables versus the DEM grid spacing. From (Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000, Fig. 6).

wD4 m and w 5 7 m) than within the main adequate interval (Table 9.1
and Fig. 9.6). Moreover, within this nonadequate interval, we observe
positive correlations between Moist and G (Table 9.1 and Fig. 9.6). This
is the evident artifact caused by use of the nonadequate w. Indeed, the
soil moisture content decreases when G increases (Section 8.2). So, if
there is a dependence of Moist on G, correlation coefficients between
Moist and G can take negative values, as we found for w 5 13.5 m
(Table 9.1 and Fig. 9.6). This demonstrates the importance of the correct
determination of w. This is also a pictorial example of how one may
obtain invalid conclusions using statistics only, without an understanding of the physical senses of morphometric variables and relationships
between topography and landscape processes.
Results of the regression analysis are presented in Table 9.2. We
obtained regression equations for two adequate w, 2.5 and 3 m. In both
cases, G and H entered the equations as independent variables. The
regression equations describe 45% and 39% of Moist variability for
w 5 2.5 m and w 5 3 m, respectively. These R2 values are not high.
Possibly, this is because we did not analyze the dependence of Moist on
CA essentially affecting the spatial distribution of soil moisture
(Zakharov, 1940; Speight, 1980) (Section 8.3).
The method allows one to estimate not only adequate w, but also an
adequate area of landforms “supporting” topographic control of landscape properties. From the relation between an adequate area and an
adequate grid spacing (Section 9.2), the adequate area of landforms controlling Moist lies in the range from 20 m2 to 40 m2 within the study
site. Notice that the adequate wD3 m is close to w 5 4 m, providing the
TI-based prediction of the water table depth in forests of the British
Columbia (Thompson and Moore, 1996). This can indicate that the
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TABLE 9.2 The Severny Gully: Parameters of the Regression Equations for the
Dependence of the Soil Moisture Content on Morphometric Variables under
Adequate w.
w, m

Independent
Variables

Coefficient

P

R2

2.5

G

20.20

0.00

0.45

H

24.77

0.00

Constant

18.05

0.00

G

20.14

0.02

H

25.16

0.00

Constant

17.13

0.00

3.0

0.39

From (Florinsky and Kuryakova, 2000, Table 3).

topographic control of some soil-hydrological processes occurs on landforms with the adequate area ranging between 36 m2 and 64 m2 in subboreal forested regions. Therefore, 34 m are suitable values of the
adequate w for DTM-based soil and hydrological studies in these climatic conditions.
Using the method described, some difficulties can arise in choosing
the minimum w and Δw. It is easy to see (Fig. 9.6) that for Δw 5 1 m, it
would be impossible to find fluctuations of the dependence of correlation coefficients on w within the right nonadequate interval (between
wD4 m and w 5 7 m). Using Δw 5 1 m, these fluctuations cannot be
found with the minimum w of 1 m or 1.5 m. We suppose that as a minimum w one should use such a w value that DTM errors caused by calculation of derivatives can be ignored (Section 5.4). Δw should be less
than half of the minimum w.
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10.1 THE DOKUCHAEV HYPOTHESIS AS A CENTRAL
IDEA OF SOIL PREDICTIONS
In the mid-1880s, Vasily Dokuchaev (1886, pp. 352353) formulated
the following hypothesis:
Any . . . soil is always and everywhere a mere function1 of the following factors
of soil formation2 : 1) the nature (content and structure) of the parent rock, 2) the
1

The italic text was highlighted by Dokuchaev.

2

The fundamental idea of soil science that soil is a result of interaction of the five
principal forming factors was first postulated by Dokuchaev in 1883: “Soils being a
result of a very complicated interaction between local climate, plant and animal
organisms, content and structure of parent rocks, topography, and, finally, age of the
terrain” (Dokuchaev, 1883, p. III). Zakharov (1927, p. 8) called this idea “the first
basic law of soil science”.
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climate of the given terrain, 3) the mass and character of vegetation, 4) the age of
the terrain, and finally, 5) the terrain topography. It immediately follows that (a) if
the mentioned factors are the same in two different localities (however far apart
they might be), the soils in the two localities should also be similar, and vice versa;
consequently, (b) if we have thoroughly studied these factors, we may predict in
advance what the soil itself should be like. Next, (c) it is well known that momentum
should not change if one force component increases or decreases by some value,
while another force component changes by the opposite value; thus, there should
be a similar, to some extent, relationship between character of soil and character of its
forming factors. Hence, it is clear that it is theoretically possible to state and solve,
for example, the following problem: How would a given soil change if there is an
increase of the terrain temperature by say 12 , with a synchronous increase of
meteoric water by 12 inches? How would soil change if there is an annual
increase of the vegetative mass by 20 poods per desyatina3 with a decrease of the
temperature by 12 ?
Again, all these are so clear, so logically legitimate and necessarily, that nobody
will probably argue with that.
For now unfortunately, it is difficult to prove all these propositions using facts
and with desirable completeness, particularly to answer the last question (c) in detail.
The reasons are quite obvious. Firstly, there is a great complexity of conditions
affecting soil; secondly, these conditions have no absolute values, and, therefore, it
is difficult to express them numerically; finally, we possess very few data for some
factors and none whatever for others. Nevertheless, we may hope that all these difficulties will be overcome with time, and then soil science will truly become an
exact science.

Later, Dokuchaev (1899, p. 3) carried out the first step towards the
formalization of the problem. He proposed the first soil formation
equation:
Π 5 fðK; O; ΓÞB;
ð10:1Þ
where Π is soil, K is climate, O is organisms, Γ is parent material, and B
is age of the soil (topography was not included into the expression due
to a stenographer’s mistake). Zakharov (1927, p. 8) presented a general
soil formation equation ideally describing the first law of soil science:
π 5 fðM:Γ:Π:; P:Ж:Opl:; Kj:; Bozp:ctp:; P}Þ;

ð10:2Þ

where π is soil, M.Γ.Π. is parent rock material, P.Ж.Opl. is plant and animal organisms, Kj. is climate, Bozp.cTp. is the age of the terrain, and P2}
is topography.
In 1927, the Dokuchaev hypothesis and Eqs. (10.1 and 10.2) became
known in the West due to two circumstances. First, Afanasiev (1927, p. 10)
presented an English translation of the hypothesis on the First International
Congress of Soil Science hold in Washington, D.C. in June 1927.
Pood is the unit of weight of the Russian Imperial measurement system, 1 pood 5
16.38 kg; desyatina is the unit of area of the Russian Imperial measurement system,
1 desyatina 5 1.0925 ha.
3
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Second, Sergey Zakharov took part in the Congress. Western soil
scientists including Hans Jenny (Waksman and Deemer, 1928) had
opportunity to learn about the hypothesis and the equations during the
Congress and the transcontinental soil excursion. Jenny (1941, p. 16)
adopted the Zakharov equation (10.2) replacing Russian abbreviations
with English ones:
S 5 fðcl; o; r; p; t; . . .Þ;

ð10:3Þ

where S is soil; cl, o, r, p, and t are soil-forming factors: climate, organisms, topography, parent material, and time, respectively. The ellipsis
indicate that additional soil formers may be included in Eq. (10.3).
McBratney et al. (2003) proposed a Zakharov-like formulation for
empirical quantitative descriptions of relationships between soil and
other spatially distributed factors, using them as soil predictors:
Sc ; Sa 5 fðs; c; o; r; p; a; nÞ;

ð10:4Þ

where Sc is soil classes, Sa is soil attributes; s is soil, other properties of
the soil at a point; c is climate, local climatic properties; o is organisms,
vegetation, fauna, and human activity; r is topography, morphometric
variables; p is parent material, lithology; a is age, time; and n is space,
spatial position.
One of the main obstacles to implementation of such models is the
complexity involved in producing reasonably accurate, detailed quantitative descriptions of most soil-forming factors (i.e., climate, parent
material, and biota) and properties of the soil. However, detailed and
relatively accurate quantitative description of topography—the most
temporally stable component of geosystems—can be quickly and easy
performed. Indeed, for many territories, there exist DEMs with resolutions of 2530 m (e.g., USGS, 1993; Natural Resources Canada, 1997)
and higher (up to 3 m; see Kuhn and Fedorko, 2006). Moreover,
advances in GPS kinematic survey and LiDAR aerial survey led to the
situation in which DEMs with a resolution of 1 m and higher could be
generated for virtually any terrain. However, it is unlikely that similar
(in terms of resolution and coverage) quantitative descriptions of soil
properties will be available even in the long term. This is associated
with spatial and temporal variability of soil properties (Beckett and
Webster, 1971; Campbell, 1979; Burrough, 1993; Heuvelink and
Webster, 2001), as well as the labor-intensive and high-cost soil surveys
or samplings and soil laboratory analyses.
Thus in recent approaches to predictive digital soil mapping (DSM)
(McBratney et al., 2000, 2003; Scull et al., 2003; Lagacherie and
McBratney, 2007; Walter et al., 2007; Lagacherie, 2008; MacMillan, 2008;
Grunwald, 2009), morphometric variables are commonly used as key
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predictors of soil properties4 (for details, see Section 10.3). Such
approaches are based on the following general assumption: Let us
assume that (1) dependence of a soil property on morphometric variables is found using a relatively small sample set of soil and topographic variables; and (2) statistical relationships between two subsets
of variables—a soil property and morphometric factors-prerequisites—
are reasonably strong. In this case, it is possible to predict the spatial
distribution of soil property within a field, landscape, and, sometimes,
small region using quantitative topographic data.
The objects of predictive soil mapping are morphological, physical,
chemical, and biological quantitative properties of soil, as well as soil
taxonomic units. As predictors, researchers use different sets of morphometric variables: from the only elevation (e.g., Leenaers et al., 1990;
Baxter and Oliver, 2005) up to 69 (!) morphometric indices5 (Behrens
et al., 2005). The most popular set includes elevation, G, kh, kv, and TI.
As predictors, one may use morphometric variables of not only the
land surface, but also the top surface of parent material. This can be
useful if rock properties (e.g., density) influence the intrasoil lateral
migration and accumulation of water and, hence, the spatial distribution of soil properties (Florinsky and Arlashina, 1998; Chaplot and
Walter, 2003).

10.2 EARLY MODELS
In early predictive soil models, topographic maps were used as a
source of initial topographic data.
Fedoseev (1959) used (1) a coefficient describing the water storage in
the root zone for different landscape positions relative to a reference hillslope; and (2) data on the seasonal dynamics of soil moisture content
depending on G, A, and the slope shape (convex, concave, and flat) to
predict the spatial distribution of soil moisture content. Kirkby and
Chorley (1967) proposed semi-empirical mathematical models of intrasoil lateral migration of water using data on slope gradients and horizontal curvature. Romanova (1970, 1971) developed a method for predictive
mapping of seasonal moisture distribution using maps of G, A, and the
4
Besides DTMs, the list of soil predictors includes remotely sensed data (Mulder
et al., 2011), data on soil electrical conductivity, and other thematic layers (e.g.,
bedrock lithology, climate, and vegetation).

As independent predictors, Behrens et al. (2005) used kh, kv, kmax, and kmin; each of
them was estimated by several calculation methods. It is unlikely that such an
approach is reasonable. Selection of (topographic) predictors was, for example,
discussed by Lark et al. (2007).

5
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slope shape, and derived empirical graphs describing the dependence of
soil moisture content on these attributes. However, these approaches
took into account only local peculiarities of topography. They did not
consider the contribution of upslope areas to the formation and dynamics of soil moisture at downslope areas (i.e., the role of catchment area).
Romanova (1963) also developed a method to predict and map the
redistribution of meteoric waters considering the catchment area and
slope gradient. On a topographic map, a slope was separated into sections having similar soil properties and G values. Water input to a slope
section was a sum of water precipitated to this section and runoff from
upslope sections. The runoff was calculated as a difference between the
water precipitated there and the water infiltrated into the soil, depending on the upslope area. Each slope section was assigned a value of the
empirical “runoff coefficient,” which considered the dependence of runoff and meteoric water infiltration on G, initial soil moisture, and vertical transmissivity of the soil. The main obstacle of this method was its
empirical basis, which hindered its formalization and further development. Eventually, Svetlitchnyi et al. (2003) computerized the methods of
Romanova (1963, 1970, 1971).
Ideologically, Romanova’s method (1963) is closed to TOPMODEL, a
concept of distributed hydrological modeling at a scale of small
watersheds. The first version of TOPMODEL was based on the manual
analysis of topographic maps (Beven and Kirkby, 1979). Later, several
computerized versions were developed (Quinn and Beven, 1993;
Kirkby, 1997; Beven and Freer, 2001). TOPMODEL uses three main
approximations:
1. Saturation zone dynamics can be approximated by a sequence of
stable states.
2. At the given point of the land surface, the hydraulic gradient of
saturation zone can be approximated by the local slope gradient.
3. The dependence of lateral soil transmissivity on the depth can be
described by an exponent function of water table depth (or soil
storage deficit).
The first two approximations allow use of simple relations between
the moisture capacity (or soil storage deficit) of a watershed and local
water table depths (or local soil storage deficits). The main variable of
these relations is the topographic index (Section 2.6). Various versions
of TOPMODEL have been used in digital modeling of overland flow
dynamics, evapotranspiration, soil moisture, and water table depth in
subboreal zones (Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Beven et al., 1984; Quinn and
Beven, 1993; Thompson and Moore, 1996; Blazkova et al., 2002), the
Mediterranean (Durand et al., 1992; Piñol et al., 1997), the humid tropics
(Moličová et al., 1997), and so on.
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Like the method of Romanova (1963), the basic TOPMODEL does
not consider the spatial variability of soil moisture caused by the influence of slope aspect. To solve this problem, (1) catchment slopes are
classified into several groups depending on A; (2) TOPMODEL is calibrated for each slope group; and (3) the soil hydrological characteristics
of each slope groups are separately modeled (Band et al., 1993).
Besides, TOPMODEL is a pretty simple model developed for the natural conditions particular to central England and Wales. Therefore, utilization of TOPMODEL in other soil and hydrological conditions may
produce incorrect results (Quinn et al., 1995; Beven, 1997).
Information on plan curvature (kp) (Section A.3.1) has been widely
used to produce soil maps by the Relief Plasticity method, a manual geomorphometric technique (Anisimov et al., 1977; Stepanov et al., 1984,
1987; Stepanov and Loshakova, 1998). According to this method, soil contours are determined using isolines of kp 5 0 called morphoisographs.6
These isolines separate divergence zones of overland and intrasoil flows
(kp.0) from their convergence zones (kp,0). Then, soils of crests and
upslopes are set to divergence zones; soils of valleys, downslopes, and
depressions are set to convergence zones; midslope soils are set to intermediate positions. Soil data are usually derived from existing soil maps.
The Relief Plasticity method has been applied to produce a lot of mediumand small-scale soil maps for vast territories of Central Asia, the East
European Plain, and West Siberia7 (Stepanov, 1984, 1989; Satalkin, 1988).

10.3 CURRENT PREDICTIVE METHODS
MacMillan (2008, p. 114) made the following observations about
DSM methods:
Almost all efforts to develop and apply DSM techniques can be seen to follow
approximately the same basic steps. . .. Differences in protocols arise from differences

Morphoisograph is the approximation for isoline of kh 5 0 (Sections A.3.1 and
A.3.2). A graphical technique to derive isolines of kp 5 0 from topographic maps was
first described by Sobolevsky (1932).
6

7

Stepanov et al. (1998, p. 30) presented a list of the 17 published and the 13
unpublished soil maps of Russian regions (mostly, at 1 : 200,000 and 1 : 300,000
scales), which were produced by the Relief Plasticity method. The published maps
covered the following territories: Bashkiria, Bryansk, Chelyabinsk, Ivanovo, Kaluga,
Kostroma, Kurgan, Moscow, Novosibirsk, Omsk, Ryazan, Sverdlovsk, Smolensk,
Tver, Tula, Vladimir, and Yaroslavl Regions. The unpublished maps cover the
following territories: Altai, Archangel, Kaliningrad, Kemerovo, Kirov, Leningrad,
Mordovia, Nizhny Novgorod, Novgorod, Perm, Pskov, Udmurtia, and Vologda
Regions.
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in the kinds of outputs that are to be predicted, the kinds of input data layers
selected to support predictions and the kinds of equations or rules developed to
make predictions. These steps are inter-related such that decisions on what to predict
(individual soil properties or soil classes) influence both the selection of input variables and the development of predictive equations and vice versa.

The six basic steps of DSM are as follows (MacMillan, 2008):
1. Conceptualization of (a) a discrete (categorical or quantitative) areaclass entity of a soil map, or (b) a quantitative continuous individual
soil property to be predicted.
2. Identification and obtaining or derivation of relevant input data sets
including DTMs, remotely sensed data, thematic maps, and data of
field surveys.
3. Development of classification rules or predictive equations using
related mathematical approaches (Section 10.3.2).
4. Application of classification rules or predictive equations to input data.
5. Evaluation of accuracy or efficiency of prediction in terms of root
mean square error, positional error, and so on.
6. Production of final maps.

10.3.1 Classification of Methods
DTM-based methods of predictive digital soil mapping are naturally
classified into two main groups:
1. Methods applied to predict quantitative soil properties. There are
two subgroups (Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Pachepsky et al., 2001):
a. Methods for prediction of a quantitative soil property in each
point of the land surface. They are used to produce quantitative
continuous maps of quantitative continuous soil properties. Such
methods are usually based on multiple regression analysis, hybrid
geostatistical techniques, and regression kriging (for details, see
Section 10.3.2).
b. Methods for prediction of a quantitative soil property for distinct
landforms of the land surface (e.g., upper and lower slopes,
shoulders, footslopes). Such methods commonly use topographic
segmentation approaches (Section 2.7). In modeling, a transition
occurs from a quantitative continuous scale of a soil property to a
quantitative discrete (categorical) one. Such methods are utilized
to derive quantitative discrete unit maps of quantitative continuous
soil properties, such as soil horizon thickness, depth to calcium
carbonate, soil organic carbon content, and soil moisture content
(Pennock et al., 1987; Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Park et al., 2001;
Pennock and Corre, 2001; Florinsky and Eilers, 2002; Park and van
de Giesen, 2004).
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2. Methods applied to predict categorical variables (e.g., soil map
classes or units). There are three subgroups (McBratney et al., 2003;
MacMillan, 2008):
a. Unsupervised classification approaches. These approaches are
used to derive new soil classes from the observed soil properties.
The type and nature of predicted classes are greatly dependent on
the type of predictors and sample locations rather than on local
expert knowledge. Such methods can be, for example, based on
decision tree models (Section 10.3.2).
b. Supervised classification approaches. These approaches are used
to develop classification rules for recognizing soil classes. The
rules describe relationships between each output class and a set of
environmental predictors from representative sites (so-called
training data). Such approaches can be, for instance, based on
decision tree models, fuzzy logic, discriminant analysis, and
Bayesian analysis (Section 10.3.2). Also, supervised classification
approaches include deterministic methods (Walter et al., 2007).
They are used if a simplified physical law may explain the spatial
distribution of a soil property. For example, the genesis and
spatial distribution of hydric-like soils are associated with
(periodical) waterlogging, areas that may be derived from DTMs.
Thus, digital models of TI and DA (Sections 2.6 and 2.3) have
been applied to predict spatial distribution of such soils (Merot
et al., 1995; Bedard-Haughn and Pennock, 2002; Mourier et al.,
2008; Penizek and Boruvka, 2008).
c. Heuristic classification approaches. These approaches can be used
if one is able to identify (i) all soil classes to be predicted; and (ii)
conditions under which all classes may occur. Such expert
knowledge may arise from (i) local field experience; or (ii)
theoretical considerations about relationships between
morphometric variables (or quantitatively segmented landforms)
and soil units (MacMillan et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2001; Buivydaite
and Mozgeris, 2007; Barringer et al., 2008; Smith S. et al., 2010).

10.3.2 Mathematical Approaches
DTM-based methods of predictive digital soil mapping can use a
variety of mathematical approaches. Below we briefly describe the most
common of them.8
8

Detailed description of these approaches can be found elsewhere (McBratney et al.,
2000, 2003; Bishop and McBratney, 2001; Scull et al., 2003; Walter et al., 2007;
MacMillan, 2008).
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1. Multiple regression analysis, the classical least-squares regression
technique (Kleinbaum et al., 2008); a dependent variable is a soil
property, and independent predictors are morphometric variables.9
The approach has been used to predict and map the following
quantitative soil properties:
a. At field scales: soil horizon thickness (Moore et al., 1993; Bell
et al., 1994b; Odeh et al., 1994, 1995; Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002;
Bourennane et al., 2000; Gessler et al., 2000; Park et al., 2001;
Herbst et al., 2006; Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008), depth to
calcium carbonate (Bell et al., 1994b; Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002),
depth to gleyed horizon (Park et al., 2001), soil organic matter,
soil pH (Moore et al., 1993), soil particle size distribution (Moore
et al., 1993; Odeh et al., 1994, 1995; McBratney et al., 2000; Lark
et al., 2007; Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008), soil moisture
(Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Sulebak et al., 2000; Chaplot and
Walter, 2003; Lark et al., 2007) (Chapter 11), soil organic carbon
(Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Chaplot et al., 2001; Terra et al.,
2004; Lark et al., 2007), profile mass of soil carbon (Gessler et al.,
2000), soil total carbon (Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008), soil total
nitrogen (Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Sumfleth and Duttmann,
2008), extractable phosphorus (Moore et al., 1993), residual
phosphorus (Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002), exchangeable sodium
(Lark et al., 2007), soil microbial biomass carbon, denitrifier
enzyme activity, denitrification rate (Florinsky et al., 2004)
(Chapter 11), soil hydraulic properties (Herbst et al., 2006), and
cation exchange capacity (McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and
McBratney, 2001; Lark et al., 2007).
b. At scales of several watersheds: soil horizon thickness (Gessler
et al., 1995), total carbon content (McKenzie and Ryan, 1999), and
cation exchange capacity (McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and
McBratney, 2001).
c. At regional scales: soil organic matter content (Dobos et al.,
2007), soil clay content, electrical conductivity as a measure of
soil salinity (Odeh et al., 2007), and cation exchange capacity
(McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and McBratney, 2001).
Hybrid methods have also been applied. For instance,
Thompson and Kolka (2005) predicted and mapped the organic
carbon content at a watershed scale using (i) stepwise linear
regression and (ii) regression trees to identify predictors, and
(iii) robust linear regression to develop models. Huang et al.

9

Section 10.4 includes a detailed description of an algorithm to predict soil
properties using multiple regression.
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(2007) mapped the total soil carbon at a field scale using
stepwise linear regression and principal component regression.
2. Hybrid geostatistical methods (cokriging, kriging with external
drift, etc.), which use morphometric attributes as ancillary variables
in kriging of a predictand (Goovaerts, 1997; Webster and Oliver,
2007). These methods have been utilized to predict and map the
following quantitative properties of soils:
a. At field scales: soil horizon thickness (Odeh et al., 1994, 1995;
Bourennane et al., 2000; Herbst et al., 2006), soil organic carbon
(Terra et al., 2004), mineral nitrogen content (Baxter and Oliver,
2005), clay and gravel content (Odeh et al., 1994, 1995;
McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop et al., 2006), cation exchange
capacity (McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and McBratney, 2001),
and soil hydraulic properties (Herbst et al., 2006);
b. At scales of several watersheds: soil organic matter (Pei et al.,
2010), cation exchange capacity (McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop
and McBratney, 2001), and soil zinc content (Leenaers et al., 1990).
3. Regression kriging, the combination of a multiple linear regression
model with kriging of the regression residuals (Odeh et al., 1995).
The method has been used to predict and map the following
quantitative properties and class entities of soils:
a. At field scales: soil horizon thickness (Odeh et al., 1994, 1995;
Herbst et al., 2006; Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008; Kuriakose
et al., 2009; Zhu and Lin, 2010), soil organic matter (Zhu and Lin,
2010), soil organic carbon (Terra et al., 2004), soil mineral
nitrogen (Baxter and Oliver, 2005), total carbon and nitrogen
content (Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008), soil manganese content
(Zhu and Lin, 2010), soil particle size distribution (Odeh et al.,
1994, 1995; McBratney et al., 2000; Sumfleth and Duttmann, 2008;
Zhu and Lin, 2010), soil pH (Zhu and Lin, 2010), cation exchange
capacity (McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and McBratney, 2001),
and soil hydraulic properties (Herbst et al., 2006);
b. At scales of several watersheds: soil horizon thickness (Hengl
et al., 2004), soil organic matter (Hengl et al., 2004; Chai et al.,
2008; Marchetti et al., 2010), soil pH (Hengl et al., 2004), and
cation exchange capacity (McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and
McBratney, 2001);
c. At regional scales: soil organic matter (Hengl et al., 2007a)
(Fig. 10.1a), soil organic carbon (Mora-Vallejo et al., 2008;
Mendonça-Santos et al., 2010), soil clay content (Odeh et al., 2007;
Minasny and McBratney 2007; Mora-Vallejo et al., 2008), soil texture
classes, soil taxonomic classes (Hengl et al., 2007b) (Fig. 10.2c), soil
electrical conductivity as a measure of soil salinity (Odeh et al.,
2007), and soil salinity risk classes (Taylor and Odeh, 2007).
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FIGURE 10.1 Small-scale predictive mapping of topsoil organic matter content using
regression kriging for the territory of Croatia: (a) predicted values, (b) prediction error in
terms of regression kriging variance. Original sampled values (2087 measurements) were
obtained from the Croatian Soil Database. Sixteen environmental predictors were derived
from a DEM, generated using the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data
(NASA, 2003) and 1 : 25,000 topographic maps, and multitemporal satellite radiometric
images of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Among six predictors selected by the stepwise regression, the best topographic predictors were TI and
elevation. Predictors explained 40% of the variation in soil organic matter. From (Hengl
et al., 2007a, Fig. 3c, d), reproduced with permission.
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FIGURE 10.2 Small-scale predictive mapping of World Reference Base soil groups for
the territory of Iran. Soil groups were interpolated by (a) supervised classification using
maximum likelihood; (b) multinomial logistic regression; (c) regression kriging on memberships; and (d) per-pixel classification of interpolated taxonomic distances. A DEM was
produced combining SRTM data (NASA, 2003) and GTOPO30 (USGS, 1996). The DEM
grid spacing is 1 km. G, H, TI, and some other topographic attributes were used as predictors. From (Hengl et al, 2007b, Fig. 5), reproduced with permission.

4. Fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1965; McBratney and Odeh, 1997). The central
idea of fuzzy logic is that a function, defining if an element belongs
to a set, can take any value between 0 and 1, not only 0 or 1. As soil
landscapes are characterized by continuous nature, fuzzy logic is
useful in predictive soil mapping. The approach has been applied to
predict soil taxonomic classes in large-scale soil mapping (Odeh
et al., 1992; Zhu et al., 1996, 2001; Lark, 1999; MacMillan et al., 2000;
Barringer et al., 2008) (Fig. 10.3), to delineate colluvial soils
(Zádorová et al., 2011), to predict and map the topsoil clay content
(de Bruin and Stein, 1998), soil moisture, soil particle size
distribution, soil mineral nitrogen, soil organic matter, soil pH, and
available phosphorus (Lark, 1999) at a field scale, as well as the
topsoil particle size distribution and soil horizon thickness at a
watershed scale (Zhu et al., 2001; Shi et al., 2004; Qi and Zhu, 2006)
(Fig. 10.4).
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FIGURE 10.3 Large-scale predictive soil mapping by means of landscape segmentation and fuzzy logic (exemplified by the Benmore Range, South Island, New Zealand).
The national DEM of New Zealand was used; the DEM grid spacing is 25 m. From
(Barringer et al., 2008, Fig. 3), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, reproduced with kind
permission from Springer Science 1 Business Media.
FIGURE 10.4 Large-scale predictive mapping of the distribution
of the A horizon silt percentage
using fuzzy logic (exemplified by
the Raffelson watershed, La Crosse,
Wisconsin, USA). A DEM was produced by digitizing a 1 : 24,000
topographic map; the grid spacing
is 30 m. Elevation, G, kh, kv, and TI
were used for prediction. From (Qi
and Zhu, 2006, Fig. 5-right), reproduced with permission.
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To predict soil taxonomic classes in large- and medium-scale soil
mapping, hybrid approaches are sometimes utilized. They may
combine fuzzy logic with regression kriging (Carré and Girard,
2002; Carré and McBratney, 2005) and discriminant analysis
(Sorokina and Kozlov, 2009).
5. Decision trees (Clark and Pregibon, 1992). These methods work by
splitting data into homogeneous subsets. Two main types of the
decision tree analysis are used in DSM: classification tree analysis
(a predictand is a categorical variable) and regression tree analysis
(a predictand is a numeric variable). The approach has been
employed to predict soil taxonomic classes in large-, medium-, and
small-scale soil mapping (Lagacherie and Holmes, 1997; McBratney
et al., 2000; Bui and Moran, 2001, 2003; Moran and Bui, 2002; Zhou
et al., 2004; Scull et al., 2005; Behrens and Scholten, 2007; Cole and
Boettinger, 2007; Hollingsworth et al., 2007; Saunders and
Boettinger, 2007; Grinand et al., 2008; Mendonça-Santos et al., 2008;
Behrens et al., 2010; Moonjun et al., 2010), to predict and map the
soil cation exchange capacity at a field scale (Bishop and
McBratney, 2001), soil profile thickness, total phosphorus
(McKenzie and Ryan, 1999), and soil drainage classes (Cialella et al.,
1997) at a scale of several watersheds, and the extent of the organic
soils at a regional scale (Greve et al., 2010).
6. Discriminant analysis, the classical statistical technique to predict
group membership using knowledge on interval variables (Webster
and Burrough, 1974). This approach has been used to predict soil
taxonomic classes in large-, medium-, and small-scale soil mapping
(Thomas et al., 1999; Dobos et al., 2000; Hengl et al., 2007b)
(Fig. 10.2a), to map soil drainage classes at a field scale (Kravchenko
et al., 2002) and a scale of several watersheds (Bell et al., 1992,
1994a), soil horizon thickness at a field scale (Puzachenko et al.,
2006), as well as classes of soil texture (Hengl et al., 2007b) and soil
salinity risk (Taylor and Odeh, 2007) at a regional scale.
7. Multinomial logistic regression, which is used to predict a
categorically distributed predictand from a set of real-, binary-, or
categorical-valued predictors (Kleinbaum et al., 2008). The method
has been utilized to predict soil taxonomic classes in large-,
medium-, and small-scale soil mapping (Hengl et al., 2007b;
Giasson et al., 2008; Debella-Gilo and Etzelmüller, 2009) (Figs. 10.2b
and 10.5), to map the presence or absence of argillic horizon,
secondary carbonates, calcic horizon, durinodes, duripan (Howell
et al., 2007), and the E horizon (Gessler et al., 1995) at a scale of
several watersheds, as well as classes of soil texture (Hengl et al.,
2007b) and soil salinity risk (Taylor and Odeh, 2007) at a regional
scale.
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FIGURE 10.5 Large-scale mapping of the probability distribution, p-value, of (a)
Cambisols and (b) Leptosols in the Vestfold County, southeastern Norway. Prediction was
carried out by multinomial logistic regression. Leptosols occupy hills and rocky areas, and
Cambisols occupy valleys. A DEM was created using 20-m contour topographic maps; the
DEM grid spacing is 25 m. From (Debella-Gilo and Etzelmüller, 2009, Fig. 5), reproduced with
permission.

8. Bayesian analysis of evidence (Ghosh et al., 2006), an approach
quantifying a predictive strength of an input subset of data relative
to all other subsets. The approach has been employed to extract
rules to recognize and map soil classes (Skidmore et al., 1991; Zhou
et al., 2004) and some individual soil properties (Cook et al., 1996).
9. Artificial neural networks (Graupe, 2007), a mathematical model
consisting of interconnected “neurons.” Such models can change
their structures using information flowing through the network in
training. This approach has been used to predict soil taxonomic
classes in large- and medium-scale soil mapping (Zhu, 2000;
Behrens et al., 2005; Behrens and Scholten, 2007; Moonjun et al.,
2010), to map the soil clay content at a field scale (McBratney et al.,
2000), as well as the whole-soil profile carbon storage and available
water capacity at a regional scale (Malone et al., 2009).
10. Multiscale support vector regression, a group of nonparametric
machine learning techniques (Vapnik, 2000). The method has been
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applied to map the topsoil organic carbon content,
extractable aluminum in the B horizon, and soil horizon thickness
(Ballabio, 2009), as well as soil heavy metal content (Ballabio and
Comolli, 2010) at a watershed scale.
11. Empirical best linear unbiased predictor with residual maximum
likelihood (Lark et al., 2006). This approach has been employed to
map the organic matter content at a scale of several watersheds
(Chai et al., 2008) and to predict the topsoil clay content at a
regional scale (Minasny and McBratney, 2007).
12. Generalized linear models, an extension of linear regression
allowing models to fit data that follow a non-normal probability
distribution (McCullagh and Nelder, 1999). The approach has been
used to predict the soil clay content at a field scale (McBratney
et al., 2000), as well as to estimate the depth to the occurrence of
argillic horizon, secondary carbonates, calcic horizon, durinodes,
and duripan at a scale of several watersheds (Howell et al., 2007).
13. Generalized additive models, a regression approach in which
nonlinearity can be introduced by replacing linear combinations of
the predictors with combinations of nonparametric smoothing
functions (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). The method has been
utilized to predict the soil clay content (McBratney et al., 2000) and
soil cation exchange capacity (Bishop and McBratney, 2001) at a
field scale, as well as the soil thickness at a watershed scale (Tesfa
et al., 2010).

10.3.3 Small-Scale Predictive Models and Upscaling
The papers cited above demonstrate that DTM-based predictive mapping of quantitative soil properties is typical for a field and small watershed scales. However, it is rarely used at large regional or country
scales (e.g., predictions of the soil organic matter for territories of
Hungary [Dobos et al., 2007] and Croatia [Hengl et al., 2007a]; see
Fig. 10.1a). DTM-based predictive mapping of categorical entities—soil
taxonomic classes—is common for production of large-, medium-, and
small-scale soil maps (viz., at a field, watershed, and regional or country scales). However, Iran was the largest predictively mapped country
(Hengl et al., 2007b) (Fig. 10.2).
In this connection, the Homosoil method (Mallavan et al., 2010) is a
promising technique for deriving predictive soil maps of vast territories,
whose soils are poorly known. The Homosoil is intended for small-scale
extrapolation of soil taxonomic classes across the globe. Using available
data on parent materials, topography (elevation, slope gradient, and
topographic index), and climate (solar radiation, rainfall, temperature,
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and evapotranspiration), the Homosoil identifies a so-called homosoil
area with similar soil-forming factors for an area with no soil data. If
soils of the homosoil area are known, models describing relationships
between soils and selected lithologic, topographic, and climatic predictors can be applied to the area with no soil data. In fact, the Homosoil
method directly implements Dokuchaev’s idea (1886) on predictive soil
mapping (Section 10.1).
Upscaling procedures (Bierkens et al., 2000) may be applied to produce predictive soil maps for vast territories. However, it is obvious
that such procedures are complex and ambiguous, at least in the context of DTM-based soil prediction (Thomas et al., 1999; Lagacherie
et al., 2001). For instance, Florinsky and Eilers (2002) used a concept of
accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones (Section 2.7.2) to predict
the spatial distribution of the topsoil organic carbon content at a field
scale, and to upscale the prediction to regional and subcontinental
scales within the Black Soils Zone of the Canadian prairies. First, relationships between the organic carbon content of the A horizon and
accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones of microtopography were
found at the field scale. Second, the field-scale relations were applied to
meso- and macrotopography of ecological districts with similar soils,
parent materials, and landforms. Finally, DEM-derived maps of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones were used to produce predictive maps at three different scales (Fig. 10.6). Generalization of organic
carbon content contours came directly from generalization of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones due to the use of DEMs of various
resolutions and DEM smoothing.
Carré et al. (2008) compared two principally different approaches to
generalize soil contours on DTM-based predictive soil maps in transition from 1 : 25,000 to 1 : 250,000 scale. The first, “bottomup”
approach is based on (1) a taxonomic aggregation of soil properties (carbonate rate, hydromorphic rate, texture, parent material) and topographic attributes (elevation and TI) to define taxonomic units; and (2)
generalization of their contours to produce pedolandscape mapping
units. The second, “topdown” approach includes (1) a taxonomic
aggregation of the topographic attributes to delineate taxonomic units;
and (2) generalization of their contours to produce pedolandscape mapping units. These approaches produce principally distinct compositions
of soil contours. The first approach produces patchwork-like soil contours (Fig. 10.7a), while soil contours constructed by the second
approach reflect the main peculiarities of the regional topography and
landscape structure (Fig. 10.7b). Although there are no objective criteria
to choose a particular approach to generalize soil contours, the second
approach is intuitively preferred. Carré et al. (2008, p. 210) also
accepted the idea that the second “approach can be recommended for
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FIGURE 10.6 Upscaling prediction of the topsoil organic carbon content within the
Black Soils Zone of the Canadian prairies: (a) A field scale—the Miniota Precision
Agriculture Research Site. (b) A regional scale—a part of southern Manitoba. (c) A subcontinental scale—southern portions of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba provinces of
Canada. The dot in the circle shows the location of the field-scale study site; the frame
shows the location of the regional-scale study area. For the field scale, a DEM was produced
by the kinematic GPS survey (see details in Section 11.3.1); the DEM grid spacing is 15 m.
For the regional scale, we used a DEM derived from the Canadian Digital Elevation Data
files based on the 62 G topographic chart, 1 : 250,000 scale (Natural Resources Canada,
1997). The DEM includes 321,201 points (the matrix 801 3 401); the grid spacing is 9". For
the subcontinental scale, we used a DEM derived from the global DEM GLOBO (GLOBE
Task Team and others, 1999). The DEM includes 1,080,000 points (the matrix 1800 3 600);
the grid spacing is 1’. To suppress high-frequency noise, the regional and subcontinental
DEMs were smoothed. Modified from (Florinsky and Eilers, 2002, Figs. 2c, 3c, and 4c).
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FIGURE 10.7

Upscaling soil contours for medium-scale soil mapping (exemplified by
the Aisne Department, France): pedolandscape units resulting from the “bottomup” (a)
and “top-down” (b) approaches. The DEM grid spacing is 50 m. Map legends are not displayed as we discuss the geometry of soil contours only. Modified after (Carré et al., 2008,
Fig. 17.2), © 2008 Springer Science 1 Business Media B.V., reproduced with kind permission from
Springer Science 1 Business Media.

digital soil mapping with limited data since” topography “is the most
relevant factor of the pedogenesis.”
This problem is not a new one for soil mapping. There was a discussion on the manual delineation of soil contours using the Relief
Plasticity method10 versus conventional approaches (Stepanov et al.,
1984, 1987; Dmitriev, 1998; Stepanov and Loshakova, 1998; Volkova and
Zhuchkova, 2000) (Fig. 10.8). Soil maps compiled by this method are
positively different from conventional patchwork-like soil maps because
of the clear representation of relationships “topographysoil cover”
(compare soil contours in Figs. 10.8b and 10.8a).

10.3.4 Prediction Accuracy
The problem of accuracy or effectiveness of predictive soil mapping
is rather ambiguous. On the one hand, all mathematical approaches
10

For the description of the Relief Plasticity method, see Section 10.2.
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FIGURE 10.8 Different geometry of soil contours on two small-scale soil maps for the
Kirov Region, Russia, produced by (a) a conventional manual technique, when a soil scientist implicitly considers topographic peculiarities (Fridland, 1988); (b) the Relief
Plasticity method, when a soil scientist considers topographic peculiarities using a map of
zero isolines of plan curvature (Stepanov et al., 1987). Map legends are not displayed as
we discuss the geometry of soil contours only. From (Stepanov and Loshakova, 1998, Fig. 1e, f),
reproduced with permission.

discussed in Section 10.3.2 have some criteria of prediction quality.
Various validation indices can be used to measure prediction accuracy
(e.g., RMSE and mean error; Fig. 10.1b). On the other hand, the situation can be described in the terms McBratney et al. (2000) used concerning the accuracy of quantitative methods in soil survey:
Application of each of the pedometric techniques depends on the purpose, resolution and setup of the survey as the ultimate use of soil survey information determines the accuracy required. Different techniques produce different error of
interpolation . . . In all the cases, since the purposes are different, the risk of taking
wrong decisions due to survey error is also different. Therefore, the pedometric
techniques described above cannot just be applied to any situation without consideration of the specific needs and appropriateness of the inherent assumptions of the
techniques.

Particular attention should be given to pronounced differences in
predictive soil patterns produced by different DSM techniques. For
example, see Fig. 10.2 for categorical soil entities; for quantitative soil
properties, see Fig. 3 in (Terra et al. 2004) and Fig. 4 in (Hengl et al.
2007b). However, when different soil scientists use conventional soilmapping techniques, they also usually produce significantly different
maps in terms of soil contours (patterns) and soil taxonomic classes
(Fig. 10.8). This effect is associated with (1) a high spatial variability of
the soil cover; (2) spatiotemporal variability of the most soil properties;
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and (3) application of different concepts of soil formation and
classification.
Comparative analyses of prediction accuracy or effectiveness of various methods of digital predictive soil mapping can be found elsewhere
(Odeh et al., 1994, 2007; McBratney et al., 2000; Bishop and McBratney,
2001; Terra et al., 2004; Behrens and Scholten, 2007; Hengl et al., 2007b;
Minasny and McBratney, 2007; Taylor and Odeh, 2007).
In closing this section, we should stress that although “a range of
data analysis methods can be applied to develop models for spatial
prediction using environmental correlation,” “the success of environmental correlation depends on the strength of relationships between
soil and environmental variables” (McKenzie and Ryan, 1999, pp. 81
and 92).

10.4 TOPOGRAPHIC MULTIVARIABLE APPROACH
The author’s approach described in this section relates to predictive soilmapping methods based on multiple regression analysis (Section 10.3.2).
The approach includes the following steps:
1. Generation of a DEM of a site (field). One can use any appropriate
technique to derive a DEM, such as the GPS kinematic survey,
LiDAR aerial survey, or conventional topographic survey. It is
obvious that a particular type of survey affects the accuracy and
resolution of DTMs and soil maps to be derived, but it does not
influence the sequence of the further data processing.
2. Derivation of a representative set of digital models of morphometric
variables from the DEM. The recommended set includes elevation,
14 local attributes (kh, kv, H, K, kmin, kmax, Ka, E, Kr, khe, kve, M, G, and
A), two nonlocal attributes (CA and DA, or SCA and SDA), as well as
two combined variables (TI and SI). Definitions, interpretation, and
formulas can be found in Chapter 2. It is a priori impossible to know
which particular morphometric variables control a soil property
under given natural conditions. Thus, it is reasonable to utilize this
representative set of attributes.
3. Selection of a plot within the site, which is representative relative to
the entire site in terms of the spatial distribution of morphometric
variables. The location and size of a representative plot are defined
by expert opinion. The author’s experience shows that the plot area
should be no more than 10% of the entire site area. Validation of the
morphometric representativeness of the plot (that is, estimation if
there is a significant difference between two distributions of
topographic variables—within the plot and the entire site) can be, for
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example, performed by the KolmogorovSmirnov two-sample test
(Daniel, 2000, ch. 8).
4. Soil sampling within the plot and soil laboratory analyses.
5. Correlation and multiple regression analyses of soil properties versus
topographic variables for samples collected at the plot (the sample
size should be no less than 40; see footnote 1 in Chapter 9).
Regression equations for soil properties are derived using
morphometric variables as independent predictors. Notice that one
may want to normalize topographic attributes in the 0 to 1 range in
correlation and regression analyses. This allows estimation of the
relative contribution of topographic variables directly from values of
regression coefficients (Tomer and Anderson, 1995).
6. Derivation of predictive maps of soil properties for the entire site
using regression equations obtained for the plot and DTMs of the
entire site.
Notice that validation of the prediction using an independent data
set is important, but it may be problematic because of the labor and
cost involved in field and laboratory work. Validation can be done
through the following steps:
• Collect soil test samples in several points of the site located outside
the plot.
• Measure soil properties under study for the test samples.
• Predict values of soil properties for the test points by DTMs and
regression equations obtained previously.
• Perform statistical analysis to compare measured and predicted
values of soil properties.
Alternatively, jackknifing (Efron, 1982; Bishop and McBratney, 2001)
can be applied to validate regression models. To provide an independent assessment of the prediction accuracy, the data set is randomly
split into prediction and validation subsets. The first subset is used to
create a model, which is validated with the second subset.
Several peculiarities are associated with the use of morphometric
variables in predictive soil modeling:
• Slope aspect is a circular variable: its values range from 0 to 360 ,
and both of these values correspond to the north direction. Thus,
A cannot be used in linear statistical analysis. To estimate statistical
relations between A and other variables, one can use either the
approach of circular statistics (Mardia, 1972; Batschelet, 1981), or
sinA and cosA instead A (King et al., 1999).
• Many soil and morphometric characteristics have non-normal
distributions. Therefore, it is correct to use the Spearman rank
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correlation coefficients (Daniel, 2000, ch. 9) to estimate statistical
relationships between topography and soil properties.
• Some topographic attributes are linear combinations of others. For
example, mean curvature is a combination of horizontal and vertical
curvatures (Section 2.2), while topographic and stream power indices
are combinations of catchment area and slope gradient (Section 2.6).
In this connection, it is incorrect to use together horizontal, vertical,
and mean curvatures (or catchment area, slope gradient, and
topographic index) in multiple linear regression analysis.
• Every so often, a dynamic range of a topographic variable for a plot
can be less than a dynamic range of the variable for the entire site.
This is typical for catchment and dispersive areas. However, it is
technically difficult to select a plot satisfying dynamic ranges of all
morphometric attributes within the site. In the case of an imperfect
representativeness of the plot, regression equations cannot be
applied to zones, where values of a topographic predictor differ
significantly from its dynamic ranges within the plot.
Application examples of the method described are presented in
Chapter 11.
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11.1 MOTIVATION
The correctness of DTM-based modeling and predictive mapping of
soil properties depends not only on spatial and temporal variability of
soil properties by themselves (Campbell, 1979; Burrough, 1993), but
also on two related factors.
First, there exists temporal variability in “soiltopography” relationships. For example, Burt and Butcher (1985) described temporal variability in the dependence of saturation depth and slope discharge on kh
and TI, but there were no explanations of this phenomenon. Heddadj
and Gascuel-Odoux (1999) found seasonal variations in the dependence
of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity on slope position.
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Second, there exist variations in the topographic control of soil properties depending on the depth of a soil layer. It is essential to recognize
an effective soil layer, wherein relationships between soil and topography are observable and statistically significant. For example,
TOPMODEL (Section 10.2) uses an assumption that soil moisture content decreases with the soil depth due to a decline in hydraulic conductivity (Beven and Kirkby, 1979).
Study of denitrification—a process of biological conversion of nitrate
(NO32 ) into nitrous oxide (N2O) and nitrogen (N2) gases (Payne,
1981)—is important for understanding two fundamental interdisciplinary problems: (1) the nitrogen dynamics at regional and global scales
(Mishustin and Shilnikova, 1971; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1992); and (2)
the contribution of N2O emission to global warming, stratospheric
ozone depletion, and photochemical air pollution (Conrad, 1996;
Meixner and Eugster, 1999). Denitrification is also of concern in agricultural practice because it is responsible for most of the nitrogen loss
from fall-applied fertilizers: about 30% of nitrogen fertilizers applied to
agricultural soils are lost to the atmosphere as a result of the activity of
denitrifying bacteria (Murray et al., 1989). It is well known that denitrification is influenced by soil water content; the hydrological differences
in the landscape control patterns of the spatial distribution of denitrifying activity (Groffman and Hanson, 1997). Thus, it is not surprising that
denitrification processes depend on topography (Pennock et al., 1992;
Van Kessel et al., 1993; Corre et al., 1996; Whelan and Gandolfi, 2002;
Florinsky et al., 2004).
In this chapter, we demonstrate the possibilities of DTM-based analysis, modeling, and predictive mapping of the spatial distribution of soil
properties using the approach described in Section 10.4. We studied:
• Temporal variability in the influence of topography on dynamic
properties of soil (Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002)
• Changes in the influence of topography on dynamic properties of
soil depending on the soil layer depth (Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002)
• The effect of topography on the activity of denitrifiers under
different soil moisture conditions (Florinsky et al., 2004, 2009c)

11.2 STUDY SITES
The studies were carried out in two sites, Miniota and Minnedosa,
situated in southern Manitoba, Canada (Fig. 11.1). The sites are located
about 260280 km west of the city of Winnipeg. The Miniota site measures 809 3 820 m; the maximum elevation difference is about 6 m
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FIG. 11.1 Geographical location of the study sites: the Miniota site—50 130 40vN
100 510 20vW, the Minnedosa site—50 140 43vN 99 500 34vW. Dots indicate soil sampling
sites. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 3.7)

(Fig. 11.2a). The Minnedosa site measures 1680 3 820 m; the maximum
elevation difference is about 13 m (Fig. 11.3a).
The study sites are located in the continental climate zone with
warm summers and prolonged, cold winters. Mean annual temperature
is 2.5 C, mean summer temperature is 16 C, mean winter temperature
is 211 C. Mean annual precipitation is 460 mm including 310 mm of
rainfall and 150 mm of snowfall (Fitzmaurice et al., 1999).
The study sites are representative of a broad region of undulating-tohummocky glacial till landscapes in Western Canada. They are situated
on the Newdale Plain, at an elevation of 500580 m above sea level.
The parent material consists of loamy textured glacial till deposits
(Clayton et al., 1977). For most of the sites, soils are Black Chernozems
and Gleysols (Soil Classification Working Group, 1998). The Newdale
Orthic Black Chernozems series is predominant on well-drained crests
and midslopes. The Varcoe Gleyed Carbonated Rego series is indicative
of imperfectly drained downslopes, often in association with the
Angusville Gleyed Eluviated series. The Penrith, Hamiota, and Drokan
Gleysols series predominate in poorly drained depressions (Fitzmaurice
et al., 1999; Bergstrom et al., 2001b).
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FIG. 11.2 The Miniota site, some morphometric variables: (a) elevation, (b) specific
catchment area, (c) slope gradient, (d) slope aspect, (e) vertical curvature, (f) minimal curvature. Dots indicate soil-sampling sites. From (Florinsky et al., 2009a, Fig. 1).

The sites are located in the aspen parkland of the Canadian prairies,
the northern extension of open grasslands in the Great Plains of North
America. Native vegetation of willows (Salix sp.), aspen (Populus tremuloides), and sedges (Carex sp.) surrounds water-saturated depressions.
Most of the sites have been cropped for over 50 years. Before 1976, the
Miniota site was farmed in a wheatfallow rotation. In 1976,
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FIG. 11.3 The Minnedosa site, some morphometric variables: (a) elevation, (b) slope
gradient, (c) slope aspect, (d) horizontal curvature, (e) maximal curvature, (f) specific
catchment area. Dots indicate soil-sampling sites. From (Florinsky et al., 2009a, Fig. 2).

continuous cropping was initiated, with a cerealbroadleaf rotation.
Since 1988, a zero-tillage management system has been employed. The
Minnedosa site is a conventional tilled field cultivated by a deep-tiller,
with one pass in autumn and one or two passes in spring. Historically,
crops have included wheat, barley, oats, rape, and flax (Bergstrom
et al., 2001a). The site was cropped to rape in 2000 and wheat in 2001.

11.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field work and laboratory analyses were performed by employees
and students of the Manitoba Land Resource Unit, Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada, as well as the Department of Soil Science,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada (Manning, 1999; Bergstrom
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et al., 2001b; McMahon, 2001). Standard field and laboratory techniques
were utilized (see below).

11.3.1 Field work
Irregular DEMs of the study sites were constructed using kinematic
GPS surveys with single-frequency Trimble 4600LS Surveyors mounted
on all-terrain vehicles. The irregular DEMs of the Miniota and
Minnedosa sites include 4211 and 7193 points, respectively.
A plot was selected within each study site to include a typical soil
catena (Fig. 11.1).
On the Miniota site, the plot measures about 450 3 150 m with a
difference in elevation of about 4.2 m (Fig. 11.2a). Soil samples were collected along 10 parallel transects about 450 m long, each about 11 m
apart. There were 21 sampling points along each transect: points spaced
at intervals of approximately 30 m on the crest and northeastern slope,
and at intervals of approximately 15 m on the southwestern steeper
slope. In total, there were 210 sampling points in the plot.
On the Minnedosa site, the plot measures about 500 3 200 m with a
difference in elevation of about 8 m (Fig. 11.3a). Soil samples were collected along four parallel transects about 500 m long, each about 50 m
apart. There were 10 sampling points along transects spaced at intervals
of approximately 50 m, for a total of 40 sampling points in the plot.
All sampling points were georeferenced by GPS and flagged.
On the Miniota site, soil samples were collected at 210 points from
four depth increments—00.3 m, 0.30.6 m, 0.60.9 m, and 0.91.2 m—
using a soil auger (Carter, 1993). Among other soil properties, these samples were used to determine gravimetric soil moisture content (%). For
each depth increment, the soil moisture content was determined six times:
in early May, early July, and late August in both 1997 and 1998
(in August 1997—for depth increments of 00.3 m and 0.30.6 m).
On the Minnedosa site, two sets of soil attributes were sampled:
1. Two environmental properties influencing soil microbial activity:
gravimetric soil moisture content (%) and soil bulk density (g cm23)
2. Six indices of soil microbial activity (Table 11.1): most probable
number of denitrifiers, microbial biomass carbon content, denitrifier
enzyme activity, denitrification rate, microbial respiration rate, and
N2O flux
Soil samples were collected at 40 points using aluminum soil cores
5 cm in diameter and 5 cm in height. The sampling depth was approximately 10 cm because each core pressed into the ground passed surface
litter and discontinuities (about 2 cm).
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Interpretations of Soil Microbial Variables

Variable, Unit

Interpretation

Most probable number of denitrifiers,
#organisms g21
soil

A measure of the number of denitrifiers in the
soil.

Microbial biomass carbon, µgC g21
soil

A measure of the microbial biomass expressed as
carbon.

Denitrifier enzyme activity,
21 21
h
µgN gsoil

A measure of the amount of denitrifying enzymes
in the soil.

21
Denitrification rate, µgN g21
soil h

A measure of the total gas N production from the
soil.

Microbial respiration rate,
21
µgCO2 g21
soil h

A measure of the rate of the total microbial
respiration in the soil.

N2O flux, ngN2 O m22 s21

A measure of the rate of N2O emission from the
soil.

From (Florinsky et al., 2004, Table 2)

To minimize the impact of temporal variability of denitrification and
storage of samples, collection of soil core and N2O flux measurements
occurred simultaneously. N2O flux was estimated using vented static
chambers (Hutchinson and Mosier, 1981). Chambers were inserted
within 1 m of each sample point. After 1 h of accumulation, a 15-ml gas
sample was taken of each chamber by a syringe, injected into 10-ml
VacutainersTM, and returned to the laboratory for analysis (Burton
et al., 2000).
Sampling of all soil attributes took place at two times, July 2000 and
July 2001, to assay the effect of topography on the activity of denitrifiers
in different humidity levels. The 2000 sampling occurred during a
period of increased rainfall, while the 2001 sampling occurred following
a period of decreased rainfall. Monthly precipitation of 133 mm and
26 mm was observed in July 2000 and July 2001, respectively, at the
nearest weather station in the city of Brandon located 40 km southward
from the site.

11.3.2 Laboratory Analyses
The soil moisture content was determined by drying 10-g soil subsamples at 105 C for 24 h. The bulk density was calculated from the
moist weight of soil, water content, and core volume (Carter, 1993).
To allow direct comparison of microbial activity indices, analyses
were conducted on a single subsample taken from each soil core within
1 h of collection.
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The microbial biomass carbon content was determined using a fumigation-direct extraction technique (Carter, 1993). Two 15-g samples
were weighed into square French bottles. One sample was extracted
immediately using 30 ml 0.5 M K2SO4. The second sample was fumigated for 24 h under chloroform atmosphere and then extracted. Filtrate
was analyzed for carbon using a Technicon Auto-analyzer.
The most probable number of denitrifiers was determined with the
modified method of Tiedje (1994). Aliquots (0.5 ml) of serial dilutions
from 1023 to 1026 were added to 4.5 ml of sterile nutrient broth in 10-ml
VacutainersTM. They were incubated at 25 C for approximately 7 days.
Denitrifier presence was determined by measuring N2O accumulation
in the headspace using a Varian 3800 gas chromatograph.
Measurements were made sequentially (microbial respiration rate,
denitrification rate, and denitrifier enzyme activity) within 48 h of
sampling.
To measure the microbial respiration rate, we used the modified
method of Zibilske (1994). Soil (5 g) was incubated in 20-ml headspace
vials at ambient temperature for 2 h. Then, the headspace was sampled,
and CO2 concentration was determined by a Varian 3800 gas
chromatograph.
To measure the denitrification rate, we used the modified method of
Beauchamp and Bergstrom (1993). Soil (5 g) was incubated at ambient
temperature in 20-ml headspace vials containing atmospheric air and
10% acetylene. After 24 h, the headspace was analyzed for N2O concentration using a Varian 3800 gas chromatograph. The acetylene blocks
the conversion of N2O to N2, so the N2O accumulation rate can be used
as a proxy for the total denitrification (N2O 1 N2).
To measure the denitrifying enzyme activity, we applied the modified method of Beauchamp and Bergstrom (1993). Soil (5 g) was incubated at ambient temperature in 20-ml headspace vials with 4 ml of a
buffer solution under a helium/acetylene atmosphere. The buffer solution consisted of 10 mM glucose, 10 mM KNO3, and 50 mM K2HPO4.
N2O in the headspace was measured at 30-min intervals using a Varian
3800 gas chromatograph.
The N2O flux samples collected in situ were analyzed using a Varian
3800 gas chromatograph.

11.3.3 Data Processing
11.3.3.1 Topographic Modeling
The irregular DEMs (Section 11.3.1) were converted into regular
DEMs (Figs. 11.2a and 11.3a) by the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991).
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The DEM grid spacings were 15 m and 20 m for the Miniota and
Minnedosa sites, respectively.
All recommended morphometric variables (Section 10.4) were
derived from the regular DEMs (Figs. 11.2bf and 11.3bf). Local topographic attributes were calculated by the author’s method (Section 4.2),
and nonlocal ones were estimated by the Martzde Jong method
(Section 4.4). Each DTM obtained includes 2743 and 3193 points for the
Miniota and Minnedosa sites, respectively. To deal with the large
dynamic range of morphometric variables, we logarithmically transformed DTMs by Eq. (7.1) with n 5 4.
Then we used the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric
polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991) of these DTMs
to determine the values of all derived morphometric attributes at the
sampling points.
Digital terrain analysis was performed by the software LandLord
(Appendix B).
11.3.3.2 Statistical Analysis
Tables 11.2 and 11.3 represent statistical characteristics of morphometric variables for the plots and the entire sites. Tables 11.4 and 11.5
represent statistical characteristics of soil properties for the plots. On
the Miniota site, the sample sizes were 210 and 2743 for the plot and
the entire site, respectively. On the Minnedosa site, the sample sizes
were 40 and 3193 for the plot and the entire site, respectively.
To estimate the topographic representativeness of the plots relative
to the entire sites (Tables 11.2 and 11.3), we applied the Kolmogorov
Smirnov two-sample test (Daniel, 2000, ch. 8). Based on the test results,
there are no statistical differences between curvature distributions within
the plots and the entire sites. However, distributions of elevation, slope
gradient, specific catchment area, topographic and stream power indices
within the plots are statistically different from those within the entire sites.
We also applied the KolmogorovSmirnov two-sample test to estimate statistical differences between two distributions of each soil property measured in different years (1997 and 1998 for the Miniota site;
2000 and 2001 for the Minnedosa site). Results are presented in
Tables 11.4 and 11.5.
To evaluate the statistical relationships between soil properties and
topographic attributes on the plots, we carried out multiple rank correlation analysis between all measured soil properties, on the one hand,
and all morphometric variables, on the other. The sample sizes were
210 and 40 for the Miniota and Minnedosa sites, respectively. The
results of correlation analysis are presented in Tables 11.6 and 11.7.
To describe the relationships between measured soil properties and
topographic variables on the plots, the “best” combinations of these
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The Miniota Site: Density Traces and Statistics for Morphometric Variables at the Plot and the Entire Site

Density Trace

Plot

Site

z, m

Plot

Density Trace
G,

Site



507.73

506.31

min

0.07

0.03

max

511.82

512.13

max

2.34

3.43

x

509.66

509.31

x

1.02

0.96

s

1.13

1.47

s

0.51

0.50

0.211 (0.00)

Dn (P)

0.082 (0.14)
22

SCA, 3 10 , m

21

H, 3 10 , m

2

min

0.00

0.00

min

20.097

20.250

max

60.28

201.15

max

0.160

0.291

x

3.84

11.66

x

0.003

0.000

s

10.74

41.17

s

0.051

0.053

Dn (P)

0.386 (0.00)
22

Dn (P)

21

0.053 (0.64)
22

kh, 3 10 , m

21

kv, 3 10 , m

min

20.173

20.296

min

20.130

20.288

max

0.184

0.446

max

0.182

0.403

x

0.006

0.001

x

0.000

20.001

s

0.066

0.066

s

0.055

0.066

Dn (P)

0.056 (0.59)

Dn (P)

0.076 (0.21)
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min

Dn (P)
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TABLE 11.2

kmin, 3 1022, m21

kmax, 3 1022, m21
20.203

20.431

min

20.064

20.185

max

0.127

0.142

max

0.193

0.454

x

20.044

20.047

x

0.050

0.047

s

0.055

0.060

s

0.056

0.062

Dn (P)

0.060 (0.49)

Dn (P)

0.051 (0.70)

SI

TI

min

0.00

0.00

min

0.00

0.00

max

4.10

5.60

max

14.60

18.85

x

0.73

0.72

x

5.53

5.80

s

0.88

1.09

s

4.04

4.92

Dn (P)

0.361 (0.00)

Dn (P)

0.361 (0.00)

1 Distribution density values are along Y-axis; morphometric variable values are along X-axis.
2 Heavy and thin lines describe morphometric variables at the plot and the entire site, respectively.
3 min—minimum, max—maximum, x—average, s—standard deviation, Dn (P)—Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and significance level.
From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 3.4)
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The Minnedosa Site: Density Traces and Statistics for Morphometric Variables at the Plot and the Entire Site

Density Trace

Plot

Site

Density Trace

Plot

z, m

G,

Site



580.89

575.13

min

0.3

0.0

max

588.49

588.57

max

3.7

4.8

x

584.44

580.88

x

1.7

1.3

s

2.16

2.83

s

0.9

0.8

Dn (P)

0.280 (0.00)

0.566 (0.00)

H, 31022, m21

SCA, 3 10 , m
2

min

0.00

0.00

min

20.08

20.26

max

17.54

89.00

max

0.14

0.22

x

2.09

9.17

x

0.01

0.00

s

4.70

22.97

s

0.05

0.06

Dn (P)

0.139 (0.43)

Dn (P)

0.333 (0.00)
22

21

kv, 31022, m21

kh, 3 10 , m
min

20.09

20.32

min

20.14

20.34

max

0.19

0.40

max

0.22

0.29

x

0.01

0.00

x

0.00

0.00

s

0.06

0.07

s

0.08

0.08

Dn (P)

0.143 (0.40)

Dn (P)

0.084 (0.94)
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min

Dn (P)

202

TABLE 11.3

kmin, 3 1022, m21

kmax, 3 1022, m21
20.16

20.37

min

20.04

20.23

max

0.06

0.16

max

0.21

0.42

x

20.05

20.05

x

0.06

0.05

s

0.05

0.06

s

0.06

0.07

DN (P)

0.090 (0.91)

DN (P)

0.136 (0.46)

SI

TI

min

0.00

0.00

min

0.00

0.00

max

2.33

5.98

max

16.13

20.39

x

0.84

0.93

x

5.90

6.37

s

0.74

1.11

s

4.19

5.15

Dn (P)

0.333 (0.00)

Dn (P)

0.333 (0.00)

For explanation, see footnotes to Table 11.2.
From (Florinsky et al., 2004, Table 4)
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The Miniota Site: Density Traces and Statistics for the Soil Moisture Content (%)
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0.30.6

min

7.18

12.65

37.11

max

24.39

30.71

20.16

26.70

x

15.59

20.49

3.00

3.76

s

3.13

3.03

min

11.87

17.95

34.05

max

29.71

22.34

20.34

x

3.88

3.59

s

min

12.46

10.78

max

34.09

x
s
CV

1998

1998

1998

17

18

Density Trace

CV

15

min

3.94

7.60

24.83

42.26

max

18.16

28.73

x

14.05

21.19

x

10.23

16.75

s

2.71

3.26

s

2.12

3.03

min

5.61

39.86

25.20

max

x

17.29

13.64

s

3.60

3.85

8.48

max

CV
Dn (P)

21
0.465 (0.00)

28

15

11.13

3.82

min

20
0.600 (0.00)

0.709 (0.00)

0.256 (0.00)

CV
Dn (P)

Dn (P)

Dn (P)

14

Density Trace

CV
Dn (P)

19
0.833 (0.00)

15

CV
Dn (P)

21
0.795 (0.00)

18
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00.3

1997

1997

1997

Density Trace

August

July

May
Depth, m
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TABLE 11.4

0.60.9

5.51

3.57

min

4.98

10.47

min



3.39

max

24.97

22.58

max

20.72

29.49

max



26.79

x

14.85

13.21

x

14.71

20.45

x



16.35

s

3.34

2.71

s

2.91

2.83

s



3.12

14

CV



CV

0.91.2

22

21

CV

20

19

Dn (P)

0.759 (0.00)

4.57

min

5.45

11.63

min



9.30

22.93

23.86

max

23.18

32.94

max



24.68

x

14.66

14.57

x

14.90

19.47

x



16.63

s

2.58

2.40

s

2.60

2.75

s



2.17

CV



Dn (P)

0.293 (0.00)

min

4.31

max

CV
Dn (P)

18

16

0.083 (0.48)

1 Distribution density values are along Y-axis; soil moisture values are along X-axis.
2 Heavy and thin lines describe soil moisture in 1997 and 1998, respectively.
3 CV—coefficient of variation. For other symbols, see footnote 3 to Table 11.2.
From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 3.6)

CV
Dn (P)

17
0.737 (0.00)

14

13
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The Minnedosa Site: Density Traces and Statistics for Soil Attributes

Density Trace

2000

2001

Density Trace

2000

2001

23

Soil moisture content, %

Bulk density, g cm

19.00

9.83

min

1.07

0.87

max

57.00

52.27

max

1.51

1.41

x

33.35

23.24

x

1.27

1.13

s

7.16

7.60

s

0.12

0.14

CV

9

Dn (P)

0.475 (0.00)

Dn (P)

21

33

0.650 (0.00)

13

Microbial biomass carbon content,

µgC g21
soil

min

316.20

257.02

min

0.58

0.60

max

1907.20

2053.82

max

6.75

6.24

x

926.88

803.89

x

2.25

2.92

s

364.71

361.80

s

1.36

1.56

CV
Dn (P)

39
0.225 (0.26)

45

21
Denitrifier enzyme activity, µgN g21
soil h

CV
Dn (P)

60
0.300 (0.05)

54
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min

CV
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TABLE 11.5

Most probable number, #organisms g21
soil

21
Denitrification rate, µgN g21
soil h

1056

141

min

0.00

0.00

max

293,919

3,004,034

max

0.32

0.18

x

15,306

238,779

x

0.06

0.01

s

45,754

631,858

s

0.08

0.04

299

265

CV
Dn (P)
Respiration rate,

0.325 (0.03)

CV
Dn (P)

21 21
h
µgCO2 gsoil

136

276

0.550 (0.00)

N2O flux, ngN2 O m22 s21

min

0.27

0.14

min

0.00

0.92

max

9.21

5.04

max

643.35

327.64

x

2.39

1.40

x

41.99

31.51

s

1.50

1.54

s

113.35

58.60

CV

270

CV
Dn (P)

63

110

0.575 (0.00)

Dn (P)

186
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min

0.138 (0.89)

1 Distribution density values are along Y-axis; soil property values are along X-axis.
2 Heavy and thin lines describe samples collected in 2000 and 2001, respectively.
3 CV—coefficient of variation. For other symbols, see footnote 3 to Table 11.2.
From (Florinsky et al., 2009c, Table 3)
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The Miniota Site: Rank Correlations between the Soil Moisture Content and Morphometric Variables

Depth, m

Season

G

sinA

00.3

1997
May

20.43

20.38



July

20.37

20.39

August

20.35

May

cosA

kh

kv

H

kmin

kmax

0.17

20.29

20.41

20.40

20.35

20.38



0.27

20.23

20.37

20.34

20.25

20.25



0.14

20.17

20.24

20.23

20.44

20.31



0.20

20.29

20.48

July

20.29

20.41

0.33



20.23

August

20.36

20.39



0.17

May

20.23

20.17

20.19

July

20.26

20.27

August

20.19

May

SCA

TI

SI

0.34

0.33

0.32

20.37

0.36

0.32

0.30

20.21

20.19

0.25

0.26

0.20

20.44

20.34

20.46

0.46

0.46

0.42

20.18

20.26

20.21

20.24

0.29

0.30

0.22

20.23

20.33

20.31

20.23

20.36

0.33

0.30

0.24























20.21

20.30







20.20

20.17

20.15

20.38

20.15

20.25





20.29

20.22

July

20.23

20.24

0.22







August

20.26





0.19





1998

0.30.6

1997








0.19



0.14

20.17

0.19

0.16



20.20

20.19

0.21

0.17

0.21







0.15

















1998
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z
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TABLE 11.6

0.60.9

1997
20.28

20.17















0.14

0.13



July

20.26























May

20.33



20.26

0.15



20.15



20.15









July

20.29

20.16



0.19

















August

20.30





0.14



20.14













May

20.24























July

20.41









20.16

20.18

20.21

0.17

0.20

May

20.29



20.21





20.15













July

20.37

20.15

0.17

0.19

20.14

20.17

20.20

20.24









August

20.21





0.20

















1998

0.91.2

1997



0.20

1998
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May

1 P # 0.05 for statistically significant correlations; dashes are statistically insignificant correlations.
2 There were no significant correlations between soil properties and the following morphometric variables: khe, kve, E, M, Kr, Ka, and K.
From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 3.8)
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The Minnedosa Site: Rank Correlations between Soil Properties and Morphometric Variables in Wetter and Drier Conditions
Morphometric Variable
Year

Soil moisture content

2000
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Bulk density

Most probable number

Microbial biomass carbon content

Denitrifier enzyme activity

Denitrification rate

Microbial respiration rate

N2O flux

G

sinA

20.51



2001

20.50

2000

kv

H

kmin

SCA

TI

SI



20.60

20.48

20.33

20.43

0.42

0.53

0.34





20.37

20.31



20.33







0.53

0.35



0.65

0.57

0.36

0.58

20.47

20.65

20.49

2001





















2000



20.41

20.40















2001





















2000

20.48

20.30



20.39

20.32



20.33

0.38

0.50



2001





















2000





















2001





















2000















0.52

0.46

0.40

2001





















2000



20.40

















2001





















2000







20.37













2001





















z

kmax

1 P # 0.05 for statistically significant correlations; dashes are statistically insignificant correlations.
2 There were no significant correlations between soil properties and the following variables: kh, khe, kve, E, M, Kr, Ka, K, and cos A.
From (Florinsky et al., 2009c, Table 5)
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Soil Property

210

TABLE 11.7
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11.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

TABLE 11.8 The Miniota Site: Parameters and Statistics of the Regression Equation
for the Dependence of the Soil Moisture Content (the depth 00.3 m, July 1997) on
Morphometric Variables
95% Confidence Interval
Predictor

Estimate

Constant

250.02

89.11

74.31

425.73

z

20.45

0.17

20.79

20.10

G

22.41

0.34

23.08

21.74

sinA

20.79

0.24

21.26

20.32

cosA

1.20

0.35

0.52

1.89

222.11

4.62

231.22

213.01

16.82

5.16

6.65

27.00

0.34

0.10

0.15

0.52

kv
kmin
lnSCA

Standard Error

Source

Sum of
Squares

Model

854.65

Df

1024.02

202

Total (Corr.)

1878.67

209

R

0.45

Standard error of the
estimate

2.25

Durbin-Watson statistic

1.75

Mean
Square

7 122.09

Residual

2

Lower Limit

Lower Limit

F-Ratio

P-Value

24.08

0.00

5.07

From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 3.10)

variables were chosen by stepwise linear regression (Kleinbaum et al.,
2008). The sample sizes were 210 and 40 for the Miniota and
Minnedosa sites, respectively. Results of regression analysis are presented in Tables 11.811.10 (we show regression equations with
R2 $ 0.40).
Using the regression equations (Tables 11.811.10) and DTMs (Figs.
11.2 and 11.3) inserted into the corresponding equations as predictors,
we derived predictive digital models and maps of some soil properties
(Fig. 11.4). These models include 2756 and 3193 points for the Miniota
and Minnedosa sites, respectively.
Notice that we did not derive predictive maps for areas of the sites
wherein values of morphometric predictors differ significantly from the
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TABLE 11.9 The Miniota Site: Parameters and Statistics of the Regression Equation
for the Dependence of the Soil Moisture Content (the depth 00.3 m, May 1998) on
Morphometric Variables
95% Confidence Interval
Predictor

Estimate

Constant

319.80

96.71

129.12

510.49

z

20.58

0.19

20.96

20.21

G

22.56

0.39

23.33

21.79

sinA

20.88

0.27

21.42

20.35

233.87

5.29

244.30

223.44

25.68

5.94

13.97

37.38

0.55

0.11

0.33

0.76

kv
kmin
lnSCA

Standard Error

Source

Sum of
Squares

Model

1326.28

Residual

1363.44

203

Total (Corr.)

2689.72

209

2

R

0.49

Standard error of the
estimate

2.59

Durbin-Watson statistic

1.802

Df

Lower Limit

Mean
Square

6 221.05

Upper Limit

F-Ratio

P-Value

32.91

0.00

6.72

From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 3.11)

dynamic ranges of the predictors within the plots (see Kolmogorov
Smirnov statistics in Tables 11.2 and 11.3). For the Miniota site, we
did not perform predictive mapping for areas with values of SCA .
6028 m2/m, z , 507.7 m, and G . 2.5 . For the Minnedosa site, we did not
map areas with values of SCA . 1754 m2/m, z , 580.8 m, and G . 3.7 .
Hatching indicates areas omitted from the prediction (Fig. 11.4).
Predictive patterns of soil properties (Fig. 11.4) generally resemble the
structure of some morphometric maps (Figs. 11.2 and 11.3). Standard
errors of the estimate may be used to assess roughly the prediction accuracy outside the plots (Tables 11.811.10).
Statistical analysis was carried out by Statgraphics Plus 3.0 (© Statistical
Graphics Corp., 19941997). Predictive soil maps were derived using the
software LandLord (Appendix B).
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TABLE 11.10 The Minnedosa Site: Parameters and Statistics of the Regression
Equation for the Dependence of the Microbial Biomass Carbon Content (July 2000) on
Morphometric Variables
95% Confidence Interval
Predictor

Estimate

Standard Error

Constant

47,247.7

19,038.5

z
lnSCA

Lower Limit
8309.6

Lower Limit
86,185.8

279.17

32.61

2145.85

212.48

73.29

34.29

3.15

143.42

Source

Sum of
Squares

Model

2,285,180

Residual

2,730,100

29

Total (Corr.)

5,015,280

31

2

Df Mean
Square
2 1,142,590

F-Ratio

P-Value

12.14

0.00

94,141.3

0.46

R

Standard error of the
estimate
Durbin-Watson statistic

306.83
2.32

From (Florinsky, 2010, Table 3.12)

FIG. 11.4

Prediction of the spatial distribution of soil properties: (a) The Miniota site,
soil moisture content (the depth 00.3 m, May 1998). From (Florinsky et al., 2009a,
Fig. 4a). (b) The Minnedosa site, the microbial biomass carbon content (July 2000). Dots
indicate soil-sampling sites. Hatching indicates depressions omitted from the prediction.
From (Florinsky et al., 2009c, Fig. 2a)
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11.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
11.4.1 Variability in Relationships between Soil and
Morphometric Variables
For the Miniota site, results of correlation analysis (Table 11.6) show
that soil moisture at the depth 00.3 m was dependent on many topographic variables (except khe, kve, E, M, Kr, Ka, and K). This was expected
and supported by physical interpretations of topographic variables
(Table 2.1) and results of previous research (see details in Chapter 8).
11.4.1.1 Temporal Variability
However, different correlation coefficients describe statistical relationships of the soil moisture with topography in different seasons
(Table 11.6). For different seasons, we also obtained different regression
equations of soil moisture content at the depth 00.3 m with R2 $ 0.40
(Tables 11.8 and 11.9).1 This is clear evidence of temporal variability in
“soiltopography” relationships.
The existence of this phenomenon was quantitatively established for
soil moisture and for some dynamic soil properties, which depend on
soil moisture, such as residual phosphate and potassium (Florinsky
et al., 1999). This was supported by results from other research groups
that analyzed the spatiotemporal regularities of the distribution of soil
moisture (Western et al., 1999; Sulebak et al., 2000). Topography “controls” many soil properties because its characteristics determine the
ways of the lateral migration of water and zones of water accumulation
(Chapter 8). Therefore, although temporal variability was certainly
established for soil moisture only, we believe that this regularity can be
extended to other dynamic soil properties associated with soil moisture.
Soil properties are the integral result of various processes having (1)
different typical times (that is, related to different temporal scales); and
(2) different temporal variabilities (Stepanov et al., 1991; Targulian and
Sokolova, 1996; Targulian and Krasilnikov, 2007). That is the reason
relationships between soil and topographic attributes are temporally
unstable. Indeed, tectonic and erosion processes change the land surface
relatively slowly, so morphometric variables can be seen as temporally
stable determinants of soil development. Other factors of soil formation
(e.g., characteristics of plant cover) have higher temporal variability.
This leads to temporal variability in a spatially distributed soil
response, which can be observed as temporal variability in relationships
between soil and topographic properties. The rate of this temporal
Such results are acceptable because R2 . 0.70 are unusual, and R2  0.50 are common
for quantitative soil spatial models (Beckett and Webster, 1971; Malone et al., 2009).
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variability may be connected with the dynamic rate of a particular soil
property. For example, relationships between topography and relatively
static soil attributes, such as soil horizon thickness, may have a low
temporal variability, that is, may remain unaltered over years.
11.4.1.2 Depth Variability
Absolute values of the correlation coefficients of the soil moisture
content with a topographic variable decreased and, at times, became
statistically insignificant with increasing the depth of soil layer
(Table 11.6). This demonstrates a decrease of the topographic influence
on soil moisture with the soil layer depth, at least for the conditions of
the Miniota site.
The variability in relations between soil and topography depending
on the soil layer depth (let us call this phenomenon “depth variability”)
may stem from the spatial variability in the characteristic decline of
hydraulic conductivity with depth. If this decline were the same at all
points in the landscape, we would observe equal correlations between
soil and topographic attributes for all depths. The spatial variability of
the decline in hydraulic conductivity with depth can be associated with
spatial variability of pedogenetic processes, the existence of relict soil
patterns, and random inclusions of sand or silt lenses in glacial till. The
strongest dependence of soil properties on topography occurred at the
00.3 m depth within the Miniota site.
We suppose that in different landscapes, one may observe different
depths of “effective soil layers” wherein relations of soil to topography
are statistically significant. Moreover, more intricate situations may be
found in some natural conditions and for some soil properties. In particular, topographic control of a soil property may increase with depth.
Indeed, the depth variability of “topographysoil” relationships was
first quantitatively described analyzing soil moisture and some dynamic
soil properties depending on soil moisture, such as residual phosphate
and potassium (Florinsky et al., 1999). For residual phosphate, the highest correlations with morphometric variables were observed for the
depth 0.30.6 m (negative correlations with curvatures and positive
ones with nonlocal variables). Then, all correlations decreased and
became insignificant with increases in the soil layer depth. For residual
potassium, we observed a relatively stable negative correlation with G
for all depths within the 1.2-m soil layer. Other morphometric variables
did not influence the spatial distribution of residual potassium at
0.30.9 m depths. For the surficial layer (00.3 m), we observed slight
positive correlations with nonlocal topographic attributes and slight
negative ones with some curvatures. However, for the depth 0.91.2 m
we found the inverse situation: there were slight negative correlations
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with nonlocal topographic attributes and slight positive ones with curvatures. The cause of such a behavior of residual potassium is not clear.
Later, Mitusov (2001) and Shary (2005) studied depth variability.
They found that the dependence of soil properties on morphometric
variables may both decrease and increase as the soil layer depth
increases. In particular, for a cultivated field located in the southern
Moscow Region, the dependence of available phosphorus (P2O5) and
calcium and magnesium exchange cations on morphometric metrics of
overland flows (i.e., kh, kv, khe, and CA) decreases as the soil layer depth
increases. More complex relationships were found between topography
and potassium and sodium exchange cations. For potassium cations, as
the soil layer depth increases, there is a decrease of correlations with
local flow attributes (kh and E), and an increase of those with nonlocal
morphometric variables. In contrast, for sodium cations, as the soil layer
depth increases, there is a decrease of correlations with nonlocal topographic variables, and an increase of those with local variables (kh). The
cause of such a behavior of potassium and sodium cations is not clear.
For “topographyNO32 ” relationships, there were no significant correlations for the depth 00.2 m (Mitusov, 2001; Shary, 2005). This finding may be explained by a stronger impact of nontopographic factors
(biota, etc.) on this nitrogen form in upper soil layers. For deeper soil
layers, correlations of NO32 with all flow attributes decrease, while correlations with form attributes increase. Moreover, the spatial distribution of NO32 in the deepest soil layer is the reverse of that in the
medium soil layer, which is demonstrated by the change of signs of correlation coefficients (as in the case with residual potassium - see above).
Thus, a lateral redistribution of NO32 takes place during its vertical
movement. The causes of this phenomenon are not understood. It is
clear that the depth variability of “topographysoil” relationships
invites further investigations.
Temporal and depth variabilities in relationships between soil and
topography should be considered along with regional and scale variabilities in the topographic control of soil attributes. Regional variability
refers to distinctions in the topographic control of soil properties under
different natural conditions. Scale variability refers to the change in the
character of soiltopography relationships under changes of a hierarchical level of the biogeocenosis and/or study scale (Chapter 9).

11.4.2 Topography and Denitrification
Different rainfall conditions in July 2000 and July 2001
(Section 11.3.1) resulted in different levels of soil water content in the
landscape: the averages of the soil moisture content in the plot differed
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by 10% in these seasons (Table 11.5). In wetter and drier soil conditions,
there were strong differences in relationships between soil environmental and microbial properties (Florinsky et al., 2004), as well as between
soil properties and topographic attributes (Table 11.7).
11.4.2.1 Wetter Conditions
An earlier correlation analysis (Florinsky et al., 2004) demonstrated
the significant dependence of all soil microbial variables, notably the
microbial biomass carbon content and denitrification enzyme activity,
on the soil moisture content in the wetter soil conditions of July 2000.
The microbial biomass carbon content, most probable number, and N2O
flux also depended on the bulk density. These results are consistent
with previous observations (Myrold and Tiedje, 1985; Groffman and
Tiedje, 1989; Webster and Hopkins, 1996). Indeed, gravimetric moisture
content and bulk density are indicative of aeration status in the soil.
These parameters also influence the movement of water through soil
and thereby the distribution of nitrogen and organic carbon, proximal
regulators of denitrification. An increase of water content (water-filled
pores) and/or bulk density (viz., a decreased total porosity) will result
in a lower air-filled porosity and, therefore, a greater number of anaerobic sites in the soil that increase the suitability of the environment to
support denitrification.
Note that a topographic influence on the spatial distribution of the
soil organic carbon content has been previously demonstrated at this
site (Bergstrom et al., 2001b). This was expected and stems from the
spatial differentiation of organic matter and moistening according to
the land surface morphology (Ototzky, 1901; Moore et al., 1993;
Arrouays et al., 1998; Bell et al., 2000; Gessler et al., 2000; Chaplot et al.,
2001; Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002; Mitusov, 2001; Shary, 2005).
There was a relatively strong influence of topography on the spatial
distribution of soil moisture for the wetter soil conditions (Table 11.7).
This was expected and supported by interpretations of topographic
variables (Table 2.1) and previous results (Chapter 8). The soil moisture
content had the highest values in such locations where kv had negative
values (concave profiles) and SCA had high values (draining of large
upslope areas).
Relatively high correlations between the bulk density and topographic attributes (Table 11.7) resulted from its dependence on soil
moisture, soil texture, and soil organic matter usually distributed
according to the land surface morphology. Consequently, convex-profile upslopes (kv.0, low values of SCA) had higher values of the bulk
density than downslopes and depressions within the plot.
Almost all soil microbial indices, in one way or another, depended
on topographic variables in the wetter soil conditions (Table 11.7). This
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was expected, as essential factors for denitrification—the soil moisture
content, soil organic carbon content, and bulk density—depended on
topographic attributes within the plot (see above). The denitrification
rate depended on nonlocal and combined topographic variables: CA, TI,
and SI (Table 11.7). The microbial biomass carbon content depended on
both nonlocal and combined topographic variables (SCA and TI) and
some local attributes (z, G, kv, H, and kmax). Only local topographic variables influenced the N2O flux, number of denitrifiers, and microbial respiration rate: they depended on kv, G, and A (Table 11.7).
Thus, under wetter soil conditions, the spatial variability of the denitrification rate was mostly affected by redistribution and accumulation
of soil moisture and soil organic matter due to their gain along a slope
from its top to bottom, because of their additional amounts contributed
from upslope (that is, according to the relative position of the point in
the landscape). However, the N2O emission, number of denitrifiers, and
microbial respiration rate were affected by the distribution of soil water
and organic matter according to the local slope geometry. Both groups
of topographic factors (nonlocal and local) of spatial redistribution and
accumulation of soil moisture and organic matter influenced the microbial biomass content. These results are generally consistent with previous observations that “hot spots” of denitrification are associated with
downslope positions (Pennock et al., 1992; Van Kessel et al., 1993; Corre
et al., 1996).
11.4.2.2 Drier Conditions
Based on the KolmogorovSmirnov statistics (Table 11.5), in the
drier July 2001 there were marked decreases in the soil moisture content
and bulk density, decreases in the denitrification and microbial respiration rates, a slight increase in the number of denitrifiers, and no significant changes in the microbial biomass carbon content, denitrification
enzyme activity, or N2O flux (Table 11.5).
Comparisons between the two sampling events demonstrated significant changes in the spatial differentiation of the soil properties. In the
drier soil conditions, the coefficient of variation values showed pronounced increases in variation of the soil moisture content, denitrification and microbial respiration rates, and pronounced decrease in
variation of the N2O flux (Table 11.5). Correlations between indices of
soil microbial activity and selected soil environmental properties
became statistically insignificant in the drier soil conditions, except for
the microbial biomass carbon content (Florinsky et al., 2004).
We observed a decrease of the topographic control of the soil moisture content in the drier July 2001, while associations of other soil properties with topographic attributes became insignificant (Table 11.7). This
demonstrates a phenomenon of temporal variability in topographic
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control of dynamic soil properties (Section 11.4.1.1) (Florinsky et al.,
1999, 2002).
From the observed distribution of the denitrification rate, it may be
deduced that the denitrifier activity continued to persist under the drier
soil conditions, but it was reduced and ceased to depend on the spatial
distribution of soil moisture and thus land surface morphology. This
likely reflects a transition of some critical level of the soil moisture status, and the ability of denitrifiers to be effective aerobic heterotrophs
under aerobic conditions. The soil moisture status was still sufficient for
the activity of these organisms, but was no longer a dominant force in
influencing their spatial patterns.
11.4.2.3 Interpretations
It is possible to conclude that to keep the topographic control of the
spatial distribution of denitrifiers and their activity, the landscape must
contain some sufficient amount of soil water (more than some threshold). Physically, this idea seems reasonable as topographically controlled gravity-driven lateral transport of substances (e.g., nutrients)
generally acts through the medium of gravimetric soil water. It is possible to generalize that the spatial distribution of soil dynamic properties
depends on topographic variables only if soil moisture content is higher
than some threshold value.
In drier and wetter soil conditions, the number of denitrifiers was
different. It depended on topography in the wetter season, while the
denitrifier enzyme activity was essentially the same on both sampling
dates, ceasing to be affected by topography (Tables 11.5 and 11.7). This
result reinforces the view that a direct relationship seldom exists
between the number of denitrifiers and the amount of denitrifying
enzyme in the soil (Parsons et al., 1991). This is because of the dual aerobic/anaerobic nature of the ecology and physiology of denitrifiers. The
occurrence of denitrifying bacteria in any given habitat is primarily controlled by their ability to compete as heterotrophs rather than ability to
denitrify (Groffman and Tiedje, 1989). The expression of denitrifying
enzyme is just a response to anaerobic conditions reflecting soil aeration
status.
Although the spatial distribution of denitrifiers was affected by
topography in the wetter season, other groups of soil microbiota were
probably more sensitive to the land surface morphology. This is
reflected in the higher topographic effect on the microbial biomass carbon content compared with the most probable number (Table 11.7).
Recall that microbial biomass carbon content measures the total microbial biomass in the soil, including both denitrifiers and other organisms
(Table 11.1).
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The lower topographic control of the spatial differentiation of the
N2O emission compared with other soil microbial variables in wetter
soil conditions, as well as the disappearance of this control in drier soil
conditions (Table 11.7) may reflect the high temporal and spatial variability of this attribute (Parsons et al., 1991) as well as the nature of
N2O production. Since N2O production results from both autotrophic,
aerobic processes (nitrification) and heterotrophic, anaerobic processes
(denitrification) and is merely an intermediate in denitrification, it is
not surprising that N2O production and flux is highly variable and does
not always reflect the environmental prerequisites of either of the
microbial groups producing this gas.
The results obtained relate to the microbial activity in the upper soil
layer wherein samples were collected and may vary with depth. This is
caused by two factors:
• Soil microbial communities and enzyme activity change with depth
(Zvyagintsev, 1994; Lehman, 2007).
• Topographic control of soil properties may both decrease and
increase as the soil layer depth increases (Section 11.4.1.2) (Florinsky
et al., 1999, 2002).
For the Minnedosa site, regression equations explained 46% of the
variability of the microbial biomass carbon content in the wetter soil
conditions (Table 11.10). Spatial heterogeneity of some other soil microbial attributes can be predicted using DTM-based regression, as demonstrated by the predictive maps of microbial biomass carbon content
(Fig. 11.4b). However, DTM-based regression should be used with caution as different equations may be obtained in different seasons
because:
• Temporal variability in the dependence of dynamic soil properties on
topography (Section 11.4.1.1) (Florinsky et al., 1999, 2002)
• Seasonal dynamics of soil microbiota (Golovchenko and
Polyanskaya, 1996)
• Soil microbial succession (Polyanskaya and Zvyagintsev, 1995)
• Spatiotemporal oscillations of soil microbial populations (Semenov
et al., 1999) as well as other oscillating processes in soil (Florinsky
et al., 2009b)
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12.1 INTRODUCTION
Folds of various hierarchical levels are the most abundant and studied geological features (Ramsay, 1967). In the context of fold studies,
methods of digital terrain modeling (i.e., curvature derivation from
DEMs of the land and stratigraphic surfaces) are applied to solve at
least three problems (Bergbauer, 2007):
1. Analyze the geometry of folds and their classification.
2. Predict the degree of deformation or strain of folds, as well as
fracture orientation and density of folded strata.
3. Analyze the evolution of folded strata and estimate the degree of
their plasticity.

12.2 FOLD GEOMETRY AND FOLD CLASSIFICATION
Folds are characterized by the great diversity of geometric forms.
This can be associated with regional lithological differences, the deformation degree of geological strata, stress distribution during deformation, and so on. Quantitative description of the fold geometry can
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FIGURE 12.1 Magnitudes (colors) and axis directions (black tic marks) of the principal
curvatures draped on the 3D model of the Sheep Mountain Anticline, Wyoming, USA: (a)
maximal curvature, (b) minimal curvature. For the DEM description, see Fig. 6.7. From
(Mynatt et al., 2007a, Fig. 4), reproduced with permission.

provide the key information necessary to analyze, reconstruct, and
model the origin and evolution of folds (Bastida et al., 1999).
Bergbauer (2007, p. 185) correctly reasoned that for structural geology, “surface curvature is a unique descriptor of shape. Describing the
geometry of a horizon quantitatively is an essential first step when
attempting to compare physical and numerical models with natural surfaces.” From the standpoint of terrain modeling, however, visualization
of a form by itself is a standard procedure (Fig. 12.1). So, we do not discuss this issue in depth. Examples of visualization of the fold geometry
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with data on geological surface curvatures can be found elsewhere
(Bergbauer, 2007; Hart and Sagan, 2007; Mynatt et al., 2007a).
Fold visualization combined with fold classification is a more complex task. Hudleston (1973) proposed quantitative classifications of
folds. These were based on stereographic projections of bedding attitudes and cylindrical fold profiles. However, an assumption of cylindricity of folds was the main problem of such fold descriptions: it is
obvious that a folded geological surface cannot be totally cylindrical.
Lisle (1994), Lisle and Robinson (1995), and Stewart and Podolski
(1998) used the sign of the Gaussian curvature to distinguish three classes of folds: elliptical (domes or basins), hyperbolical (saddles), and
cylindrical folds (Section 2.7.1). Roberts (2001) used a combination of
the signs of the Gaussian and mean curvatures to distinguish six classes
of folds (Section 2.7.1): domes (K . 0, H . 0), bowls (K . 0, H , 0), saddles (K , 0), ridges (K 5 0, H . 0), planes (K 5 0, H 5 0), and synforms
(K 5 0, H , 0). Within the framework of this approach, Lisle and Toimil
(2007) suggested a generalized definition of a fold as a patch consisting
of contiguous points with K and H of consistent sign. They distinguished four classes of folds: synclastic antiforms (K . 0, H . 0), anticlastic antiforms (K , 0, H . 0), anticlastic synforms (K , 0, H , 0), and
synclastic synforms (K . 0, H , 0). For the continuous classification of
folded surfaces, these authors applied the shape index (Koenderink and
van Doorn, 1992) (Section 2.7.1). Mynatt et al. (2007a) elaborated the
approaches of Roberts (2001) and Lisle and Toimil (2007): they proposed a classification including eight theoretically possible fold types
(Fig. 2.11a), four of which correspond to “rare forms” (for details, see
Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.3). See Fig. 6.7 for an example of the classification
of the geological surface by the signs of K and H.
We should note, however, that the landform classification by the
signs of the Gaussian and mean curvatures is not complete and
includes “rare forms.” The Shary classification (Section 2.7.3) holds
much promise.

12.3 PREDICTING THE DEGREE OF FOLD
DEFORMATION AND FRACTURING
Assume there is an elastic thin beam. It is known that if the beam is
bent, the shearing constraints at a point of the beam are proportional to
its curvature (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951). If these constraints reach
some threshold, they are responsible for the rupture of the beam. Let us
also consider a geological layer as an elastic beam. In this case, fractures
may be typical for the layer portions where the shearing constraints are
higher than the threshold (Samson and Mallet, 1997).
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Murray (1968) was probably the first researcher to employ this idea
and to link mathematically the curvature of a folded surface with the
degree of fracture porosity and fracture permeability of folds, and so
with the degree of potential oil- and gas-bearing of folds. He proposed
that the product of the curvature and bed thickness can be used to estimate fracture porosity, while the third power of the product can be
used to estimate fracture permeability. The computerization of the
Murray approach to reveal areas of highest fracture intensity was based
on the Laplacian derivation1 from DEMs of stratigraphic surfaces,
which were generated from structural contours (Muñoz-Espinoza, 1968;
Pirson, 1970; Schultz-Ela and Yeh, 1992). Lisle (1994) argued that areas
having high values of the Gaussian curvature correspond to zones of
greater deformation and higher density of fractures. Fischer and
Wilkerson (2000) proposed that joints formed by a deformation are parallel to axis directions of kmin normal sections at the given point of the
geological surface.
However, Schultz-Ela and Yeh (1992) did not observe relationships
between the high absolute values of the Laplacian and rock permeability (fracturing), which was estimated from the maximum annual gas
productivity. Using results of detailed field studies, Fiore Allwardt
et al. (2007, p. 419) concluded: “Fracture intensities do not correlate
directly with curvature” because “curvature is only one mechanism for
fracture development. Other mechanisms such as stretching, faulting,
bedding-plane slip, the influence of preexisting fractures, and tectonic
loading may contribute to fracture development and should be evaluated. . . . A complete understanding of the heterogeneity in fracture
intensities requires analysis beyond curvature calculations.” Bergbauer
(2007) came to a similar conclusion.

12.4 FOLDING MODELS AND THE THEOREMA
EGREGIUM
In the Theorema Egregium2 Gauss (1828)3 demonstrated that the total
(Gaussian) curvature is a bending invariant for the surface, if bending
takes place without stretching, compression, or breaking of the surface.
In other words, the Gaussian curvature does not change its values at
each point of a surface during its deformations, if the surface was bent
1

The Laplacian can be considered an approximation of mean curvature
(Section A.3.4).
2

This is Latin for “Remarkable Theorem.”

3

There is an English translation of this work (Gauss, 2009).
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and/or inclined without breaking, compression, or stretching. Changes
in the Gaussian curvature value indicate compression or stretching of
the surface in the vicinity of the given point.
In a pioneer work, Belonin and Zhukov (1968) utilized the Theorema
Egregium to study the uplift evolution of an elevated block. These
authors used DEMs of several conformable stratigraphic surfaces. To
estimate the level, direction, and unevenness of stretching and bending
of the block, they analyzed K as well as H, kmin, and kmax of these
surfaces.
The Theorema Egregium was implemented to estimate ”the degree of
plasticity of the tectonics” (Samson and Mallet, 1997)—that is, to investigate the geometry and properties of oceanic lithospheric plates in subduction zones, in particular, whether or not the oceanic lithosphere
maintains its mechanical integrity during subduction (Bevis, 1986;
Cahill and Isacks, 1992; Ansell and Bannister, 1996; Nothard et al.,
1996). However, DEMs of lithospheric plates were generated from data
on earthquake hypocenter locations. It is clear that the accuracy of such
DEMs and, hence, the certainty of conclusions about lithospheric plate
plasticity are highly conjectural.
It would be interesting to apply this property of the Gaussian curvature to reconstruct paleotopography. Such a reconstruction can be best
explained by the following example (Shary et al., 1991): Let us consider
a plane, which is affected by two folding processes with different vergencies (Fig. 12.2a, b). As a result, a topographic surface arises with the
pronounced regular cell-like structure; this structure can be seen on the
elevation map (Fig. 12.2c). Assume that the plane is affected by two
other folding processes with distinct vergencies (Fig. 12.2d, e). In this
case, the processes are characterized by the same directions but shorter
wavelengths as compared with the first case. As a result, there arises a
topographic surface with the pronounced regular cell-like structure, but
the cell size is less than it was in the first case (Fig. 12.2f). Now, assume
that all four folding processes affect the plane. As a result, a topographic surface arises with a rather complex cell-like structure, which
can, however, be seen on the elevation map (Fig. 12.2i).
Finally, assume that the surface (Fig. 12.2i) was inclined (Fig. 12.2g)
and bent (Fig. 12.2h). The final topographic surface (Fig. 12.2j) obviously
keeps some traces of the four folding processes, but they are hidden by
the inclination and bending. On the final elevation map, it is impossible
to see the cell-like structure, while a valley network is well marked.
Let us assume that (1) all surface deformations were free of breaks,
stretching, and compression; and (2) there is an erosion-free condition.
There is a need to reveal the hidden cell-like folding structure. Let us
derive the Gaussian, horizontal, and vertical curvatures from the DEM
of the topographic surface before (Fig. 12.2i) and after (Fig. 12.2j) its
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FIGURE 12.2 Modeling of the formation of the hidden complex folding (Shary et al.,
1991). Two folding processes with different vergencies, (a) and (b), form a cell-like folding
structure (c). Two other folding processes having distinct vergencies, (d) and (e), form the
other cell-like folding structure (f). All four folding processes form the complex folding
structure (i). Its inclination (g) and bending (h) form the final surface (j). “Elevation” maps
of the surfaces are presented.

inclination and bending. One can see that there are distinct patterns on
the maps of horizontal curvature of the surface before and after the
inclination and bending (Fig. 12.3a). The same is true for the maps of
vertical curvature (Fig. 12.3b). Moreover, there is no clear evidence of
the cell-like structure (Fig. 12.2i) on the maps of these two curvatures.
However, the desired cell-like structure can be seen on the maps of the
Gaussian curvature (Fig. 12.3c). Notice that the maps of the Gaussian
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FIGURE 12.3 Revelation of the hidden complex folding structure with the Theorema
Egregium (Shary et al., 1991): (a) horizontal curvature, (b) vertical curvature, (c) the
Gaussian curvature. Left—curvatures of the surface with the hidden structure before the
inclination and bending (Fig. 12.2i); right—curvatures of the surface with the hidden
structure after the inclination and bending (Fig. 12.2j).

curvature of the surface before and after the inclination and bending
have almost the same patterns (minor differences are caused by discretization errors).
Modeling was performed by the software LandLord (Appendix B).
We should finally note that it is difficult to use the Theorema Egregium
to reconstruct paleotopography from DEMs of actual terrains. This is
due to surface deformations caused by erosion, as well as tectonic
stretching, compression, and faulting. This problem calls for further
research.
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13.1 MOTIVATION
It is well known that data on geological faults (Peive, 1956a;
Slemmons and Depolo, 1986; Trifonov, 1995; Nikonov, 1995; Groshong,
2006) are required in neotectonic and seismic studies, ore and petroleum exploration, and so on. Revealing and monitoring local and
regional faults are necessary in the development and operation of some
potentially dangerous objects, such as nuclear power plants and hydroelectric power stations (Tabor, 1986; Chekunov et al., 1990; Poletaev
et al., 1991). Indeed, construction and operation of such objects can
cause changes in regional tectonic activity—for instance, tectonic movements along previously stable faults. It is obvious that this can affect
the security of an object and its operation.
Faults are as a rule indicated by lineaments. The term lineament is
commonly used in reference to any linear geological features of different origin, age, depth, and scale (Hobbs, 1904; Sonder, 1938; Hills, 1956;
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Katterfeld and Charushin, 1973; Hodgson et al., 1976; O’Leary et al.,
1976; Makarov, 1981; Trifonov et al., 1983; Wise et al., 1985; Kats et al.,
1986; Bryukhanov and Mezhelovsky, 1987; Twidale and Bourne, 2007).
Lineaments are usually associated with faults, linear zones of fracturing, bending deformation, and increased permeability of the crust, as
well as linear chains of some geological features (i.e., laccolites, volcanoes, etc.). Lineaments are, as a rule, expressed in topography. They
can be observed from air- and spacecrafts, and can also be recorded on
aerial and satellite images, 3D seismic models, and thematic maps at a
wide range of scales.
Geometric characteristics of linear topographic dislocations formed
by vertical tectonic motions differ from those formed by horizontal tectonic movements (Ollier, 1981; Trifonov, 1983; Keller, 1986). Qualitative
and quantitative signs of these differences can be used to recognize the
origin (or type) of topographically expressed faults.
Qualitative approaches for revelation and classification of faults using
topographic data have been repeatedly discussed (see reviews elsewhere—Trifonov, 1983; Slemmons and Depolo, 1986). One of the most
popular approaches was visual analysis of topographic maps (Hobbs,
1904, 1911; Nezametdinova, 1970; Yabrova, 1981) and remotely sensed
images (Wilson, 1941; Lattman, 1958; Skaryatin, 1973; Hodgson et al.,
1976; Trifonov et al., 1983; Bryukhanov and Mezhelovsky, 1987). To recognize lineaments and ring structures visually, some researchers used
hill-shading photographic images, which were obtained by taking pictures of 3D plastic terrain models illuminated at different angles (Hills,
1956; Wise, 1969; Saul, 1978; Wise et al., 1985). Analogue photogrammetric procedures were utilized to reveal and classify faults, as well as to
measure their dip and strike angles (Vinogradova and Eremin, 1971).
To reveal and classify faults, geologists employed some standard
techniques of digital terrain modeling, such as 3D topographic models
dropped by aerial or satellite images or geological maps (Campagna
and Levandowski, 1991; Morris, 1991; Kukowski et al., 2001, 2008;
Ganas et al., 2005; Palyvos et al., 2006; Nazari et al., 2009) (Fig. 13.1),
thalweg mapping (Eliason and Eliason, 1987; Thienssen et al., 1994;
Jordan, 2003), as well as G and A mapping (Onorati et al., 1992; Steen
et al., 1998; Kopp, 2000; Ganas et al., 2005; Kukowski et al., 2008). Lisle
(1994) argued that high values of the Gaussian curvature may indicate
fault zones. To reveal faults, Steen et al. (1998) approximated the derivation of vertical curvature by double derivation of slope gradients from
DEMs of stratigraphic surfaces (viz., derivation of G from the digital
model of G). To reveal lineaments, Wladis (1999) applied the geophysical method of second derivatives (Elkins, 1951) to DEMs. Maximal and
minimal curvatures were also used to locate faults (Samson and Mallet,
1997; Bergbauer et al., 2003; Wynn and Stewart, 2003).
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FIGURE 13.1 Expression of faults on a 3D topographic model, exemplified by the
Nazca Plate (the trench and the Peruvian submarine continental slope). View from south;
1 5 are ridges. A DEM was derived from swath bathymetry data. From (Kukowski et al.,
2008, Fig. 4c), reproduced with permission.

Hill shading (Section 2.5) is the most popular technique for revealing
faults (Moore and Simpson, 1983; Schowengerdt and Glass, 1983; Zeilik
et al., 1989; Onorati et al., 1992; Deffontaines et al., 1997; Chorowicz et al.,
1998, 1999; Dhont et al., 1998a, 1998b; Adiyaman et al., 2001; Szynkaruk
et al., 2004; Ganas et al., 2005; Dhont and Chorowicz, 2006; Masoud and
Koike, 2006; Palyvos et al., 2006; Kukowski et al., 2008; Saadi et al., 2009)
(Fig. 13.2). It has been noted that this technique is usually more effective
than interpretation of remotely sensed images in terms of fault recognition (Schowengerdt and Glass, 1983). On hill-shading maps, one can find
up to 90% of faults, which may be revealed by conventional geological
and geophysical methods (Onorati et al., 1992).
In all these techniques, DEM processing allows enhancing “the contrast” of existing lineaments and faults, which are poorly expressed in
topography. Finally revealing them is carried out by the human visual
system. Moreover, the use of these geomorphometric approaches without ancillary geological data does not allow classification of revealed
faults. This is mainly connected with difficulties in formalizing fault
diagnostic signs. Detailed qualitative descriptions of the signs can be
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FIGURE 13.2 Fault recognition from a hill-shading map, exemplified by Central and
Eastern Anatolia, Turkey: (a) Hill-shading map; illumination is from the north. A DEM
was derived from the Digital Chart of the World (US DMA, 1991) by contour interpolation; DEM grid spacing is 300 m. (b) Fault patterns visually recognized on the hill-shading
map. Gray areas are Neogene Quaternary basins. From (Chorowicz et al., 1999, Fig. 1b, c),
reproduced with permission.

found elsewhere (Ollier, 1981; Keller, 1986; Nikonov, 1995; Groshong,
2006). For instance, Dhont and Chorowicz (2006, p. 36) described the
following principles to reveal and classify faults using hill-shading
maps:
Neotectonic faults can be identified by (1) their morphology, forming asymmetric ranges with one side corresponding to breaks in slope or scarps, (2) the displacement of late Neogene volcanic boundaries, structural or erosional surfaces, and (3)
the occurrence of straight lines of several tens of kilometers in length. . . . Strike-slip
faults have rectilinear traces and they locally bound push-up hills or extensional
basins at step-over or bends of the fault trace. They can be associated with typical
patterns such as tail-crack or horse-tail structures at fault ends. Reverse faults have
sinuous traces and they are associated with half-cylindrical-shaped hills of the
uplifted blocks due to drag folds deforming ancient planar erosion surface in the
hanging wall. Normal faults are recognized by the following geomorphic
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characters: (1) they generally have a widely arched trace, concave (mainly) or convex toward the footwall, in contrast to the strike-slip faults whose trace is generally
straighter; (2) they bound tilted plateaus (tilted blocks); (3) as is also the case for the
strike-slip faults, they are not related to half-cylindrical-shaped hills corresponding
to recent drag folds, which accompany active reverse faulting.

Revealing topographically expressed lineaments can be done by kh
and kv calculation and mapping; kh and kv values should be subdivided
into two levels relative to the zero value (Florinsky, 1992). It has been
observed that lineaments recorded on kh and kv maps have essentially distinct statistical properties (i.e., orientation and density).
Geomorphologically, this can be explained by the fact that kh mapping
reveals predominantly valley and crest spurs, while kv mapping reveals
mainly terraces (Evans, 1980). P. A. Shary (1992, personal communication) supposed that lineaments displayed on kh and kv maps may be
associated with faults generated by horizontal and vertical tectonic
motions, correspondingly.
In this chapter, we describe a method to reveal and classify topographically expressed lineaments. The method is based on the derivation of horizontal and vertical curvatures from DEMs of the land or
stratigraphic surfaces (Florinsky, 1996). The method is illustrated by
two case studies: (1) the Crimean Peninsula and the adjacent sea bottom, a seismically active, mountainous territory (Florinsky, 1996); and
(2) the Kursk nuclear power plant area, a platform plain region
(Florinsky et al., 1995).

13.2 THEORY
Consider an arbitrary surface (Fig. 13.3a). Recall that kh and kv are
positive for convex areas, while negative for concave ones.
Suppose a dip-slip (or reverse) fault occurs in the zone of kv positive
values (Fig. 13.3b). kh and kv values in the deformation zone will
change; kv will take negative values along the fault line x x. Let us subdivide kh and kv values into two levels relative to the zero value, and
display areas with kh and kv positive values in white while displaying
areas with kh and kv negative values in black. In this case, one will be
able to see an indicator of the dip-slip (or reverse) fault as a black lineament on a white background on the kv map. A similar lineament will be
seen on the kv map if the surface was plane before the vertical motion.
If kv values were negative before the movement, the kv sign will also
change along the fault line. In this case, the dip-slip fault will be indicated by a white lineament on a black background on the kv map. A lineament consisting of black and white spots will be recorded on the kv
map after the vertical movement if the surface has a complex shape.
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FIGURE 13.3 Block diagrams illustrating sign
changes of horizontal and vertical curvatures after
tectonic motions: (a) the initial surface; (b) the surface with a dip-slip fault after a vertical displacement; (c) the surface with a strike-slip fault after a
horizontal displacement. kv is the curvature of the
normal section BAC formed by the intersection of
the surface with the plane Q, which contains the
gravitational acceleration vector g at the given
point A. kh is the curvature of the normal section
DAE formed by the intersection of the surface with
the plane R, which is orthogonal to the normal vertical section BAC at the point A. n is the external
normal to the surface at the point A; x x are fault
lines. From (Florinsky, 1996, Fig. 1).
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In like manner, a lineament indicating a thrust will be revealed on
the kv map, since thrusting, as a rule, produces a scarp. However, lineaments indicating dip-slip, reverse, and thrust faults will not be recorded
on the kh map, because changes of the kh sign along fault lines will be
random rather than systematic (some nonlinear changes in patterns will
arise on the kh map anyway).
Suppose a strike-slip fault occurs in the zone of kh positive values
(Fig. 13.3c). kh and kv values will also change in the deformation zone.
However, the kh will take negative values along the length of the fault
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line x x, while changes of the kv sign will be random rather than systematic. Therefore, the following lineaments indicating horizontal
movement traces will be recorded on the kh map: (1) a black lineament
on a white background for the given case and planar surface before
deformation; (2) a white lineament on a black background for the surface with negative kh values; and (3) a lineament consisting of white
and black spots for the complex surface. Some nonlinear traces of horizontal movements will be recorded on the kv map.
After an oblique-slip and a gaping faults formation, both curvatures
ought to change signs systematically along fault lines. Therefore, we
can expect that lineaments indicating these faults will be recorded on
maps of both kh and kv.
There is a need to use ancillary geological, geophysical, and geomorphic data to distinguish and/or separate: (1) lineaments of nontectonic
(e.g., erosion) origin; (2) lineaments associated with flexures and some
folds; (3) dip-slip, reverse, and thrust faults equally revealed by kv; and
(4) oblique-slip and gaping faults revealed by kh in similar manner.
Notice that for platform areas, the direct association between lineaments
and faults may be conjectural. In such cases, lineaments on kh and kv
maps can be interpreted as linear zones of concentration of bending
deformations, as follows:
• Lineaments revealed on kh maps are predominantly associated with
zones of horizontal bending deformations.
• Lineaments recorded on kv maps mostly relate to zones of vertical
bending deformations (e.g., flexures).
• Lineaments revealed on both kh and kv maps can indicate zones of
bending deformations formed by both vertical and horizontal
movements.

13.3 METHOD VALIDATION
13.3.1 Materials and Data Processing
The method validation was performed using an artificial site. The
site (Fig. 13.4a) measures 60 3 60 m; the maximum elevation difference
is about 7.5 m. It includes an east-striking valley and two adjacent
crests. An irregular DEM includes 129 points. The following seven simple typical faults (Gzovsky, 1954) were modeled by deformations of the
initial irregular DEM:
1. A vertical dip-slip fault with 1-m displacement (Fig. 13.4b)
2. A low-angle dip-slip fault with 1-m displacement and 30 dip
(Fig. 13.4c)
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(a)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(c)

(g)
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FIGURE 13.4

Modeling faults on the artificial DEM: (a) the initial surface; (b) vertical
dip-slip fault; (c) low-angle dip-slip fault; (d) strike-slip fault; (e) oblique-slip fault; (f)
overthrust, 5-m displacement; (g) overthrust, 15-m displacement; (h) gaping fault. Upper
are elevations, middle are horizontal curvatures, lower are vertical curvatures; x x are
fault axes. From (Florinsky, 1996, Fig. 2).
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3. A strike-slip fault with 3.5-m displacement (Fig. 13.4d)
4. An oblique-slip fault with 3.5-m horizontal and 1-m vertical
displacements (Fig. 13.4e)
5. An overthrust with 5-m displacement (Fig. 13.4f)
6. An overthrust with 15-m displacement (Fig. 13.4g)
7. A gaping fault with a trench of 1-m width and 0.2-m depth
(Fig. 13.4h)
Eight irregular DEMs of the initial and deformed surfaces were converted into regular ones by the Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991).
The grid spacing was 2 m. Digital models of kh and kv (Fig. 13.4) were
derived from all regular DEMs by the Evans Young method
(Section 4.1). Data processing was performed by the software LandLord
(Appendix B).

13.3.2 Results and Discussion
Visual analysis of the maps obtained (Fig. 13.4) confirms the general
correctness of the method. Indeed, for the dip-slip fault models
(Fig. 13.4b, c), kv maps display clear lineaments passing strictly along
the fault axes. kh mapping also revealed some traces of the vertical
motion but no lineaments along the fault axes. The lineament corresponding to the vertical dip-slip fault (Fig. 13.4b) does not essentially
differ from the lineament corresponding to the low-angle dip-slip fault
(Fig. 13.4c).
For the strike-slip fault model (Fig. 13.4d), kh map reveals a small lineament in the lower part of the map. It strictly passes along the fault
axis. The kv map does not contain lineaments, although strike-slip fault
traces can be found: these are the break of the valley and the displacement of its eastern portion to the north.
For the oblique-slip fault model (Fig. 13.4e), the clearly expressed lineament is revealed on the kv map. Traces of vertical and horizontal
motions are recorded by kh mapping, but there are no lineaments along
the fault axis. This fact contradicts the theoretical expectation and may
be connected with drawbacks of the oblique-slip fault model.
For the thrust models (Fig. 13.4f, g), clear lineaments passing along
the fault axes are revealed by kv mapping. Some overthrust traces are
also recorded on kh maps, but they are not regular. For the gaping fault
model (Fig. 13.4h), lineaments are recorded on the kh and kv maps.
To validate the method, we applied a very simple DEM and modeled
single simple faults. It is obvious that effectiveness and impartiality of
fault revealing and classification will be lower for DEMs of actual terrains with many faults of different strikes and nontectonic lineaments.
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13.3.3 Strike, Dip, and Displacement Estimation
DEMs are widely utilized to measure the dip and strike of faults and
other geological contacts (Chorowicz et al., 1991; Morris, 1991; Koike
et al., 1998) (Fig. 13.5a): For a locally planar geological contact, three
points belonging to the contact define a local approximation of the contact surface between two lithologic units. If these points also belong to a
DEM grid, one can estimate the following characteristics from the point
coordinates: (1) the strike, the azimuth of the intersection of the contact
surface with a horizontal plane; (2) the dip direction, that is, the azimuth of local slope lines; and (3) the dip, the angle between local slope
lines and a horizontal plane (Chorowicz et al., 1991).
For a simple surface with a single fault (Fig. 13.4), DTM-based quantitative estimation of a fault displacement may be done as follows. To
(a)

North

FIGURE 13.5 Quantitative estimation of some
properties of faults: (a) Estimation of the dip (δ) and
strike (σ) of a fault or geological contact. From
(Chorowicz et al., 1991, Fig. 2), reproduced with permission. (b) Estimation of the vertical displacement modeled in Fig. 13.4b; the lineament is hachured; arrows
are flow lines; dots are intersections of flow lines
with the lineament. (c) Estimation of the horizontal
displacement modeled in Fig. 13.4d; parts of the valley are hachured, k is the horizontal displacement.
From (Florinsky, 1996, Fig. 6).
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estimate a vertical displacement, one may use an average value of elevation differences in points where flow lines intersect a lineament displayed on a kv map (Fig. 13.5b). The estimation accuracy obviously
depends on the erosion intensity, the DEM accuracy and resolution,
and the number of measurements along flow lines. A horizontal displacement of a strike-slip fault may be estimated analyzing relative displacements of valley portions displayed on a kv map along a fault line
(Fig. 13.5c). However, displacement estimation will be complicated in
the case of an actual terrain having complex topography and tectonics.

13.4 TWO CASE STUDIES
The method is exemplified by a part of the Crimean Peninsula and
the adjacent sea bottom, as well as the Kursk nuclear power plant area.
The study regions are representative of seismically active, mountainous
terrains and platform plain territories, respectively.

13.4.1 The Crimean Peninsula
The part of the Crimean Peninsula and the adjacent sea bottom
(Fig. 13.6) measures 210 3 132 km. This territory was selected for two
reasons. First, it has been much studied. A lot of geological, geophysical, and satellite data are available that can be used to test results of
lineament revealing and classification. Second, topographic (Fig. 13.7)
and geological diversity of the region allows one to demonstrate the
possibilities of the method in different geomorphic and geological
conditions.

FIGURE 13.6

Geographical location of the studied portion of the Crimean Peninsula
and the adjacent sea bottom. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.4).
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FIGURE 13.7 The Crimea and the adjacent sea bottom: elevation. From (Florinsky,
2010, Fig. 4.5).

13.4.1.1 The Geological Setting
Rather complicated topography and geological setting are typical for
this territory due to an interaction of the Precambrian East European
Platform and the Alpine Himalayan orogenic belt. It is customary to
distinguish three main parts of the territory: (1) the Epi-Paleozoic
Scythian Plate correlating with the Crimean Plain; (2) the Crimean
Meganticlinorium topographically expressed as the Crimean Mountains;
and (3) an adjacent foredeep system topographically related to the continental shelf and slope of the Black Sea Basin. One can distinguish several
elevated blocks of the Proterozoic folded basement covered by Miocene
and Pliocene sediments in the Scythian Plate. The central portion of the
meganticlinorium—the Main Ridge of the Crimean Mountains—is
mainly comprised of Tauric series and Middle and Late Jurassic rocks.
The Main Ridge and piedmonts include several anticlinoria and synclinoria covered by Early Cretaceous, Paleogene, and Neogene limestones,
clays, and marls (Muratov, 1969).
Two systems of transregional deep mantle fault zones intersect the
Crimean Peninsula (Fig. 13.8a) (Chekunov et al., 1965; Kovalevsky,
1965; Pustovitenko and Trostnikov, 1977):
1. The pre-Riphean, approximately north-striking fault zones of the
southern part of the East European Platform crossing the Ukrainian
Shield and Scythian Plate, and extending southward to the Anatolian
Peninsula.
2. The Paleozoic, approximately east-striking fault zones separating the
Crimean Mountains from the Crimean Plain and the Black Sea Basin.
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FIGURE 13.8 The Crimea and the adjacent sea bottom, known faults and lineaments: (a)
Deep crustal faults (Borisenko, 1986) and deep mantle fault zones (Chekunov et al., 1965;
Kovalevsky, 1965; Lebedev and Orovetsky, 1966; Pustovitenko and Trostnikov, 1977): 1—the
Eupatoria Skadovsk zone, 2—the Salgir Oktyabrskoe zone, 3—the Orekhovo Pavlograd
zone, 4—the Korsak Theodosia zone, 5—the Foothill Crimean Caucasian zone, 6—the
Central Crimean Caucasian zone. (b) North-striking faults in the southeastern Crimea
(Muratov, 1969). (c) Main lineaments from satellite images (Kats et al., 1981). From (Florinsky,
2010, Fig. 4.6).
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(Continued).

These fault zones range in width from 15 to 20 km and include
numerous smaller faults (Pustovitenko and Trostnikov, 1977). The latest
reactivation of the Eupatoria Skadovsk, Salgir Oktyabrskoe, and
Korsak Theodosia fault zones occurred in the Mesozoic time, whereas
the latest reactivation of the Orekhovo Pavlograd, Foothill Crimean
Caucasian, and Central Crimean Caucasian fault zones took place during the neotectonic period. Also, a network of deep crustal faults
(Fig. 13.8a) was activated during the neotectonic period (Borisenko,
1986).
Spatial orientation of regional and local faults (Fig. 13.8a, b) is generally controlled by deep crustal faults. However, different authors presented different systems of regional and local lineaments and faults
(Shalimov, 1966; Muratov, 1969; Rastsvetaev, 1977; Kats et al., 1981;
Borisenko, 1986; Yudin and Gerasimov, 2001; Wolfman et al., 2008;
Verkhovtsev, 2008). For example, Borisenko (1986) proposed that there
are two diagonal systems of faults in the Crimean Mountains: (1)
approximately northeast-striking normal and reverse dip-slip faults
with vertical displacements of up to several hundred meters; and (2)
approximately northwest-striking oblique- and strike-slip faults with
horizontal displacements of up to several hundred meters. These faults
probably originated in the Triassic early Jurassic time. Being reactivated several times, they are currently active.
Rastsvetaev (1977, p. 99) suggested that “there dominates approximately north-striking faults in the Crimean Mountains, which are up to
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several tens of kilometers long. There are horizontal sinistral displacements of geological contacts and portions of large folds along most
faults of this system. . . Horizontal displacements are not less than
3 5 km along each fault. . . Available data allow us to characterize
approximately north-striking faults of the Crimean Mountains as a system of sinistral oblique-slip faults with the dominant horizontal displacement.” Some of these structures are represented in Fig. 13.8b. This
author also described two other groups of faults in the Crimean
Mountains: (1) northeast-striking thrusts 10 15 km long, with up to
3-km horizontal displacements and 30 45 dips; and (2) dextral northwest-striking strike-slip faults with steep dips (Rastsvetaev, 1977).
13.4.1.2 Materials and Data Processing
We used an irregular DEM (Fig. 13.7) (Florinsky, 1992) generated
from topographic maps (Central Board of Geodesy and Cartography,
1953; USSR General Headquarters, 1986). The irregular DEM includes
11,936 points. It was converted into the regular DEM by the Delaunay
triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation
(Agishtein and Migdal, 1991). The grid spacing was 500 m. Digital models of kh and kv (Fig. 13.9) were derived from the regular DEM by the
Evans Young method (Section 4.1); the grid spacing was 3000 m. Data
processing was performed by the software LandLord (Appendix B).
The map of revealed and classified lineaments (Fig. 13.10) was produced by a visual analysis of the kh and kv maps (Fig. 13.9); the skeleton
of linear patterns was constructed manually. To estimate the effectiveness of the method, we compared this map (Fig. 13.10) and available
geological data (Fig. 13.8).
13.4.1.3 Results and Discussion
kh mapping allowed us to reveal (1) a system of approximately northwest-striking lineaments in the eastern and central parts of the region;
(2) a system of approximately east-striking lineaments in the western
part of the region; (3) some approximately northeast-striking linear
structures in the northern part of the study area; and (4) some approximately northwest-striking lineaments in the southern part of the region
(Fig. 13.9a). We believe that these lineaments are associated with strikeslip faults (Fig. 13.10).
kv mapping allowed us to reveal (1) a system of approximately weststriking lineaments in the east and central part of the study area; (2) a
system of approximately north-striking lineaments mainly in the west
part of the region; and (3) some approximately northwest-striking linear
structures mostly in the southern and the northern part of the study
area (Fig. 13.9b). We interpreted these lineaments as dip-slip faults and
thrusts (Fig. 13.10).
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FIGURE 13.9 The Crimea and the adjacent sea bottom: (a) horizontal curvature, (b)
vertical curvature. From (Florinsky, 1996, Fig. 5a, b).

Lineaments revealed on both kh and kv maps (Fig. 13.9) are interpreted as oblique-slip faults (Fig. 13.10).
The map of classified lineaments (Fig. 13.10) displays a complex spatial distribution of these structures. As a rule, lineaments of the same
origin unite into systems, whereas lineaments associated with dip-slip
faults stretch across lineaments relating to strike-slip faults. There are
some complex faults, which include dip-slip, strike-slip, thrust, and
oblique-slip offsets. The system of approximately north-striking strikeslip faults passes through areas of different geological origin (i.e., the
Scythian Plate and the Mountain Crimean meganticlinorium).
A comparison of the lineament map (Fig. 13.10) and fault maps
based on geological and geophysical data (Fig. 13.8a) demonstrated that
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FIGURE 13.10

The Crimea and the adjacent sea bottom: classification of lineaments
revealed by horizontal and vertical curvature mapping. Lineaments associated with strikeslip faults (1), dip-slip faults and thrusts (2), and oblique-slip faults (3). From (Florinsky,
1996, Fig. 5c).

a part of revealed lineaments correlates with known faults. For example,
the lineament map reflects the Korsak Theodosia, Salgir Oktyabrskoe,
Eupatoria Skadovsk, and Central Crimean Caucasian deep mantle
fault zones (#1, 2, 4, and 6, respectively, on Fig. 13.8a). However, most
of the revealed lineaments do not correlate with previously mapped
faults. Generally, we expected such a result: it is well-known that lineaments detected on topographic maps and satellite images do not necessary correlate with faults established by conventional geological
methods and displayed on geological maps (Makarov, 1981; Trifonov
et al., 1983; Bryukhanov and Mezhelovsky, 1987). In this connection, it is
interesting that the kh and kv maps (Fig. 13.9) show most lineaments
recognized from satellite images (Kats et al., 1981) (Fig. 13.8c). The latter
authors related approximately north-striking lineaments to the northstriking deep mantle faults (Fig. 13.8a).
Most of the revealed lineaments relate to the main groups of known
regional faults (Section 13.4.1.1). In particular, the system of approximately north-striking lineaments, which are from our point of view
associated with strike-slip faults (Fig. 13.10), relates to the system of
sinistral oblique-slip faults with the dominant horizontal displacement
described by Rastsvetaev (1977). Northwest-striking lineaments, which
from our standpoint indicate strike-slip, dip-slip, and oblique-slip faults
(Fig. 13.10), relate to groups of such faults described by both
Rastsvetaev (1977) and Borisenko (1986).
The lineament map (Fig. 13.10) has somewhat subjective nature.
First, we generally drew fault lines as medians of linear patterns
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recorded on the kh and kv maps. Second, a visual analysis of these maps
may result in the loss of some lineaments. Third, the lineament map
corresponds to the only DEM grid spacing. One may obtain maps containing more or fewer lineaments using smaller or larger grid spacings,
respectively. To reveal and classify virtually all topographically
expressed lineaments, as well as to grade them into transregional,
regional, and local scales, it is necessary to handle a series of kh and kv
maps with different resolutions.

13.4.2 The Kursk Nuclear Power Plant Area
In this section, we present results of revealing and interpreting lineaments for a territory near the Kursk nuclear power plant (Fig. 13.11)
(Florinsky et al., 1995). The area measures 68 3 48 km.
13.4.2.1 The Geological Setting
The territory is composed by Archean, Proterozoic, Devonian,
Carboniferous, Jurassic, Cretaceous, Paleogene, Neogene, and
Quaternary rocks (Dubyansky and Khakman, 1949; Nalivkin, 1970,
1974; Myrzin et al., 1988; Poletaev et al., 1992). Precambrian rocks (crystalline and foliated schists, marbles, dolomites, quartzites, etc.) composing the crystalline basement are highly metamorphosed and dislocated
(Fig. 13.12a). The basement includes Archean blocks, horst-anticlinoria,
FIGURE 13.11 Geographical
location of the Kursk nuclear
power plant (KNPP) area. From
(Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.9).
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FIGURE 13.12 The Kursk nuclear power plant area, known faults and lineaments: (a)
faults revealed by geophysical data (1—deep crustal faults, 2—regional faults, 3—other
faults) and satellite images (4) (Myrzin et al., 1988); (b) lineaments revealed by topographic maps and satellite images: 1—true, 2—inferred (Poletaev et al., 1992). The dot in
the circle shows the KNPP location. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.10).

and synclinoria, which are extended to the northwest and separated by
faults of different hierarchical levels. Devonian sediments are inclined
to the northwest, while Carboniferous, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic sediments are inclined to the southwest.
The depth of the top of the crystalline basement ranges from 2300 m
to 50 m above sea level. Poletaev et al. (1992) argued that the key structural elements of the basement (e.g., faults) may be expressed as lineaments on the land surface. They should reflect both the northwestern
strike of the main folding structures and faults, and the northeastern
strike of transverse faults. In particular, these authors considered rectilinear, northwest-striking coasts of pre-Mesozoic sea bays and northeast-striking coasts of Paleogene ones as reactivated basement faults.
Poletaev et al. (1992) also supposed that approximately north-striking
linear elements of the modern topography may reflect both portions of
the pre-Bajocian north-striking paleodrainage network (Myrzin et al.,
1988) and some elements of the deep structure of the crust also associated with approximately north-striking faults of the Precambrian
basement.
13.4.2.2 Materials and Data Processing
As initial data, we used a topographic map (USSR General
Headquarters, 1981) and geological and geophysical cartographic materials, scale 1 : 200,000 (Myrzin et al., 1988). Using a digitizer, we produced irregular DEMs of the land surface (Fig. 13.13a), the top of the
Cretaceous deposits (Fig. 13.13b), the top of the Cenomanian deposits
(Fig. 13.13c), and the top of the crystalline basement (Fig. 13.13d).
The irregular DEMs included 46,694, 941, 1002, and 1308 points,
respectively.
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FIGURE 13.13 The Kursk nuclear power plant area, elevation: (a) the land surface, (b)
the top of the Cretaceous deposits, (c) the top of the Cenomanian deposits, (d) the top of
the crystalline basement. All elevations are above sea level; 30x exaggeration of the vertical
scale. The dot in the circle shows the KNPP location and its projection on the top surfaces
of stratigraphic horizons. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.11).

The irregular DEMs were converted into regular ones by the
Delaunay triangulation and a piecewise quadric polynomial interpolation (Agishtein and Migdal, 1991). Digital models of kh and kv
(Fig. 13.14) were derived from the regular DEMs by the Evans Young
method (Section 4.1); the grid spacing was 1500 m. It is obvious that all
land surface DTMs have higher accuracy and actual resolution than
DTMs of stratigraphic surfaces.
Maps of revealed and classified lineaments (Fig. 13.15) were produced by visual analysis of the kh and kv maps (Fig. 13.14); skeletons of
linear patterns were constructed manually.
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FIGURE 13.14 The Kursk nuclear power plant area, horizontal curvature (left) and
vertical curvature (right): (a) the land surface, (b) the top of the Cretaceous deposits, (c)
the top of the Cenomanian deposits, (d) the top of the crystalline basement. The dot in the
circle shows the KNPP location. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.12).

13.4.2.3 Results and Discussion
We are concerned with a platform territory, and so it is reasonable to
consider lineaments as zones of concentration of bending deformations
rather than faults (V.G. Trifonov, 2010, personal communication).
Lineaments probably associated with zones of horizontal bending
deformations were detected on all surfaces. For the top of the crystalline
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FIGURE 13.15 The Kursk nuclear
power plant area, classification of lineaments revealed on the maps of horizontal and vertical curvatures: (a) the land
surface, (b) the top of the Cretaceous
deposits, (c) the top of the Cenomanian
deposits, (d) the top of the crystalline
basement. Lineaments associated with
zones of horizontal bending deformations (1), flexures (2), and zones of
bending deformations formed by both
vertical and horizontal movements (3).
Directions of horizontal motions are
arbitrary. The dot in the circle shows
the KNPP location. From (Florinsky,
2010, Fig. 4.13).

basement, these are predominantly north-striking structures (Fig. 13.15d).
For the tops of the Cenomanian and Cretaceous deposits, there are generally northeast-striking structures, but there are also minor north- and
northwest-striking ones (Fig. 13.15b, c). For the land surface, there are
predominantly north-striking structures (Fig. 13.15a). On all surfaces,
lineaments associated with flexures generally stretch across lineaments,
which indicate zones of horizontal bending deformations (Fig. 13.15).
As for the Crimea (Section 13.4.1.3), revealed lineaments do not relate
to the basement faults recognized by geological and geophysical
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techniques (Fig. 13.12a). However, one can see a similarity of the two
lineament maps of the land surface derived from satellite images
(Fig. 13.12b) and morphometric maps (Fig. 13.15a). Moreover, our
results are consistent with the conclusion by Poletaev et al. (1992, p. 34)
that “landscape elements of the Kursk Nuclear Power Plant area can
reflect northwest- and northeast-striking folds and faults of the basement, as well as north-striking elements of the deep structure and
paleotopography (the pre-Bajocian drainage network), and coasts of
pre-Mesozoic and Paleogene sea bays, which have northwestern and
northeastern orientations”.
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14.1 MOTIVATION
In many ways topography controls lateral transport of substances,
viz. gravity-driven migration and accumulation of water as well as
mineral and organic materials over the land surface and in the soil
(Huggett and Cheesman, 2002). At the same time, there are strong
associations between topography and tectonics (Penck, 1924;
Meshcheryakov, 1965; Ollier, 1981; Ufimtsev, 1988; Scheidegger, 2004).
In particular, valley networks, determining principal routes of overland
flows, can often be associated with networks of faults and fracturing
zones of different scales (Zernitz, 1931; Filosofov, 1960; Gerasimov and
Korzhuev, 1979; Hantke and Scheidegger, 1999; Gudmundsson, 2000;
Twidale, 2004). In turn, faults and fracturing zones serve as pathways
for upward transport of deep groundwaters, fluids, and gases to the
Earth’s surface (Peive, 1956b; Kerrich, 1986; Gudmundsson, 2000) and,
hence, determine areas of soil geochemical anomalies (Kovda, 1973,
pp. 214 221; Kasimov et al., 1978; Kasimov, 1980). Therefore, some
migration routes of surface flows can coincide with some surface discharge areas of deep flows. Study of such associations can be useful in
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gaining a better understanding of relationships between (1) geological
structures and landforms; and (2) endo- and exogenous processes influencing the evolution of the biosphere.
Gravity-driven overland and intrasoil transport can be interpreted in
terms of flow divergence/convergence and flow deceleration/acceleration determined by horizontal and vertical curvatures, respectively
(Table 2.1). Flow convergence and deceleration result in accumulation
of substances at soil caused by the slowing down or termination of
overland and intrasoil transport. At different scales, the intensity and
direction of the transport of substances in many respects depend on
the spatial distribution of three types of landforms (Fig. 2.11b)
(Section 2.7.2):
1. Relative accumulation zones. There are concurrent convergence and
deceleration of flows (kh , 0 with kv , 0);
2. Relative dissipation zones. There are concurrent divergence and
acceleration of flows (kh . 0 with kv . 0);
3. Transit zones. There is no concurrent action of “unidirectional”
processes (kh and kv have different signs or are zero).
Qualitatively, the role of relative accumulation zones in the formation of soil properties has been repeatedly discussed. Accumulation
zones are usually closed depressions of different scales; soil moisture
content can be highly increased in such depressions (Sibirtsev, 1899,
p. 134; Ponagaibo, 1915; Neustruev, 1927; Rode, 1953; Fedoseev, 1959).
In arid and semiarid regions, there occur buildup of salts, secondary
salinization of soils, and groundwater salinization in these zones at
macro- and mesotopographic scales (Kovda, 1946).1
Quantitatively, it was demonstrated that the wettest soil areas
and saturation zones are typical for relative accumulation zones
(O’Loughlin, 1981; Feranec et al., 1991). These may initiate overflows in
accumulation zones (Wood et al., 1990). Landsliding (Lanyon and Hall,
1983), soil gleying, maximum thickness of the A horizon, and maximum
depth to calcium carbonate (Pennock et al., 1987) are seen in these zones
due to increased water content in soils and grounds.
Fault intersections of different scales are important features of the
geological environment (Poletaev, 1992). Increased fracturing, porosity,
and permeability of rocks characterize them. It is established that fault
intersections are often marked by increased seismicity (Gelfand et al.,
1972; Kozlov, 1991; Bhatia et al., 1992; Balassanian, 2005; Gorshkov and
Solov’ev, 2009), high discharges of springs and boreholes (Lattman and
Parizek, 1964; Morozov et al., 1988; Babiker and Gudmundsson, 2004),
development of swamps (Garetsky et al., 1983), abnormal structure of
1

There is an English translation of this book (Kovda, 1971).
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soil horizons and composition of soil cover (Romashkevich et al., 1997),
activization of erosion, karstification, and landsliding (Korobeynik
et al., 1982; Glasko and Rantsman, 1996; Karakhanian, 1981). Fault intersections can control intensive magmatism and volcanism (Poletaev,
1992), ore fields and deposits (Kutina, 1974; Wertz, 1974; Volchanskaya,
1981; Trifonov et al., 1983; O’Driscoll, 1986; Lopatin, 2002), as well as oil
and gas fields (Guberman et al., 1997). These do not imply that all the
phenomena are observed in each fault intersection; this depends on the
geological background and other environmental factors.
Garetsky et al. (1983) were probably the first to establish an association of some topographic depressions with fault intersections by visual
interpretation of satellite images. Analyzing geological and remotely
sensed data, Poletaev (1992) found qualitatively that fault intersections
are, as a rule, expressed by topographic depressions. Florinsky (1993)
proved quantitatively that topographically expressed accumulation
zones, as a rule, coincide with sites of fault intersections (at least, in tectonic terrains).
Indeed, kh and kv mapping reveals two groups of topographically
expressed lineaments (Florinsky, 1992). Structures of the first group correspond to convergence areas (kh , 0), whereas lineaments of the second
group relate to deceleration areas (kv , 0). These lineaments indicate
predominantly strike-slip and dip-slip faults, respectively (Florinsky,
1996) (Chapter 13). It is clear that an intersection of two lineaments or
faults of different groups relates to a topographically expressed accumulation zone, by its definition (see above). Therefore, values kh , 0
with kv , 0 determine fault intersections, values kh . 0 with kv . 0 (dissipation zones) determine blocks between faults, while other combinations of kh and kv values (transit zones) determine fault segments
outside fault intersections.2
In this chapter, we analyze relationships of some natural phenomena
a priori associated with fault intersections (i.e., sites of intensive rock
fracturing and sites of springs/boreholes with abnormally high discharges) with zones of flow accumulation, transit, and dissipation
(Florinsky, 2000).

14.2 STUDY AREA
We studied a part of the Crimean Peninsula (Fig. 13.6). For geological
setting, see Section 13.4.1.1.
2

We do not advocate that geological structures control all accumulation zones. Some
of them may be formed by exogenous processes, such as erosion.
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14.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
We employed the DEM of the part of the Crimean Peninsula and the
adjacent sea bottom (Fig. 13.7). For description of the DEM and calculation of kh and kv digital models (Fig. 13.9), see Section 13.4.1.2. A map of
accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones (Fig. 14.1) was derived
combining kh and kv models.
For the analysis, we selected the following natural phenomena,
which can be a priori associated with fault intersections:
1. Springs and boreholes with abnormally high discharges (Fig. 14.2)
(Morozov et al., 1988).
2. Intensive rock fracturing, wherein discharges of deep thermal
groundwaters occur (Fig. 14.2) (Shtengelov, 1978, 1982; Korobeynik
et al., 1982)
Sites of springs and boreholes with abnormally high discharges
(Fig. 14.2) are controlled by intersections of local northwest- and
approximately west-striking faults, with transregional approximately
north-striking fault zones (Morozov et al., 1988). These authors did not
publish quantitative data on all discharges. An example is Kara Sou
Bashi, the greatest Crimean spring located at one of the fault intersections. Its mean annual discharge is about 1450 L/s.
Sites of intensive and highly intensive rock fracturing (Fig. 14.2) were
recognized by a gammametric technique based on a relationship between
rock radioactivity and degree of rock fracturing (Shtengelov, 1978, 1982).

N

Theodosia
45°

Simferopol
Black Sea

Yalta
15 km
34°

D
T
A
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FIGURE 14.1 The Crimea: topographically expressed zones of dissipation (D), transit
(T), and accumulation (A). From (Florinsky, 2000, Fig. 6).
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FIGURE 14.2 The Crimea: sites of springs and boreholes with abnormally high discharges (1) (Morozov et al., 1988); sites of intensive (2) and highly intensive (3) rock fracturing (Shtengelov, 1978, 1982; Korobeynik et al., 1982). From (Florinsky, 2000, Fig. 4).

For lithologically homogeneous rocks, the greater the rock fracturing, the
less the gamma activity. This is caused by increased leakage of fine materials, the major contributor to gamma activity for most sedimentary and
metamorphic rocks. Shtengelov (1978, 1982) and Korobeynik et al. (1982)
did not publish quantitative data on the background gamma activity and
gamma activity for sites of intensive rock fracturing.
To estimate the association of sites of intensive/highly intensive rock
fracturing and sites of springs/boreholes having abnormally high discharges with accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones, we estimated
the following parameters (Tables 14.1 and 14.2):
1. Total areas of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones Sa, St, and
Sd.
2. Proportions of the total area of the region SΣ corresponding to the
total areas of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones (Ea, Et, and
Ed, respectively): Ei 5 Si/SΣ, where i denotes a, t, and d.
3. Weights of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones Wa, Wt, and
Wd: Wi 5 43 2 Ei .
4. A total area of a particular phenomenon under study UΣ and its total
areas located in accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones Ua, Ut,
and Ud.
5. Proportions of the total area of a particular phenomenon
corresponding to its total areas located in accumulation, transit, and
dissipation zones (Pa, Pt and Pd, correspondingly): Pi 5 Ui/UΣ.
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TABLE 14.1 Parameters of Topographically Expressed Accumulation, Transit, and
Dissipation Zones within the Study Region
Topographic Zone

Parameter

Value

Accumulation

Total area, Sa (km )

6588

Proportion of the total area, Ea

0.25

Weight, Wa

1.09

2

Total area, St (km )

14,751

Proportion of the total area, Et

0.55

Weight, Wt

0.78

2

Transit

Total area, Sd (km )

5364

Proportion of the total area, Ed

0.20

Weight, Wd

1.13

2

Dissipation

The total area of the study area SΣ 5 26,703 km .
From (Florinsky, 2000, Table 1).
2

TABLE 14.2 Parameters for the Association of the Phenomena under Study with
Topographically Expressed Accumulation (A), Transit (T), and Dissipation (D) Zones
Total
Area,
UΣ (km2)

Phenomenon
Sites of springs and
boreholes with
abnormally high
discharges
Sites of intensive rock
fracturing

301

Topographic Zone
Parameter

A

Total area, Ui (km )
2

90

7

0.68

0.30

0.02

0.74

0.23

0.03

492

382

132

0.49

0.38

0.13

0.54

0.31

0.15

Total area, Ui (km )

95

25

14

Proportion of the total area, Pi

0.71

0.19

0.10

Association coefficient, Ras
i

0.74

0.15

0.11

Association coefficient,

Ras
i

Total area, Ui (km )
2

Proportion of the total area, Pi
Association coefficient,

Sites of highly intensive 134
rock fracturing

D

204

Proportion of the total area, Pi

1006

T

Ras
i

2

From (Florinsky, 2000, Table 2).

as
as
Finally, we applied “an association coefficient” Ras
a , Rt , and Rd
(Table 14.2) to characterize the association of a particular phenomenon
with accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones, respectively: Ras
i 5 Wi P i .
as
as
as
For each phenomenon, Ras
i was normalized: Rd 1 Rt 1 Ra 5 1.
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Data processing
(Appendix B).

was

performed

by

the

software

LandLord

14.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The map of accumulation, transit, and dissipation zones (Fig. 14.1)
shows a regular, cell-like spatial distribution of these landforms that is
probably connected with intersections of north-, east-, northwest-, and
northeast-striking regional faults (Florinsky, 1996) (Section 13.4.1.1).
Sites of springs/boreholes with abnormally high discharges and sites
of highly intensive rock fracturing are closely associated with accumulation zones: the coefficient is 0.74 (Table 14.2 and Fig. 14.3). This is no
surprise: as accumulation zones are connected with fault intersections,
so phenomena located at fault intersections should correlate strongly
with accumulation zones. Sites of intensive rock fracturing are associated with accumulation zones to a lesser extent: the coefficient is 0.54
(Table 14.2 and Fig. 14.3).
The association of intensive rock fracturing sites with transit zones
is described by the coefficient of 0.31 (Table 14.2 and Fig. 14.3). This is
also not surprising, since transit zones are connected with fault segments outside intersections (Section 14.1). At these segments, fracturing is less than at fault intersections, so transit zones can control lesser
parts of phenomena typical for accumulation zones. Indeed, the associations of sites of springs/boreholes with abnormally high discharges
and sites of highly intensive rock fracturing with transit zones are
1
Association coefficient

0.9

(a)

(b)

(c)
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0.5
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0.3
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0
D T A
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FIGURE 14.3 The Crimea: the association of the phenomena under study with topographically expressed zones of dissipation (D), transit (T), and accumulation (A): (a) sites
of springs and boreholes with abnormally high discharges; (b) sites of intensive and (c)
highly intensive rock fracturing. From (Florinsky, 2000, Fig. 7).
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described by the coefficients of 0.23 and 0.15, respectively (Table 14.2
and Fig. 14.3).
The smallest parts of the phenomena under study are associated
with dissipation zones: the coefficients range from 0.03 for abnormally
high discharge sites to 0.15 for intensive rock-fracturing sites (Table 14.2
and Fig. 14.3). We anticipate that these are artifacts caused by data
errors, because rock fracturing is generally not typical for dissipation
zones (blocks between faults).
It is clear that numerical results of the analysis (Table 14.2) are areaspecific. Associations concerned should depend on geological and geomorphic conditions, as well as the study scale.
Topographically expressed accumulation zones are closely associated
with sites of abnormally high discharges and highly intensive rock fracturing (Table 14.2 and Fig. 14.3), which control upward transport of
deep groundwaters. In accumulation zones, increased soil moisture can
therefore be controlled by increased upwelling of deep groundwaters
coincident with accumulation of water from overland and intrasoil lateral flows. This statement is consistent with the established facts:
• Increased discharges of springs and boreholes are typical for both
accumulation zones (Lukin, 1987) and fault intersections (Lattman
and Parizek, 1964; Morozov et al., 1988; Babiker and Gudmundsson,
2004).
• Increased soil and ground moisture is observed in both accumulation
zones (Rode, 1953; Feranec et al., 1991) and fault intersections
(Garetsky et al., 1983).
• Increased soil and ground moisture leads to landslide development
in both accumulation zones (Lanyon and Hall, 1983) and fault
intersections (Karakhanian, 1981);
• Soil development in depressions at fault zones is affected by
upwelling of saline and fresh groundwater, as well as overland flows
carrying dissolved materials. This results in formation of salt-affected
and hydromorphic soils (Kasimov et al., 1978).
Thus, accumulation zones/fault intersections are areas of contact and
interaction between overland and deep substance flows. The association
of accumulation zones with fault intersections is probably caused by
increased rock fracturing typical for sites of fault intersection. They have a
higher degree of fracturing as compared to faults outside intersections.
Therefore, rocks in fault intersections are more prone to weathering, erosion, and other processes leading to the occurrence and development of
depressions. An increased soil and ground moisture in accumulation
zones may increase erosion that, in turn, may enhance the topographic
expression of these areas.
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15.1 MOTIVATION
As mentioned in Section 13.1, faults and fracture zones are expressed
as lineaments on the Earth’s surface. Geometrically, one can treat lineaments as planar straight lines at a regional scale and spatial curves at
continental and global scales.
Much attention has been paid to planetary systems of lineaments in
global tectonic studies and modeling. Three groups of investigations
have been presented:
1. Detection of regularities in the global distribution and orientation of
lineaments by analyzing physiographic and geological maps and
then developing a model for the regularities observed (Chebanenko,
1963; Moody, 1966; Katterfeld and Charushin, 1973; Besprozvanny
et al., 1994).
2. Development of a physical-mathematical model of a global tectonic
process causing an ideal planetary network of lineaments and
then comparison of the ideal and actual lineament networks
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(Weinberg, 1934b; Vening Meinesz, 1947; Dolitsky and Kiyko, 1963;
Chebanenko and Fedorin, 1983).
3. Laboratory simulation of a global lineament network using
rotatable spheres (Knetsch, 1965; Cherednichenko et al., 1966). In this
case, the origin of global lineament systems was usually associated
with rotational forces.
Rance (1968) developed a physical-mathematical model of the torsional deformation of a sphere. The torsion was attributed to an action
of mantle convection currents on the crust. According to the model,
there are two systems of traces of torsional failure surfaces on the surface of the sphere: shear fractures and cleavage cracks (Rance, 1967).
Geometrically, traces of torsional deformation constitute two systems of
double helices encircling the sphere from pole to pole (Fig. 15.1a). The
traces vary in inclination at the equator: a system of double helices tracing shear fractures has the inclination of 15 18 and 165 162 , and
another system of double helices tracing cleavage cracks has the inclination of 56 62 and 124 118 . A search for actual global helical tectonic features resulted in the detection of several relatively small
lineaments referring to faults, trenches, ridges, fracture zones, and seamount chains in basins of the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Rance, 1967,
1969).
Using physiographic maps, O’Driscoll (1980) visually detected two
global topographically and tectonically expressed double helical zones.
The zones have the same inclination at the equator: about 32 and 160
(Fig. 15.1b). O’Driscoll (1980) believed that these are fundamental structural belts governing the global deformation network and planetary
evolution. Volkov (1995) reported six global double-helical structures
that were also detected by a visual analysis of physiographic maps. At
the equator, three of them were inclined at about 12 and 168 , and the
other three structures were inclined at about 22 and 158 (Fig. 15.1c).
Volkov (1995) presumed that these are ancient traces of tidal effects
within the Earth Moon resonance system.
Although much attention has been paid to global lineaments, their
existence is still questionable. This is because of:
• The qualitative character of topographic, physiographic, and
geological maps analyzed in previous works
• Inaccurate presentation of seafloor bathymetry on those maps
produced before reasonably accurate bathymetric data became
available
• The impossibility of considering all natural conditions in a
mathematical model
• Obvious differences between the Earth’s rotation and its laboratory
simulation
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FIGURE 15.1
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The Earth, global helices: (a) Theoretical traces of torsional deformation
(Rance, 1967): shear fractures (black) and cleavage cracks (grey). (b) Axes of double helical
zones (O’Driscoll, 1980). (c) Six double helices (Volkov, 1995): lines of different styles
show different structures. From (Florinsky, 2008a, Fig. 1), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin
Heidelberg, reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science 1 Business Media.
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• A basic conflict between the plate tectonic theory and the possibility
of the existence of global topographic and tectonic structures
Technical flaws can be obviated using quantitative descriptions of
global topography (a global DEM), and methods of digital terrain
modeling. Indeed, topography, resulting from the interaction of endogenous and exogenous geophysical processes of different spatial and temporal scales, carries information on both surface processes and tectonic
features. Thus, if global helical structures really exist, there is a good
chance that they are expressed on the topographic surface.
In this chapter, we present results of digital terrain modeling of the
Earth and some other celestial bodies of the solar system at the planetary scale to detect global helical structures to support or refute the
hypotheses indicated above (Florinsky, 2008a, 2008b).

15.2 MATERIALS AND DATA PROCESSING
The study was based on a 30’-gridded global DEM (Fig. 15.2) assembled from several sources. Elevations of the land topography were
derived from GLOBE, the 30”-gridded global DEM (GLOBE Task Team
and others, 1999). Most of the seafloor topography was taken from
ETOPO2, the 2’-gridded global DEM (National Geophysical Data
Center, 2001). Bathymetry of the Antarctic Continental Shelf, the
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FIGURE 15.2 The Earth, elevation. From (Florinsky, 2008c, Fig. 1).
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Caspian Sea, and some large lakes was digitized from topographic
maps. The DEM includes 260,281 points (the matrix 721 3 361). For
Antarctica and Greenland, GLOBE includes elevations of ice sheets
rather than subglacial topography (Hastings and Dunbar, 1998). These
areas were included in the DEM to retain a united configuration of data.
We selected Mars, Venus, and the Moon for a comparative analysis.
First, these celestial bodies are most similar to the Earth with respect to
evolution and shape. Second, there are global DEMs for Mars, Venus,
and the Moon. A DEM of Mars (Fig. 15.3a) was obtained from the Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter Mission Experiment Gridded Data Record
archive (Smith, 2003) of the Mars Global Surveyor mission (Albee,
2000). A DEM of Venus (Fig. 15.3b) was compiled using data from two
archives of the Magellan mission (Saunders and Pettengill, 1991), viz.
Global Topography Data Record (Ford, 1992) and Magellan Spherical
Harmonic Models and Digital Maps (Sjogren, 1997). A DEM of the
Moon (Fig. 15.3c) was extracted from the Clementine Gravity and
Topography Data archive (Zuber, 1996) of the Clementine mission
(Nozette et al., 1994). Each DEM was based on the global spheroidal
equal angular grid with the grid spacing of 30’ including 260,281 points
(the matrix 721 3 361). Martian and Lunar elevations were presented
with reference to related geoids (Zuber et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1999),
while Venusian elevations were presented with reference to the mean
planetary radius (Rappaport et al., 1999).
To suppress high-frequency noise, the initial DEMs were smoothed
using the 3 3 3 moving window. Our experiments demonstrated that
one to three smoothing iterations should be done to obtain readable
global morphometric maps of the celestial bodies.
For all four bodies, we derived models of all local morphometric
attributes (Table 2.1) by the author’s method for spheroidal equal angular grids (Section 4.3). Models of catchment and dispersive areas
(Table 2.1) were calculated by the Martz de Jong method adopted to
spheroidal equal angular grids (Section 4.4). All topographic attributes
were derived from smoothed DEMs. The global DEMs were processed
as virtually closed spheroidal matrices of elevations. Each global spheroidal DTM included 260,281 points (the matrix 721 3 361); the grid
spacing was 30’.
To estimate linear sizes of spheroidal trapezoidal windows in DTM
calculation and smoothing (Section 4.3.3), standard values of the major
and minor semiaxes of the Krasovsky ellipsoid (6,378,245 m and
6,356,863 m) and the Martian ellipsoid (3,396,190 m and 3,376,200 m)
were used for the Earth and Mars, correspondingly. Venus and the
Moon were considered as spheres of 6,051,848 m and 1,738,000 m radii,
respectively.
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FIGURE 15.3

Elevation: (a) Mars, (b) Venus, (c) the Moon. From (Florinsky, 2010,

Fig. 4.19).
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We derived small-scale global maps of all calculated topographic attributes (Figs. 15.4 15.9). To deal with the large dynamic range of morphometric variables, we logarithmically transformed their digital models by
Eq. (7.1) with n 5 9. We also derived “binary” maps of CA and DA subdividing their values into two levels (Figs. 15.10 and 15.11). Data processing
was performed by the software LandLord (Appendix B).
The maps obtained were visually examined. Attention was paid to
lineaments running over the entire globe or a hemisphere. Contrary to
many lineaments of regional and continental scales, global lineaments
are not expressed as uninterrupted linear image patterns or their
sequences. A global lineament may be visually detected due to traits of
the image texture strung out along some line running over the Earth.

15.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
15.3.1 General Interpretation
For the same angular resolution of 30’, DTMs and morphometric
maps of the Earth, Mars, Venus, and the Moon have distinct linear resolution (around 55.2 km, 29.5 km, 52.8 km, and 15.2 km on the equator,
respectively) and scales. It is recommended that the same angular resolution be used in comparative cartographic analysis of different-sized
celestial bodies: the ratio of map scales of celestial bodies should be
equal to the ratio of their sizes (Burba, 1984). For example, a Venus
map at the scale 1 : 1,000,000 approximately corresponds to a Mars map
at the scale of 1 : 500,000 and a Moon map at the scale 1 : 250,000.
Global maps of morphometric variables represent peculiarities of
megatopography in different ways, according to the physical and mathematical sense of a particular variable. Horizontal curvature delineates
areas of flow divergence and convergence (positive and negative
values, respectively). These areas relate to spurs of valleys and ridges
(blue and yellow patterns on the kh maps, respectively), which form socalled flow structures. For the Earth, they are most pronounced in
ocean basins (Fig. 15.4a). On the kh map of Mars (Fig. 15.5a), one can
see flow structures, probably of lava origin, beginning on slopes of
Alba Patera and forming a huge fan in the North Polar Basin
(30 75 N 200 310 E). There is a system of flow structures incoming
to Utopia Planitia from Nilosyrtis and Protonilus Mensae and Elysium
Planitia and Mons (5 70 N 75 150 E). On Venus, flow structures
appear slightly at the global scale (Fig. 15.5b). For example, one can see
them on Beta Regio slopes (15 45 N 270 300 E). For the Moon, the
horizontal curvature represents cell-like patterns (Fig. 15.5c) resulting
from a predominance of craters at the global scale.
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FIGURE 15.4

The Earth, global morphometric maps derived from the three times
smoothed DEM: (a) horizontal curvature, (b) vertical curvature, (c) minimal curvature.
From (Florinsky, 2008c, Fig. 2a, b, c).
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Horizontal curvature derived from the two times smoothed DEMs: (a)
Mars, (b) Venus, (c) the Moon. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.21).
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Vertical curvature is a measure of relative acceleration and deceleration of flows (positive and negative values, respectively). Among other
features, the kv map of the Earth shows “mega-scarps,” such as edges
of continents and mountains (Fig. 15.4b). On the kv map of Mars
(Fig. 15.6a), one can see boundaries of Hellas Planitia (30 50 S
50 90 E), Isidis Planitia (10 25 N 75 100 E), Valles Marineris
(10 20 S 270 335 E), foothills of Olympus Mons (15 20 N
220 230 E), Alba Patera (30 50 N, 225 265 E), and so on. Artemis
Chasma (30 45 S 120 145 E) and some other surface features are pronounced on the kv map of Venus (Fig. 15.6b). On the kv map of the Moon
(Fig. 15.6c), one can see well-marked boundaries of Mare Serenitatis
(15 40 N 10 30 E), Mare Crisium (10 20 N 50 70 E), and so on.
Catchment area measures an upslope area potentially drained
through a given point on the topographic surface (Table 2.1). For the
Earth at the global scale (Fig. 15.7a), low values of CA delineate land
and ocean ridges as black lines (e.g., the Andes, Alps, mid-ocean
ridges). High values of CA show land valleys and ocean canyons as
white lines, as well as land depressions and ocean basins as light areas
(e.g., the Mediterranean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Angola Basin). On the CA
map of Mars (Fig. 15.8a), one can see the planetary network of valleys
and canyons, as well as a large feature, Solis Planum (15 30 S
270 290 E) and a plethora of smaller depressions, predominantly craters. There are boundaries of Mare Orientalis (15 25 S 255 275 E),
Mare Nubium (20 25 S 340 350 E), and so on, on the CA map of the
Moon (Fig. 15.8c).
Dispersive area measures a downslope area potentially exposed by
slope lines passing through the given point on the topographic surface
(Table 2.1). For the Earth at the global scale, high values of DA delineate
mountains and highlands as light areas (e.g., Himalayas, Urals,
Ethiopian Highlands), as well as land and ocean ridges as light lines
(Fig. 15.7b). The planetary ridge network can be observed on the DA
map of Mars (Fig. 15.9a). One can also see Alba Patera (30 50 N
230 260 E), Tharsis Montes (15 N 15 S 230 260 E), and other surface features.
Global morphometric maps of the Earth are complementary to geomorphometric atlases (Guth, 2007). They can be integrated with digital
geological and geomorphological globes (Ryakhovsky et al., 2003;
Tooth, 2006; Bernardin et al., 2011) to solve various tectonic and geophysical problems of the planetary scale. The existing geological maps
of Mars (Scott and Carr, 1978), Venus (Ivanov, 2008), and the Moon
(USGS, 1972) can also be integrated with the morphometric maps of
these celestial bodies. They may be useful in solving various tasks of
planetary science, such as refining shapes of topographic and geological
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FIGURE 15.6
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Vertical curvature derived from the two times smoothed DEMs: (a)
Mars, (b) Venus, (c) the Moon. From (Florinsky, 2010, Fig. 4.22).
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FIGURE 15.7

The Earth, global morphometric maps derived from the three times
smoothed DEM: (a) specific catchment area, (b) specific dispersive area. From (Florinsky,
2008c, Fig. 3).

structures, describing them quantitatively, and analyzing their spatial
distribution over the planetary surface.
Recognizable artifacts are typical for polar regions on all maps, especially for the Moon1 (Figs. 15.4 15.9). They were caused by a relatively
low accuracy of the description of these areas in the databases used.
Moreover, systematic errors of the Clementine Gravity and Topography
Data led to several meridian artifacts, such as stripes up to 5 wide
(80 S 80 N 155 E, 10 60 N 185 E, 15 80 N 280 E, etc.) on the maps
1
It seems that the newest high-resolution DEM of the Moon generated from the
Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) data (Smith D.E. et al., 2010) will allow
production of much better morphometric maps. However, the LOLA DEM was not
yet publicly available at the time of writing of this book.
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Catchment area derived from the smoothed DEMs: (a) Mars, (b) Venus,
(c) the Moon. From (Florinsky, 2008b, Fig. 8.4), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg,
reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science 1 Business Media.
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FIGURE 15.9

Dispersive area derived from the smoothed DEMs: (a) Mars, (b) Venus,
(c) the Moon. From (Florinsky, 2008b, Fig. 8.5), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg,
reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science 1 Business Media.
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of elevation, kh, kv, and DA of the Moon (Figs. 15.3c, 15.5c, 15.6c,
and 15.9c). The Venus DEM was compiled combining the Global
Topography Data Record and Magellan Spherical Harmonic Models
and Digital Maps. These archives have different resolutions and accuracies. As a result, one can see several linear artifacts—marks of this combination (e.g., 15 55 N 325 E, 60 80 S 325 355 E) on the maps of
elevation, kv, CA, and DA of Venus (Figs. 15.3b, 15.6b, 15.8b, and 15.9b).
There are also computational artifacts on the maps of CA and DA
expressed as straight parallel lines, predominantly in polar regions
(Figs. 15.7 15.9). These are well-known artifacts of single-flow direction
algorithms common for flat slopes (Liang and Mackay, 2000).

15.3.2 Global Helical Structures
Subdivision of CA values into two levels allowed display of ridge
networks of the Earth (Fig. 15.10), Mars (Fig. 15.11a), Venus (Fig.
15.11b), and the Moon (Fig. 15.11c). The greater the number of DEM
smoothing, the more generalized picture of the network is mapped
(Fig. 15.10).
It was observed that maps of a (specific) catchment area with values
subdivided into two levels were best suited to detect global lineaments.
Analysis of the SCA binary maps of the Earth (Fig. 15.12) revealed five
systems of double-helical-like tectonic structures encircling the planet
from pole to pole (Fig. 15.13). It is clear that the structures revealed are
helical zones many kilometers wide rather than simply lines. Each helical zone transgresses plate boundaries and regions dissimilar in respect
to their tectonic origin, rock composition, and age. Each double helix
was named after the area(s) of intersection(s) of its arms (Table 15.1).
Arms running clockwise upward and counterclockwise upward (dextral and sinistral helices) were called right and left arms, respectively.
For Mars and Venus, several global lineaments were also detected by
the visual analysis of the SCA binary maps (Fig. 15.14). The global helical structures encircle these planets from pole to pole.
The global lineaments revealed cannot be artifacts due to DEM
errors, treatment, or grid geometry (Section 5.7). First, DEM noise and
errors usually have a spatially random distribution. Second, smoothing
and derivation of topographic variables were carried out using local filters (3 3 3 moving windows). Third, the grid geometry may amplify its
own preferential directions: orthogonal (north-south, east-west) and
diagonal (northeast-southwest, northwest-southeast). However, the
structures detected have (1) the global character relative to the DEMs,
and (2) directions distinct from orthogonal and diagonal ones
(Figs. 15.13 and 15.14).
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FIGURE 15.10 The Earth, global binary maps of specific catchment area: (a) smoothed
DEM; (b) two times smoothed DEM; (c) three times smoothed DEM. From (Florinsky,
2008a, Fig. 3), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, reproduced with kind permission from
Springer Science 1 Business Media.
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Global binary maps of the catchment area: (a) Mars, (b) Venus, (c) the
Moon. For Mars and Venus, the two times smoothed DEMs were processed; for the
Moon, the smoothed DEM was used. From (Florinsky, 2008b, Fig. 8.7), © 2008 SpringerVerlag Berlin Heidelberg, reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science 1 Business
Media.
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FIGURE 15.12 The Earth, a scheme for visual detection of global helical structures on
the threefold map of specific catchment area derived from the two times smoothed DEM
(Fig. 15.10b). Arrows show positions of helical arms. Structures (Table 15.1): C—
Caucasus Clipperton, B—Biscay Santa Cruz, M—Marcus, D—Dakar, P—Palawan.
Subscripts: r—right arm, l—left arm. From (Florinsky, 2008a, Fig. 4), © 2008 Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg, reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science 1 Business Media.

Although visual analysis may cause artifacts, it is questionable
whether an application of automated tools (e.g., Fukue et al., 1981;
Takahashi, 1981; Zlatopolsky, 1992) may reveal radically different lineaments. Indeed, experiments demonstrated that the ideal observer
(Swets, 1961) and the human visual system have almost similar capabilities to recognize geometrical patterns on noisy binary images
(Krasilnikov et al., 2000). Numerous geological studies have demonstrated that visual analysis of maps and remotely sensed images can be
successfully used to detect lineaments (Trifonov et al., 1983; Kats et al.,
1986; Bryukhanov and Mezhelovsky, 1987; Kozlov, 1991).
The artifacts described in Section 15.3.1 did not influence the detection of global helical structures because the artifacts are located only in
the polar regions.
The Caucasus Clipperton double helix (Fig. 15.13a) coincides with
one of the structures reported by Volkov (1995) (Fig. 15.1c). The left
arm of the Biscay Santa Cruz structure (Fig. 15.13b) partly agrees with
the left arm of one of the helices detected by O’Driscoll (1980)
(Fig. 15.1b). A comparison of inclination angles of theoretical traces of
torsional deformation (Section 15.1 and Fig. 15.1a) and that of the double helices revealed (Table 15.1) shows that the Caucasus Clipperton
and Biscay Santa Cruz structures can be assigned to traces of shear
fractures, whereas the Dakar and Palawan structures can be assigned to
traces of cleavage cracks. The mean deviation of the inclination angles
of the structures from the theoretical values is 2.8 . There are, however,
disagreements with the Rance model, such as: (1) arms of each double
helix meet off the equator; and (2) there is the Marcus structure with
the “abnormal” inclination. These disagreements may be attributed to
(a) the deviation of the Earth’s shape from a sphere, which was used in
the model; and (b) the impossibility of considering all natural factors in
mathematical models.
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FIGURE 15.13 The Earth, global double-helical structures: (a) Caucasus Clipperton,
(b) Biscay Santa Cruz, (c) Marcus, (d) Dakar (D) and Palawan (P). The Plate Carrée projection (left), and polar stereographic projections for the Northern (center) and Southern
(right) hemispheres. From (Florinsky, 2008a, Fig. 5), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg,
reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science 1 Business Media.

Thus, of the five double-helical structures detected, four have the
inclination angles fitting the theoretical inclination angles for traces of
torsional deformation of the sphere. This suggests that one may consider topographically expressed helical structures as fracture traces of
global torsion stresses and deformations. They may be caused by the
rotational unevenness of the layers of the Earth’s spheroid, which constitute a rheologically and lithologically nonuniform body.
The helical structures are expressed in modern topography; each of
the structures crosses adjacent tectonic plates. Therefore, the helical
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TABLE 15.1 Parameters of the Global Topographic Helices of the Earth
Left Arm

Right Arm

Geographical
Coordinates
of the Arm
Intersection(s)

Inclination
at the
Equator ( )

Lengths
(km)

Inclination
at the
Equator ( )

Caucasus Clipperton 55,800

167.5

31,500

12.5

46.4 N 44.81 E,
5.9 N 134.7 W

Biscay Santa Cruz

39,600

162.2

29,800

17.5

44.4 N 7.3 W,
12.9 S 171.4 E

Marcus

26,500

150.6

24,900

29.7

21.4 N 157.5 E

Dakar

17,700

126.9

17,200

53.3

14.9 N 16.0 W

Palawan

15,400

121.3

15,300

59.5

9.9 N 119.1 E

Structure

Lengths
(km)

From (Florinsky, 2008a, Table 1), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, reproduced with kind permission
from Springer Science 1 Business Media.

FIGURE 15.14 Global helical structures: (a) Mars, (b) Venus. The Plate Carrée projection (left), and polar stereographic projections for the Northern (center) and Southern
(right) hemispheres. The gray color indicates areas located below datum. From (Florinsky,
2008b, Fig. 8.9), © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, reproduced with kind permission from
Springer Science 1 Business Media.
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structures could have occurred in the Cenozoic only if the plate tectonic
hypothesis is true. If one rejects the hypothesis, the structures could
have arisen in earlier geological periods.
Notice that some spiral structures have been documented for the
Martian polar caps (Howard, 1978; Weijermars, 1985/86; Fishbaugh and
Head, 2001) (Fig. 15.15a). These are troughs and scarps 5 30 km wide
and up to several hundreds kilometers long. Trough depths are up to
500 1000 m on polar cap edges and 100 200 m near poles. There are
several models for the origin of Martian polar spiral structures. They
FIGURE

15.15 Helical
structures of Mars and Venus
detected on satellite data: (a)
Structures of the Northern
polar cap of Mars, from the
Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
DEM. From (Fishbaugh and
Head, 2001, Fig. 3-top), reproduced with permission. (b)
Structures of the Northern
Hemisphere of Venus, from
Venera-15 and -16 radar
images. From (Slyuta et al., 1989,
Fig. 2), © 1990 Plenum Publishing
Corporation, reproduced with kind
permission from Springer Science 1
Business Media.
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are considered as a result of ice elastic deformations and sublimation,
as well as the influence of katabatic wind flows affected by Coriolis
forces (Howard, 1978; Weijermars, 1985/86; Fisher, 1993).
For the Northern Hemisphere of Venus, Slyuta et al. (1989) discovered a dense, regular network of dextral and sinistral spiral structures
(Fig. 15.15b). They are topographically expressed as troughs, scarps,
and depressions. These authors believed that strong rotational forces
had formed the network during the deceleration of Venus’s rotation.
They suggested that the helical network is a relict feature, an “imprint”
of ancient rotational stress fields, because the current rotational velocity
of Venus is quite slow.
These facts on the Martian and Venusian spiral structures are circumstantial evidence that (1) global helical structures of the Earth are
not artifacts; and (2) their origin may be associated with planetary rotational (torsional) stresses.
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Synthesis
In the last two decades, great progress has been made in digital terrain analysis: (1) a physical and mathematical theory of the topographic
surface has been developed; (2) effective algorithms to derive DTMs
have evolved; (3) large-scale and detailed DEMs have become widely
available owing to advances in kinematic GPS survey and LiDAR aerial
survey; and (4) global spheroidal medium- and small-scale DEMs have
been produced from SRTM and ASTER data. These factors, as well as
reproducibility, relative simplicity, and flexibility of digital terrain
modeling methods, determine their practical potential for soil and geological research.
It should be realized, however, that the governing factor for the evolution of digital terrain analysis is the advancement in the theory of the
topographic surface (Chapter 2 and Appendix A), which lays a rigorous
physical and mathematical foundation for both computation algorithms
and applied issues of topographic modeling. Production of increasingly
accurate and detailed DEMs is of secondary importance for the scientific evolution of geomorphometry.
In the last three decades, effective algorithms have been developed
for computing local and nonlocal topographic variables as well as structural lines (Chapter 4). When deciding on a particular calculation
method, one of the key criteria is the algorithm’s sensitivity to DEM
high-frequency noise and the possibility of its suppression. This is
because any DEM contains errors (Chapter 5), but filtering techniques
(Chapter 6) are unable to remove all the errors from DEMs. All calculation methods of geomorphometry more or less increase the manifestation of high-frequency noise in models of topographic variables that
may limit the possibility to use and interpret such models.
One other important factor influences the selection of a particular calculation algorithm. This is the type of DEM grid (Section 3.2). It is
important to realize that widespread calculation methods to process
DEMs on a plane square grid cannot be applied to handle DEMs on a
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spheroidal equal angular grid. This is associated with principal differences in the geometry of these grid types.
The author developed two calculation methods based on the approximation of partial derivatives of elevation by finite differences (Sections
4.2 and 4.3). These methods permit derivation of digital models of local
morphometric attributes on plane square grids and spheroidal equal
angular grids of any linear or angular resolution.
The method for deriving local topographic variables on plane square
grids (Section 4.2) is based on the approximation of the third-order
polynomial to the 5 3 5 moving window by the least-squares approach.
Compared to conventional techniques, this method has higher calculation accuracy and stronger suppression of high-frequency noise. The
method can be utilized in soil and geological studies at field, watershed,
and regional scales.
The method for deriving local morphometric variables on spheroidal
equal angular grids (Section 4.3) is based on the approximation of the
second-order polynomial to the 3 3 3 moving window by the leastsquares approach. The method is intended for geological studies at
regional, continental, and global scales, as well as regional soil research.
These methods extend the capabilities of digital terrain analysis in
soil science and geology. In particular, they can be applied to DEMs
produced by any technique. This allows modeling and analysis of
topography of any hierarchical level in soil and geological studies of
any scale.
To accomplish a DTM-based study successfully, proper value of the
DTM grid spacing must be selected. Its minimal value is determined by
the fundamental sampling theorem and its three sequences (Section 3.3).
Ignoring this rule inevitably leads to the production of artifacts in
DTMs, which reflect properties of an interpolator rather than the topographic surface. Such artifacts hamper the performance of DTM-based
soil and geological studies. Relationships in the “soil topography” system are manifested not at any scale level, but at scale range intervals
unique for each landscape and each soil property. This dictates a need
to estimate the adequate resolution of DTMs to be used in a soil study
(Chapter 9).
Use of digital terrain analysis in soil research stems from the fact that
topography is one of the soil-forming factors (Chapter 8). Dozens of
methods can be used to analyze, model, and map the spatial distribution of soil properties using DTMs and various mathematical tools
(Chapter 10). Although spatial prediction of soil properties can be performed by many mathematical approaches, the success of such modeling depends primarily on the correct selection of predictors for a
particular soil property. Morphometric attributes can be considered the
most useful predictors.
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Geology-oriented digital terrain modeling is based on the fact that
topography is the most observable indicator of geological structure in
the Earth’s crust. One can use this feature of topography at any scale.
Moreover, it was recently demonstrated that differential geometry and
topographic modeling can be employed as a basis for mathematization
of structural geology (Pollard and Fletcher, 2005) (Chapters 12 and 13).
Digital terrain modeling extends the possibilities of soil science and
geology. For instance, the author obtained fundamental results using
the methods described in this book:
• For Chernozemic soils of agrolandscapes in the boreal zone of North
America, the following regularities were established and
quantitatively described: (1) spatial distribution of soil dynamic
properties depends on topography only if soil moisture content is
higher than some threshold value; (2) dependence of soil dynamic
properties on morphometric variables may both decrease and
increase as the soil layer depth increases; (3) there exists temporal
variability in relationships between spatial distribution of soil
dynamic properties and morphometric attributes (Chapter 11).
• For tectonic terrains, it is established that topographically expressed
zones of flow accumulation, as a rule, coincide with sites of fault
intersections owing to increased rock fracturing. Topographically
expressed accumulation zones are areas of contact and substance
exchange between overland/intrasoil lateral water flows and upward
groundwater flows (Chapter 14).
• Using quantitative data and numerical methods, we confirmed the
hypothesis that there exist topographically expressed, global doublehelical structures, which are apparently associated with traces of the
rotational stresses of the Earth’s crust (Chapter 15).
I hope that this book provides insight into the theory, methods, and
applications of digital terrain analysis, as well as further understanding
of relationships between topography, soil, and geology.
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A.1 GRADIENT, FLOW LINES, AND SPECIAL POINTS
A smooth model of the land surface is used in this Appendix. A
smooth surface S is described as a continuously differentiable function
z 5 f(x, y) representing elevation z as a function of planar coordinates x
and y. It is also assumed that the gravitational field is uniform,1 with
the gravitational acceleration vector, g, parallel to the z-axis and
directed to the decrease of elevation—that is, g 5 2 gk, where g is the
gravitational acceleration constant, i, j, and k represent unit vectors in
the directions of coordinate axes x, y, and z, respectively.

A.1.1 Gradient
There are two components of g: tangential, gt, and normal, gn, ones
(Fig. A.1). Substance flows are driven along the surface S by gravity
governed by the tangential component, gt.
1

This assumption is real for sufficiently small portions of the geoid, for which the
equipotential surface can be considered as a plane.
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FIGURE A.1 Tangential, gt, and normal, gn, components of
the gravitational vector g.

Let us find an expression for gt. n is a unit external normal vector to
S at a point R0 on S. Then an equation of a tangent plane to S is known
from linear algebra:
ðR 2 R0 ; nÞ 5 0;

ðA:1Þ

where parentheses denote a scalar product. The end of the vector g beginning at the point R0 is R0 1 g. The distance from the point R0 1 g to the
tangent plane is j(R0 1 g 2 R0,n)j 5 j(n,g)j. It follows from g 5 gt 1 gn that
gt 5 g 2 gn, but jgnj is the distance j(n, g)j 5 2 (n, g). The direction of gn
coincides with that of the unit vector 2 n, so that gn 5 n(n, g), and finally
gt 5 g 2 nðn; gÞ:

ðA:2Þ

Note that the inequality
ðn; gÞ,0

ðA:3Þ


means that the angle between n and g is greater than 90 . This describes
a topological restriction (Shary, 1995) excluding caves, infinitely steep
slopes, and so on.
Now introduce notation of partial derivatives:
r5

@2 z
@2 z
@2 z
;
; t5 2 ; s5
2
@x
@y
@x@y

p5

@z
;
@x

q5

@z
:
@y

ðA:4Þ

In a uniform field g 5 2gk, considering the expression for the external
normal to the surface S (e.g., Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987)
2pi 2 qj 1 k
n 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
1 1 p2 1 q2

ðA:5Þ

one ensures that the inequality (Eq. A.3) is always valid for f(x, y):
g
ðn; gÞ 5 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ , 0:
1 1 p2 1 q 2

ðA:6Þ

It follows from g 5 2gk and (Eqs. A.2 and A.5) that
gt 5 2g

pi 1 qj 1 ðp2 1 q2 Þk
:
1 1 p2 1 q2

ðA:7Þ

A.1 GRADIENT, FLOW LINES, AND SPECIAL POINTS

Note also that in a uniform field


g
1
cos γ 5 2n; 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
g
1 1 p 2 1 q2
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 1 q 2
;
sin γ 5
1 1 p2 1 q 2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tan γ 5 p2 1 q2 ;
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ðA:8Þ

ðA:9Þ
ðA:10Þ

where γ is the angle between k and n (Fig. A.1). This angle is slope
steepness, or gradient. Dimensionless gradient, G, is
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðA:11Þ
G 5 tan γ 5 p2 1 q2 ;
gradient in degrees, G, is
G 5 arctan

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 1 q 2 :

ðA:12Þ

It follows from Eqs. (A.7) and (A.9) that
jgt j 5 g sin γ;

ðA:13Þ

that is, the tangential component of the gravitational force is proportional to gradient factor (or, slope factor), GF, rather than to gradient
(Strahler, 1952):
 
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 gt 
p2 1 q 2
5 sin γ 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
ðA:14Þ
GF 5
g
1 1 p2 1 q2
One obtains from Eqs. (A.14) and (A.11) that
G
GF 5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
2
11G

ðA:15Þ

A.1.2 Special Points
In a uniform field, a contour line is a set of points of intersection of
the topographic surface S and a horizontal plane z 5 const; that is, it is
described by the equation
zðx;yÞ 5 const;

ðA:16Þ

and it is a plane curve. The sufficient conditions for a contour line
(Eq. A.16) to be a differentiable curve may be obtained from theorems of
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implicit functions (Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.16). These conditions (namely, p
and q are not equal to zero simultaneously) may be written as follows:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G 5 p2 1 q2 . 0:
ðA:17Þ
Here a curve is a contour line portion, for which a one-to-one and
unique solution of Eq. (A.16) does exist in the form of y 5 y(x) or x 5 x(y)
in a vicinity of each point.
Denote special points as a set O of points (x,y) for which
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G 5 p2 1 q2 5 0:
ðA:18Þ
The inequality (Eq. A.17) is valid for a set N of nonspecial points. A contour line is a curve at nonspecial points. At special points, a contour line
may not be a curve in the usual sense defined above. For example, this
may be an isolated point (a top of a hill, or a bottom of a pit), an absolutely
horizontal area, or an edge point of a contour line.2 It is shown below that
not all local morphometric variables can be defined in special points.
Are special points seldom or frequently distributed in space? Let P
be an opened rectangle with edges parallel to the x- and y-axes, and P
is its closure. Let also Q be an opened rectangular parallelepiped with
faces parallel to coordinate axes such that Q contains P. Now denote a
set of all nonspecial points of Q as NQ, and let O 5 P\NQ be the set of
all special points of P. The following theorem is valid:

THEOREM 1.

The set N of nonspecial points is open, and the set O of special points is
closed (Shary, 1991).

THE PROOF.
proof
of the first part follows from continuity of the function
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
pThe
G 5 p2 1 q2 . If a point (x,y) A Q is nonspecial (i.e., G.0), then all points in its
vicinity belong to NQ, so that NQ consists of internal points; that is, it is an open
set. The intersection of NQ and P is that of two open sets; consequently it is an
open set. On the other hand, it is a subset of the nonspecial points of P, that is,
of N. The proof of the second part follows from the definition of O as a difference between the closed set P and the open set NQ. Consequently, O is a closed
set. The theorem is proven.

2

Sard (1942) suggested a mathematical description of contour line behavior near special
points.
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As O is the closed set, special points are usually sparsely distributed
in space. If flat areas occupy more than a small proportion of a DEM,
this is probably due to rounding of elevation, or excessive use of
interpolation.

A.1.3 Slope Lines and Flow Lines
A slope line, or gradient line, is a curve (defined on N) on the surface
S, in each point of which the tangential direction coincides with that of
the tangential component of the gravitational force gt (Cayley, 1859). A
flow line is a projection of a gradient line to a horizontal plane. In special
points, gt 5 0 (because p 5 q 5 0) and the direction of gt is not defined.
Gradient lines are directed downslope because the z-component of gt is
negative for N.
The unit tangent vector to the gradient line is
r0η 5

dx
dy
dz
i1
j1
k;
dη
dη
dη

ðA:19Þ

where η is a gradient line length, and


  2  2
dx 2
dy
dz
1
1
5 1:
dη
dη
dη

ðA:20Þ

Since jgtj 5 gsin γ, one obtains from Eq. (A.7) that for N
pi 1 qj 1 ðp2 1 q2 Þk
r0η 5 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
ðp2 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ

ðA:21Þ

THEO REM 2.

For the set N of nonspecial points, any contour line is orthogonal to any
gradient line at the point of intersection. For N, contours and flow lines are also
orthogonal (Shary, 1991).

THE PROOF.

For the first part of the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that for N

ðr0η ; r0ξ Þ 5 0;

ðA:22Þ

where ξ is a contour line length, and r0ξ is a unit tangent vector to the contour
line. Taking the derivative of a contour line (Eq. A.16) on ξ and noting that, for
a plane curve, the formula (Eq. A.20) is
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  2
dx 2
dy
1
5 1;
dξ
dξ

ðA:23Þ

dx
dy
1q
5 0:
dξ
dξ

ðA:24Þ

2qi 1 pj
r0ξ 5 6 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
p2 1 q 2

ðA:25Þ

one obtains

p
It follows from here that for N

The sign choice is defined by the contour line orientation. Therefore,
Eq. (A.22) is proven, as is the first part of the theorem.
Using expression (Eq. A.21) and designating a flow line length as σ, one
obtains an expression for a tangent vector r0σ to a flow line (a plane curve):

pi 1 qj
r0σ 52 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 1 q 2

ðA:26Þ

for N. It follows from Eqs. (A.25) and (A.26) that for N

ðr0σ ; r0ξ Þ 5 0:

ðA:27Þ

Therefore, flow lines are orthogonal to contour lines. The theorem is proven.

Now demonstrate that a direction of the maximal decrease of elevation is a flow line direction for each nonspecial point. Indeed, for N the
directional derivative along a unit vector m is
 
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 @z  
  5 ðrz; mÞ # jrzj 5 p2 1 q2 ;
ðA:28Þ
@m
where rz is a two-dimensional vector of gradient, rz 5 pi 1 qj. It
follows that the direction of 2 rz gives the maximal decrease of elevation among all possible directions. However, this is the direction of r0σ
along a flow line. Notice that the quantitative measure of this elevation
decrease is the dimensionless gradient (Eq. A.11).

A.2 ASPECT AND INSOLATION
A.2.1 Aspect
The negative two-dimensional vector of gradient, 2rz, defines both
slope steepness, G, and slope aspect, A. Aspect is defined as an angle
between the northern direction j and the direction of 2rz counted
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clockwise, from 0 to 360 (vectors of coordinate axes i, j, and k are
directed to the East, North, and upward, respectively).
rz
, is r0σ . For N, a scalar prodA unit tangent vector to a flow line, 2jrzj
0
uct ðrσ ; jÞ is a cosine of the angle A between r0σ and j:
2q
cos A 5 ðr0σ ;jÞ 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
p2 1 q2

ðA:29Þ

Considering that the inequality q . 0 refers to southern slopes
(90 , A # 180 if p # 0, 180 ,A , 270 if p . 0), A 5 90 (p , 0) or
A 5 270 (p . 0) if q 5 0, and the inequality q , 0 refers to northern
slopes (0 , A , 90 if p , 0, 270 , A , 360 if p . 0), for N one obtains:
!
180
2q
arccos pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A501
for p # 0; q,0;
ðA:30Þ
π
p2 1 q 2
!
180
2q
A 5 90 1
for p # 0; q $ 0;
ðA:31Þ
arccos pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
π
p2 1 q2
!
180
2q
arccos pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
for p.0; q $ 0;
ðA:32Þ
A 5 180 1
π
p2 1 q 2
!
180
2q
arccos pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
for p . 0; q , 0;
ðA:33Þ
A 5 270 1
π
p 2 1 q2
where arccosine is in radians.
Now one may use the function
8
<1
sign ðxÞ 5 0
:
21

for
for
for

x.0
x50;
x,0

ðA:34Þ

and transform formulas (Eqs. A.30 to A.33) into a single formula valid
for N:




A 5 290 12 sign ðqÞ ð12jsign ðpÞjÞ 1 180 1 1 sign ðpÞ
!
ðA:35Þ
180
2q
2
signðpÞ arccos pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
π
p2 1 q 2
For N, a sine of A may be deduced as a z-component of the vector product r0σ ; j :



i
j
k 

2p
2q
 0   pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
0  5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rσ ; j z 5 p2 1 q2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
ðA:36Þ

p2 1 q 2
p2 1 q 2



0
1
0 z
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so that
2p
sin A 5 ½r0σ ; jz 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
p2 1 q 2

ðA:37Þ

A.2.2 Insolation
Insolation, I(θ,ψ), is defined as a proportion (in %) of maximal direct
solar irradiation at the Sun’s angular position determined by two
angles: solar azimuth, θ, and solar elevation, ψ (Shary et al., 2005)
(Fig. 2.8).
Solar rays may be considered as parallel, so a unit vector to the Sun
from a given point on the surface S is
m 5 i sin θ cos ψ 1 j cos θ cos ψ 1 k sin ψ:

ðA:38Þ

The proportion (from maximal one) of solar irradiation intensity is a
cosine of the angle between m and the unit normal vector n to S; that is,
it is (m,n) if this angle is smaller than 90 , and it is null in the opposite
case (a shady side of a hill). The inequality (m, n).0 corresponds to
angles smaller than 90 , so this proportion is

1
ðm; nÞ 1 1 sign ðm; nÞ:
2

ðA:39Þ

It follows from here that insolation is
Iðθ; ψÞ 5 50ðm; nÞ½1 1 signðm; nÞ:

ðA:40Þ

Now one obtains from Eqs. (A.38) and (A.5) that
ðm; nÞ 5

sin ψ 2 cos ψðp sin θ 1 q cos θÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
1 1 p2 1 q 2

ðA:41Þ

Substituting this into Eq. (A.40), one obtains the final expression:
Iðθ; ψÞ 5 50

f1 1 sign½sinψ 2 cosψðp sinθ 1 q cosθÞg½sinψ 2 cosψðp sinθ 1 q cosθÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
1 1 p2 1 q2

ðA:42Þ
I(θ,ψ) can be defined at each point of the surface.
Notice that insolation is defined here as a local morphometric variable, so that hills may have shady sides, but do not produce shadows
themselves, because cast shadow is a nonlocal concept. The intensity of
direct solar irradiation to a surface perpendicular to solar rays during a
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sunny day is τ 5 1.25 kW/m2. Thus, insolation can also be calculated in
energy units using the following expression:
~ ψÞ 5 τIðθ; ψÞ :
Iðθ;
100

ðA:43Þ

A.3 CURVATURES
To have a flexible mathematical tool for deducing curvatures, one
may use a general formula of curvature of a smooth (not necessarily
plane) curve (Nikolsky, 1977a, y 6.9):
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!2
!2
!2ﬃ
u
2
2
2
 00  u
r  5 t d x 1 d y 1 d z ;
ðA:44Þ
λ
dλ2
dλ2
dλ2
where λ is the length of a curve, r00λ is the second derivative of the vector r by λ.

A.3.1 Plan Curvature
Plan curvature, kp, is the curvature of a contour line (Evans, 1972;
Krcho, 1973). Substituting a contour line length ξ (instead of λ) to the
general formula (Eq. A.44), one may find the derivatives needed for this
formula. It follows from Eq. (A.25) that for N
dx
2q
5 6 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
dξ
p2 1 q2

dy
p
5 6 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2
dξ
p 1 q2

ðA:45Þ

dp
dx
dy
5r
1s ;
dξ
dξ
dξ

dq
dx
dy
5s
1t :
dξ
dξ
dξ

ðA:46Þ

also

Thus, for N
d2 x
p
52
ðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ;
dξ 2
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2

ðA:47Þ

d2 y
q
52
ðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ:
2
2
dξ
ðp 1 q2 Þ2

ðA:48Þ

The vector to be found
r00ξ 5

d2 x
d2 y
i
1
j
dξ 2
dξ2

ðA:49Þ
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is therefore
r00ξ 5 2 kp r0σ

ðA:50Þ

for N, where
kp 5 2

q2 r 22pqs 1 p2 t
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp 1 qÞ3

ðA:51Þ

for N, r0σ is the unit tangent vector to flow line as defined by Eq. (A.26).
Let us prove that plan curvature kp is a quantitative measure of flow
line divergence and convergence. First, elucidate the meaning of divergence divðr0σ Þ of the unit tangent vector r0σ to a flow line using the
GaussOstrogradsky theorem (Nikolsky, 1977b, y 13.10). Let an arbitrary but fixed point (x,y) belong to N and be surrounded by a small circle Tε of radius ε . 0, which also belongs to N (this is always possible,
because N is an open set  see Theorem 1), with an external normal n0
to positively oriented boundary Γ ε of the circle Tε. According to the
two-dimensional case of the GaussOstrogradsky theorem,
ð
ZZ
divðr0σ Þdxdy 5 ðr0σ ;n0 Þdξ;
ðA:52Þ
Γε

Tε

where dξ is the differential of Γ ε. Using a theorem on averages
(Nikolsky, 1977a, y 5.8) and taking a limit, one finds that
 ð
1
0
ðr0σ ;n0 Þdξ;
ðA:53Þ
divðrσ Þ 5 lim
ε-0;ε.0 πε2
Γε

where the integral is the flow of a unit vector r0σ through Γ ε. This means
that divðr0σ Þ is a quantitative measure of flow lines divergence.

THEOREM 3.

Divergence of the unit tangent vector r0σ to a flow line is equal to kp
(Shary, 1995).

THE PROOF.

Calculating divðr0σ Þ with Eq. (A.26), one obtains for N

divðr0σ Þ 5



2p
@ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
p 1q

@x

1



2q
@ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
p 1q

@y

5 kp :

ðA:54Þ

Therefore, plan curvature is a quantitative measure of flow line divergence for
N. The theorem is proven.
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Flow lines converge where kp , 0 and diverge where kp.0; kp 5 0
refers to parallel flow lines.

A.3.2 Horizontal Curvature
Horizontal or tangential curvature, kh, is the curvature of the normal
section tangential to a contour line (Krcho, 1983; Shary, 1991; Mitášová
and Hofierka, 1993). To deduce the formula of kh, one may use the
Meusnier theorem (Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.24):
k0 5 k cos θ;

ðA:55Þ

where k0 is a curvature of a normal
passing through R and tan section,

gential to Γ ; k is a curvature k 5 r00λ  of a curve Γ , belonging to S and
passing
through a point R on S; and θ is the angle between vectors
r00
ν 5 jrλ00 j and n, which is orthogonal to S at the point R, cos θ 5 (n,v). It
λ
follows from here that the Meusnier theorem may be rewritten as
k0 5 ðn; r00λ Þ:

ðA:56Þ

Considering a contour line as the curve Γ (so that λ 5 ξ) and using the
formulas of n and sinγ (Eqs. A.5 and A.9), one obtains for N
kh 5 kp sin γ;

ðA:57Þ

where 0 ,γ , π/2, and consequently
kh 5 2

q2 r 2 2pqs 1 p2 t
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 1 p2 1 q2

ðA:58Þ

for N. Notice that kp and kh have the same signs at nonspecial points, as
seen from Eqs. (A.51) and (A.58). Thus, flow lines converge where kh,0
and diverge where kh.0; kh 5 0 refers to parallel flow lines.

A.3.3 Vertical Curvature
Vertical or profile curvature, kv, is the curvature of a normal section,
which has a mutual tangent line with a gradient line (Aandahl, 1948;
Krcho, 1973; Young, 1978). According to Theorem 2, contour lines and
gradient lines are orthogonal. So, one may use the Euler theorem
(Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.24) stating that mean curvature, H, is equal to half
the sum of curvatures of two mutually orthogonal normal sections
(Gauss, 1828).3 In part,
1
H 5 ðkh 1 kv Þ
2
3

There is an English translation of this work (Gauss, 2009).

ðA:59Þ
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for N. The formula for mean curvature is as follows (Young, 1805;
Gauss, 1828):
H52

ð1 1 q2 Þr 2 2pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
2 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:60Þ

This is valid for each point of the topographic surface. Substituting formulas of kh and H (Eqs. A.58 and A.60) to Eq. (A.59), one obtains for N:
kv 5 2

p2 r 1 2pqs 1 q2 t
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
ðp2 1 q2 Þ ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:61Þ

THEOREM 4.

For N, vertical curvature kv is a derivative of gradient factor GF by a flow
line length σ (Shary, 1995; Shary et al., 2002b).

THE PROOF.

For N, the first derivative of elevation z by a flow line length σ is

dz
dx
dy
5p
1q
52
dσ
dσ
dσ
dx
where expressions for dσ
and
derivative of elevation is

d2 z

d
dG
52
52
2
dσ
d σ

dy
dσ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 1 q2 5 2 G;

ðA:62Þ

were taken from Eq. (A.26). For N, the second

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 1 q 2
5 2kv ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3 ;
dσ

ðA:63Þ

where it was assumed that

dp
dp dx
dp dy
dx
dy
5
1
5r
1s
;
dσ
dx dσ
dy dσ
dσ
dσ
and formulas of
that

dx
dσ

and

dy
dσ

dq
dq dx
dq dy
dx
dy
5
1
5s
1t
;
dσ
dx dσ
dy dσ
dσ
dσ
ðA:64Þ

were taken from Eq. (A.26). It follows from Eq. (A.63)

dG
dσ
ﬃ
kv 5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
ð1 1 G Þ3
for N. Considering Eq. (A.15), one obtains that

ðA:65Þ
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0

dðGFÞ
5
dσ

1
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
dG B
G
2
C
@ 1 1 G 2 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃA
dσ
2
11G
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11G

2

dG
dσ
5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5 kv
2 3
ð1 1 G Þ

ðA:66Þ

for N; that is, the derivative of gradient factor by the flow line length is equal to
vertical curvature. The theorem is proven.

Negative values of the derivative dðGFÞ
dσ mean relative deceleration of
gravity-driven substance flows: the velocity of upslope particles is
greater than that of downslope ones, resulting in their accumulation.
Theorem 4 states that such areas are located in concave slope profiles.

A.3.4 Laplacian
The Laplacian of elevation, Δz, is defined (Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.26) as
 2 2  2 2
@z
@ z
1
5 r 1 t:
ðA:67Þ
Δz 5
2
@x
@y2

THEO REM 5.

Δz  22H as p, q - 0 (Shary et al., 2002b).

THE PROOF.

The limit value of H as p, q - 0 can be found from Eq. (A.60); it is equal to
20.5(r 1 t). Therefore, Δz 5 r 1 t  22H as p, q - 0. This proves the theorem.

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Gradient G 5 p2 1 q2 also tends to zero as p, q - 0. Thus, it follows
from this theorem that Δz is close to 2H in gently sloping terrains.

A.3.5 Total Gaussian Curvature
The total Gaussian curvature, K, is defined by Gauss (1828) as the
product of maximal and minimal curvatures of normal sections at a
given point
K 5 kmin kmax ;

ðA:68Þ
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and its formula deduced by Gauss (1828) is as follows:
K5

rt 2 s2
:
ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2

ðA:69Þ

According to the Euler theorem (Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.24), mean curvature is
H5

1
ðkmin 1 kmax Þ:
2

ðA:70Þ

From Eqs. (A.68) and (A.70) one obtains that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kmax ;kmin 5 H6 H 2 2 K;

ðA:71Þ

where the sign “ 1 ” refers to kmax, and the sign “ 2 ” refers to kmin.

A.3.6 Unsphericity Curvature
Unsphericity curvature, M, is defined by Shary (1995) as
1
M 5 ðkmax 2 kmin Þ:
2

ðA:72Þ

It follows from Eqs. (A.71) and (A.72) that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M 5 H 2 2 K:

ðA:73Þ

To obtain an explicit formula for M, one should transform H 2 K to a
sum of squares. This may be done using formulas of K and H
(Eqs. A.69 and A.60):
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt2
rt 2 s2
2
M5
4ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3
ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt2 24ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þðrt 2 s2 Þ
5
: ðA:74Þ
4ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3
2

Denote the following expression as α
α 5 ½ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt2 24ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þðrt 2 s2 Þ:
Now Eq. (A.74) may be rewritten as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
α
M5
:
4ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:75Þ

ðA:76Þ

Transform α to the form:
α 5 ð1 1 q2 Þ2 r2 1 4ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þs2 1 ð1 1 p2 Þ2 t2 24pqð1 1 q2 Þsr
24pqð1 1 p2 Þst 1 2ðp2 q2 21 2 p2  q2 Þrt:

ðA:77Þ
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This is a second-order polynomial with respect to r, s, and t of the form
α 5 a2 r2 1 b2 s2 1 c2 t2 1 2drs 1 2est 1 2frt;

ðA:78Þ

where a2, b2, c2, d, e, and f are
a2 5 ð1 1 q2 Þ2 ;
d 522pqð1 1 q2 Þ;

b2 5 4ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þ;
e 522pqð1 1 p2 Þ;

c2 5 ð1 1 p2 Þ2

f 5 p2 q2 21 2 p2 2 q2 :

ðA:79Þ

α may be represented as a sum of squares:
α 5 ðAr 1 BtÞ2 1 ðCr 1 Ds 1 EtÞ2 5 ðA2 1 C2 Þr2 1 D2 s2 1 ðB2 1 E2 Þt2
1 2CDrs 1 2DEst 1 2ðAB 1 CEÞrt

ðA:80Þ

with unknown coefficients A, B, C, D, and E, which are to be determined. Equations for their determination may be found from comparison of the last formula and Eq. (A.77):
A2 1C2 5a2 ; CD5d; D2 5b2 ; DE5e; B2 1E2 5c2 ; AB1CE5f: ðA:81Þ
Note that there are six equations and five unknown variables (A, B, C,
D, and E), so that one of the equations should be automatically satisfied. One may express A, B, C, D, and E through a2, b2, c2, d, e, and f
using Eq. (A.78):
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d
e
d2
a2 b2 2d2
e2
b 2 c 2 2 e2
2
D 5 d; C 5 ; E 5 ; A 5 a 2 2 5
; B 5 c2 2 2 5
;
2
b
b
b
b
b
b2
ðA:82Þ
and substitute here expressions for a2, b2, c2, d, e, and f from Eq. (A.79).
Note that the choice of sign for b is not unique. Choosing
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðA:83Þ
b 522 ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þ;
one obtains
D 5 b 5 22

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þ;

ðA:84Þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pq 1 1 q2
d
22pqð1 1 q2 Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
C5 5
b
22 ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þ
1 1 p2

ðA:85Þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pq 1 1 p2
e
22pqð1 1 p2 Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
5
b
22 ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þ
1 1 q2

ðA:86Þ
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sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ð1 1 q2 Þ3 ð1 1 p2 Þ 24p2 q2 ð1 1 q2 Þ2
ð1 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ
; ðA:87Þ
A5
5
3
ð1 1 p2 Þ
4ð1 1 p2 Þ ð1 1 q2 Þ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ð1 1 p2 Þ3 ð1 1 q2 Þ 24p2 q2 ð1 1 p2 Þ2
ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ
B52
5
: ðA:88Þ
4ð1 1 p2 Þð1 1 q2 Þ
ð1 1 q2 Þ
Now calculate:
AB 1 CE 5 2ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ 1 p2 q2 5 p2 q2 21 2 p2 2 q2 5 f;

ðA:89Þ

that is, the last equation in Eq. (A.81) is automatically satisfied, and therefore the polynomial α may be represented as a sum of squares (Eq. A.80).
Substituting the expressions for A, B, C, D, and E (Eqs. A.84 to A.88)
into the formula (Eq. A.80) for α, then substituting α into the formula
(Eq. A.76) for unsphericity, and performing corresponding transformations, one obtains a formula convenient for calculations:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2 2
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
1 q2
1 1 p2
2 1 q2 Þ 1 pqr 1 1 q 22s ð1 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 Þ 1 pqt 1 1 p
u r 11 1
ð1
1
p
2
t
2
2
2
p
11q
11p
1 1 q2
M5t
:
3
2
2
4ð1 1 p 1 q Þ
ðA:90Þ

A.3.7 Rotor
The term rotor is defined as the flow line curvature (Shary, 1991).
 00  To
r  and
deduce its formula,
one
may
determine
a
flow
line
curvature
σ


0 
0

compare it to rotðrσ Þ , where rσ is a unit tangent vector to a flow line,
as defined by Eq. (A.26). It is seen from Eq. (A.26) that
dx
p
5 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2
dσ
p 1 q2

dy
q
5 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
dσ
p 1 q2

ðA:91Þ

for N. Therefore,
dp
dx
dy
pr 1 qs
5r
1s
5 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
dσ
dσ
dσ
p2 1 q2

ðA:92Þ

dq
dx
dy
ps 1 qt
5s
1t
5 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dσ
dσ
dσ
p2 1 q2

ðA:93Þ

for N. So,
p p

d x
52
dσ2
2

dp

1q

dq

dσ
2 2 ðpr 1 qsÞ 2 pdσﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2

p 1q

p2 1 q2
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2f2 ðpr 1 qsÞðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 p½pðpr 1 qsÞ 1 qðps 1 qtÞg
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2

p3 r 1 p2 qs 1 pq2 r 1 q3 s 2 p3 r 2 p2 qs 2 p2 qs 2 pq2 t
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2
!
pq2 ðr 2 tÞ 2 qsðp2 1 q2 Þ
2q
ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
p
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5
5
;
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2
p2 1 q 2
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3

5

q p

d2 y
52
dσ2
52

dp

1q

ðA:94Þ

dq

dσ
2 2 ðps 1 qtÞ2 pdσﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2

p 1q

p2

1 q2

2f2 ðps 1 qtÞðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 q½pðpr 1 qsÞ 1 qðps 1 qtÞg
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2

p3 s 1 p2 qt 1 pq2 s 1 q3 t 2 p2 qr 2 pq2 s 2 pq2 s 2 q3 t
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2
!
psðp2 2 q2 Þ 2 p2 qðr 2 tÞ
p
ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
p
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5
5
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2
p2 1 q2
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3
5

ðA:95Þ

for N. Comparing Eqs. (A.94), (A.95), and (A.25), one finds that
r00σ 5 6

ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ 00
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rξ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:96Þ

for N. The choice of sign is defined by the contour line orientation. It
follows from here that flow line curvature is





2
2
 00  ðp 2 q Þs 2 pqðr  tÞ
r  5 
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

σ


ðp2 1 q2 Þ3


for N, where the sign of rotor is not taken into account.
Rotor is also a vector with components


 i
j
k 

 @ @ @
rotðaÞ 5  @x @y @z :


 ax ay az 

ðA:97Þ

ðA:98Þ
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FIGURE A.2

Right- and left-handed coor-

dinate systems.

Substituting here components of r0σ (Eq. A.26) instead of ax, ay, and
az, and considering their independence of z, one obtains for N:
(
!
!)
@
q
@
p
0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rotðrσ Þ 5 2
k
@x
@y
p2 1 q 2
p2 1 q2
52

sðp2 1 q2 Þ 2 qðpr 1 qsÞ 2 sðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 pðps 1 qtÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3

52

ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k:
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3

Comparing this result and Eq. (A.97), one sees that for N
 
rotðr0σ Þ 56r00σ k:

ðA:99Þ

ðA:100Þ

According to the meaning of rotor, in a right-handed coordinate system (Fig. A.2) the flow line turns clockwise when the factor by which k
is multiplied is negative. For this reason, the choice of sign for scalar
rotor rot is opposite to the z-component of rotðr0σ Þ. Therefore, one
obtains that the flow line turns clockwise if rot is positive, while it turns
counterclockwise in the opposite case. Finally,
rot 5

ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:101Þ

for N. Nevertheless, rotðr0σ Þ is an axial vector; therefore a negative sign
for rot corresponds to a clockwise turn of the flow line in a left-handed
coordinate system only (Fig. A.2), which is usually not used in
geosciences.

A.3.8 Difference Curvature
Difference curvature, E, is defined by Shary (1995) as
E5

1
ðkv 2 kh Þ
2

ðA:102Þ
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for N. Using formula (Eq. A.59), one obtains that kv 5 2H 2 kh and
E 5 H 2 kh. It follows from here and from Eqs. (A.60) and (A.58) that for N
E5

q2 r 22pqs 1 p2 t
ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
ðp2 1 q2 Þ 1 1 p2 1 q2
2 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:103Þ

It follows from Eqs. (A.102) and (A.59) that
kv 5 H 1 E;

ðA:104Þ

kh 5 H 2 E

ðA:105Þ

for N. It follows from Eqs. (A.70) and (A.72) that
kmax 5 H 1 M;

ðA:106Þ

kmin 5 H 2 M:

ðA:107Þ

According to Eqs. (A.68), (A.106), and (A.107),
K 5 H 2 2 M2 :

ðA:108Þ

Let us consider an interrelationship between difference curvature, E,
and unsphericity, M. According to the Euler theorem (Nikolsky, 1977a,
y 7.24), the curvature k of a normal section turned to angle ϕ from the
principal normal section, which has curvature kmax, is a function of kmax,
kmin, and ϕ:
kðϕÞ 5 kmax cos2 ϕ 1 kmin sin2 ϕ:

ðA:109Þ

Let θ be the smallest angle between a vertical plane of the normal
section with curvature kv (to which the gradient line is tangential). As
Theorem 2 states, the plane of the normal section with the curvature kh
is orthogonal to the plane of the normal section with the curvature kv;
that is, kh 5 k (θ 1 π/2). It follows from here and from the Euler theorem
(Nikolsky, 1977a, y 7.24) that
kv 5 kmax cos2 θ 1 kmin sin2 θ;


π
π
kh 5 kmax cos2 θ 1
1 kmin sin2 θ 1
;
2
2

ðA:110Þ
ðA:111Þ

One may transform the last formula as follows:
kh 5 kmax sin2 θ 1 kmin cos2 θ:

ðA:112Þ

Subtracting Eq. (A.112) from Eq. (A.110), one obtains
kv 2 kh 5 kmax ðcos2 θ 2 sin2 θÞ 1 kmin ðsin2 θ 2 cos2 θÞ
5 ðkmax 2 kmin Þðcos2 θ 2 sin2 θÞ 5 ðkmax 2 kmin Þ cos ð2θÞ:

ðA:113Þ
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It follows from here and from the definitions (Eqs. A.72 and A.102)
that for N
E 5 M cos ð2θÞ;

ðA:114Þ

jEj # M:

ðA:115Þ

A.3.9 Horizontal and Vertical Excess Curvatures
Shary (1995) defines horizontal and vertical excess curvatures, khe
and kve, as
khe 5 kh 2 kmin ;

ðA:116Þ

kve 5 kv 2 kmin

ðA:117Þ

for N. These curvatures are nonnegative, because kmin is not greater
than a curvature of any other normal section at the same point of the
surface S. Using these definitions and the formulas (Eqs. A.104 to
A.107), one obtains that for N
kve 5 M 1 E;

ðA:118Þ

khe 5 M 2 E:

ðA:119Þ

A.3.10 Total Ring Curvature
Total ring curvature, Kr, is defined as the product of khe by kve (Shary,
1995). It follows from Eqs. (A.118) and (A.119) that
Kr 5 kve khe 5 ðM 1 EÞðM 2 EÞ 5 M2 2 E2

ðA:120Þ

for N. Using this formula together with Eqs. (A.73) and (A.105), one
finds that
Kr 5 2Hkh 2 k2h 2 K

ðA:121Þ

for N, and substituting formulas (Eqs. A.58, A.60, and A.69) one
obtains:
Kr 5

½ð1 1 q2 Þr 22pqs 1 ð1 1 p2 Þt ðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ
ðp2 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2
2

ðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ2
rt 2 s2
2
ðp2 1 q2 Þ2 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2

ðA:122Þ
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for N. Let k0h 5 q2 r 22pqs 1 p2 t, then the numerator of Kr is
ðp2 1 q2 Þðr 1 tÞk0h 1 ðp2 1 q2 Þðk0h Þ2 2 ðk0h Þ2 2 ðp2 1 q2 Þðk0h Þ2 2 ðp2 1 q2 Þ2 ðrt 2 s2 Þ
5 ðp2 1 q2 Þðr 1 tÞðq2 r 2 2pqs 1 p2 tÞ 2 ðq2 r 2 2pqs 1 p2 tÞ2 2 ðp2 1 q2 Þ2 ðrt 2 s2 Þ


5 ðq2 r 2 2pqs 1 p2 tÞ ðp2 1 q2 Þðr 1 tÞ 2 q2 r 1 2pqs 2 p2 t 2 ðp2 1 q2 Þ2 ðrt 2 s2 Þ
5 ðq2 r 2 2pqs 1 p2 tÞðp2 r 1 2pqs 1 q2 tÞ 2 ðp2 1 q2 Þ2 ðrt 2 s2 Þ
5 p2 q2 r2 2 2p3 qsr 1 p4 rt 1 2pq3 sr 2 4p2 q2 s2 1 2p3 qst 1 q4 rt 2 2pq3 st
1 p2 q2 t2 2 ðp4 1 2p2 q2 1 q4 Þðrt 2 s2 Þ
5 p2 q2 r2 2 2pqðp2 2 q2 Þsr 1 ðp4 1 q4 Þrt 1 2pqðp2 2 q2 Þst 2 4p2 q2 s2 1 p2 q2 t2
2 ðp4 1 2p2 q2 1 q4 Þrt 1 ðp4 1 2p2 q2 1 q4 Þs2
5 p2 q2 r2 2 2pqðp2 2 q2 Þsr 2 2p2 q2 rt 1 2pqðp2 2 q2 Þst 1 ðp2 2 q2 Þ2 s2 1 p2 q2 t2
5 p2 q2 ðr 2 tÞ2 2 2pqðp2 2 q2 Þsðr 2 tÞ 1 ðp2 2 q2 Þ2 s2

2
5 ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ :

ðA:123Þ

Therefore,
Kr 5

ðp2 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
ðp2 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ

2

ðA:124Þ

for N. Comparing this result and the rotor formula (Eq. A.101), one
finds
Kr 5

G

2
2 2

ð1 1 G Þ

rot2

ðA:125Þ

for N, so total ring curvature is proportional to rot2, with a nonnegative
factor depending on gradient only. This means that Kr describes flow
line twisting (i.e., one of the characteristics of terrain dissection), but
unlike rotor, Kr does not take into account a direction of a flow line
turn (Shary et al., 2002b).

THEO REM 6.

In any subset of N, where elevation may be expressed as a function of
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx 2 x0 Þ2 1 ðy 2 y0 Þ2 , total ring curvature Kr is equal to zero (Shary, 1995).
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Let ρ,φ be plane polar coordinates with the pole at a given point (x0,y0).
Then elevation z(x, y) 5 z(ρ). For this function

2

where R 5 ddρz2 , P 5
Eq. (A.120),

dz
dρ.

R 2 Pρ ð1 1 P2 Þ
E 52 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2 ð1 1 P2 Þ3

ðA:126Þ





R 2 Pρ ð1 1 P2 Þ
H 5 2 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2 ð1 1 P2 Þ3

ðA:127Þ

From here it follows that M 5 jEj. So, according to

Kr 5 ðjEj 1 EÞðjEj 2 EÞ 5 0

ðA:128Þ

for N. The theorem is proven.

A.3.11 Total Accumulation Curvature
Total accumulation curvature, Ka, is defined as the product of vertical
and horizontal curvatures, (Shary, 1995):
Ka 5 kh kv :

ðA:129Þ

Using formulas (Eqs. A.58 and A.61), one obtains:
K a 5 kh kv 5

ðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞðp2 r 1 2pqs 1 q2 tÞ
½ðp2 1 q2 Þð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ2

ðA:130Þ

for N . Using formulas (Eqs. A.104 and A.105), one obtains for N:
K a 5 H 2 2 E2 :

THEOREM 7.

ðA:131Þ

In any subset of N, where elevation z may be expressed as a function of
polar angle φ with a pole at some point (x0,y0), total accumulation curvature is
equal to zero (Shary, 1995).
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In this case, z(x, y) 5 z(φ). For this function

H5E5
2ρ2
where T 5

d2 z
,
dφ2

Q5

dz
dφ.

2T
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;

ð1 1 Q2 Þ
ρ2

3

ðA:132Þ

It follows from Eq. (A.131) and from H 5 E that

Ka 5 ðH 1 EÞðH 2 EÞ 5 0

ðA:133Þ

for N. The theorem is proven.

THEO REM 8
(Theorem of total curvatures)
Ka 5 K 1 Kr for N (Shary, 1995).

THE PROOF.

It was proved above that Ka 5 H2 2 E2, K 5 H2 2 M2, and Kr 5 M2 2 E2 for
N (Eqs. A.131, A.108, and A.120). The proof follows from these formulas. The
theorem is proven.

The smooth surface S is two-dimensional; therefore it needs two curvatures for description of its local shape. However, an additional curvature is needed to describe gravitational effects (Koenderink and van
Doorn, 1994). It follows from the above results that three curvatures—
H, E, and M—are independent and can be chosen for description of S
by curvatures (Shary, 1995). Most curvatures may be expressed by simple formulas through these independent curvatures, as summarized in
Table A.1. Note that an algebraic sum of any two simple curvatures
TABLE A.1 Relationships between three independent curvatures (H, E, and M) and
other curvatures (K, Ka, Kr, kmax, kmin, kh, kv, khe, and kve)
Simple Curvatures (units are m 21)

Total Curvatures (units are m 22)

kmax 5 H 1 M

kh 5 H 2 E

K 5 H2 2 M2

kmin 5 H 2 M

kve 5 M 1 E

Ka 5 H2 2 E2

kv 5 H 1 E

khe 5 M 2 E

Kr 5 M2 2 E2

From (Shary, 2006, Table IV).
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results in a curvature of the same system. That is why this system of
curvatures may by considered as complete (Shary, 1995).

A.4 GENERATING FUNCTION
The generating function of crest and thalwegs lines, T, can be defined
as the derivative of kh (Shary and Stepanov, 1991):
T5

dkh
;
dξ

ðA:134Þ

where ξ is a contour line length. From Eqs. (A.134) and (A.58) follows:
dkh
@kh dp @kh dq @kh dr
@kh ds
@kh dt
5
1
1
1
1
:
dξ
@p dξ
@q dξ
@r dξ
@s dξ
@t dξ
See formulas of

dp
dξ

and

dr
dx
dy
5g
1k ;
dξ
dξ
dξ

dq
dξ

ðA:135Þ

in (Eqs. A.46). Similarly,

ds
dx
dy
5k
1m ;
dξ
dξ
dξ

dt
dx
dy
5m
1h ;
dξ
dξ
dξ

ðA:136Þ

@3 z
:
@x@y2

ðA:137Þ

for N, where
g5

@3 z
;
@x3

h5

@3 z
;
@y3

k5

@3 z
;
@x2 @y

m5

dy

See formulas of dx
dξ and dξ in Eqs. (A.45).
After differentiation, the terms in Eq.(A.135) are as follows (the sign
depends on the contour line orientation):
@kh dp
2ðpt2qsÞðps2qrÞ
ðps2qrÞp½213ðp2 1q2 Þðq2 r22pqs1p2 tÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
56 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 6
;
@p dξ
ðp2 1q2 Þ3 11p2 1q2
ðp2 1q2 Þ5 ð11p2 1q2 Þ3
ðA:138Þ
@kh dq
22ðpt2qsÞðps2qrÞ
ðpt2qsÞq½213ðp2 1q2 Þðq2 r22pqs1p2 tÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
56 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 6
;
@q dξ
3
2
2
2
2
ðp 1q Þ 11p 1q
ðp2 1q2 Þ5 ð11p2 1q2 Þ3
ðA:139Þ
@kh dr
q2 ðqg2pkÞ
56 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
@r dξ
ðp2 1q2 Þ3 11p2 1q2

ðA:140Þ

@kh ds
2pqðpm2qkÞ
56 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
@s dξ
ðp2 1q2 Þ3 11p2 1q2

ðA:141Þ

@kh dt
2p2 ðph2qmÞ
56 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
@t dξ
ðp2 1q2 Þ3 11p2 1q2

ðA:142Þ
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for N. The sum of these terms is:
T5

dkh
@kh dp @kh dq @kh dr
@kh ds
@kh dt
5
1
1
1
1
dξ
@p dξ
@q dξ
@r dξ
@s dξ
@t dξ

56

ðps 2 qrÞp½2 1 3ðp2 1 q2 Þðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ5 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

6

ðpt 2 qsÞq½2 1 3ðp2 1 q2 Þðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ5 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

6

q2 ðqg 2 pkÞ 1 2pqðpm 2 qkÞ 2 p2 ðph 2 qmÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ

ðA:143Þ

for N. After simple algebraic operations, one obtains:
q3 g 2 3pq2 k 1 3p2 qm 2 p3 h
T 5 6 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ
6


½2 1 3ðp2 1 q2 Þðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ 
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 pqr 1 ðp2 2 q2 Þs 1 pqt
ðp2 1 q2 Þ5 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:144Þ

for N. The sign of T is not important because T is zero in concave and
convex spurs, where jkhj is maximal, so that T (or rather its zero values)
might be considered as the generating function of crest and thalweg
lines in a local approximation. The formula Eq.(A.144) may be rewritten
for the sign “ 1 ” (Florinsky, 2009b):
q3 g 23pq2 k 1 3p2 qm 2 p3 h
T 5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ
1


½2 1 3ðp2 1 q2 Þðq2 r 22pqs 1 p2 tÞ  2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp 2 q2 Þs 2 pqðr 2 tÞ
ðp2 1 q2 Þ5 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ3

ðA:145Þ

for N. Considering the formulas for kh and rot (Eqs. A.58 and A.101),
one finally obtains:
q3 g 23pq2 k 1 3p2 qm 2 p3 h
2 1 3ðp2 1 q2 Þ
T 5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 kh rot
1 1 p2 1 q2
ðp2 1 q2 Þ3 ð1 1 p2 1 q2 Þ
for N.

ðA:146Þ
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Appendix B: LandLord—A Brief
Description of the Software
Currently, there are more than 20 computer programs that have been
developed or can be used for digital terrain modeling (Wood, 2009). For
details, interested readers are invited to look up the second part of the
book by Hengl and Reuter (2009).
The software LandLord is intended for research-oriented digital terrain
modeling. LandLord is designed for use on 32-bit personal computers
under Windows 95/98/2000/NT/XP. Minimal hardware requirements
are: 24 MB RAM, a 256 color monitor, screen resolution of 800 3 600
pixels. The software size is about 760 KB. Currently, LandLord includes
two modules: LandLord 4.0 calculation module and LandLord Viewer 1.3.
For LandLord 4.0, initial data are DEMs based on plane square grids
or spheroidal equal angular grids. DEMs are represented as binary and
ASCII files (LandLord formats *.REG and *.RGC, respectively). One can
also import some types of DEMs:
• Binary DEMs generated by the software Surfer (© Golden Software
Inc.)
• Global binary DEMs from ETOPO2, GTOPO30, GLOBO, and SRTM3
digital archives, as well as planetary DEMs from NASA digital
archives
LandLord 4.0 allows the following operations:
1. Calculation of digital models of local morphometric variables. Four
methods intended for plane square grids can be applied: the
Evans Young method (Section 4.1), the Zevenbergen Thorne method,
the Shary method, and the author’s method (Section 4.2). One other
author’s method (Section 4.3) is utilized to derive digital models of
local morphometric variables on spheroidal equal angular grids. The
methods are used to calculate the following variables and models:
a. All variables of the complete system of curvatures (Sections 2.2
and A.3).
b. Some other local topographic attributes: slope gradient (Sections
2.2 and A.1.1), slope aspect (Sections 2.2 and A.2.1), rotor
(Section A.3.7), plan curvature (Section A.3.1), generating function
(Sections 4.5.2 and A.4), and so on.
c. Insolation (Sections 2.5 and A.2.2).
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d. Landscape segmentation models using the Gaussian classification
(Section 2.7.1), the Efremov Krcho classification, the concept of
accumulation zones (Section 2.7.2), and the Shary classification
(Section 2.7.3).
Calculation of digital models of nonlocal morphometric variables. On
plane square grids, they are derived by the Martz de Jong method
(Section 4.4). This method, adapted to the geometry of spheroidal
trapezoids (Section 4.3.3), is used to process DEMs on spheroidal
equal angular grids. The following morphometric variables can be
derived:
a. Minimal and maximal (specific) catchment area (Sections 2.3 and
4.4)
b. Minimal and maximal (specific) dispersive area (Sections 2.3 and
4.4)
c. Minimal and maximal topographic index (Sections 2.6 and 4.4)
d. Minimal and maximal stream power index (Sections 2.6 and 4.4)
DTM smoothing on plane square grids and spheroidal equal angular
grids:
a. Smoothing by a moving weighted average (Section 6.2.5)
b. Depression filling by the Martz de Jong method (Section 4.4)
Some simple mathematical operations: addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, taking logarithm, exponentiation, as well as
area and volume estimation.
Statistical estimations:
a. Calculation of predictive digital soil models using linear
regression equations with DTMs as predictors (Section 10.4)
b. Calculation of RMSE digital models for all variables of the
complete system of curvatures, slope gradient, aspect, plan
curvature, rotor, and generating function (Section 5.3). Calculation
can be carried out on plane square grids and spheroidal equal
angular grids.
Export of DEMs from LandLord formats *.REG and *.RGC to ASCII
file, ArcInfo ASCII format *.ASC, and Surfer binary format *.GRD.

LandLord Viewer 1.3 allows visualizing DTMs from LandLord files
*.REG using several color and gray scales. In the book, all author’s
maps were generated by this viewer.
Early versions (1993 2001) of LandLord calculation modules were
written in C and Delphi by T.I. Grokhlina, N.L. Mikhailova, and P.V.
Kozlov, under the supervision of the author (Florinsky et al., 1995).
LandLord Viewer 1.3 was developed using C 11 by G.L. Andrienko and
N.V. Andrienko. Starting in the year 2002, the author has developed the
software using Delphi.
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